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An Overview of Testing
(full day seminar)

Modal Testing Strategies for Object-Oriented
Software (full day seminar))

•

Dr. Boris Seizer, Independent Consultant)

Mr. Robert V. Binder (RBSC Corporation)

This presentation is a one-day overview of testing principles and technology. Newcomers to testing will leam basic concepts and vocabulary; practicing testers will a acquire a new, comprehensive,
conceptual structure for testing that will enable them to better understand and apply techniques and tools. topics include: objectives of
testing, control flow, (t), transactionflow (t), domain (t), syntax (t),
finite-state machine (t), dataflow (t), integration (t), system (t), test execution and test design automation.

Classes (objects) have distinctly different behavior patterns (modes). A
mode must be identified to select an effective test strategy. This tutorial
presents new approaches for domain/state modeling to characterize
class modality and shows how to produce effective test suites from
these models. Participants will learn how to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Effective Metrication for Software Process
Assessment and Software Product Evaluation
Mr. Hans-Ludwig Hausen,
GMD Gesellschaft fur Mathematik und Datenversrbeitung mbH
Selected industry tested techniques for V&V and measurement
(CMM,IS0900x, IS012119 etc.) are reviewed with respect to their
suitability for process assessment and software certification. Particular
emphasis is given to the appropriateness of software characteristics
and metrics and their impact on quality management. It is shown how
mature measurement can be used in the context of ISO approved
guidelines which have been developed and tested in Esprit, ESSI and
Eureka projects.

•

Dr. Michael Haug

Lunch and Networking

14-18:00

•

C

Mr. Hans-Ludwig Hausen

A Survey of EC-Sponsored Software Process
Improvement Efforts
Dr. Michael Haug, EUREX
The European Commission has launched in 1993 an initiative (worth
more than 100 million ECU until now) to improve the competitiveness
of the European industry by improving the industrial software processes. This programme called "ESSI European Systems & Software
Initiative - Software Best Practice• centres around process improvement experiments (PIEs) which allow companies to introduce and
experiment with methods and techniques that are regarded as Best
Practice but have not been applied sufficiently within these companies
yet. More than 300 such PIEs have been funded since 1993. The
ESSI programme is complementing the PIES with support, training
and dissemination actions - one of them is EUREX. EUR EX is to
analyse and cluster those more than 300 experiments and to extract
the common experience.

Identify the mode of the class under test
Develop a domain model of a class.
Develop a state model of class behavior.
Develop a domain-based test plan using the vertex probe strategy.
Develop a behavior-based test plan using the FREE state model.
Develop a test suite that achieves either vertex or N+ state coverage.

Testing Software Based Systems:
People, Process & Technology

•

Mr. Tom Drake, Booz Allen & Hamilton
This tutorial will focus on the crucial role of testing in delivering a functionally robust, stable, and maintainable software based system. This
tutorial will introduce the business case for testing and the critical role of
the people and the process combined with an automated testing technology adoption and measurement strategy.

-

Effective Implementation of ISO 9000 for Software
Dr. Giora Ben-Yaacov, Cadence Design Systems
In this tutorial the instructor shares his practical experience in implementing ISO 9000 at software companies, and discusses practical techniques to address companies' real-world problems.
Major topics covered: Software quality and software engineering •
Effective strategy for implementation of ISO 9000 • Familiarization with
ISO 9000 series of standards • Implementing ISO 9001 for software
engineering environment (ISO 9000-3) • Preparing effective ISO 9000
documentation • Internal auditing as a management tool • Comparing
ISO 9000 to other software quality models (SEI-CMM, SPICE, etc.) *
Applying ISO 9000 specific techniques to your company real-world
problems • Benefits of 1OX testing

INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY BOARD
Special thanks to the International Advisory Board, composed of international academics, industrialists, and consultants, for
its crucial support in creating a broad-based, high quality technical event
Dr.Boris Belzer, Analysis, USA
Prof. Fevzi Belli, Univ. of Paderbom, Germany
Mr. William Bently, Bayer Corp., USA
Prof. Gilles Bernot, U. d'Evry, France

Dr. Antonia Bertolino, CNR·IEI, Italy
Mr. Boris Binder, RBSC Corp., USA
Dr. Juris Borzovs, Univ. of Riga, Latvia
Ms. Rita Bral, SR.Institute, USA

Mr. Gunther Chrobok, DLR-Oberpfaffenhofen, Germany
Ms. Anne Combelles, Objectif Technologies, France
Mr. Dirk Craeynest, OFFIS nv, Belgium
Mr. Thomas Drake, Booz Allen Hamilton (BAH), USA
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10X Testing: Automating Specification-Based
Testing (full day seminar)

Mr. Tom Gilb, Independent Consultant

Mr. Robert Poston, Aonix

How to 'design' Testing, based on multiple test quality requirements.
This seminar will introduce you to a new powerful systems-level and
project-level "language" and method for requirements specification. It is
based on the idea of measurable testable multiple quality requirements
specification both at the project level (the requirements you must test to
see if they are achieved) and at the level of test planning (how well you
want your testing to be done). This will encompass concepts such as
ease of testing, portability of tests, ease of maintenance of test You will
get a much better way of organizing your own work, and you will probably get some ideas you can pass on to the guys who write those unintelligible project requirements you are supposed to test!

The 10X Testing Program offers software professionals a systematic
way to improve both the productivity and the quality of testing by tenfold . A number of companies have employed the combination of methods, standards, tools, measurements, and training prescribed by the
10X Testing Program, and now those companies are reporting 10X
gains.This tutorial shows how you can: Assess your current testing
process • Design a new 1OX testing process • Gain support for the
new process from managers and engineers alike • Implement your
new 10X process • Evaluate the impact and benefits of 10X testing

Ill

-

Structured Testing According to TMap

Testing for Year 2000

Mr. Nicholas Zvegintzov, Software Management Network
Testing is a key element in solving the Year 2000 problem •• ensuring
that applications do not fail over the millennium change. This tutorial
show shows you how to: Establish the test plans • Identify the data to
be tested • Design the tests • Systematically create test data to drive
tests • Predict correct results • Anticipate incorrect results • Fit testing into the Year 2000 project. • With these techniques the Year 2000
testing group can: • Test an application for Year 2000 compliance •
Find potential failures • Indicate where corrective changes should be
made • Test corrective changes that have been made • Certify that an
application is correct • Acceptance test outsourcing service vendors •
Assess external and package software.

Dr. Erik Van Veenendaal & Dr. Ingrid B. Ottevanger,
KEMA & IPRnformatica Projectgroep
In recent years TMap has evolved towards the standard for software
testing in the Netherlands. It is being used by more than two hundred
Dutch organizations. The tutorial is divided into three sections:
• the context of testing, the relation to QA; the ratio of testing activities;
the structure and the four cornerstones
• structured testing according to TMap; the testing techniques, infrastructure, tooling and test organization
• pitfalls within testing practices by means of an interactive discussion

part

-

Test Automation for Object-Oriented Systems
Mr. Robert V. Binder, RBSC Corporation
Classes (objects) have distinctly different behavior patterns (modes). A
mode must be identified to select an effective test strategy. This tutorial
presents new approaches for domain/state modeling to characterize
class modality and shows how to produce effective test suites from
these modules. Topics discussed: Simple and complex domains •
Class modalities • State machine basics • Modeling classes with
state machines: state, preconditions, and postconditions • Domain
analysis for classes: public and private domains • Deriving the state
transition tree • Sneak-path testing • Test adequacy: conformance,
the N+ cover • Considerations for test suite compression.

Mr. John Favaro, INTECS Sistimi, Italy
Dr. Istvan Forgacs, Hungarian Academy of Science
Dr. Mario Fusanl, CNR·IEI, Italy
Dr. Hans-Ludwig Hausen, GMO, Gennany
Prof. William Howden, UCSC, USA
Dr. Guenther Koch, Syniogic,AG, Switzer1and

•

Practical User-Oriented Software Product Quality
Specification and Evaluation
Dr. Erik Van Veenendaal & Dr. Jos Trienekens,
KEMA & Eindhoven University of Technology
Users are becoming more demanding regarding the quality of software
products. They want "fitness for use" which is not restricted to "conformance to specification· or "zero defects". A number of European projects,
e.g. SPACE-UFO, are striving to bridge the gap between quality as perceived by users and developers. This tutorial will discuss lessons
gained from practical experiences with recenUy developed specification
and evaluation instruments. Topics discussed: current directions and
future steps in software quality specifications and evaluation • how to
get from software testing to user oriented quality evaluation • how to
communicate with users and suppliers about software quality • how to
apply the methods and techniques in your organization.

Dr. Peter Llggesmeyer, Siemens, Gennany
Ms. Cellle B. Loken, Ericsson. Norway
Dr. Edward MIiier, Software Research, USA

Dr. John Musa, Consultant, USA
Dr. Tom Ostrancl, Siemens Corp. Research, USA
Prof. Leon Osterwell, U. of Mass., USA

Dr. Antonio Serra, ASIC s.r.l, Italy
Dr. Jacques Vandenbulcke. K.U.Leuven, Belgium
Dr. Erik Van Veenendaal, KEMA, Nether1ands
f'Jrol. f'Jlerre Wolper, Univ. de Liege, ~!glum
Prof. James C. Woodcock, Oxford Univ., England
Dr. Otto Vinter. Bruel & Kjaer, Denmark
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An Overview of Testing

Dr. Boris Beizer
Independent Consultant

Dr. Boris Beizer received a PhD in computer science from the University of
Pennsylvania in 1966. He has written twelve books, ranging fr9m system architecture to his w~ll-known pair on software testing -- Software Testing Techniques
and Software System Testing and Quality Assurance -- both considered standard
references on the subject. His latest book is Black Box Testing, an introduction
to testing technology. He directed testing for the FAA's Weather Message
Switching Center and several other large communications systems. He has been a
speaker at many testing conferences and is also known for his seminars on testing. He consults on software testing and quality assurance with many organizations throughout the world.
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OVERVIEW OF TESTING
109-TR-20-vl0.1 September 12, 1997

READ THIS FIRST!
1. OBJECTIVES. This is an overview of the testing field. Its purpose is to provide you with the technical
and conceptual vocabulary of testing. Testing has emerged as a field within software engineering and has
accumulated a large technical and conceptual vocabulary. It has progressed, in the past 25 years, from an
intuitive endeavor to a science--from individualistic heuristics to a set of well-understood practices, rooted
in theory and confirmed by use and experiments. The purpose of this seminar is:
1. To expose you to those concepts and the technical terminology so that you can begin learning
the field

2. To give you a perspective from which you can judge for yourself which parts of this field are
likeliest to be useful to you--in the short and long term.
3. To understand enough of the concepts and terminology so that you can get the most out of the
papers presented.
It is not the purpose of this seminar to teach you the material in depth. The content we cover here
comprises an overview of an introductory testing course as well as an advanced testing course whose
combined duration would be about 10 days of workshops and seminars. The material is based on my two
books: Software Testing Techniques--Second Edition, and Software System Testing and Quality
Assurance--published by Van Nostrand Reinhold.
2. TERMINOLOGY AND DEFINITIONS. The terminology and definitions used are the mainstream
terms of testing and are consistent with the IEEE standard glossary for software engineering (new release
that includes testing terminology). Much of the first hour is spent on the testing vocabulary. A complete
set of definitions is in the glossary of Software Testing Techniques (Second Edition).
3. QUESTIONS AND DISCUSSION. There's a 1/2 hour discussion buffer built-in to each session
(morning/afternoon). The discussion time is distributed (e.g., used) throughout the session. Don't be timid
about asking so called "dumb" questions--they're the most important kind you can ask. If you don't
understand, or ifl misspoke, then others are in the same boat, and I'd rather clear up a problem as it occurs.
4. NOTES VERSUS LECTURE. Although I generally follow the notes, don't expect me to lecture
precisely in that order. The notes are provided for your convenience and subsequent review--they are not
a script for the seminar. All the material in the notes will usually be covered but the exact sequence may
vary depending on questions.
5. TRANSPARENCY NUMBERING. Every transparency is numbered and dated. The order of the
transparencies in your notes are not necessarily sequential because they are taken from the very much larger
set of transparencies that I use in my 3-5 day seminars on testing, advanced testing, integration testing,
system testing, and software quality assurance. If there is any question about the order, please refer to the
detailed index that follows. The order of the transparencies in the index is the correct order.
6. ERRORS AND TYPOS. ~lease bring errors, typographical or technical to my attention d-w-ing the
breaks or after the end. Mark them on your note set and show them to me so that I can schedule a
Page 1
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correction--unless, of course, the error is such that the transparency doesn't make sense or might be
misleading: then tell me immediately. I thank you for all such errors brought to my attention. You are my
test group and primary QA.
7. VIDEOTAPING AND/OR VOICE RECORDING is forbidden. The sole exception to this rule is
made for blind students: audio taping is permitted by such students for their sole personal use. Such
recordings may not be reproduced.

8. COPYRIGHT NOTICE. This lecture note set is the sole property of Boris Beizer and is a copyrighted
document. Your copy has been provided under copyright law. Please note the copyright notification on
each module and also on each transparency. Copying these lecture notes without the author's permission
is a violation of U.S. and International laws. Use of these lecture notes to present a course or seminar by
other than the author is also a copyright violation.
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BREAK
UNIT, INTEGRATION, AND SYSTEM TESTING

BREAK

BREAK
DOMAIN AND DATA FLOW TESTING

BREAK
INTEGRATION TESTING TOPICS

BREAK
SYSTEM TESTING TOPICS AND TOOLS
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T ESTING·-A MATURE TECHNOLOGY
•

A STABLE TECHNICAL VOCABULARY- IEEE SonwARE
1

ENGINEERJNG GLOSSARY, MARC1NfAK

s SOFTWARE

ENGUEERING ENCYCLOPEDlA.

•

RECOGNIZED BODY OF KNOWLEDGE, TECHNIQUES,
CONCERNS.

•

MANY TECHNICAL JOURNALS- IEEE-SE, ACM TOSEM,
IEE-SEJ , ACM-SIGSOFT, /TEA , JSTVR ..•

•

GRADUATE AND UNDERGRADUATE COURSES, SEMINARS.

•

25+ YEARS OF APPLICATION AT IBM, AT&T,

ETc.

©[B:]

I 180 04/08/97

OBJECTIVES
•

VOCABULARY:

INTRODUCE ntE VOCABULARY ANO

CONCEPTS THAT TESTERS USE TO TALK ABOUT TESTING.

•

OVERVIEW OF TEST TECHNIQUES:

INTRODUCE

BASIC TEST TECHNIQUES ntAT RESEARCH AND PRACTICE HAVE
DEMONSTRATED TO BE THE MOST PRODUCTIVE AND ON 'NHICH
AUTOMATED T ESTING TOOLS ARE BASED.

•

PARTS OF TESTING:

Discuss

lHE lHREE ,....,N PARTS

o,

TESTING-UNrr/coMPONENT t INTEGRATION, SYSTEM TESTING-AND Tl-tE
TEST TECHNIQUES APPROPRIATE TO EACH ,

•

TECHNOLOGY:

0540 04/08197

TOOLS , ALGORJTHMS, AUTOMATION.

©~
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THE DIMENSIONS OF TESTING

•
•
•
•

FUNDAMENTAL TECHNIQUES-coNTROl.

DATA FLOW, DOMAIN

FLOW,

AUXILIARY TECHNIQUES-TRANSACTlON FLOW, SYNTAX, STATE
APPLICATION SCOPE--uNtT/cDMPONENT,

1NTEGRATION, SYSTEM

SPECIALIZED TESTING CONCERNS-RECOVERY,

SECURITY,

CONFIGURATION, PERFORMANCE

•

DEVELOPMENT PHASE-FROM

•

ORIENTA TION-aEHAVIOfW.

DESIGN

VERSUS

TO MAINTENANCE

STRUCTURAL

©[[]
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FUNDAMENTAL TECHNIQUES

•

CONTROL-FLOW TESTING-

BASED ON THE CONTROL

FLOWGRAPH-A SIMPLER ANO MORE MATURE VERSION OF THE FLOWCHART LEADS TO STATEMENT AND BRANCH COVER AS FUNDAMENTAL STRATEGIES.

•

DATA-FLOW TESTING- BASED ON DATA FLOWS, Em<ER IN UNIT
TESTING OR SUPPORTED BY DATA•FLOW DESIGN DlAGRAIIS,

•

DOMAIN TESTING- TIES NUIIERJCAL PARAIIET"ERS TO
REQUIREMENTS, TESTS CONSlSTENCY AND COMPLETENESS Of SPECIFICATIONS.

THESE TECHNIQUES ARE RELATED TO O.E ANOT1ER BY A COHESIVE

TMEORY

Au_

HAVE DEEP TESTABIJTY DESIGN IMPLICATIONS,

©[[]
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AUXILIARY TECHNIQUES

•

TRANSACTION FLOW TESTING -

IS

TO SYSTEM

TESTING

WHAT CONTROL-FLOW TESTING is TO UNrrlcOMPONENT TESTING.

•

SYNTAX TESTING -

A

TECHNIQUE ESPECIALLY SUITED TO TESTING

USER ANO OPERATOR INTERFACES-BEATS KEY•POUNDJNG EVERY TIME.

•

FINITE-STATE MACHINE TESTING- A TECHNIQUE
ESPECIALLY SUITED TO TESTING MENl.rDRIV£N INTERFACES •

THESE TEOINIQUES CREATE A DETAll..ED AGENDA FOR TESTING AT ALL

LEVELS ANO HAVE A DIRECT BEARING ON TESTABIUTY DESIGN

1/84 08/29192
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APPLICATION SCOPE
•

UNIT/COMPONENT TESTING--ev PROGRAMMERS, FUNDAMENTAL.
TECHNIQUES, TEST TOOLS, SOLID THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK.

•

INTEGRATION TESTING-DOMAIN TESTING, CATA•FLOW TESTING, CALL
TREE COVER.

PROBES THE INCON5'STENCIES AT COMPONENT INTERFACES,

INTEGRATION STRATEGIES AND GUIDANCE.

•

SYSTEM TESTING-TRANSACTION FLOW, SYNTAX TESTING, STATE
TESTING, STRESS TESTING.

•

MAINTENANCE-cuRRENT AAEA OF INTENSIVE R&D.

PROTOTYPE

TOOLS AND EARLY I USEFUL 1 THEORY RE SULTS,

•

DE-BUGGING-SucERs, D1CERS, AND DATA FLow SCANNERS

©[[]
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TECHNIQUES ARE TOOL-INTENSIVE

•

ALL BUT THE SIMPLEST TECHNIQUES NEED TOOL SUPPORT

•
•
•

"MANUAL TESTING" IS SELF-CONTRADICTORY
TESTING IS NOT KEY-POUNDING
THArs THE WAY IT WAS FOR HARDWARE TESTING •
SHOULD WE EXPECT DIFFERENTLY FOR SOFTWARE?
IMPLICATION -

CAPJTAL tNVESTMENT, LONo-TEIIM ,AYOFF, TOOL AHO T£CHNOUES
TfUJN&N0 1 TOOL 8UOCET, TOOLSIIITMS.

©~

J/87 08/29192

THE FOUR PHASES OF TEST
AWARENESS

•

PHASE O THINKING:

•

PHASE 1 THINKING:

TO PROVE THAT THE SOFTWARE WORKS

•

PHASE 2 THINKING:

TO PROVE THAT THE SOFTWARE OOESN°T WORK

•

PHASE 3 THINKING:

PROVE NOTHING, BUT REDUCE THE ACT\JAL ANO

NO D&FFERENCE BET'NEEN TESTING AND

DEBUGGING

PERCEJVED R'8K OF USING THE SOFTWARE TO AN ACCEPTABLE LEVEL

•

PHASE 4 THINKING :

TESTING IS A STATE OF MINO ANO PROCESS BY

WHICH CODE IS DESIGNED SO AS TO REQUIRE UTT\.E OR NO TESTING

.

/220 09// 2192
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WE MUST CHANGE OUR
OBJECTIVES FROM:
• ABSOLUTE PROOFS TO PROBABILITIES
• DEDUCTIONS TO SEDUCTIONS
• FORMALISM TO A WARM TUMMY FEELING
• PROVING THAT THERE ARE NO BUGS TO
DEMONSTRATING THAT THERE ARE

©[[I

116009/19f.!2
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A RISK-DRIVEN PROCESS
THE PURPOSE OF TESTING 15 TO GIVE MANAGEMENT
THE INFORMATION IT NEEDS TO RATIONALLY EVALUATE
RELEASE RISK

e

THERE WILL NEVER BE ENOUGH TIME AND
RESOURCES TO DO IT

e

" RIGHT"

QUALITY 15 ONLY ONE (VERY IMPORTANT)
SUPPORTING ELEMENT IN PROFITABILITY AND
MARKET SHARE

e We

MUST FIND AND FIX BUGS BECAUSE THEY ARE
EXPENSIVE AND EMBARASSING

e

TESTING IS ALL ABOUT DOING IT IN THE MOST
EFFECTIVE WAY

©[§j
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CLEAN VERSUS DIRTY TESTS

•

CLEAN TESTS: TESTS AIMED AT SHOWING THAT THE
COMPONENT SATISFIES REQUIREMENTS. ALSO CALLED
"POSITIVE TESTS".

•

DIRTY TESTS: TESTS AIMED AT BREAKING THE
SOFlWARE. ALSO CALLED "NEGATIVE TESTS".

•

IMMATURE PROCESS: CLEAN:OIRTY

•

MATURE PROCESS:

=5:1
CLEAN:0IRTY =1 :5

OBTAINED BY INCREASING THE NUMBER OF DIRTY TESTS

1211 08121/92
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THE PESTICI~
•

PESll~LL OFF 98% OF THIS YEAR'S 1/'vEAK
BUGS LEAVING A RESIDUE O F ~ BUGS

•

EFFECT1VE TESTING MEANS THAT THE REMAINING

FOR NEXT YEAR

-"~"-\ -

BUGS ARE EVER MORE SUB11..E, EVER MORE
DEVIOUS, EVER MORE INDIRECT
•

GROMNGSOF1WAREANDC~MEANS

EVER MORE BUGS

~

~fusion: testing must g e t ~
123501/27!93

6etter

2

LIMITATIONS OF TESTING
• TESTING BLINDNESS
• EVERY TECHNIQUE IS BLIND TO SOME KINDS OF BUGS
• NO TEST TECHNIQUE CAN FINO REQUIREMENT BUGS
• EVERY TECHNIQUE ASSUMES SOMETHING ABOUT BUGS

• DOES NOT PROVE
• TESTING DOES NOT PROVE THAT SOFTWARE WORKS

• CAN ONLY DEMONSTRATE THAT IT OOES NOT WORK

• STATISTICAL INFERENCES
• FROM TESTING ALONE, YOU CANNOT MAKE STATISTICAL INFERENCES
ABOUT QUALITY, LATENT BUGS, OR FAlUJRE PROBABIUTY

• COST/EFFECTIVENESS
• INSPECTIONS AND OTHER BUG PREVENTION METHODS DONE EARLIER IN
THE LIFE CYCLE CAN BE MORE COST-EFFECTIVE THAN TESTING

©la'I

1170 0//09,95

THE TESTING TRIAD AND THEN SOME
• THREE MAJOR TESTING ACTIVITIES
•

•

UNITlcoMPONENT TESTING (DEVELOPERS)

e

INTEGRATION TESTING (DEVELOPERS, INDEPENDENT

e

SYSTEM TESTING (INDEPENDENT)

ADDITIONAL TESTING
e

ALPHA TESTING (SIMULATED USER IN-HOUSE}

e

BETA TESTING (FRIENDLY, EXTERNAL, REAL USER)

e

FIELD TESTING ( REAL USERS 1 FRIENOLY TO HOSTILE)

e

USABILITY TESTING (INTERNAL, EXTERNAL)

1201 04/07197
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DEFINITIONS
•
•
•

•

UNIT TESTING: aimed at exposing bugs in the
smallest component, the unit.

COMPONENT TESTING: aimed at exposing
bugs in integrated components of one or
more units.
INTEGRATION TESTING: aimed at exposing
interface and interaction bugs between
otherwise correct and component-tested
components.
FEATURE TESTING: aimed at exposing
functional bugs in the features of an
integration-tested system.

~

1205 8/21/92

~

DON'T CONFUSE

•

DON'T CONFUSE "INTEGRATION TESTING"
WITH TESTING AN ALREADY INTEGRATED
SYSTEM.

•

THE LATTER IS CALLED "SYSTEM TESTING"

•

INTEGRATION TESTING IS THE SPECIAL
TESTING DONE TO SUPPORT THE PROCESS
BY WHICH UN-INTEGRATED COMPONENTS
BECOME INTEGRATED.

©~
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MORE DEFINITIONS
•
•
•
•

SYSTEM TESTING: tests aimed at exposing bugs and
conditions usually not covered by specifications,
such as security, robustness, recovefY, resource loss.
STRUCTURAL TESTING: test strategies based on a
gro9.ram's structure-e.g., the code. Also called "white
ox' and "glass box" testing.
BEHAVIORAL TESTING: test strategies based on a
program's required behavior-e.g., specifications.
Also called "functional testing" and "black-box
testing."
TESTING: the act of specifying, designing, testing,
and executing tests.

121008/21/92
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TESTS, SUBTEST$, SUITES, ETC.
• SUBTEST: smallest unit of testing-one input, one
outcome
• TEST: sequence of one or more subtests that must be
run as a group because the outcome of a subtest is the
initial condition or input to the next subtest
• TEST SUITE: a set of one or more related tests for one
software product, with a common data base and
environment
• TEST STEP: the most detailed, microscopic
specification of the actions in a subtest For example,
individual statements in a scripting language.

~

1212 08/21/92

I
~

TEST SCRIPTS AND TEST PLANS

•

TEST SCRIPT: collection of steps corresponding to
tests or subtests-statements in a scripting language.

•

SCRIPTING LANGUAGE: a higher-order programming
language optimized for writing scripts. For
example, crosstalk IV CASL.
TEST PLAN: an informal (not a program), high-level
test design document that includes who, what, when,
how, resources, people, responsibilities, etc.

•

•

TEST PROCEDURE: test scripts for manual testing
(usually)

~

1213 08121/92

TEST ARCHITECTURES
• TEST ARCHITECTURE INSTEAD OF TEST

PLANS
• TEST DESIGNS AND CODE INSTEAD OF

PROCEDURES
•TEST DATA STRUCTURES
• PROGRAMMING CONSTRUCTS INSTEAD OF

FUZZY DOCUMENTS

.

1213.1

04124/95
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TESTING MODALITIES
EQUIVALENCY TESTING

•

WHAT: BEHAVIORAL REGRESSION TESTING

•
•

WHY:

OF ALL OLD

FEATURES ON NEW VERSION.

TO ESTABLISH A CORRECTABLE BASELINE •

PREREQUISITES:

UNIT, COMPONENT, INTEGRATION

TESTING. SOFTWARE RUNS TO CLEAN OUTPUT FOR EASY
CASES.

•

PREREQUISITES: · PERMANENT TEST PRODUCTS.

TEST

EXECUTION AUTOIIIATION.

©[[]
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~

TESTING MODALITIES
PROGRESSIVE TESTING

•

WHAT:

BEHAVIORAL TESTING OF NEW FEATURES ON NEW

VERSION

•

WHY:

To EXPOSE NEW FEATURE BUGs ;

INTER-ACTION BUGS

OF NEW FEATURES WITH OLD FEATURES.

• PREREQUISITES:

EQUIVALENCY TESTING •

©[[]
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TESTING MODALITIES
REGRESSION TESTING

•

WHAT:

RERUN OF TEST SUITE (BEST IF COMPLETE RERUN)

AFTER ANY CHANGE OF: REQUIREMENTS, SOFTWARE, TEST,
TARGET PLATFORM, OR CONFIGURATION.

•

WHY:

•
•

WHEN:

TO ESTABLISH A CORRECTABLE BASELINE, TO AVOID A

RUNAWAY PROCESS.
WHENEVER THE THOUGHT OCCURS TO YOU •

PREREQUISITES:

PERMANENT TEST PRODUCTS,

TEST EXECUTION AUTOMATION.

1250 09116/92
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TESTING SIMULTANEITY
SINGLE THREAD
•

WHAT:

•
•
•

SEVERITY:

ONE TESTER ON THE PRODUCT AT A TIME
THE GENTLEST OF ALL TEST MODES

BUGS CAUGHT:

SIMPLE, LOCALIZED, OBVIOUS

PREREQUISITES:

INTEGRATED, TESTABLE PRODUCT

©[[]
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TESTING SIMULTANEITY
MULTI-THREAD

•

WHAT:

THREE OR MORE TESTERS ON THE PRODUCT

SIMULTANEOUSLY

•
•

•

SEVERITY:

TOUGH••BEGINS TO CATCH SUBTLE BUGS

BUGS CAUGHT:

REENTRANCE, INTERRUPTS, RESOURCE

PREREQUISITES:

DUAL•THREAD TESTING

©[[]
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·•

r'

TESTING SIMULTANEITY
STRESS TESTING

•
•

WHAT:

•

BUGS CAUGHT:

BACKGROUND OF STRESS TRANSACTIONS

SEVERITY:

MUCH WORSE THAN EXPECTED REALITY
REENTRANCE, INTERRUPTS, RESOURCE

LOSS BUGS, COMPLEX INTERACTIONS

•

PREREQUISITES:

1270 09/ /6192

MULTI-THREAD WITH BACKGROUND

©[[]
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STRESS TESTING DEFINED
•

SUBJECTING SOFTWARE TO AN UNREASONABLE
OVERLOAD WHILE DENYING IT THE RESOURCES
NEEDED TO PROCESS THAT LOAD.

•

MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT IS NOT STRESS-IT"S WHAT
THE SYSTEM WAS DESIGNED TO DO.

•
•

IF THE LOAD IS REASONABLE, 1rs NOT STRESS •
IF THE RESOURCES ARE ADEQUATE, IT"S NOT
STRESS.

12 71 09/ /6192
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"

SOF1WARE TESTING AND QUALl'IY ASSURANCE SEMINARS-BORIS BEIZER

~

BEHAVIORAL Vs. STRUCTURAL
TESTING
THis 1s A coPYRJGHT NOTICE. No PART oF THESE GRAPHICS MAY BE
REPROOUCEO OR USED IN ANY FORM BY ANY MEANS SUCH AS GRAPHICS,
ELECTRONIC, OPTICAL, MECHANICAL, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO
PHOTOCOPYING, RECORDING, SCANNING, COHVERSION TO OTHER MEDIA,
TRANSMISSION, OR STORAGE IN ACOMPUTER OR AN INFORMATION STORAGE
ANO RETRIEVAL SYSTEM - WITHOUT THE AUTHOR'S WRITIEN PERMISSION.
60Rss BEIZER, ANALYSIS -1232

GuNBROOK

Ro..o,

HUNTINGDON

VAllEY, PA

19006
TEL: 215-572-5580 FAX: 215-886-0144 Ew.ii.:
lo.

eeEIZER@,c1MA1LcOM
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BEHAVIORAL VS. STRUCTURAL
TESTING

•

STRUCTURAL TESTING: CONFIRM THAT THE
ACTUAL STRUCTURE (E.G., CODE) MATCHES
THE INTENDED STRUCTURE.

•

BEHAVIORAL TESTING: CONFIRM THAT THE
PROGRAM S BEHAVIOR MATCHES THE
INTENDED BEHAVIOR (E.G., REQUIREMENTS).
INPUT RESPONSE
0

©[[]
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BEHAVIOR VERSUS STRUCTURE
• BEHAVIOR VERSUS STRUCTURE IS A
FUNDAMENTAL DISTINCTION OF COMPUTER
SCIENCE
• OUR OBJECTIVE IS TO PRODUCE A STRUCTURE
(I.E., SOFTWARE) THAT EXHIBITS DESIRABLE
BEHAVIOR (I.E., MEETS REQUIREMENTS)
• THE TWO POINTS OF VIEW ARE NOT
CONTRADICTORY, BUT COMPLEMENTARY
1701 09125192
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1rs ABOUT MODELS
• WHAT IS A TEST

?

• INITIAL STATE
• INPUT
• ExPeCTEo OUTCOME

• PAss/FAIL CRSTEUA

e ONCE A

TEST IS

CREATED,

YOU CAJ>lT TELL IF IT WAS

STRUCTURAL, BEHAVIORAL, BLACK•BOX,

GREEN

BOX, OR WHAT.

• IT IS ALL IN YOUR HEAD

©[[]
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BEHAVIORAL MODELS
• FOCUS ON BEHAVIOR - BECAUSE THAT'S
WHAT THE USERS PAY US FOR
• BEHAVIORAL TESTING IS REQUIREMENTSBASED TESTING
• POSITIVE BEHAVIORAL TESTS CHECKS
MANY (BUT NEVER ALL) THE THINGS THE
SOFTWARE SHOULD DO
• NEGATIVE BEHAVIORAL TESTS TRY TO
BREAK THE SOFTWARE, AS A USER MIGHT

©[[]
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STRUCTURAL MODELS
• IF YOU NEVER EXECUTE A SEGMENT OF
CODE YOU CAN BE GUARANTEED TO MISS
ANY BUGS THAT ARE IN IT-STRUCTURAL!
•ONLY ACTUAL EXECUTION OF REAL CODE IS
OBJECTIVE - YOU'VE GOT TO GET REAL
• BEHAVIOR IS INFINITE - STRUCTURE IS
FINITE
1704 04/07197
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STRUCTURAL TESTING
ADVANTAGES

•

EFFICIENT

•

THEORETICALLY COMPLETE

•

CAN BE MECHANIZED

•

INHERENTLY METHODICAL

(THEORETICALLY)

©~....
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STRUCTURAL TESTING
DISADVANTAGES

...

•

INHERENTLY BIASED BY DESIGN

•

MAY NOT BE MEANINGFUL OR USEFUL

•

CAN'T CATCH MANY IMPORTANT BUGS

•

FAR REMOVED FROM USER

©~
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~

STRUCTURAL TESTING
EFFECTIVENESS
• CATCHES 50%-75% OF BUGS THAT CAN BE
CAUGHT IN UNIT TESTING (25%-50% OF TOTAL)
• BUT THEY'RE THE EASIEST ONES TO
CATCH
• AT MOST 50% OF TEST LABOR CONTENT

.

1708 09/02192
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BEHAVIORAL TESTING
ADVANTAGES
•

INHERENTLY UNBIASED

•

ALWAYS USEFUL AND MEANINGFUL

•

CATCHES THE BUGS THE USERS SEE

•

LESS ANALYSIS REQUIRED

©l[j
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BEHAVIORAL TESTING
DISADVANTAGES
•

INEFFICIENT-TOO MANY BLANK SHOTS

•

THEORETICALLY INCOMPLETE

•

CANNOT BE FULLY AUTOMATED

•

INTUITIVE RATHER THAN FORMAL

©l[j
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BEHAVIORAL TESTING
EFFECTIVENESS
•

CATCHES 10-30% OF BUGS THAT CAN BE
CAUGHT IN UNIT TESTING (5%-15% OF TOTAL)

•

CATCHES 50%-75% OF BUGS THAT CAN BE
CAUGHT IN SYSTEM TESTING

•

CATCHES TOUGH, EMBARRASSING BUGS

•

ABOUT 50% OF TEST LABOR CONTENT

1713 09/02192
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THE MODERN VIEW
•

BEHAVIOR IS ALWAYS RELATIVE TO A LEVELEVERY COMPONENT OR AGGREGATE OF
COMPONENTS HAS A REQUIREMENTS
SPECIFICATION

•

DESIGN TESTS USING BEHAVIORAL MODELS

•

MONITOR WHAT STRUCTURE IS ACTUALLY
EXECUTED USING COVERAGE TOOLS

•

THE BEST SOFTWARE, TESTED WITH THE BEST
(BEHAVIORAL) TECHNIQUE WOULD ACHIEVE 100%
STRUCTURAL COVER

©[[]
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TASKS FOR PRUDENT TESTERS AND DESIGNERS:

•

REJECT ALL SIMPLISTIC, SINGLE-METHOD
APPROACHES

•

UNDERSTAND ALL EFFECTIVE TEST
METHODS

•

BE VERY FLEXIBLE

•

FIND THE BEST METHODS MIX FOR YOU

•

BE SENSITIVE TO THE NEED TO CHANGE
METHODS OVER TIME

1725. I 091/12192
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SOFlWARE TESTING AND QUALITY ASSURANCE SEMINARS-BORIS SEIZER

UNIT TESTING--THE FOUNDATION
This is a copyright notice. No part of these graphics may be
reproduced or used in any form by any means such as
graphics, electronic, optical, mechanical, including but not
limited to photocopying, recording, scanning, conversion to
other media, transmission, or storage in a computer or an
information storage and retrieval system - without the
author's written permission.
Boris Beizer, ANALYSIS - 1232 Glenbrook Road, Huntingdon Valley,
PA 19006
TEL: 215-572-5580 FAX: 215-886-0144 Email:
Bbelzer@sprintmail.com
13xx 04109/97
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UNIT TESTING IS THE FOUNDATION
• I I
I•
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WHAT IS A UNIT??
A UNIT IS:
• THE WORK OF ONE PROGRAMMER { IN PRINCIPLE)

e THE SMALLEST THING

THAT CAN BE TESTED (USING APPROPRlATE

DRIVERS AHO/oR STUBS)

e SMAU. - 50 TO 300

LINES OF COOE EXCLUDING CALLEO

FUNCTIONS ANO SUBROUTINES

A UNIT IS NOT:
e

THE SMALLEST ENTITY THAT PROVIDES A COMPLETE FEATURE

e THE

1

SMALLEST ENTITY YOU CAN TEST BECAUSE YOU OION T THINK
1

ABOUT TESTING OR OON T WANT TO USE DRIVERS

e 50,000 TO 100,000 LINES

OF COOE

©[[]

1301 97-04-09

I

GOALS OF UNIT TESTING
OBJECTIVE GOALS:
•

PROVE THAT THERE ARE BUGS

•

DEMONSTRATE SELF-CONSISTENCY

•

SHOW CORRESPONDENCE TO SPECIFICATIONS

SUBJECTIVE GOALS:
•

PERSONAL CONFIDENCE IN THE UNIT

•

PUBLIC TRUST OF THE UNIT

OF THE TWO, THE SUBJECTIVE
GOALS ARE THE MORE IMPORTANT

©[[]

1305 09/26/92

PREREQUISITES TO UNIT
TESTING
•

BUILDER'S CONFIDENCE

•
•

A TESTABLE COMPONENT

•

THOROUGH PRIVATE TESTING

INSPECTIONS

•

A DESIGNED, DOCUMENTED, UNIT TEST PLAN

•

TIME, PREREQUISITES, TOOLS, RESOURCES .

1315 09/ 18192
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COVERAGE CONCEPTS
•
•
•
•

•

"Coverage" is a measure of testing completeness
with respect to a particular testing strategy.
"100% Coverage" never never means "complete
testing", but only completeness with respect to a
specific strategy.
It follows that every strategy and therefore every
associated test technique will have an associated
coverage concept
An infinite number of strategies.
an infinite number of associated techniques.
an infinite number of coverage metrics.
None is best, but some are better than others.

13./0 II /03/92

SOFTWARE TESTING AND QUALITY ASSURANCE
SEMINARS-BORIS BEIZER

INTEGRATION TESTING
This is a copyright notice. No part of these graphics may be reproduced or used
in any form by any means such as graphics, electronic, optical, mechanical,
including but not limited to photocopying, recording, scanning, conversion to
other media, transmission, or storage in a computer or an information storage
and retrieval system - without the author's written permission.

Boris Seizer, ANALYSIS -1232 Glenbrook Road, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
TEL: 21S-572-5580 FAX: 215-886-0144 Email: Bbeizer@sprintmail.com

97-04-09
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GOALS OF INTEGRATION TESTING

OBJECTIVE GOALS:
•

DEMONSTRATE THAT SOFTWARE COMPONENTS ARE
INCONSISTENT WITH ONE ANOTHER

•

BUILD A HIERARCHY OF WORKING COMPONENTS

SUBJECTIVE GOALS:
•

BUILD A HIERARCHY OF TRUST

3030 09/18192
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I
i

WHAT'S THIS JAZZ ABOUT
"TRUST"???
•

OCCAM'S RAZOR: FIRST TRY THE SIMPLEST
HYPOTHESIS THAT FITS ALL THE FACTS.

•

WHICH IS THE SIMPLER HYPOTHESIS?
•

THE BUG IS IN ONE OR THE OTHER
COMPONENTS

•

THE BUG IS IN NEITHER COMPONENT, IT ARISES
FROM THEIR UNPREDICTED INTERACTION.

©[[]
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THE DEBUGGING PROCESS

I

BUG HYPOTHESIS

SYMPTOM

l

TEST

LOUTCOME

_J
©[a'.]
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INTEGRATION WITH AND
WITHOUT TRUST
• INTRA-COMPONENT BUGS ARE SIMPLER THAN INTERCOMPONENT BUGS
• WITH TRUST, DEBUGGER REJECTS THE SIMPLER UNIT
BUG HYPOTHESIS AND GOES DIRECTLY FOR THE MORE
COMPLEX INTEGRATION-INTERFACE BUG
• WITHOUT TRUST, THE DEBUGGER WASTES HOURS OR
DAYS LOOKING FOR COMPONENT BUGS THAT OONT
EXIST
RIGHT DOWN TO THE SUBROUTINE LmRART, THE
COMPILER, OR EVEN THE HARDWARE
3035.3 09118/92
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_,

INTEGRATION IS NOT AN EVENT
IT IS A CONTINUING PROCESS
A PROCESS THAT BEGINS WHEN THERE ARE
TWO OR MORE TESTED COMPONENTS
AND ENDS WHEN THERE IS AN ADEQUATELY
TESTED SYSTEM

3040 97-04--09

©il

PREREQUISITES TO INTEGRATION
• TRUSTED SUBCOMPONENTS
• INTERFACESTANDARDS
• CONFIGURATION CONTROL
• DATA DICTIONARY
• AN INTEGRATION PLAN
• TIME, TOOLS, RESOURCES

3050 09/1 B/92
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TRUSTED COMPONENTS

!

•

WHY: BECAUSE TRUST LIMITS THE SCOPE OF
WHAT WE HAVE TO THINK ABOUT AND REDUCES
POINTLESS RETESTING AND FALSE LEADS

•

HOW TRUST IS EARNED:
• DOING COMPONENT-LEVEL TESTS TO A PUBLISHED,
UNIVERSAL, PROJECT STANDARD
• DOCUMENTED, CONFIGURATION-CONTROLLED,
PUBLIC, TESTS
• DEFINED ENTRY AND EXIT CRITERIA
• AN UNDERLYING CLIMATE OF HUMAN TRUST AND
RESPECT

3055 05/03194
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SOFTWARE TESTif'I;, Al-0 QUAI.JlY ASSU'lANCE S E M l ~ S EEZER

SYSTEM TESTING
This is a ropyright notice. No part of these graphics may be
reproduced or used in any fonn by any means such as graphics,
electronic, optical, mechanical, induding but not limited to
photocopying, rerording, scanning, conversion to other media,
transmission, or storage in a computer or an information storage and
retrieval system -without the author's written permission.

Boris Seizer, ANALYSIS -1232 Glenbrook Road, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
TB.: 215-572-5580 FAX: 21~144 Email: bbeizer@Sprintmail.com

@Bj
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SYSTEM TESTING GOALS
•

BOTTOM-LINE BEHAVIORAL VERIFICATION

•
•
•

FOCUS ON USERS' PERSPECTIVE AND CONCERNS
RISK MINIMIZATION
GLOBAL, INTERACTIVE, TIMING, BUGS

©[[]
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PREREQUISITES TO SYSTEM
TESTING
• THOROUGH UNIT TESTING AND COMPONENT TESTING
• INTEGRATION TESTING AT EVERY BUILD STAGE
• FEATURES ALL WORK IN SINGLE-THREAD, SIMPLE MODE

• A SUFFICIENTLY FLESHED BACKBONE TO BEGIN TESTING
• A DETAILED, WRITTEN, FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATION

• A DESIGNED, DOCUMENTED, SYSTEM TEST PLAN
• A CONTROLLED TEST DATA BASE
• A FAILURE REPORTING MECHANISM
:

• TIME, TOOLS, RESOURCES

1505 97-04-09
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BOTTOM-LINE BEHAVIORAL
TESTING

•

USUALLY INDEPENDENT TESTING

•

DOMINATED BY BEHAVIORAL TESTING

•

STRUCTURE KNOWLEDGE HELPS CUT
USELESS TESTS

•

THE USERS' POINT OF VIEW

•

GETS RISK CONTROL DATA

©IB:I
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SYSTEM TESTS
•

FEATURE INTERACTION TESTING:

SHOW

THAT INTERACTING FEATURES DON'T HAVE
UNWANTED BYPRODUCTS OR SIDE EFFECTS.

• CONFIGURATION TESTING:

SHOWTHATTHE
SOFTWARE DOES NOT HAVE UNPLANNED
INTERACTIONS WITH OTHER PACKAGES

• BOUNDARY INTEGRITY TESTING:

SHOW THAT
THE SOFTWARE RESPECTS THE MEMORY
BOUNDARIES SET FOR IT BY OPERATING SYSTEM

©IB:I
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MORE SYSTEM TESTS
•

HARDWARE CONFIGURATION SENSITIVITY:

•

PERFORMANCE TESTING: SHOW THAT SYSTEM

SHOW THAT THE SOFTWARE WILL WORK FOR EVERY TARGET
HARDWARE PLATFORM

HARDWARElsoFlWARE RESOURCES CAN MEET TARGET
THROUGHPUTS A.NO DELAYS

•

RECOVERY TESTING:

•

SECURITY TESTING:

SHOW THAT THE SYSTEM DOES

NOT LOSE OR CORRUPT DATA OR ACCOUNTABILITY FOR DATA
AFTER A FAILURE
SHOW THAT THE SYSTEM CAN

PROTECT ITSELF AGAINST POSTULATED ATTACKS

1530 9 7-04-09
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SOFTWARE TESTING AND QUALITY ASSURANCE SEMINARS-BORIS SEIZER

CONTROL FLOW (PATH) TESTING
This is a copyright notice. No part of these graphics may be
reproduced or used in any form by any means such as
graphics, electronic, optical, mechanical, including but not
limited to photocopying , recording , scanning, conversion to
other media, transmission, or storage in a computer or an
information storage and retrieval system - without the author's
written permission.
Boris Beizer, ANALYSIS - 1232 Glenbrook Road, Huntingdon Valley,
PA 19006
TEL: 215-572-5580 FAX: 215-886-0144 Email:
Bbeizer@sprintmail.com
20xx 97-04-09

WHY ALL TESTERS SHOULD KNOW
CONTROL FLOW (PATH) TESTING
•

FUNDAMENTAL TECHNIQUE THAT ILLUSTRATES ASPECTS OF OTHER

•

PATHS EXIST AND THEY'RE IMPORTANT EVEN IF YOU DON'T DO CONTROL

•

DEVELOPERS' TESTING:

•

TRANSACTION FLOW TESTING:

TEST TECHNIQUES.

FLOW TESTING.
DESIGNERS OFTEN USE CONTROL-FLOW
TESTING METHODS IN UNIT TESTING. YOU MUST UNDERSTAND THEIR
TESTS.
A BEHAVIORAL TEST METHOD USED IN

SYSTEM TESTING, IT IS ANALOGOUS TO CONTROL FLOW TESTING.

•

DATA-FLOW TESTING:

IN EITHER BEHAVIORAL OR STRUCTURAL FORM,
PRESUPPOSES KNOWLEDGE OF CONTROL-FLOW TESTING METHODS.

1345 97-02-09

CONTROL FLOW TESTING CONSISTS
I
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CONTROL FLOW (PATH) TESTING
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CONTROL-FLOW (PATH) TESTING
STRATEGIES
•

STATEMENT COVERAGE:

ENOUGH TEST CASES TO

ASSURE THAT EVERY PROGRAM STA TEMENT HAS BEEN TESTED
AT LEAST ONCE.

•

IEEE/ANSI STANDARD.

BRANCH COVERAGE:

ENOUGH TEST CASES TO ASSURE

THAT EVERY PROGRAM BRANCH ALTERNATIVE HAS BEEN TESTED AT
LEAST ONCE.

•

(MINIMUM RATIONAL STANDARD)

PATH COVERAGE:

ENOUGH TEST CASES TO ASSURE THAT

EVERY POSSIBLE PATH THROUGH THE PROGRAM HAS BEEN TESTED

AT LEAST ONCE. IMPRACTICAL, INEFFICIENT, UNNECESSARY.

2011 10126192

THE THREE PARTS OF PATH
TEST DESIGN
•

SELECT THE COVERING PATHS IN
ACCORDANCE TO THE CHOSEN
STRATEGY

2015.01 09/2 1ft.12

SELECT COVERING PATHS?
•
•

•
•

PICK YOUR TESTS TO SATISFY REQUIREMENTS, •
INCLUDING ALL EXCEPTION CASES
DON'T WORRY TOO MUCH ABOUT PATHS WORRY ABOUT BEHAVIOR- PATHS WILL TAKE
CARE OF THEMSELVES
USE COVERAGE TOOL TO MONITOR
TEST COMPLETENESS
IF REQUIREMENTS ARE COMPLETE AND TESTING
IS THOROUGH, 100% COVER (ALL CRITERIA)
SHOULD BE ACHIEVED

2015. 1 97-04-09
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PROCESS

~

DECISION
JUNCTION

·©C:

~.

LINK

-

CONTROL FLOWGRAPH COMPONENTS
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FLOWCHARTS VERSUS FLOWGRAPHS
•

FLOWCHARTS
•
•
•
•

RARELY USED TODAY
OFTEN MORE COMPLICATED THAN SOURCE CODE
EXCESSIVE DETAIL OBSCURES CONTROL FLOW
MANY OFF-PAGE CONNECTORS, MANY PAGES

THE FLOWCHART WAS AN EARLY APPROXIMATION
TO THE CONTROL FLOWGRAPH
•

CONTROL FLOWGRAPH
•
•
•
•
•

BASIC MODEL OF MUCH OF TESTING THEORY
ALWAYS SIMPLER THAN THE SOURCE CODE
ONLY CONTROL-FLOW INFORMATION SHOWN
MORE COMPACT, CLEARER
FIRST OF MANY DIFFERENT FLOWGRAPHS USED

©l[]
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COVER:
RULE 1: EXECUTE EVERY STATEMENT
AT LEAST ONCE DURING TESTING
RULE 2: EXECUTE EVERY BRANCH
ALTERNATIVE AT LEAST ONCE
DURING TESTING

2020 1010 1192
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X=X-t-A
150

100

300

200

100 IF X < 0 THEN GOTO 200 ELSE GOTO 150
150 X=X-t-A
200 X=X-t-A
300 EXIT
RULE 1: EXECUTE ALL STATEMENTS AT LEAST ONCE
RULE 2: EXECUTE ALL BRANCH ALTERNATIVES
2025 04/28194

PATH SELECTION CRITERIA
•

MANY SHORT PATHS BETTER THAN A
FEW LONG, COMPLICATED PATHS

•

FUNCTIONALLY MEANINGFUL PATHS
BEITER THAN OBSCURE PATHS
•
•

•

ABILITY TO PREDICT OUTCOME
ABILITY TO SENSITIZE

COVER MORE IMPORTANT THAN WHICH
PATHS YOU PICK

2081 09121/92

THE HORROR'S CODE*
100 INPUT X, Y
11oz - x + y
120V • X - Y
130 IF Z>O GOTO 150
140 Z • Z - l
150 Z • Z + V
160 FOR U • 0 TO Z
l70V(U) , U(V) • (Z + V)*U
180 IF V(U)•O GOTO 140
190 Z • Z - l

200IF Z•O GOTO 240
210 U • U + l
220NEXT U
230 V(U-1) • V(U+l) • U(V-1)
240V(U+U(V)) • U + V
250IF U•V GOTO 140
260IF U>V THEN U • Z
270 Z • U
280 END

NOTE: THE SOLE PURPOSE OF THIS EXAMPLE IS TO CRAM AS MANY
BAD PROGRAMMING PRACTICES AS POSSIBLE INTO A SINGLE
ROUTINE. DO NOT TRY TO UNDERSTAND IT BECAUSE IT ISN'T
SUPPOSED TO MAKE SENSE.

2372 10/02/92
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THE HORROR'S CONTROL
FLOWGRAPH
Z>O

@110,12042<=0

©[[]
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THE FIRST TEST PATH

Z>O

@110,120--@z<-o

©[[]
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THE FIRST TEST PATH

2376.1 10/02192
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THE SECOND TEST PATH

2373.2 10/02192

THE SECOND TEST PATH

©[[]
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SENSITIZE THE PATHS
• FIND A SET OF INPUT VALUES FOR EACH
SELECTED TEST PATH THAT WILL
MAKE THE SOFTWARE GO DOWN
THAT PATH
• THEORETICALLY DIFFICULT, BUT IN
PRACTICE EASIER DONE THAN SAID
• SENSITIZATION DIFFICULTIES USUALLY
INDICATE CONCEPTUAL OR DESIGN
PROBLEMS

"-

2015. 2 06/20194
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INSTRUMENT THE PATH
•

BECAUSE OF BUGS, YOU MAY NOT TAKE
THE PATH YOU INTENDED TO TAKE

•

INSTRUMENTATION IS USED TO
CONFIRM THE ACTUAL PATH TAKEN

• TODAY, USUALLY PART OF THE UNIT
TEST TOOL

©~
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REVIEW OF CONTROL-FLOW
TESTING
•

PICK A STRATEGY:

STATEMENT COVER, BRANCH

COVER, PREDICATE COVER, ••••

•

SELECT THE TESTS

•

SENSITIZE THE PATHS

•

PREDICT THE OUTCOMES

•

RUN THE TESTS

•

CONFIRM THE OUTCOMES AND PATHS

2260 97-04-09

TO SATISFY REQUIREMENTS

©ii
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PATH SENSITIZING -- THE
SIMPLEST (USUAL) CASE
IF
• BRANCH DIRECTIONS DIRECTLY DEPEND
ONLY ON INPUT VALUES
• PREDICATES ARE ALL INDEPENDENT OF ONE
ANOTHER

THEN
• MOST PATHS ARE TRIVIALLY ACHIEVABLE
• SENSITIZATION IS TRIVIAL

©~

2215 97-02-10

PROCEDURE FOR SENSITIZING PATHS
(FORWARD METHOD)
1. SELECT A PATH TO SENSITIZE
2. TREAT EACH BRANCH ON THE PATH ONE AT A TIME
3. INTERPRET THE PREDICATES (IF YOU HAVE TO}
ALONG THE SELECTED PATH SO THAT THEY ARE
EXPRESSED IN TERMS OF INPUT VARIABLES ONLY
4. START WITH THE FIRST BRANCH
5. SELECT THE BROADEST SET OF INPUT VALUES THAT
WILL SATISFY THE BRANCH'S DIRECTION
6. THAT CONSTRAINS VALUES FOR THE NEXT
BRANCHES-ADJUST THE RANGE OF VALUES .
7. GO TO THE NEXT BRANCH (STEP 5)
2210 10/07192
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GOOD SOFTWARE IS EASY TO
SENSITIZE ALONG FUNCTIONALLY
MEANINGFUL PATHS
IF SENSITIZATION IS DIFFICULT, ASK YOURSELF IF:
•
•

CAN BRANCH COVER BE ACHIEVED?
COULD STRUCTURE BE IMPROVED BY:
• USE OF CASE STATEMENTS
•
•

CLEANER LOOPS
ENUMERATED TYPES (INC, SAY)

•

ELIMINATION OF CONTROL FLAGS AND SWITCHES

©[[]
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CONSIDER THIS OPTION
IT IS OFTEN LESS EXPENSIVE TO REDESIGN AN
UNSTRUCTURED PIECE OF GARBAGE (SUCH
AS THE HORROR) IN ORDER TO MAKE TEST
DESIGN FEASIBLE (E.G., SENSITIZATION) THAN
IT IS TO DESIGN AND EXECUTE A SUFFICIENT
SET OF TESTS FOR IT.

©~
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REVIEW OF CONTROL-FLOW
TESTING
•

PICK A STRATEGY:

STATEMENT COVER, BRANCH

COVER, PREDICATE COVER, ••••

•
•
•
•
•
•

SELECT THE TESTS

TO SATISFY REQUIREMENTS

PREDICT THE OUTCOMES
RUN THE TESTS
CONFIRM THE OUTCOMES AND PATHS
MONITOR COVERAGE
DESIGN ADDITIONAL TESTS (SELECT
PATHS, SENSITIZE, RUN, CONFIRM PATHS)
FOR ANY UNCOVERED ELEMENTS

2263 97-04-09
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QUESTION:
WHAT IF THE RIGHT OUTCOME IS
ACHIEVED BY THE WRONG PATH?

2300 10/08/92

COINCIDENTAL CORRECTNESS
INPUT X

CASE
SELECT
LOGIC

Y:=X-14
Y:=2
Y:=X/8

Y:=LOG,(X)
Y :=XMO0(14)
OUR UNFORTUNATE TESTER IN TRYING TO TEST THE CASE SELECTION
LOGIC PICKED THE ONE VALUE, 16, THAT CAN'T POSSIBLY REVEAL
ANYTHING BECAUSE THE OUTCOME IS ALWAYS 2

2305 10/08/92
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INSTRUMENTATION
DEFINITION: THE MEANS YOU USE TO CONFIRM
THAT THE SOFTWARE TOOK THE PATH YOU
INTENDED IT TO TAKE
• FOR UNIT/COMPONENT TESTING
•BUILT-INTO MOST UNIT TEST TOOLS
• PRE-PROCESSOR OR COMPILER FACILITY

• FOR INTEGRATION TESTING
• BUil T-IN TO TEST TOOLS
• A FACILITY OF THE TEST ENVIRONMENT

• FOR SYSTEM TESTING
• A GENERAL TOOL IS IMPOSSIBLE
• YOU BUILD IT INTO THE SYSTEM OR USE OTHER SYSTEM
RESOURCES FOR THE PURPOSE

231110/08/92
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MANUAL INSTRUMENTATION?
• THE MAIN PURPOSE OF INSTRUMENTATION IS TO
GUARD AGAINST COINCIDENTAL CORRECTNESS
• COINCIDENTAL CORRECTNESS IS NOT A HIGH
PROBABILITY THING
• FOR UNIT AND LOW-LEVEL INTEGRATION TESTING,
BUGS INSERTED BY MANUAL INSTRUMENTATION
ARE MORE PROBABLE THAN COINCIDENTAL
CORRECTNESS
• FOR SYSTEM TESTING, YOU PROBABLY HAVE NO
CHOICE--INSTRUMENTATION SHOULD BE PART
OF THE DESIGN

©[[]
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COMMERCIAL TEST TOOLS
• COMBINED UNIT TEST DRIVER AND COVER
CERTIFIER KEEPS TRACK OF THE SOURCE
CODE PATH TAKEN
• ALTERNATIVELY, THE TOOL MAY CREATE A FULLY
INSTRUMENTED VERSION FROM SOURCE CODE
• INSTRUMENTATION SUPPORT BELONGS IN THE
LANGUAGE PROCESSOR
• EVEN MORE BASIC, INSTRUMENTATION BELONGS
IN THE HARDWARE (IBM 704 EXAMPLE)

2354.3 10/08192
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PATHS IN THE CALLED
SUBCOMPONENTS

• THE SIMPLEST PATH{S} IN THE CALLED COMPONENT
THAT EXERCISE ALL ASPECTS OF THE CALL
1. NUMBER OF PARAMETERS
2. PARAMETER ORDER
3. PARAMETER DATA TYPES

• KEEP THE CALL STRUCTURE AS SIMPLE AS POSSIBLE

©[6:1
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CALLED COMPONENT COVER
WHAT ABOUT BRANCH (LINK) COVERAGE WITHIN THE
CALLED COMPONENT UNDER VARIOUS CALLS?
• IF BUGS ARE NICE (LOCALIZED) AND DON'T CROSS
COMPONENT BOUNDARIES, COMPONENT LEVEL
COVERAGE UNDER COMPONENT TESTING IS ADEQUATE
AND ONLY THE CALLS MUST BE TESTED
• BUGS INTERACTING THROUGH GLOBAL DATA OR OS CALLS
CAN VIOLATE BOUNDARIES AND THEREFORE REQUIRE
FULL COVERAGE RETESTING FOR EVERY CALL
• THEREFORE, EVEN WITHOUT LOOPS, THE PATH COUNT CAN
BE INFINITE

©[6:1
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CALLED COMPONENT COVERAGE
• PRACTICALITY DICTATES REDUCED COVERAGE GOAL WHEN
TESTED IN CONTEXT
• FULL COVERAGE MAY BE IMPOSSIBLE FOR NORMAL CALLS IN
CONTEXT BECAUSE OF EXCEPTIONS AND ILLOGICAL$
• LOCALLY DEFENSIVE CODE REDUCES SUBCOMPONENT
COVERAGE IN CONTEXT
• 75%-85% IS TYPICAL ONE LEVEL DOWN; 60o/.-70% TWO LEVELS
DOWN, 40-60% THREE LEVELS DOWN, ETC.
• 100% BRANCH COVER IS MANDATORY FOR UNIT TESTING TO
PROVIDE THE ESSENTIAL TRUST THAT THE BUG IS CALL
SENSITIVE

3632 08/02195
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TRANSACTION FLOW
TESTING
A BEHAVIORAL TEST TECHNIQUE
BASED ON A STRUCTURAL MODEL
(CONTROL FLOW TESTING)

©il
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APPLICATION
•

A BEHAVIORAL MODEL THAT'S MOST USEFUL IN
SYSTEM TESTING

•

BY " SYSTEM" WE MEAN A TOTAL SYSTEM THAT
CAN INCLUDE PEOPLE, MACH INES,
COMPUTERS, NETWORKS, OTHER HARDWARE

•

IT MAY BE ONE COMPUTER OR A COMPLEX OF
COMPUTERS

•

IT MAY BE USED TO MODEL SOFTWARE AND/OR
HARDWARE AND/OR PEOPLE AND HOW THEY
ALL INTERACT

•

SOMETIMES, ALL OF SYSTEM TESTING CAN BE
DONE WITH THIS MODEL

2804 01127/93
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PRINCIPLES
•

IDENTIFY THE MAJOR TRANSACTIONS

•

DESCRIBE THE SEQUENCE OF OPERATIONS USING
FLOWCHARTING (FLOWGRAPH) LANGUAGE

•

TREAT THAT FLOWGRAPH AS IF IT IS AN ACTUAL
PROGRAM {E.G., CONTROL FLOWGRAPH)

•

APPLY STRUCTURAL TEST TECHNIQUES (E.G., PATH
TESTING, LOOP TESTING, ETC.)

@[[]
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PROCESS
DECISION

PROCESS A
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-----

JUNCTION~

LINK

r--..
::

PROGRAM FLOWGRAPH COMPONENTS

@[[]

2810 01/27193

PROGRAM

ALTERNATES/
BIRTHS
MERGERS/
JUNCTION

.,, PROGRAM A

r---

.~
~
.

-----

PROCESS QUEUES

TRANSACTION FLOWGRAPH COMPONENTS
2815 01/27193
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TRANSACTION FLOW STRUCTURE
•

VERY FEW LOOPS-IF ANY, SIMPLE LOOPS FOR USER
ERROR RETRY

•

STRUCTURE MAY BE BAO (SWITCHES, FLAGS,
JUMPING INTO ANO OUT OF LOOPS, ETc.

•

CAN'T 00 ANYTHING ABOUT THE BAO STRUCTURE
BECAUSE YOU CAN'T FORCE PEOPLE ANO OUTSIDE
SYSTEMS TO BEHAVE IN A STRUCTURED MANNER

•

EACH FLOW IS SMALL COMPARED TO A TYPICAL
CONTROLFLOWGRAPH-BUT

•

THERE CAN BE MANY, MANY TRANSACTION FLOWS
(THOUSANDS)

@[Bj

2820 01127/93

HOW BAD STRUCTURE COMES ABOUT
A1

B1

:I :l :
F1

A3

A2

i

83

B2

S1

• IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE A NEW TRANSACTIONS SUCH AS A1B 2Al A
FLAG IS SET AT F1 FOLLOWED BY A GOTO AND A SWITCH IS
SENSED AT S1.
• IF THERE ARE LOOPS IN A ORB, WE MIGHT JUMP INTO OR OUT OF
THEM
• THIS CAN MODEL PEOPLE AND EXTERNAL SYSTEMS THAT YOU
CAN'T CONSTRAIN TO STRUCTURED BEHAVIOR.

2820.1 01/ 29/93

@[Bj

COMMENTS ON TRANSACTION FLOWS

•

DON'T CONFUSE THEM WITH PROGRAM CONTROL FLOWS AND
PROGRAM STRUCTURES

•

TRANSACTION FLOWS DESCRIBE BEHAVIOR, NOT STRUCTURE

•

BEHAVIOR FROM THE POINT OF VIEW OF A SINGLE
TRANSACTION

•

PROCESSING CAN BE BATCH OR ONE TRANSACTION AT A TIME

•

PROCESSING CAN BE SINGLE-COMPUTE~ MULTI-COMPUTER,
LOCAL, DISTRIBUTED , NETWORKED, E C.

•

TRANSACTION LINKS ARE QUEUES, MESSAGES , HISTORY, NOT
CONTROL FLOW STEPS

2823 01/29/ 93
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TRANSACTION FLOWGRAPH FOR MICROSOFT
WINDOWS RESOURCE KIT CHART 5.5
"SYSTEM INTEGRITY VIOLATION"
BEGIN

NO

MODIFY SYSTEM.IN! ADD
.------+EMMEXCLUDE=AOOO-EFFF
RESTART WINDOWS

CREATE NEW PIF FILE T
START PROGRAM FROM
DOS PROMPT

YES

CREATE NEW PIF
SET EMS XMS TO OR, OD
CONTACT VENDOR FOR
PIF SETTINGS

DO CLEAN BOOT
WITH CLEAN
BOOT DISK

NARROW
RANGE OF
EMMEXCLUDE
TO COINCIDE
WITH HARDWARE

NO
EXIT
THERE'S A TSR OR
DRIVER CONFLICT.
ADD ONE ITEM AT A
TIME TO FIND

2822.3 02/01/93

EXIT

©[[]
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~~----------------------.--..~
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TRANSACTION NARRATIVE FOR MICROSOFT
WINDOWS RESOURCE KIT CHART 5.5
"SYSTEM INTEGRITY VIOLATION"

~

BEGIN:

IF THIS IS A WINDOWS APPLICATION DO NEXT ELSE GOTO NON1
IF IT RUNS IN MS-DOS DO NEXT ELSE GOTO MVENDOR
IF IT RUNS IN STANDARD MODE DO NEXT ELSE GOTO DOSPR
OPEN SYSTEM.IN! IN A TEXT EDITOR AND ADD THE FOLLOWING LINE
IN THE 386enh SECTION: EMMEXCLUDE = A000-EFFF, SAVE THE
SYSTEM.IN! AND RESTART WINDOWS.
IF IT RUNS NOW DO NEXT ELSE GOTO REBOOT
NARROW THE RANGE OF THE EMMEXCLUDE STATEMENT TO
COINCIDE WITH HARDWARE USAGE AND GOTO EXIT.
REBOOT:
CLEANBOOT THE COMPUTER WITH A CLEAN BOOT DISK
IF THE PROGRAM WORKS NOW THEN DO NEXT ELSE GOTO TO MULTl
THERE IS A CONFLICT WITH A TSR OR A DEVICE DRIVER BEING
LOADED IN THE BOOT FILES. ADD THE ITEMS BACK ONE AT A
TIME UNTIL THE PROBLEM IS FOUND (GOTO EXl1j
MULTI: APP MAY NOT WORK CORRECTLY IN A MULTI-TASK ENVIRONMENT
SUCH AS ENHANCED MODE. GOTO MVENDOR:
NON1: IF THIS IS A WINDOWS ACCESSORY APP (e.g., paintbrush) DO NEXT
ELSE GOTO MVENDOR
RE-EXPAND THE ORIGINAL .EXE FILE AND TRY AGAIN (GOTO EXl1j
DOSPR: IF IT RUNS FROM A DOS PROMPT UNDER WINDOWS DO NEXT ELSE
GOTO PIF
CREATE A NEW PIF FOR THIS PROGRAM THAT STARTS A DOS
SESSION AND AND THEN LOADS THE PROGRAM AND TRY AGAIN
(GOTO EXl1j
PIF:
CREATE A NEW PIF FOR PROGRAM. SET EMS AND XMS SETTINGS TO
0 REQUIRED AND ZERO DESIRED. GOTO MUL Tl.
MVENDOR: CONTACT APPLICATION VENDOR FOR MORE INFORMATION. GOTO
EXIT.
EXIT:
AFTER DOING THE INDICATED ACTION, RESTART WINDOWS AND TRY
AGAIN. IF IT DOESN'T WORK, GOTO BEGIN.

2822.4 02/01/93
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PATH SELECTION CRITERIA
HOW PATH SELECTION CRITERIA ARE THE SAME AS
CONTROL FLOWS
• COMPLETE LINK COVER IS MANDATORY MINIMUM
• HIT THE SPECIAL LOOP CASES (E.G., NULL TRANSACTIONS)
HOW PATH SELECTION CRITERIA DIFFER FROM
CONTROL FLOWS (DIRTY TESTING)
• EMPHASIS ON STRANGE, DEVIOUS, FUNCTIONALLY SILLY
PATHS
• FIND THE LONGEST, NON-REPETITIVE PATH
• TEST AGAINST A BACKGROUND OF CLEAN TRANSACTIONS

©[[]

2825 01/29/93

TRANSACTION FLOW TEST
DESIGN STEPS
1.

FIND AND DEFINE A COVERING SET OF
TRANSACTION FLOWS

2. SELECT THE TEST PATHS
3. SENSITIZE THE PATHS
• PREPARE INPUTS
• PREDICT OUTCOMES
4. INSTRUMENT THE PATHS
5. DEBUG AND RUN THE TESTS

©~

2830 09122192

DEFINE A COVERING SET OF
TRANSACTION FLOWS
•

THE HARDEST AND MOST IMPORTANT PART OF THE JOB

•

JUST AS COMPLETE PATH TESTING IS IMPOSSIBLE,
COMPLETE TRANSACTION FLOW TESTING IS
IMPOSSIBLE--BUT IT IS POSSIBLE AND IMPORTANT TO
FIND A COVERING TRANSACTION FLOW TEST SET

•

TRANSACTIONS SPLITS-START A NEW FLOW FOR EACH
SPLIT AND DON'T CONFUSE SPLITS WITH PROGRAM
BRANCH POINTS

•

TRANSACTION MERGERS-START A NEW FLOW AT EACH
MERGER AND DON'T CONFUSE MERGERS WITH
PROGRAM JUNCTIONS

2830.1 08102/ 95
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TEST PATH SELECTION
•

COVERING PATHS OF COURSE

•

STRANGE AND DEVIOUS PATHS FOR DIRTY
TESTING ARE MORE PRODUCTIVE (BUG
REVEALING) THAN SIMPLE, DIRECT, PATHS

•

TRY THE LONGEST PATH THAT AVOIDS THE
EXITS

•

PATHS WITH SPLITS AND MERGERS ARE
PRODUCTIVE--LOOK FOR LOST
DAUGHTERS AND ILLEGITIMATE BIRTHS

•

HIT THE LOOPS WITH THE LOOP TEST
CRITERIA

©[[]

2830.2 01/29193

EXECUTION AND TEST DRIVING
•

FULL EXECUTION AUTOMATION IS ESSENTIAL.
DON'T EXPECT BIG BENEFITS IF YOU'RE
STUCK IN KEY-POUNDING MODE.

•

YOU MAY NEED AN EXTERNAL TRANSACTION
GENERATOR/DRIVER.

•

SUPPORTING DATA BASE AND STRUCTURES
CAN BE 25% TO 50% OF THE EFFORT

•

INDIRECT VERIFICATION IS PRIMAL
•

UNINVOLVED TRANSACTION CORRUPTION OR LOSS

•
•

RESOURCE CORRUPTION OR LOSS
PROGRAM SPACE ANO OTHER MEMORY VIOLATIONS

©[[]

2830.5 01/29193

AUTOMATION TOOLS

•
•

CAPTURE/PLAYBACK:

•

DEDICATED GENERATOR/DRIVER:

•

PC/WORKSTATION:

EASIEST WAY TO MAKE
THE TRANSITION TO AUTOMATED TESTING.

SCRIPTING LANGUAGE:

SUCH AS

CASL-IV

FOR THOSE WH0°D RATHER SCRIPT THAN PLAY.
PROVIDES BETTER TEST CONTROL,
FOR
MASS TRANSACTIONS (E. G., BANK TELLER MACHINES)
AND COMPLICATED SCENARIOS,

2831 09122192

INDISPENSABLE •

!
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SYNTAX TESTING

MIEl:'IB!PRS·\·

SYNTAX TESTING
A BEHAVIORAL TEST TECHNIQUE
• FOCUS ON DATA AND COMMAND INPUT
• TEST OF USER INPUT ERROR TOLERANCE
• IDEAL FOR COMMAND-DRIVEN SOFTWARE
• REPLACES RANDOM KEY-SCRABBLING
• GOOD FIRST TEST TECHNIQUE
• EASY TO AUTOMATE
eCOMMERC~LTOOLSUPPORT

©~

2700 09/20/93

TARGETS FOR SYNTAX TESTING
• COMMAND-DRIVEN SOFTWARE
• MESSAGE FORMATS IN:
• COMMUNICATIONS
•DATABASE SYSTEMS
• PROTOCOLS

• OPERATING SYSTEM CALL TESTING
• DEVICE DRIVER CALLS
• INTERNAL, "HIDDEN", LANGUAGES
•LANGUAGE PARSERS
2710 04129/94

©[[]
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SYNTAX TESTING OVERVIEW
STEP 1: IDENTIFY TARGET COMPONENTS
SUITABLE TO SYNTAX TESTING
STEP 2: DEFINE SYNTAX FORMALLY
STEP 3: COVER THE SYNTAX GRAPH (CLEAN
TESTING)
STEP 4: MESS UP THE SYNTAX GRAPH (DIRTY
TESTING)

©~

2705 09120/93

STEP 2 - FORMAL DEFINITION OF SYNTAX
USE A FORMAL DEFINITION LANGUAGE: BACKUS NAUR FORM

<>

IS DEFINED AS

digit::= Oj1j2j3j4j5j6j7j8j9

MEANS"OR"

option::=<option_a> I <option_b>

NAME OF ANOTHER SYNTACTIC ELEMENT DEFINED
ELSEWHERE

drivename::= Al B I C I D
delimiter::= sp I ; I , I tabkey
format_command ::= FORMAT <delimiter><drivename>

©l6:I

2720 12119/94

MORE BNF NOTATION
<... >"
<...>"·ffl

<... > 0-1
[...]
<...>"
<...>·
spaces
null

2721 04117/94

exactly n repetitions
<fieldname> 7
n tom repetitions
<fieldname> 3 • 7
Oto 1 repetitions or an optional field
alternate notation for optional field
0 to infinite repetitions (not realistic)
1 to infinite repetitions {mandatory field)
inclusive list of objects
AIBICj ... lXIYIZ
have no meaning. Use~ ore to designate
required spaces.
designates the null field

©~
I
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BNF SPECIFICATION EXAMPLE (MS-DOS)
alpha
zero
digit
special
delimiter
character
dirname
drivename
namer
extension
filename
filespec

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

alblcj ... x!ylz!AIBIC ... XIYIZ
0
11213141516171819
Sl&l#l%1'l(l)H@l"l{l}l-ll
<!J:!l;l=ltabkeyj>1-127
<alpha>l<zero>!<digit>!<special>
<alpha>1-8
AIBICIDIEIFIGIH
«character>!?>'.. I <<character>l?> 1•1 I*
«character>l?>G-3 l«character>I?> 0 • 2 I'
<namer><.<extension>> 0 • 1 or
<namer>[.<extension>]
::= [<drivename>:]<filename>

checkdisk_command ::=

CHKDSK <filespec> [/F) <delim> (NJ

©[[]

2722 04117/94

THE GRAPH WE COVER
real ::=<digit>·< null I. <digit>• x null I E le ID Id>< null I+ I· ><digit>·>

©le:J

2726 10/11/94

THE GRAPH WE COVER
real ::= <digit>•< null I . <digit>•>< null IE le ID Id>< null I+ I· ><digit>·>

Examples of test cases: 0, 1 , 2, .•.. 7, 8, 9
2726.1 4125195

©[[]
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THE GRAPH WE COVER
real ::= <digit>•< null I. <digit>•>< null IE

le ID Id>< null I + I · ><digit>•>

Ti!

---<d

Examples of test cases: 1.1e+17, 3.5e+00, 1.9e+951

©[[]

2726.2 04125/95

A COVERING TEST SET

I,·;-,.,,._,,.., 1.2D5
45.666d-9

©[[]

2 7 26.3 10/ 11/ 94

COVERING HINTS FOR CLEAN TESTS
• SHORTEST PATH (FEWEST LINKS) TO EXIT FIRST
• LOOP-FREE COVER AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE
• USE CONTROL-FLOW LOOP TEST TACTICS
• DONT LOOP (IF SYNTACTICALLY CORRECT)
• LOOP ONC E
• LOOP TWICE
• MAXIM UM LESS ONE
•MAXIMUM

• WATCH OUT FOR NESTED AND CONCATENATED
LOOPS

2727 04117194

©[[]
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DIRTY TESTING PRINCIPLES
• ONE LEVEL AT A TIME
• ONE ERROR PER LEVEL
•WHAT YOU CAN DO AT ANY LEVEL
•
•
•
•

LEAVE OUT SOMETHING THAT'S MANDATORY
PUT SOMETHING WRONG IN ITS PLACE
CONTENT OF PART IS WRONG (SEMANTICS, VALUE)
ERROR OF A PART IS AT NEXT LEVEL

• VIOLATE LOOP RULES(+ & * OPERATORS)
• MINIMUM -1
•MAXIMUM+ 1
• SOMETHING VERY BIG (u., 65,537)

©[[]

2728 04/ 17194

DIRTY TESTING EXAMPLE
MSDOS BUFFERS COMMAND
SYNTAX AS GIVEN:
SYNTAX CONVERTED TO BNF:
SEMANTICS: n = 1-99
m = 0-8

BUFFERS= n [, m]
BUFFERS= <digit> 1•2 [,<digit>]

note: if either n or m are not valid, they will be set to
default values.

FIRST LEVEL TESTS:
BUFFERS
mandatory part left out (two of them)
BUFFERS=
mandatory part left out
BUFFERS=7 4
conditionally mandatory part left out
BUFFERS=7,5,6
too many optional fields
BUFFERS=7.6
wrong delimiter
2729.1 04/17194

©[[]

DIRTY TESTING EXAMPLE
MSDOS BUFFERS COMMAND
SYNTAX AS GIVEN:
SYNTAX CONVERTED TO BNF:
SEMANTICS: n = 1-99
m = 0-8

BUFFERS= n [, m]
BUFFERS= <digit>• ·• [,<digit>]

note: if either n or mare not valid, they will be set to
default values .

SECOND LEVEL TESTS, SYNTAX ERRORS:
not a digit
BUFFERS= a
BUFFERS= 123
too many digits
too many digits
BUFFERS= 4, 17
2729.2 04117/94

©[[]
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DIRTY TESTING EXAMPLE
MSDOS BUFFERS COMMAND
SYNTAX AS GIVEN:
BUFFERS = n [, m]
SYNTAX CONVERTED TO BNF:
BUFFERS= <digit>'·' [,<digit>]
SEMANTICS: n = 1-99
m = 0-8
note: if either n or m are not valid, they will be set to
default values.
SECOND LEVEL TESTS , SEMANTIC ERRORS:
BUFFERS= 0
Value out of range
BUFFERS= 7, 9
Value (9) out of range

©[[]

2729.3 04117/ 94

TEST DESIGN AUTOMATION
• COMMERCIAL TOOLS ("T") AVAILABLE
• WE DID IT 20-30 YEARS AGO WITH :
•

C OPY MACHINE , SMART SECRETARY AND WHJTE•OUT

• PAPER TAPE PUNCH AND READERS
• WORD PROCESSOR

(20

YEARS AGO)

• STRING PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE (SNOBOL)
•TABLE-DRIVEN (•RoM BNF) STRING GENERATOR
• CREA TES COVERING SET
•

8U ILT•IN DIRTY TESTING TACTICS FOR SYNTAX ERRORS

•

8U ILT-IN DIRTY TESTING T AC TICS FOR SEMANTtc ERRORS

• MANUAL REVIEW STILL ESSENTIAL BECAUSE
OF POSSIBLE FALSE ERROR PROBLEMS

©[[]

2737 04117/94

DON'T FORGET TO COVER
• THE DIRTY TESTING IS SO MUCH FUN AND SO
EASY TO DO THAT YOU MIGHT FORGET TO
COVER THE NORMAL (CLEAN) CASES-I DID.
•AVOID MULTIPLE ERRORS BECAUSE ERRORS
CAN CANCEL (E.G., MISSING PARENTHESES)
• OUTCOME PREDICTION MAY REQUIRE SOME
ANALYSIS, ESPECIALLY FOR COMPLICATED
SYNTAX
• VERIFICATION IS USUALLY ACCEPT/REJECT.
TEST THE FUNCTIONALITY ELSEWHERE, SUCH
AS IN TRANSACTION FLOW TESTING

2738 04117/94
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PRODUCTION RATE
• WITH AUTOMATED TOOL--1,000 TO 10,000
TESTS PER HOUR. FULLY DOCUMENTED
• WITH PRIMITIVE TOOLS (COPIER & WHITE•OUT)
10-30 FULLY DOCUMENTED TEST CASES PER
HOUR EVEN BY NOVICE TEST DESIGNERS
• TEST EXECUTION AUTOMATION AN OBVIOUS
PREREQUISITE

©[[]

2739 04117194

UTILITY AS A TRAINING TOOL
•
•
•
•

VERY EASY ONCE YOU GET THE HANG OF IT
BUILDS TESTING CONFIDENCE QUICKLY
CONVINCES NOVICE THAT TESTING IS INFINITE
FORCES NOVICE TO COMPROMISE AND FIND
THE SMART TESTS
• A GOOD FIRST STEP IN THE TRANSITION FROM
NOVICE TESTER TO JOURNEYMAN

2760 04117/94

©[[]
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FINITE-STATE MACHINE TESTING
•A BEHAVIORAL TEST TECHNIQUE
• DOES THE ACTUAL BEHAVIOR MATCH THE
INTENDED BEHAVIOR?
• VERY OLD-BASIC TO HARDWARE DESIGN
• LONG-TIME USE IN TELEPHONY
• THE FUNDAMENTAL MODEL OF COMPUTER
SCIENCE

2903 04/ 18194

SOME APPLICATIONS
• MENU-DRIVEN SOFTWARE
• OBJECT-ORIENTED SOFTWARE
• DEVICE DRIVERS
• COMMUNICATIONS AND OTHER PROTOCOL
HANDLERS
• SYSTEM HARDWARE CONFIGURATION TESTING
• RECOVERY AND SECURITY PROCESSING
• SYSTEM CONTROL
• CONTROL SYSTEMS

2905 04/18194
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MENU-DRIVEN SOFTWARE
• EACH MENU THAT APPEARS ON THE SCREEN
IS A DIFFERENT STATE
• SELECTION OF OPTIONS TRIGGERS A
TRANSITION TO A DIF FERENT MENU OR
SUBMENU (e.G., STATE)
• FUNCTION AND OTHER KEYS CAN ALSO
TRIGGER TRANSITIONS
• QUESTIONS TO ASK INCLUDE:
•
•
•
•

CAN ALL MENUS BE REACHED?
CAN ALL MENUS BE EXITED?
HAVE ALL MENUS BEEN TESTED
ARE THERE CRASH-CAUSING TRANSITIONS?

2905.9 04118/94

©[[]

OBJECT-ORIENTED SOFTWARE
•THE FINITE-STATE MACHINE MODEL IS A BASIC
PART OF OBJECT-ORIENTED SOFTWARE DESIGN
AND TESTING
• OBJECT BEHAVIOR OFTEN DEPENDS ON STATE
•VERIFICATION OF PROPER STATE BEHAVIOR IS
BASIC TO TESTING OBJ ECTS
• BECAUSE (IDEALLY) IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
ARE HIDDl:N, STATE: BEHAVIOR MAY BE THE
ONLY THING YOU CAN TEST

2905.10 04/ 18194

WINDOWS FILE MANAGER TOP LEVEL STATE GRAPH
2906 04118/ 94

©il
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FILE MANAGER MODEL EXPLAINED
• STATES ~CIRCLES) ARE ACTIVE MENUS: FILE, VIEW,
TREE, 0 TIONS, etc.
• LINKS \ARROWS) MEANS THAT THERE IS A
TRANS TION IN THE INDICATED DIRECTION
• LETTERS ON LINKS DEFINE KEYS THAT CAUSE THE
TRANSITIONS : F1, ALT-H, ALT-V, etc.
• "OTHER" IS FOR ALL KEYS THAT SHOULD DO
NOTHING--SHOWN ONLY FOR BASE STATE FOR
SIMPLICITY'S SAKE
• REVERSE TRANSITIONS FROM ANY STATE TO BASE
STATE BY USE OF ALT OR ESC (NOT SHOWN)

©[[]

2906.1 04118/ 94

FILE MANAGER MODEL EXPLAINED
• SEVERAL KEYS OR ACTIONS MAY CAUSE SAME
TRANSITIONS (e.g ., ALT-K, Fn, CURSOR, MOUSE)
• SOME KEYS MAY HAVE DIFFERENT ACTIONS OR
MAY BE DEAD IN DIFFERENT STATES (MENUS)

WE HAVE
WE HAVE
WE HAVE
WHAT DO

NODES= STATES
= MENUS
LINKS = CHOICES
= KEYSTROKES
NODES AND LINKS =WE HAVE A GRAPH
YOU 00 WHEN YOU SEE A GRAPH?

COVER IT!!!

©[[]
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2906.3 04118194

TEST: START AT BASE
ALT-F to FILE
F1 TO HELP
ESC TO FILE
ESC TO BASE

/

\

©[[]
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THE GRAPH WE COVER

f

• NODE
TATE) COVER : VISIT EACH STATE
~MENU AT LEAST ONCE UNDER SOME TEST.
UCH 00 WEAK TO BE USEFUL
• LINKJTRANSITIONb COVER : HIT EVERY
DEFI ED STATE-T -STATE TRANSITION AT
LEAST ONCE UNDER SOME TEST. MINIMUM
MANDATORY REQUIREMENT
• BECAUSE BUGS CAN CAUSE PATH
DEPENDENCIES, MORE TESTING MIGHT BE
JUSTIFIED
•THERE IS A HIERARCHY FROM NODE TO LINK
TO ALL POSSIBLE PATHS

©[[]

2910.4 04/18194

TEST OBJECTIVES
• FOCUS ON STATES AND TRANSITIONS
• ARE ALL STATES AND TRANSITIONS THERE?
• ARE THERE ANY EXTRA STATES OR TRANSITIONS?
• DO THE RIGHT KEYS DO THE RIGHT TH ING?

e 100% STATE AND TRANSITION COVER
• TEST ALL KEY EQUIVAL ENCIES
• TEST ALL DEAD KEYS IN EVERY STATE
• IGNORE ACTION IN STATE (FOR NOW)

©[[]

2916 04/17/94

COMMENTS ON TEST DESIGN
EXCEPT FOR BOMBS AND OTHER INFERNAL MACHINES

'

• IT IS OFTEN POSSIBLE TO TRAVERSE THE ENTIRE STATE GRAPH
AND TO ACHIEVE LINK COVER IN A SINGLE GLORIOUS
TEST-MOST GRAPHS ARE STRONGLY CONNECTED
• DON'T 00 IT. PRACTICALITY OF TEST EXECUTION AND HANDLING
DISCOVERED BUGS DICTATES TESTS SEQUENCES AS
SHORT AS POSSIBLE
• PROVIOE FACILITIES FOR INITIALIZING TO ANY STATE FOR
COMPLICATED STATE GRAPHS WHERE IT MAY TAKE A
LONG PATH TO GET TO THE STATE OF INTEREST
• REPEAT EVERY TEST AT LEAST TWICE WITHOUT RE-INITIALIZING.
THAT IS, GO FROM THE INITIAL STATE TO THE TARGET
STATE AND BACK TO THE INITIAL STATE, THEN BACK
AGAIN TO THE TARGET STATE ANO RETURN- THIS HELPS
TO DISCOVER HIDDEN STATE BEHAVIOR

2926 04117/94
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TEST DESIGN OVERVIEW
I

•
•
•
•
•

DEFINE THE STATE CONTROLLING VARIABLES
COUNT THE STATES
DEFINE THE INPUT (TRANSITION) VARIABLES
DEFINE THE INPUT ENCODING (e.g., F1 = altG)
CREATE THE STATE TABLE WITH ONE ENTRY FOR EVERY
COMBINATION OF STATE AND ENCODED INPUT VALUE
• DEFINE THE TRANSITION AND OUTPUT ACTION (IF ANY)
FOR EVERY ENTRY IN THE TABLE
• USE A STATE MACHINE ANALYSIS PACKAGE TO CHECK
FOR MISSING STATES AND TRANSITIONSEDEAD STATES,
CONTRADICTIONS, UNREACHABLE STAT S....

©[[]

2949 04118194

STATE TRANSITION COVER
•A COVERING SET OF TESTS HAS AT LEAST ONE
TRANSITION (INCLUDING BACK TO THE SAME
STATE) FOR EVERY POSSIBLE INPUT IN EVERY
POSSIBLE STATE
•AT LEAST ONE PATH BEGINS FROM EVERY
POSSIBLE INITIAL STATE
• EVERY STATE IS REACHABLE BY SOME PATH
• UNREACHABLE STATES ARE EITHER REMOVED
BY REDESIGN (BEST) OR PROVEN UNREACHABLE

2975 04118/94

©[[]

COVER CERTIFICATION
•ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE TO DO WITHOUT PUTTING IT
INTO THE DESIGN
• USE AN EXPLICIT FINITE-STATE MACHINE DESIGN
DRIVEN BY STATE/TRANSITION TABLES
•BUILT-INTO STATE MACHINE PROCESSOR
•TAKES AN EXTRA TABLE WITH ONE BIT FOR EACH
ENTRY IN THE STATE TABLE
• BIT IS SET IF THAT TRANSITION HAS BEEN
EXERCISED
• LEAVE IT ENGAGED ALL THE TIME

2976 04118/94
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YOU'RE PROBABLY DOING IT NOW
•

DO YOU TEST NUMERICAL INPUT VARIABLES AT
THE EXTREME POINTS OF THEIR RANGES?

•

DO YOU TEST BOUNDARY VALUES FOR
NUMERICAL INPUTS?
DO YOU TEST COMBINATIONS OF INPUT
VARIABLE BOUNDARY VALUES?

•

*
*

IF SO, YOU'RE DOING RUDIMENTARY
DOMAIN TESTING
DON'T STOP--JUST LEARN TO DO IT
BETTER

2600. 1 02/08193

BOUNDARY VALUE CHECKING?

• DOMAIN TESTING REPLACES EARLIER
HEURISTICS SUCH AS "BOUNDARY VALUE
CHECKING"
• MORE GENERAL, MORE POWERFUL
•WORKS FOR MULTI-DIMENSIONAL INPUTS

2600.4 08/02195

©[[]
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~

CLASSIFY

DO CASE 1

1------.

DO CASE 2

DO CASE 3

.'

..

~

SCHEMATIC REPRESENTATION OF DOMAIN TESTING

©[[]
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ONE DIMENSIONAL DOMAINS
MIN

d1

d2

MAX

d3

Both Sides of d2 are Closed
MIN

d1

d2

MAX

d3

Min Side of d2 is Closed, Max Side is Open

d1

MIN

d2

MAX

d3

Both Sides of d2 are Open
Closed
Open

= the boundary point belongs to the domain
= the boundary point does not belong to the domain

©[[]

2602 0V0B/93

COMMENTS ON DOMAIN TESTING
• BUGS CONGREGATE AT DOMAIN BOUNDARIES
• MORE THAN A FEW VALID VALUES ARE RARELY
PRODUCTIVE
• TESTS SHOULD EMPHASIZE DOMAIN BOUNDARIES
AND BOUNDARY INTERSECTIONS
• TESTS SHOULD A TIEMPT TO VERIFY THE
CORRECTNESS OF THE BOUNDARIES

2621 04/19194
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DOMAIN BUGS AND CLOSURE
• MOST DOMAIN BUGS OCCUR AT OR NEAR
DOMAIN BOUNDARIES
• MANY DOMAIN BUGS ARE A RESULT OF
IMPROPERCLOSURE(THEBOUNDARY
BELONGS TO THE WRONG DOMAIN)
EXAMPLES:
NOT {X>O)
NOT (X<O)
NOT (X•O)

·x < o·
·x > o·

·ex > oi & ex < or

©[[]
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DOMAINS AND PATHS
• EVERY DOMAIN DEFINES AT LEAST ONE PATH OR
THE EQUIVALENT THROUGH THE SOFTWARE
• EVERY PATH IS ASSOCIATED WITH A DOMAIN
• SPECIFICATIONS CAN OFTEN BE WRITIEN IN TERMS
OF REQUIRED DOMAIN PROPERTIES SUCH AS :
• WHERE ARE THE BOUNDARIES
• ARE THEY OPEN OR CLOSED

• TESTING IS NEEDED TO ASSURE THAT THE
REQUIRED AND IMPLEMENTED DOMAINS MATCH

©[[]
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DOMAINS AND DIMENSIONS
•

EACH INPUT VARIABLE ADOS ANOTHER
DIMENSION TO THE DOMAINS

•

EACH PREDICATE (DECISION POINT) BASED
ON INPUT VARIABLES ADD ANOTHER
DOMAIN BOUNDARY

•

LOOPS CAN CHANGE BOUNDARIES AND/OR
DIMENSIONS DYNAMICALLY-DOMAIN
TESTING ISN"T FOR LOOPS

2604 02/08193
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FIRST VARIABLE

e POTENTIALLY PRODUCTIVE TEST POINTS

©[[]
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CHARACTERISTICS OF TYPICAL DOMAINS
•

INPUT VARIABLES ARE ALL INDEPENDENT
OF ONE ANOTHER--THAT IS, THERE IS NO
FUNCTIONAL RELATION BETWEEN
VARIABLES

•

DOMAIN BOUNDARIES EXTEND TO INFINITY

•

DOMAIN BOUNDARIES ARE CONTINUOUS

•

DOMAIN BOUNDARIES HAVE CONSISTENT
CLOSURES ALL ALONG THEIR LENGTHS

2604.2 02/08/ 93

TYPICAL HEURISTIC DOMAIN
TESTING ASSUMPTIONS
•

VARIABLES ARE INDEPENDENT

•

DOMAIN BOUNDARY CROSSING POINTS
ARE PRODUCTIVE PLACES TO TEST

•

GROSS UNDER-TESTING

•

GROSS OVER-TESTING

CONSEQUENCES

2604.3 02/08/93
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GROSS OVER-TESTING
WHEN DOMAIN VARIABLES ARE INDEPENDENT

• TESTING THE COMBINATIONS FOR DOMAIN BOUNDARY
CROSSING POINTS MAKES SENSE ONLY IF THE
VARIABLES ARE DEPENDENT
• IF YOU TEST THE COMBINATIONS YOU ARE LOOKING
FOR A BUG THAT MAKES INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
DEPENDENT -A VERY UNLIKELY BUG
• YOU WILL BE TESTING ACCORDING TO A SQUARE LAW
~N THE NUMBER OF VARIABLES) OR WORSEROSS OVER-TESTING

©ii
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FIRST VARIABLE

WHY TESTING JUST THE EXTREME POINTS AND
THEIR COMBINATIONS MAY BE INADEQUATE

©[[I
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DOMAIN DEPENDENCY SUMMARY

•

IF VARIABLES ARE INDEPENDENT: DoN'T
BOTHER WITH EXTREME POINT COMBINATIONS, TEST
EACH VARIABLE SEPARATELY UNLESS YOU HAVE GOOD
REASON TO SUSPECT BUGS THAT COULD INTRODUCE
UNDESIRABLE DEPENDENCIES

•

IF VARIABLES ARE DEPENDENT: DoN'T
TEST EXTREME POINT COMBINATIONS WILLY•NILLY BUT

TEST:
• THIE klEL.ATIONa ••TWCIN YAJUA.Ua (a:. o ., TNIE IEQUATION)
• THe PONT• AT WNICN ftE\.ATIONa CltOU (w:.o., aOLUTIOM POlNTa }

2604.6 02/09193
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ONE DIMENSIONAL DOMAIN BUGS
AND TESTING STRATEGIES
• BOUNDARY CLOSURE BUG: OPEN INSTEAD
OF CLOSED AND VICE-VERSA
• BOUNDARY POINT SHIFTED TO THE LEFT
• BOUNDARY POINT SHIFTED TO THE RIGHT
• MISSING BOUNDARY POINT
• EXTRA BOUNDARY POINT

©[[]
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DOMAIN TESTING STRATEGY
SUMMARY FOR ONE DIMENSION
• AT LEAST ONE POINT ON EACH BOUNDARY
TO TEST FOR PROPER CLOSURE
• AN OFF POINT FOR EACH BOUNDARY POINT
TO TEST FOR SHIFTS, EXTRA, MISSING, ETC.
• TRIVIAL TO APPLY TO ONE VARIABLE AT A
TIME (IF THEY ARE INDEPENDENT)
• CHANGE YOUR STRATEGY
• ONE ON AND ONE OFF POINT FOR EACH BOUNDARY
•ANALYZE THE RESULTS TO FIND THE BUG

©[[]
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ONE DIMENSIONAL DOMAIN
TESTING STRATEGIES AND BUGS
OPEN DOMAIN

CLOSED DOMAIN
CASE

ON POINT

OFF POINT

ON POINT

OFF POINT

NO BUG

A PROCESS

B PROCESS

B PROCESS

A PROCESS

CLOSURE

B PROCESS

B PROCESS

A PROCESS

A PROCESS

LEFT SHIFT

A PROCESS

A PROCESS

A PROCESS

A PROCESS

RIGHT SHIFT

B PROCESS

B PROCESS

B PROCESS

B PROCESS

MISSING

X1

PROCESS

=X2

EXTRA

X1

PROCESS

/=X2

2608.4 04/19194
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r~--------------------..~
ONE-DIMENSION, CLOSED BOUNDARY
r

-

~

BUGS AND TESTING
B

A

•

correct, domain A is closed

B

A

x test point

D

Bug: Closure is in B domain

B

e ~est point x ·:~~~~-----_ _ _ _ _A_
Bug: Boundary shifted left

B

A

... _._____

x test point

------------::~~::

Bug: Boundary shifted right

B

x x

test points

A
...
-,,
:...------.
- - - - - - - - - - i ,,..__...
Bug: Boundary is missing
test point

x

A'

x test point A
'• ....,:·-- - -

-----~·

B

.... .

Bug: Extra boundary

©[Bj

~'----------------------,~
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TWO DIMENSIONAL DOMAIN BUGS
• BOUNDARY CLOSURE BUG

-

.,

• BOUNDARY SHIFTED

• BOUNDARY TILTED

• BOUNDARY MISSING

• EXTRA BOUNDARY
2609 04120/94

©ii

STRATEGY FOR TILTED BOUNDARY BUG
TWO ON POINTS AND ONE OFF POINT
CATCHES ALL POSSIBLE BOUNDARY TILTS

2609.3 04120/94

©ii

JENG'S 1X1 STRATEGY
• 1X1 IS AN EASY AND EFFECTIVE STRATEGY
FOR N-DIMENSIONAL DOMAINS, LINEAR OR
NON-LINEAR
• AN ON POINT AND AN OFF POINT VERY
CLOSE TO EACH OTHER CATCHES MOST
REASONABLE BUGS
• YOU JUST NEED TO BE ABLE TO SUBSTITUTE
INTO THE BOUNDARY INEQUALITY AND
EVALUATE IT

2612 04116195
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JENG'S 1X1 STRATEGY
..,.......-oFFPOINT

'

~~
ON POINT

2612.1 04/16195

JENG'S 1X1 STRATEGY
• DISTINGUISHES BETWEEN DISCOVERING
THAT THERE IS A BUG AND DETERMINING
THE NATURE OF THE BUG IF THERE IS ONE
• ALMOST ALL BOUNDARY SHIFTS ARE
CAUGHT IF THE TWO POINTS (ON AND OFF)
ARE CLOSE ENOUGH
• BUT WE LEARN ALMOST NOTHING ABOUT
THE NATURE OF THE BUG (TILT, SHIFT,
MISSING, EXTRA, ETC.)

2612.3 04/16195

WHAT JENG'S 1X1 STRATEGY CAN MISS
BUGG~OUNDARY
OFF~NT

•

~~7
ON POINT

A BUGGY BOUNDARY THAT JUST SNEAKS
IN BETWEEN THE TWO TEST POINTS
2612.5 04/16195
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ONE VERSUS N DIMENSIONS
• FOR ONE DIMENSION, JENG'S 1X1 AND
COHEN & WHITE NX1 ARE IDENTICAL
• FOR MORE THAN ONE DIMENSIONS:
•
•
•
•
•
•

JENG: 2 POINTS PER BOUNDARY
COHEN-WHITE: N+1 POINTS PER BOUNDARY
JENG: LINEAR OR NONLINEAR BOUNDARIES
COHEN-WHITE: LINEAR BOUNDARIES ONLY
JENG: MAY MISS SOME BUGS
COHEN-WHITE: UNLIKELY TO MISS ANY BUGS

©~
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SUGGESTIONS
• USE JENG'S 1X1 AS A FIRST CHECK TO SEE
IF THERE ARE ANY BUGS
• USE COHEN-WHITE NX1 FOR LINEAR
BOUNDARIES IF BUGS ARE DETECTED AND
YOU WANT DIAGNOSTIC INFORMATION
• USE NX1X1 FOR LINEAR BOUNDARIES ON
LIFE-CRITICAL SYSTEMS TO GUARANTEE NO
SNEAK-BY BUGS
• DO FORMAL ANALYSIS OF ERROR SPACE
FOR LIFE-CRITICAL SOFTWARE (ADVANCED
TOPIC-ZEIL'S THEORY)

2612.9 04/16/95

DOMAIN STRATEGY SUMMARY

•

?'

•
•
0

2609.8 04120/94

0

ON POINTS
OFF POINTS
SHARED ON POINTS

©[[]
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A QUESTION
•

COMMON SENSE DICTATES PATH TESTING
BECAUSE IT DOESN'T MAKE SENSE TO
RELEASE UNTESTED CODE

• DOES IT MAKE SENSE TO RELEASE CODE
FOR WHICH DATA DEFINITIONS AND
USE ARE UNTESTED?
• AT LEAST, WE SHOULD VERIFY THAT:
• DATA ARE DEFINED AS WE INTEND
• THEY ARE CREATED BEFORE NEEDED
• THEY ARE USED (PROPERLY) IF CREATED

©[[]
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DATA FLOW TEST CRITERIA
(STRUCTURAL)
•

MORE GENERAL THAN PATH TESTING FAMILY

•

STRONGER THAN BRANCH BUT WEAKER THAN

ALL PATHS
•

MUST BE DONE SEPARATELY FOR EACH DATA
OBJECT

•

BASED ON CONTROL FLOWGRAPH ANNOTATED
WITH DATA FLOW RELATIONS

4610 09/22192
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DATA FLOW TEST CRITERIA
(BEHAVIORAL)

•

HEURISTIC BUT SENSIBLE AND EFFECTIVE

•

TRANSACTION FLOW TESTING IS A KIND OF
DATA FLOW TESTING

•

MUST BE DONE SEPARATELY FOR EACH DATA
OBJECT IN YOUR DATA MODEL

•

BASED ON DATA FLOWGRAPHS USED IN MANY
DESIGN METHODOLOGIES

@[[]
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DATA FLOW DEFINITIONS
COMPUTATIONAL USE: VARIABLE

USED IN A COMPUTATION;

E.G., APPEARS ON THE RIGHT-HANO-SIDE OF AN ASSIGNMENT
STATEMENT,

PREDICATE USE: VARIABLE

USED IN A CONTROL FLOW

PREDICATE

USE:

A' COMPUTATIONAL AND!oR PREDICATE USE.

DEFINE:

A VARIABLE IS DEFINED WHEN ANY OF THE FOLLOWING HAPPEN

• CREATED: E.G. IN A DECLARATION
• NEW VALUE ASSIGNED
• INITIALIZED TO A NEW VALUE

\..

r

©il

~
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DATA FLOW TESTING IS VERY OLD "
• USED AT IBM FOR OVER 25 YEARS
• IMPLICIT IN MANY DESIGN METHODS:

H1Po,

SOFTECH, BENDER

• A NATURAL ADJUNCT TO DATA FLOW DESIGN
• COMMON SENSE BASIS
• KNOWWHATYOU' REDOINGWJTH DATA
• TEST THAT WHAT YOU DID IS WHAT YOU WANTED TO DO

• TRANSACTION FLOW TESTING IS DATA FLOW
TESTING

\..

4611 09/22192
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CODE (POL)*
BEGIN
INPUTX, Y
Z=X+Y
V=X-Y
IF Z >= 0 GOTO SAM
JOE: Z = Z-1
SAM: Z=Z+V
FORU=0TOZ
V(U), U(V) = (Z + V)•u
IF V(U) = 0 GOTO JOE

ELL:

Z=Z-1
IF Z= 0 GOTO ELL
U=U+1
NEXTU
V(U-1) =V(U + 1) + U(V-1)
V(U+UM)=U +V
IF U =V GOTO JOE
IF U>VTHEN U =Z
Z=U
END

* A contrived horror

©[[]
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THE HORROR, SHOWING DATA FLOW RELATIONS

©[[]
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>-------{8

z,

THE HORROR, DATA FLOWS FOR X & Y
4680.2 04/21194
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THE HORROR, DATA FLOWS FOR Z
SHOWING SOME D-U PATHS

©il

4680.3 04/21194

THE HORROR, DATA FLOWS FOR V
SHOWING SOME D-U PATHS

©il
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DATA FLOW TEST CRITERIA
•

ALL PREDICATE USES: ALL

•

ALL COMPUTATIONAL USES:

•

ALL DEFINITIONS:

•

ALL USES:

•

ALL DU-SEGMENTS (DEFINED THEN USED): ALL SIMPLE

USES 1H CONTROL•f'LOW PREDICATES.
ALL USES 1H CALCULATIONS.

All POINTS AT WHICH OBJECTS ARE DECLARED

ANO/OR ASSIGNED NEW VALUES •
ALL POSSIBLE USES OF OBJECT$•

PATH SEGMENTS ON WHICH AN OBJECT IS DEFINED ANO THEN USED

WrTMOUT INTERVENING VALUE CHANGES.

NOTE: apply to every data object separately
NOTE: each criteria has its own coverage metric
4614 09122192
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ALL PATHS

+

ALL DU PATHS

'

ALL USES
ALL-C/SOME-P - - - - - - - - - - . . . ALL-P/SOME•C

All~A~··
BRANCH

ALLDEFS

t

STATEMENT
RELATIVE STRENGTH OF STRUCTURAL TEST STRATEGIES

©ii

4621 09/22192

RELATIVE COST (TEST CASES PER BRANCH) OF
VARIOUS STRUCTURAL STRATEGIES
STATEMENT

BRAHCI<
ALLP USES
Al.LC USES

AlLUSES
ALL DU PATHS

.

..,

0A

...

u

I

CONCLUSION: FOR NOT MUCH MORE TESTING THAN
EITHER STATEMENT OR BRANCH, ALL DU-PATHS IS
ALMOST AS GOOD AS TESTING ALL POSSIBLE PATHS.

©il
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TOOLS AND AUTOMATION
STATUS

•

BEHAVIORAL DATA FLOW TESTING DOESNT NEED
SPECIAL TOOLS, ONLY THE WILL TO DO IT.

•

STRUCTURAL DATA FLOW TESTING NEEDS TOO
MUCH BOOKKEEPING TO DO MANUALLY. IT IS
TOOL INTENSIVE.

PRIVATE STRUCTURAL DATA FLOW TOOLS IN
• MANY USE

•

NO COMMERCIAL TOOLS AS OF 9/22/92

4640 06120!94

©ii
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THEORY AND PRACTICE
•

PRACTICE: VERY OLD
• INTUITIVE, HEURISTIC, COMMON SENSE
• BEHAVIORAL TESTTECHNIQUE

• THEORY: 10 YEARS OLD
• FORMALIZATION OF COMMON SENSE
• STRUCTURAL TEST TECHNIQUE
• TOOL INTENSIVE

• CONCLUSIONS
• EITHER BEHAVIORAL OR STRUCTURAL
• APPLICABLE TO ALL TESTING LEVELS
• BASIC PART OF TESTERS' TOOL KIT
4612 09122192
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SOf"IWARE TESTING AND QUALITY-ASSURANCE SEMINA~BORIS BEIZER

CALL TREE TESTING AND COVER ..
This is a copyright notice. No part of these graphics may be
reproduced or used in any form by any means such as graphics,
electronic, optical, mechanical, including but not limited to
photocopying, recording, scanning, conversion to other media,
transmission, or storage in a computer or an information storage
and retrieval system - without the author's written permission.

Boris Beizer,ANALYSIS- 1232 Glenbrook Road, Huatingdon Valley, PA 19006
TEL: 215-572-5580 FAX: 215-&a6-0l« Email: bbeizer@spriatmaiLcom
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CALL TREE TESTING AND COVER

3600 04/21/94

CALL-TREE (GRAPH)
• NODES = ROUTINES, FUNCTIONS
• LINKS
IF A CALLS B, LINK A TO B
• BECAUSE CALLS USUALLY RETURN TO SAME
CALLER.i. LINKS ARE Bl-DIRECTIONAL, SO
ARROW.:, CAN BE LEFT OUT
• WHAT DO YOU DO WHEN YOU SEE A GRAPH?

@[[I
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STATIC VERSUS DYNAMIC CALLS
• STATIC CALL: DETERMINED AT COMPILE
TIME. LINKED BY LINKER
• DYNAMIC CALL: DETERMINED AT RUN
TIME. DYNAMIC LINK.
• EXAMPLE OF STATIC CALL: MOST
SUBROUTINE CALLS.
• EXAMPLE OF DYNAMIC CALLS: PRINTER
AND MOST OTHER DRIVERS.

©lirl

3602 04121194

CALL-TREE COVER RULES
• EVERY CALLED COMPONENT CALLED BY EACH OF
ITS CALLERS AT LEAST ONCE UNDER SOME TEST
• EVERY CALLER HAS CALLED EVERY COMPONENT IT
CALLS AT LEAST ONCE UNDER SOME TEST (NOT
REDUNDANT IF THERE ARE COROUTINES AND
RECURSIVE CALLS)
•"EVERY-SHOULD, BUT PROBABLY WON'T, INCLUDE
DYNAMIC CALLS ALSO
• MUCH, MUCH MORE COMPLICATED FOR
MULTI-ENTRY, MULTI-EXIT ROUTINES

3603 04121194

A SET OF COVERING PATHS

3610 04121194
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COMMENTS ON CALL TREE PATHS
• MANY SIMPLE PATHS
• THE ISSUE IS CALL-TREE COVER, NOT
COMPONENT TESTING OR FEATURE
TESTING
• REDUNDANCY {OF COVERING PATHS) IN
THE INTEREST OF CLARITY IS OKAY

3615 04121/94

COVERING A COMPONENT

"FILES" IS COVERED WHEN IT HAS BEEN CALLED BY
SUB-3, SUB-2, & INSTALL AND HAS CALLED SUB-4
AND SUB-5 IN SOME TESTS (3 NEEDED HERE)
3620 04/21194

PATHS IN THE CALLED
SUBCOMPONENTS

• THE SIMPLEST PATH(S) IN THE CALLED COMPONENT
THAT EXERCISE ALL ASPECTS OF THE CALL
1. NUMBER OF PARAMETERS
2. PARAMETER ORDER
3. PARAMETER DATA TYPES

• KEEP THE CALL STRUCTURE AS SIMPLE AS POSSIBLE

@!Bj
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CALLED COMPONENT COVER
WHAT ABOUT BRANCH (LINK) COVERAGE WITHIN THE
CALLED COMPONENT UNDER VARIOUS CALLS?
• IF BUGS ARE NICE (LOCALIZED) ANO DON'T CROSS
COMPONENT BOUNDARIES, COMPONENT LEVEL
COVERAGE UNDER COMPONENT TESTING IS ADEQUATE
ANO ONLY THE CALLS MUST BE TESTED
• BUGS INTERACTING THROUGH GLOBAL DATA OR OS CALLS
CAN VIOLATE BOUNDARIES ANO THEREFORE REQUIRE
FULL COVERAGE RETESTING FOR EVERY CALL
• THEREFORE, EVEN WITHOUT LOOPS, THE PATH COUNT CAN
BE INFINITE

@[Bj
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CALLED COMPONENT COVERAGE
• PRACTICALITY DICTATES REDUCED COVERAGE GOAL WHEN
TESTED IN CONTEXT
• FULL COVERAGE MAY BE IMPOSSIBLE FOR NORMAL CALLS IN
CONTEXT BECAUSE OF EXCEPTIONS AND ILLOGICALS
• LOCALLY DEFENSIVE CODE REDUCES SUBCOMPONENT
COVERAGE IN CONTEXT
• 75%-85% IS TYPICAL ONE LEVEL DOWN; 60o/.-70'1o TWO LEVELS
DOWN, 40-60% THREE LEVELS DOWN, ETC.
• 100% BRANCH COVER IS MANDATORY FOR UNIT TESTING TO
PROVIDE THE ESSENTIAL TRUST THAT THE BUG IS CALL
SENSITIVE

©~

,3632 0B/02195

PATH SELECTION CRITERIA
• NORMAL AND IMPORTANT BOUNDARY CASES SHOULD
FALL OUT OF HIGHER LEVEL TESTS, ESPECIALLY
INTEGRATION TESTS
• SHORTEST, SIMPLEST, MOST OBVIOUS PATHS THAT
SATISFY THE CALL PARAMETERS
• SIMPLEST PATHS THAT FORCE EXCEPTION CONDITIONS
ANO EXCEPTION EXITS
• COVERAGE MONITORING IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN
TRYING TO FORCE SPECIFIC PATHS

3633 09120/93
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INTEGRATION STRATE GIES
THIS IS A COPYRIGHT NOTICE.

No PART OF THESE GRAPHICS MAY BE REPRODUCED OR USED

IN ANY FORM BY ANY MEANS SUCH AS GRAPHICS, ELECTRONIC, OPTICAL, MECHANICAL.,
INCLUDING 8UT NOT LIMITED TO PHOTOCOPYING, RECORDING, SCANNING, CONVERSION TO
OTHER MEDIA, TRAHSIMSSION, OR STORAGE IN A COMPUTER OR AN INFORMATION STORAGE
ANO RETRIEVAL SYSTEM -

1

WITHOUT THE AUTHOR. S WRITTEN PERMSSSION.

So,us BmEJ<, ANALYSIS -1232 GUNB""°" RoAo, HUNTINGDON VAU.'E'f, PA 19006
TEL: 215-572-5580 FAX: 215-886-0144
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INTEGRATION STRATEGIES
• TOP-DOWN: EMPHASIS ON CONTROL
METHODS. SIMULATE LOWER-LEVEL
COMPONENTS WITH STUBS
• BOTTOM-UP: EMPHASIS ON COMPONENT
BEHAVIOR. SIMULATE HIGHER-LEVEL
COMPONENTS BY DRIVERS
• BIG-BANG: PUT IT ALL TOGETHER AND SEE IF
IT WORKS (IT DOESN'T, OF COURSE)
• BACKBONE: THE SOFTWARE, IN CONTEXT, IS
ITS OWN BEST TEST TOOL THIS IS
BIG-BANG REFINED AND UNDER
CONTROL

©~
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TOP-DOWN INTEGRATION DEFINITION
• START WITH THE TOPMOST CONTROL LEVEL
• USE COMPONENT SIMULATORS OR "STUBS"
FOR ALL CALLED COMPONENTS NOT YET
INTEGRATED
• REPLACE STUBS AT LEVEL N+1 BY REAL
COMPONENT WHEN TESTING WITH STUBS IS
FINISHED AT LEVEL N
• CONTINUE UNTIL THE BOTIOM-MOST LEVEL IS
REACHED

©il
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THE MYTHS USED TO JUSTIFY
TOP-DOWN INTEGRATION
• MOST BUGS ARE RELATED TO CONTROL PROBLEMS
• COMPLEXITY DECREASES FROM THE TOP-DOWN.
THE TOP LEVEL IS THE MOST COMPLICATED
• THERE IS A SINGLE TOP
• TESTING WITH STUBS IS EASIER ANO MORE
RELIABLE THAN USING THE REAL COMPONENT

• ,rs A NATURAL ADJUNCT TO TOP-DOWN DESIGN

©ii
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WHEN IS TOP-DOWN
INTEGRATION USEFUL?
• WHEN SCHEDULE REALITIES FORCE THE USE OF
STUBS
• WHEN STUB CONSTRUCTION IS VERY EASY
• AS A DEBUGGING APPROACH
• WHEN THE PROGRAM'S STRUCTURE DOES MAKE
IT NATURAL
eAS ONE TECHNIQUE IN REGRESSION TESTING
WHEN CONTROL BUGS ARE EXPECTED

BUT NEVER, NEVER, AS THE ONLY
TECHNIQUE
3115 04/21194
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BOTTOM-UP INTEGRATION DEFINITION
• START WITH THE BOTIOM-MOST SUBROUTINE
• USE DRIVERS FOR ALL CALLING COMPONENTS
NOT YET INTEGRATED
• REPLACE LEVEL N-1 DRIVERS BY REAL
COMPONENT WHEN TESTING HAS BEEN
DONE WITH COMPONENTS AT LEVEL N
• CONTINUE UNTIL THE TOP-MOST LEVEL IS
REACHED

3150 04/21194
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THE MYTHS USED TO JUSTIFY
BOTTOM-UP INTEGRATION
• IF THE PARTS ALL WORK, WHAT CAN GO WRONG?
• COMPLEXITY INCREASES FROM THE BOTTOM-UP.
SOLVE THE SIMPLER PROBLEMS FIRST
• THERE IS A BOTTOM
• ONCE A BUG IS FIXED IT STAYS FIXED
• TEST DRIVERS ARE EASY TO BUILD

3155 04/21194

WHEN IS BOTTOM-UP
INTEGRATION USEFUL?
• PROVIDES THE MOST SCHEDULE FLEXIBILITY
• BUILDING ON A BODY OF PRE-EXISTING, WELL
TESTED SUBROUTINES OR LIBRARY
• WHEN THE PROGRAM'S STRUCTURE DOES MAKE
IT NATURAL

BUT NEVER, NEVER, AS THE ONLY
TECHNIQUE
3170 04/21194
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WHERE DOES BIG-BANG WORK?
• FOR VERY GOOD SOFTWARE AND VIRTUOSO
PROGRAMMERS
• THE METHOD OF CHOICE FOR MAINTENANCE
• THE METHOD OF CHOICE FOR REGRESSION
TESTING
•AN ASPECT AND AN ACT OF FAITH AT EVERY
STAGE OF NORMAL TESTING AND
INTEGRATION

©ii
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THE DANGERS OF BIG-BANG
INTEGRATION
• THERE'S RARELY A MIDDLE GROUND. IT'S
EITHER VERY GOOD OR VERY BAD
• EVERYBODY THINKS THAT THEY'RE A
SUPER-PROGRAMMER
• THERE'S NO WAY TO PREDICT WHICH IT WILL
BE THIS TIME FOR UNRESTRICTED BIG-BANG
• IT'S A SCARY APPROACH BUT IN THE HEAT OF
THE MOMENT, WE'RE TOO IRRATIONAL TO
BE AFRAID

©ii
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THE LOGIC THAT LEADS TO
BACKBONE INTEGRATION
• THE SOFTWARE IN CONTEXT (PLATFORM, OS, ETC.) IS
ITS OWN BEST TEST TOOL
• 95% + MUST BE WORKING BEFORE ANY TESTING BEGINS
• ASSEMBLING OR COMPILING, LINKING, AND LOADING
ARE UNAVOIDABLE BIG-BANG ACTS OF FAITH
• ITS GOING TO BE EITHER SOME BIG-BANGS OR
MINI-BANGS BEFORE TESTING CAN BEGIN

TUil QUESTION: WHAT CAN lfll DO TO
EXPI.OIT THE SOFTlfAUil AS ITS OWN
TEST TOOi,?
3300 04/22/94
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eABILITY TO DO ltJIPt:11, OUTPUT, FETCH,
STORE, A N·O ,R BASIC STUFF
• SIMPLE PATHS . , IMPLE CASES
• ENOUGH TO D
TESTING

. LY STRESS

• A PLANNED SEllf BASIC FEATURES
THAT ARE U SEf'. L TO TESTING

3305 04122/94

DO IT AT EVERY LEVEL
• USE BACKBONE BIG-BANG AT EVERY LEVEL
• EACH INTEGRATION ACT FROM THE SMALLEST TO
THE BIGGEST NEEDS A DEFINED BACKBONE
BEFORE REAL INTEGRATION TESTING CAN BEGIN
• THESE BACKBONES MUST BE DESIGNED AND
DOCUMENTED-A PLANI
• INTEGRATION PROGRESS IS MEASURED BY THE
SUCCESSION OF WORKING BACKBONES
• TRACK BACKBONE BUILD PROGRESS
3:UO <U/22194
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STRESS TESTING
THIS IS A COPYRIGl<T NOT1CE. No PART OF nee GRAPHICS UAY BE REPRO<lUCS) OR USED IN ANY
FORM BY /Wf MEANS SUCH M GRAPHICS, ELs:TRONIC, ~ IECHANCAI., INCLUDING BUT NOT

Ua.T'l:D TO PHOTOCOPYING, RECORDING,~ CCltNERSION lO cmtER MEDIA, TRNBIISSICN, ,

M STORAGE IN A cc»iFUTER OR AN INFORMATlON STCRAGE N<J RETREVA&.. SY'STEII -wrntOlff nE
1

JtJJTHOR. SWRITIENPERMSSION.

~ Ro.a, Humax,,, V.....n, PA 19006
TEL: 21S-572·5580 FAX: 2 1 ~ 4 4 EMM.: ~ ' - - " " "

Baa &zot, ANALYSIS-1232
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OVERVIEW OF STRESS TESTING

•WHAT IS IT?
• WHAT USE IS IT?
• HOW DO YOU DO IT?
• WHY DOES IT WORK??

I. 4200 04/22194

STRESS TESTING DEFINED
• SUBJECTING A SYSTEM TO AN UNREASONABLE
LOAD WHILE DENYING IT THE RESOURCES IT
NEEDS TO PROCESS THAT LOAD
• STRESS THE SOFTWARE IN AS MANY WAYS AS
YOU CAN, SIMULTANEOUSLY, IF POSSIBLE
• THROUGHPUT STRESS (TRANSACTIONS PER SECOND)
• RESOURCE STRESS (RAM, DISC, CACHE, PORTS)
• SIMULTANEITY STRESS (INTERRUPTS, INPUT, OUTPUT)

©l6:l

4230 04/22194
l
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WHY STRESS TESTING WORKS
• BUGS CONGREGATE AT LIMITS OF ALL KINDS
• THE RESOURCE-LOSS BUG IS COMMON
• STRESS FORCES RACE CONDITIONS AND OTHER
TIMING PROBLEMS
• STRESS FORCES SYNCHRONIZATION AND
LOCKUPS PROBLEMS
• STRESS FORCES REENTRANCE PROBLEMS
• STRESS CAN OVERWHELM INTERRUPTS

©[[]

... 4235 04/22194

SOURCES OF STRESS LOAD
• EXTERNAL LOAD GENERATORS
• TERMINALS AND PC"S
• AN EXTERNAL NETWORK
• LOAD GENERATING SERVICE
• SELF-GENERATED STRESS LOAD

HUT NEVEU, NEVEU, HANUALl,Y
HECAUSE THE ONLY 1'HING THAT
GETS S'l'llESSEI) IN MANUAi, STllESS
'l'ES'l'ING IS THE TES1'Ell
©![]

4255 04/22194

1\7AllNING! ACH'fUNG!

KIKEN! HA'fAlll!
• STRESS TESTS WEAR OUT!
STRESS TESTS WEAR OUT!
STRESS TESTS WEAR OUT!
• GOOD PROGRAMMERS WITH GOOD QA FEEDBACK QUICKLY
FIND AND FIX THE BUGS FOUND BY STRESS TESTING
• THEY AVOID THOSE BUGS IN NEW SOFTWARE
• STRESS TESTING CAN LEAD TO FALSE CONFIDENCE

4286 04122194
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TEST TOOLS AND AUTOMATION
This is a copyright notice. No part of these graphics may be
reproduced or used in any form by any means such as graphics,
electronic, optical, mechanical, including but not limited to
photocopying, recording, scanning, conversion to other media,
transmission, or storage in a computer or an information
storage and retrieval system - without the author's written
permission.
Boris Beil.er, ANALYSIS - 1232 Glenbrook Road, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
TEL: 215-572-5580 FAX: 21S-886-0144 Email: Bbei.u~printmaiLcom
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LIMITATIONS OF MANUAL TESTING
• NOT REPRODUCIBLE
• TESTING AND TESTER ERRORS
• INITIALIZATION BUGS
• DATA BASE AND CONFIGURATION BUGS
• INPUTBUGS
• VERIFICATION AND COMPARISON BUGS
• INPUT"CORRECTIONS"

• VARIABLE REPORTS, NO SUPPORT FOR
METRICS, POOR TRACKING
• VERY LABOR INTENSIVE:

TESTERS SHOULD DESIGN TESTS,

NOT POUND KEYS.

\?900 09/22192
'lo.:

r

WHY AUTOMATED TESTING
IS MANDATORY
•

MANUAL TEST EXECUTION ERROR RATES ARE MUCH
HIGHER THAN THE SOFTWARE RELIABILITIES THE
USERS DEMAND

•

HOW CAN YOU TEST A 0.000001 PACKAGE WITH A 0.01

•

WHAT MUST BE JUSTIFIED IS CONTINUED USE OF MANUAL

•

MOST COST-BENEFITS ANALYSES THAT CLAIM TO SHOW

PROCESS?

METHODS ON AUTOMATION PRODUCTS

THAT MANUAL TESTING IS CHEAPER ASSUME NO
TESTING BUGS-SILLY ASSUMPTION!

i..!901 09122192
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TEST TOOLS OVERVIEW
•

FUNDAMENTAL TOOLS : COMPILERS,

SYMBOLIC DEBUGGER,

DEVELOPMENT TOOLS, HARDWARE, HUMAN ENVIRONMENT.

• ANALYTICAL TOOLS:

THAT TELL

us

SOMETHING ABOUT THE

SOFTWARE: FLOWGRAPH GENERATORS, CALL TREE GENERATORS.

• TEST EXECUTION AUTOMATION TOOLS
• TEST DESIGN AUTOMATION AIDS
• CAST: £OMPUTER ~IDED ~OFlWARE ,rESTING

©~

7501 09122192
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A BASIC TOOLKIT
• CAPTURE/PLAYBACK

(BEHAVIORAL

TOOL)

• UNIT COVERAGE ANALYZER &
DRIVER (STRUCTURAL TEST TOOL)

•

REQUIREMENTS BASED TOOL
(BEHAVIORAL TEST TOOL)

©ii

\,.!111 Olll'IOIJ2

~
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COVERAGE ANALYZERS

•

EACH TECHNIQUE HAS A DIFFERENT NOTION
OF COVERAGE

• EACH TECHNIQUE THEREFORE NEEDS A
DIFFERENT COVERAGE ANALYZER
• PATH TESTING : BRANCH AND STATEMENT COVER
• DATA-FLOW TESTING : VARIOUS COVER METRICS
• STATE TESTING: STATE AND TRANSITION COVER

7800 09122192

©[[]
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CONTROL FLOW COVERAGE
TOOLS
•

MODIFIES SOURCE CODE TO INSERT PROBES

•

USUALLY INCLUDES TEST DRIVER

•

STATEMENT, BRANCH, PREDICATE, OTHER
COVERAGE METRICS

•

SHOULD PROVIDES PATH CERTIFICATION, BUT
OFTEN DOESN'T

•

EFFECTIVELY LIMITED TO UNIT AND LOWLEVEL COMPONENT TESTING

•

CAN MASK HEISENBUGS

©~

7810 97-04-10

SIDE BENEFITS OF
COVERAGE TOOLS
•

PROGRAMMERS (ESPECIALLY) HAVE
INFLATED VIEWS OF THE COVERAGE THEY
ACHIEVE IN TESTING

•

THEY THINK THAT IT IS 95% BUT IN FACT, 1rs
CLOSER TO 50%

•

FUNDAMENTAL RISK ASSESSMENT DATA

•

QUANTIFICATION-A METRIC OF COMPLETION

PRESENT STATUS OF COMMERCIAL
COVERAGE TOOLS
•

•

STATEMENT, BRANCH, PREDICATE, CALL
TREE, AND PATH COMMERCIALLY
AVAILABLE
EXCELLENT PUBLIC-DOMAIN AND PRIVATE
DATA FLOW COVERAGE TOOLS

•

HEURISTIC BEHAVIORAL COVERAGE
TOOLS (E.G., FUNCTION POINT, SPECIFICATION COVER).

•

COMMERCIALIZATION HINDERED BY LACK
OF DEMAND, NOT TECHNOLOGY

©~

7805 97--04-10
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TEST DRIVERS
• WHAT: TOOLS THAT AUTOMATE THE SETUP,
INITIALIZATION, EXECUTION, OUTCOME
RECORDING, AND CONFIRMATION OF
TESTS, ESPECIALLY FOR UNIT TESTING
• WHY: ELIMINATION OF TEST EXECUTION
ERRORS SIMPLIFIES TEST DEBUGGING
AND MAKES REGRESSION TESTING
POSSIBLE
• PREREQUISITES: FORMAL, DESIGNED TESTS
UNDER CONFIGURATION
CONTROL

\7750 09122192

©il
~

OVERVIEW OF DRIVER
FUNCTIONS

• SETUP PHASE
• EXECUTION PHASE
AND POST MORTEM
• ANALYSIS
PHASE
©[B:]

7760 09/02192

DRIVER SET-UP PHASE

{IDEAL)

•CONFIRMS THE HARDWARE/SOFTWARE

CONFIGURATION
• LOADS PRE- AND CO-REQUISITE
COMPONENTS
•FETCHES AND INSTALLS STUBS
• INITIALIZES ALL HARDWARE AND
SOFTWARE
•INITIALIZES PATH INSTRUMENTATION
•SETS UP ACCESS TO DATA STRUCTURES
7770 09/02192

©il
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DRIVER EXECUTION PHASE

(IDEAL)

• RE-INITIALIZES TO BASE
CONDITION FOR EACH TEST
• LOADS AND CONTROLS INPUTS
• EVALUATES ASSERTIONS
•RESETS PATH INSTRUMENTATION
• TEST DEBUG SUPPORT
• PERFORMANCE DATA GATHERING

©[[]

7780 11/08192

ANALYSIS AND POST-MORTEM
PHASE (IDEAL)
• VERIFY PATH CORRECTNESS
• COMPARE ACTUAL OUTCOME TO
PREDICTED OUTCOME
• PASSES CONTROL TO DEBUG PACKAGE
ON TEST FAILURE
•PASSES TEST STATUS TO COVERAGE
TOOL
• CHECK FOR RESIDUES AND
BYPRODUCTS

©l[]

7790 09/02192
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EXECUTION AUTOMATION
STATUS
•

MOST COMMERCIAL TOOLS ARE STRAP-ON

•
•

SOME INTEGRATION WITH CASE TOOLS
SOME INTEGRATION WITH CONFIGURATION
CONTROL

•

COMMON TOOL BACKPLANE ON THE WAY

•

BUT STILL A LONG WAY TO GO

t,l.806 05112/ 92

©[[]
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TEST DESIGN AUTOMATION
THIS IS A COPYRIGHT NOTICE.

No

PART OF TIESE GRAPHICS MAY " BE

· REPROOUCED OR USED IN NlY FORM BY /UN MEANS SUCH NJ GRAPHICS,

ELECTRONIC,

OPTICAL,

MECHANICAL,

INCLUDING
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UMrta>

TO

PHOTOCOPYING, RECORDING, SCANNING, CONVERSION TO OTHER MEDIA,
TRANSMISSION, OR STORAGE IN A COMPUTER OR AN INFORMATION STORAGE
AND RETRIEVAL SYSTEM -

WlntOUT ntE AUTHOR'S WRITTEN PERMISSION:

e-a.....,ANALYSIS-1232 0..-lb.D,-V..,_..,,pA 1II006
TEL: 21$-572-5580 FAX: 21S-aa6,014' e-: ---a@O_,,.,.._,...,...,

770X 97-04-10

PREREQUISITES TO DESIGN
AUTOMATION
•

TEST EXECUTION AUTOMATION: BECAUSE
ALL TEST GENERATORS PRODUCE VAST
NUMBERS OF TESTS

•

TEST CONFIGURATION CONTROL

•

UNDERSTAND GENERATOR'S METHODS
• THE UN0ERLYING TEST TECHNIQUE (IF ANY)
• THE CAVEATS AND LIMITATIONS
• THE HIDDEN ASSUMPTIONS

©[[]

7705 09123,92

DESIGN AUTOMATION
OBJECTIVES
• MORE COMBINATIONS OF FACTORS
• BETTER COVERAGE
• MORE REVEALING TESTS
• FULL CONFIGURATION SUPPORT
• REDUCE TEST DESIGN LABOR CONTENT

7710 09123'92
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DESIGN AUTOMATION TOOLS
•

CAPTURE/PLAYBACK

•

BEHAVIORAUREQUIREMENTS BASED

•

MODEL BASED TOOLS
• SYNTAX TESTING
• STATE TESTING

•
•

STOCHASTIC TEST GENERATORS
HEURISTIC GENERATORS - COMBINATION

SMASHERS

I..

771597~

©[[]

10

CAPTURE/PLAYBACK TOOL: WHAT
• HARDWARE AND/OR SOFTWARE
• INSERTED BETWEEN INTERFACES (OR WITHIN)
TEST TERMINAL
• CAPTURES INPUTS (E.G., KEYSTROKES) AND
SYSTEM RESPONSES
• COMPARES OUTCOMES TO PREVIOUSLY
RECORDED OUTCOMES
• REPORTS BY EXCEPTION
• TEST EDIT FACILITY (E.G.,

LINK TO WORD PROCESSOR)

©~

7920 10/31192
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REQUIREMENTS-BASED
GENERATOR
• CAPTURES REQUIREMENTS AND ANALYZES FOR
COMPLETENESS AND CONSISTENCY
• GENERATES TEST SUITES BASED ON A VARIETY
OF FORMAL AND HEURISTIC METHODS
• ESPECIALLY GOOD AT GENERATING
COMBINATORIAL TEST CASES
• GOOD FUNCTIONAL COVERAGE

©fB:I

'\.. 7730 09/23192
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REGRESSION/MAINTENANCE TOOLS
• SELECTS OR CONSTRUCTS STRUCTURAL TESTS
BASED ON SOURCE CODE AND CHANGES TO IT
• IDENTI FIES WHICH TESTS MUST BE MAINTAINED ANO
HOW
• REGENERATES PREDICTED OUTCOMES AND
SENSITIZES NEW INPUT VALUES
• NO COMMERCIAL TOOLS
• AREA OF INTENSIVE RESEARCH THAT PROMISES A
REVOLUTION IN THE NEXT GENERATION OF TEST
DESIGN AUTOMATION TOOLS

©il

-.f734 09/23192
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NOT ENOUGH TOOLS?
e
e
e

1200+ TESTTOOLS ON MARKET
AT LEAST 50 OF THEM ARE GOOD
200+ PAPERS ON R&D TOOLS PUBLISHED
30-40 NEW ONES EACH YEAR

e

UNTOLD NUMBER OF UNPUBLISHED
INTERNAL TOOLS DEVELOPED AND USED

e

TOOLSMITH$ AT WORK WORLDWIDE

WE HAVE FAR MORE TOOLS THAN THE INDUSTRY CAN SUPPORT

1191.1

©~
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TEST DESIGN AUTOMATION
STATUS
• WEAK EXECUTION AUTOMATION SUPPORT
• UN-INTEGRATED COMMERCIAL TOOLS
• AD-HOC, SPECIAL INTERFACES
• BIG GAP BETWEEN LABS AND PRACTICE
• HEAVY TRAINING INVESTMENT
• POOR INTEGRATION WITH CASE

©~

7745 05/ J2192
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PERSPECTIVE ON TESTING
This is a copyright notice. No part of these graphics may be
reproduced or used in any form by any means such as graphics;
electronic, optical, mechanical, including but not limited to
photocopying, recording, scanning, conversion to other media,
transmission, or storage in a computer or an information storage and
retrieval system -- without the author's written permission.
Boris Bea.er, ANALYSIS - 1232 Glenbrook Road, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
TEL: 215-572-5580 FAX: 215-886-0144 Email: bbei?.er@sprintmaiLcom
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PERSPECTIVE ON TESTING
AMMUNITION TO USE ON NON-BELIEVERS

•

ALL ADVANCED TEST TECHNIQUES ARE TOOL
INTENSIVE

•

IMPORTANCE OF TOOLS AND TEST AUTOMATION

•

TOOL BUILDING VERSUS TOOL BUYING

•

REALISTIC PAYOFF PROJECTIONS

•

TOOL PENETRATION-REAUTY VS ASPIRATIONS

•

SOLUTION TO THE TOOLS PENETRATION PROBLEM

6900 09123192

TECHNIQUES ARE TOOL-INTENSIVE
• MOST ADVANCED TEST TECHNIQUES, BE IT FOR UNIT
TESTING, INTEGRATION TESTING, SYSTEM TESTING,
REGRESSION TESTING-ARE TOOL-INTENSIVE
• MANUAL ALGORITHM USE IS POSSIBLE BUT NOT
COST-EFFECTIVE
•SOWHATI DOES ITMAKESENSETHATTHEVERY
HEART OF AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGY AND THE
TESTING OF THAT TECHNOLOGY BE BASED ON
MANUAL METHODS? WHY NOT STONE AXES?
•WE ARE JUST FOLLOWING THE PATH THAT OUR
HARDWARE COUNTERPARTS STARTED ON 20 YEARS
AGO. WHY SHOULD ANY ONE EXPECT IT TO BE
DIFFERENT FOR SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT?

690209123192
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TOOL BUILDING AND BUYING
• ABOUT 5% OF THE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
BUDGET SHOULD BE ALLOCATED TO TEST
TOOL BUILDING AND/OR BUYING
• CENTRALIZING TOOL KNOW-HOW IN A
TOOLSMITH GROUP IS A GOOD INVESTMENT
YOU BUILD YOUR OWN, BUYING
COMMERCIAL TOOLS IS A GOOD WAY TO LEARN
WHAT YOU NEED

• EVEN IF

• SOME TOOLS, ESPECIALLY FOR SYSTEM TESTING
SUPPORT, YOU WILL HAVE TO BUILD

©[[]...

...6905 09123'92
TOOLS AND TEST AUTOMATION
IMPORTANCE IN JAPAN
A SURVEY OF 200 JAPANESE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
GROUPS (T. NOMURA, "UsE OF SoFTWARE ENGINEERING T ooLS
IN JAPAN-9'TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON SOFTWARE
ENGINEERING, MONTEREY CA 3/30 • 4/2, 1987) RANKED
SOFTWARE TEST TOOLS AS HAVING THE HIGHEST PRODUCTIVITY
RETURN ON INVESTMENT.

e
e
e
e

AHEAD OF ADOPTING A STANDARD METHODOLOGY
AHEAD OF CASE
AHEAD OF ANY SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TOOL
AHEAD OF REVIEWS AND INSPECTIONS

IS THERE A LESSON IN THAT FOR US?

©[[]
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REALISTIC PAYOFF PROJECTIONS
e

PAYOFF IS LONG-TERM ONLY. 2-4 YEARS AND
SEVERAL PROJECTS

e
e

A CAPITAL INVESTMENT-NOT JUST AN EXPENSE
THE TRIAL PROJECTS NEED MORE TIME AND MORE
LABOR, NOT LESS

e

COST AND TIME BREAK-EVEN ON THE FIRST
PROJECT IS A ROARING SUCCESS, BUT UNLIKELY

e

SOFTWARE QUALITY WON'T IMPROVE AT FIRST-IT
IS A CUMULATIVE EFFECT THAT REQUIRES THE
BUILDUP OF AUTOMATED TEST SUITES AND A
CONTROLLED TEST ENVIRONMENT.

©ii
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THE TOOL PENETRATION PROBLEM
• THE PROBLEM:

SURVEYS OF TOOL BUYERS, BUILDERS, ANO USERS A

YEAR OR lWO AFTER THE TOOL WAS BOUGHT SHOWED THAT THE TYPICAL
USAGE WAS ONLY ABOUT

5%.

USUALLY, THE TOOL WAS ONLY USED BY

THOSE WHO SPONSORED IT, OESPrrE THE OBVIOUS PAYOFF

•THE REASON:

NO ALLOWANCE HAO BEEN MADE FOR THE TIME IT

TAKES TO BECOME ADEPT AT USING THE TOOL. TESTERS ANO
PROGRAMMERS WERE EXPECTED TO LEARN IT ON THEIR OWN TIME ANO
STILL MEET TIGHT SCHEDULES.

IT WAS EASIER TO CONTINUE MANUALLY

DESPITE TOP MANAGEMENT, MIDDLE MANAGEMENT, AND
GRASS ROOTS SUPPORT AND ENTHUSIASM!

©~
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PENETRATION PROBLEM SOLUTION
• ADEQUATE (COMPANY) TIME TO LEARN TOOL IS
ESSENTIAL A WEEK FOR SIMPLE TOOLS SUCH AS
CAPTURE/PLAYBACK, MONTHS FOR ELABORATE
TOOLS, TOOL KITS OR TESTING ENVIRONMENTS
• ADJUST SCHEDULES AND HUMAN RESOURCES
ACCORDINGLY
• MANAGEMENT MUST ASSURE WORKERS THAT THE
INITIAL PRODUCTIVITY DROP AND SCHEDULE DELAY IS
EXPECTED AND WONT BE HELD AGAINST THEM AT
REVIEWTIME
• EXPECT BREAK-EVEN NO SOONER THAN SECOND OR
THIRD PROJECT.

lo..

6912 09/.?3,92

THE MESSAGE RECAP
•

1rs AN OLD AND MATURE TECHNOLOGY

•

1rs A TOOL-INTENSIVE TECHNOLOGY

•

MORE THAN ENOUGH TOOLS OUT THERE TO
GET STARTED WITH

•

THERE'S A LOT MORE TO SOFlWARE TESTING
THAN "BE SURE TO TEST THOROUGHLY"!

• TESTING IS NOT KEY-POUNDING!

©[[]
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EFFECTIVE METRICATION
FOR
SOFTWARE PROCESS ASSESSMENT
AND
SOFTWARE PRODUCT EVALUATION
Hans-Ludwig Hausen

GMD

German National Research Center for Information Technology
EMail: hausen@gmd.de
Mail: GMD; Schloss Birlinghoven; D-53754 Sankt Augustin; Germany
Tel: +49-2241 -14-2937_<:>_home: +49-2251-51-998_ _

Fax:

+49-2241-14-2197_<:>_or_ +49-2241-14-2618_ _

WWW: http://www.scope .gmd .de <> ftp://ftp .gmd .de/GMD/SW-Quality
_ Software Process Programming and Testing CO, V-Model, ProcePT) _
_ Guides to Software Evaluation and Certification (HAWE, SCOPE)_

Quality is to be defined, measured and assessed with respect to
the extent to which stated or implied requirements are met !!!

Overview
Introduction

I

Software Process and Software Product
Process Evaluation and Certification
CMM, ISO9000, TickIT, Trillium, ami, SPICE
Product Evaluation and Certification
Evaluators Guide according ISO9126
Quality and Productivity Modeling
Characteristics, Metrics, Assessment

'We've lost our leadership."
''You manage things, and you lead people."
Grace Hopper

,_, '-
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The early days
C 19':17 Han.1-1..&adwiJ Hau.,;cn

THE ENTIRE POPULATION PROGRAMS
In the early days of the telephone, they were employing
many young women to act as telephone operators.
Someone calculated that, at then current growth rates,
the number of operators required would quickly reach
the entire population.
The solution, of course, was to make the entire population
become operators. Every time you dial a telephone, you
are acting as your own operator.
Ultimately, I don't know if we can do this with software,
which is substantially more complex than the userinterface for the telephone.
Of course, we can try to generate application
programmers as much as possible.

/·/
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The Top 10 in Software Quality and Productivity
C Im Hans~I..udwi,: Hausen
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OFFSHORE
PROGRAMMING

India, Brazil,
Ireland and
Russia are
countries whose
software
engineers
increasingly are
Delivered defectr per Feature Point
used as a
0.32 ,.,..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __..___.,_1 resource by U.S.
Sounx:

US Go,,cmment
priva~ a,mmw,ic,uio11

Country
Japan

France
USA
England
Germany

155 Japan
1.47 Canada
1.45 USA

1.40 Germany
England
South Korea 137
France
Taiwan
135
Taiwan
Canada
133
South Korea
Norway
130
India
Thailand
Switzerland

/. /

'- ,.,

Cape.rs Joocs' Applied Soft~ Measurement seminar:

0.64
0.75
0.82
0.83
0.86
0.89
0.91
0.97
1.03

UDOfflcLal athnal:es of the number of
sortw~ drve:lopcrs and man-,a"S as ot md or 1991 :

C<Mlntry De,'dopcrs

,\.lanosers

Tr,aJ

USA

l,693JOO

253,980

1.947,180

USSR

l.4<5.000

Zl6,7SO

l.661 ,750

India

companies.
Software
engineers:
India 130,000

Brazil, 64,000;
Ireland, 13,000;
Russia, 60,000.

1=.soo

187,875

l,4'0315

Clum

9'.J0.000

148.500

1,138.500

programmer in

Japan

&S0,000

127.SOO

977,500

Gcnnany

India with five
years' experience
is paid
about $10,000

505{,.'IJ

15.840

51\1 ,.WO

lndoacsia 460.00:,

69,000

529.000

Brazil

441.000

66,150

507,150

Eogland

370.5.'IO

55,575

426J:r15

Italy

365.400

54,ll!O

420,2IO

A skilled
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Are Today's
Software Engineering Problems Being Solved?
Q199"1Han.Ukl"-it-l-busc:11

'MoD wastes 38 Million GB£ on Military Satellite Tracking
System',
Daily Express Report (2 JI J 0/94)
WHY?- 'The specification did not reflect the true scope of the work
that was needed'

'System Disasters can be Avoided',

Computer Weekly Report (1218194)

HOW?- 'Study showed that 44.1 % of all system faults occurred in the
specification stage'

'UK Companies spend over 1 Billion GBP per year on Software
Inappropriate to their Needs', Computing Report (]6/ll/95)
WHY?- 'Study claimed that systems do not perform as intended'

/-/ I_
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Software Engineering comprises

a------------
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c 1997 Ham-Lad-.·i1 Hamea
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. ..........................................................---:::::...........

•

Process Management i n ~ of
m1ssmn,
objectives.

o r

A

o perands (i.c :utefoct.s)

state transitions (i~. histor}')
of a declarative application
•

!:!!

I
Ii ti
\ .•or nn mJ>£rative •PP ca on

••/'Sr,ectncaUon

f

or system by iL'>

•••)

~)-St.em control now
:-:ySlCm dab flow
s~'5lcm 5b1C dependence

i
:

or

·

···-...

method ,
tools,

of • ..

. . ~~

j§;~-- · · · .. · · ·opcr.uors (i.e. aCL"i)

5

.w::tivities
and
produels
each of which
in wdl-dcfincd
terms of

':er:':;

of acts

artcfact.."i,

Sla1c

and
stoltcs

u.ansiti::!,

within lhc
project.

!:

each of which in well-defined tcnns of
···-······ ••••••••••••••••
•••••
•••• •
•.
operators (i.cJun ctions)
.:·implrmentation of specifications as prosr.un.s by ilS
•
operands (i.e. dala)
•
state transitions (i.e. slices)
·: :,{
program control llow
\ or a dtdantlve program
prot?J.lm cktt.i llow
•
program slate dcpcndcnc.c

~

!"""..,_....,,_,....,.......,_....-,·

··, ,

each of which in wcll-dclincd lenns of
operators (i.e . procedures)

Configuration of
application !,,")'stem and

operands (i.e. vilriablcs)

information processing system

state transitions(i.c . trJCCS)

as aggrcg.llcd

\

defined application act.sand artefacts

oran lmperalh'e program
'•

specified and implemented infonnation proc:cssing .K:ts and 31tef~
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Software Engineering comprises t - - - - - - - - - - ~
Pl"OCffl M•n•nmmt in t.erms of

,t, 1997 Ham-Ludwil Hauscu
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verification.
test..
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products
each of which

mca.~urcmcnt,

inwcll--defined

application. spccific.ition :ind program data dependence

and assessment

appliL-ation. specification and prog:ram state dependence

of act-.

intadcpcndcncc or the former three

artefacts ,

each or which in wcll--dcfincd lcrms of

fu nction.~.

opcrJ.nds (i.e. artefacts,
data.
,·aluc:s
(i.e . transitions, sblcs,
(

applicatio11

Q!.

terms of
operators.
operands

and
state transitions

and

procedures)

,·ari:ibk:s
sla1CS

within the
project.

)

specificaiion program

or• declarative application, spegncation or program

l·...••

l001s ,
activities

0

tl:!.!zI!Y1L by

application, spccHic;uion and progr.un control dcpc:ndcncc

opcra.t~ (i .e. acts .

mission ,
objectives ,
mdhod ,

·····

.

···....

or an lmperaUve application, specification or prognm

Config:untioa of
:ipplic.llion system and
infonrmion processing system

as oggn:gatcd

··.
/-/ I_
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specified .ind implemented information pnx.cssing act.sand artcfaas
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Software Engineering Terminology
~

1997 llaos.L..ucMit Hamcn

'Assessment:

Product:
software comprising at least
requirements , specifications and
program(s)
Process:
planned, controlled and reported
actions to construct, apply or
maintain software product

comparing actual measurement results
against required
Certification:
checking conditions and eventually issuing a
certilica te
Measurement:
mapping of an attribute onto real numbers
Validation:
test against implied needs i.e. assumptions
Verification:
test against stated needs i.e. specifications

Project:
planed, controlled and reported
process and product

I-I I_
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Real life Process Models
C 1997 lbns·Lud\\-it Hamcn

1. Waterfall
2.

Model- Basic requirements , then design , then code, and then test.

Pond Model - Code and ideas stagnate and grow other life form s.

3. Water

Fountain Model - Same as pond model. though looks prettier.
4. Firehose Model- Well focused effort on putting out fires .

5. Toilet

Bowl Model- Combination of Spiral and Waterfall models . Usually
have problem with things that don't flush .

6. Thunderstorm Model- Loud , noisy and dangerous . Usually results in
flooding with developers moving to higher ground.
7. Tornado Model - Faster implementation of Spiral Model , usually wipes out
development staff.
8. Hurricane Model- Close attention paid to tracking its course, though no one
can predict when it will arrive.

/./
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Incremental Waterfall Process Model

/./ I_
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Spiral Process Model
g:, 1997 H:m~Lndwi

l:m~cn

Cwau.lative Cost

Determine:

I lnte1~0•
I
I and
1.-pl~•- 1 ~ ~ ~ I
tatioa
I
I
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Software Product Model
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1componen~~~~!-~~f.t!~re Method I
/
..............
_,,. process management

construction
requirements specification

planing

system design/ specification

conducting

progr.unming

controlling

/

system integration

'-.

l

evaluation
validation

inspccaion
testing
measurement

vari.:mt mamigemcnt

contracting

proc:css documentation

customer • developer

product documentation

usa documcntatioo

developer • sub-developer
developer · lest labor.llOry

maintenance documentation

developer - user/distributor
user - distributor

ilSSCSSmcnt

/./ I_

version man.igcment

~

documentation

\'Crification

product management
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1sortw!~! : ..~~L!!!~ntory
1

editor
program cditoc

spccific.ition cdiior
document editor

-

grammar editor

?

.//JI~
compiler
syntax analyser
semantics analyser

"

program prover

~

program tester

VCgcn""""'

!<:St datl gencr:IIOr

proof "synthesizer"

lest insuumcntcr

history tracer

proof checker

test executor and checker

,

run time system

"

networking

linker

workslation - host connection

decision support system

loodcr

d0'3 base distriblllion

check list man:igcr

interpreter

tool distribution

activity planner and controller

/./
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process datl bandier

d0'3 base opcr.w,r

task manager

process manager

'-

i'-..

menu manager

¥

/./

h:lndlcr

axle gcncralOr

~

human computer interface handler

data base sor,= datl

lcxic.il analyser
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1softwar:
verification
tcrmiD.Uion

p:uti3' com:ClnCSS
symbolic execution

/

,!i~!~~~?2.!1. Method I

/"'

validation

spccific:woa checking
application chocking

symbolic evaluation

.
.
.
.
.
.

,I

testing
black box test
control Dow test
path test
s t a - l test
<Xpnssk>n test
coodlUoa test
data now test

inspection

requirements checking

measurement

l

walk through

~

.J.uthor-re.dcr t.est

review
falsification
'Ill,.

iassessmen t

product idcntific:woa

quality ch..-.cleristics selection

metric sclcction

quality factor identification

metric application

quality attribute identification

quality metric attachment

open.tloeal proflle test
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Software
Quality
Management
C 1997 Hau-Ludw;g H:aUK:D
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Basic Evaluation Concept
~

Im

H:ins-Lud'Aig HAU."Cn

Conditions - Constraints - Control
quality rcqlrircmcnts

rcplatioos
i. • •

+

Evaluation
Objects
product
pcoce.u
project

--

Evaluation
Process
planning
QOOO.ucting
cootrollinJ!

--

Evaluation
Products
process report

metrication report
;isscument report

rcportin:

t
Resources & Support
evaluatiou method
product and process metrics
uscssmcot aiteria ud procedure

in.<trwncntatioo. and cnvirorunc:Dl conditions

,., '-
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Process Evalaution and Certification
The Process Maturity Models

Topics:
ISO9000

CMM
TickIT
Trillium
ami
SPICE

/./
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Some topics people often ask:

I

- what quality aspects (of the process and the product) are
measured and when are they measured (early on in the
development process or merely in the testing phase);
- what metrics are used to measure quality aspects (e.g.
Lines Of Code, number of Function Points, complexity);
- are the measurement results used for prediction of the
quality of the final product;
- are the measurement results used for process
improvement;
- what methods for process assessment (and
improvement) are used (f.e. CMM, Bootstrap, AMI) ;
- are
there certificates
ff.e. ISO)·
I-I
SOFTWARE PROCESS i\$SESSMENT AND PRODUCT EVALUATION
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What is ISO 9000?
ISO 9000 is a set of standards which provides detailed generic models of quality assurance.
Companies can go through a certification process which compares the system against the
standard. When challenged by ISO requirements, all employees may be involved to optimize and
document the processes they use to deliver quality. It gives us a framework for quality
management. The series of standards was first published in 1987.

Essentially, ISO 9000 reqnires us to document what we do·· and do it.
1S09000:
• lntenaationally accepted standard
• Total company involvement, especially by management
• Application and documentation of common sense
• "Springboard" ror managing more effectively
• A registration tecbnique establishes compliance and ln\lolves an assessment by an outside organization
• Continuous improv£mm.t and compllaace checked every 6 months. Re,.rqistered every 3 years.
• Should result in smoother development, reduction or time & cost to market, & better commwaic:aUons betwtt:n
proj<cts and departmeals.
• ISO 9000 and SEI Capability Model an compkmeot.lry.

ISO 9000 deflaes tbe requlremenls ror good b u - pradlca.

/-/
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ISO 9001 ELEMENTS
.01 Management Responsibility
.02 Quality System
.03 Contract Review

.04 Design Control

.05 Document and Data Control
.06 Purchasing

.07 Control of Customer Supplied Product
.08 Product Identification and Traceability
.09 Process Control
.10 Inspection and Testing
.11 Control of Inspection, Measuring and Test Equipment
.12 Inspection and Test Status
.13 Control of Noneonforming Products
.14 Corrective and Preventative Action (now includes Continuous Improvement)
.15
.16
.17
.18
.19
.20

,_, '-

Handling, Storage, Packaging, Preservation and Delivery
Control of Quality Records
Internal Quality Audits
Training
Servicing
Statistical Techniques

SOFTWARE PROCESS ASSESSMENT AND PRODUCT EVALUATION
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ISO 9000 Conspectus
t"J 1997 Ha~-1...»ch\.-is Hau.<ca

l) Management Responsibility
a) The quality policy shall be defined, documented. understood. implemented and
maintained .

b) Responsibilities and authorities for all personnel specifying. achieving, and monitoring
quality shall be defined. In-house verification resources shall be defined trained, and
funded . A designated (executive) management representative secs that the ISO 9001
program is implemented and maintained.
c) Quality program shall be periodically reviewed to ensure its suitability and effectiveness.
2) Quality System
a) Procedures shall be prepared and implemented.
b) The structure of the documentation covering the quality system shall be in a quality
manual.
c) Quality planning shall be defined and documented.
3) Contract Review
a) Incoming contracts (and purchase orders) shall be reviewed to see whether the
requirements are adequately defined, agree with the bid. and can be implemented .

/./
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ISO 9000 Conspectus (cont I)
C 19'n lba.~LudwiJ: Ha~n

4) Design Control

a) The design project shall be planned.
b) Organizational and technical interfaces shall be defined.
c) Design input parameters shall be defined.
d) Design review shall be planned and conducted. Records of reviews shall be maintained.

e) Design output, including crucial product characteristics. shall be documented.
f) Design output shall be verified to meet input requirements.
g) Design validation shall be perfonncd.
h) Design changes shall be controlled.
5) Document and Data Control
a) Generation of documents and data shall be controlled.

b) Distribution of documents and shall be controlled .
c) Changes to documents shall be controlled.

,_, '-
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ISO 9000 Conspectus (cont 2)
0 1997 llaos-l.udwig Hausen

6) Purchasing
a) Potential subcontractors and subsuppliers shall be evaluated for their ability to provide
stated requirements .
b) Requirements shall be clearly defined in contracting data.
c) Effectiveness of the subcontractor's quality assurance system shall be assessed.
d) Documented procedures shall be established and maintained.
7) Control of Customer Supplied Product

a) Any customer-supplied material or products shall be protected against loss or damage.
8) Product Identification and Traceability
a) The product shall be identified and traceable by item, batch or lot during all stages of
production, delivery and installation.
9) Process Control
a) Production, installation and servicing processes shall be defined and planned .
b) Production shall be carried out under controlled conditions: documented instructions, inprocess controls, approval of processes and equipment, and criteria for workmanship.
c) Special processes, which cannot be verified after the fact, shall be monitored and
controlled throughout the processes.

/-/
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ISO 9000 Conspectus (cont3)
C 19'J7 Han.,.·Ludwi&: H:1u.scn

IO)lnspection and Testing
a) Incoming materials shall be inspected or verified before use.
b) In-process inspection and testing shall be performed.
c) Final inspection and testing shall be performed prior to release of finished product.
d) Records of inspection and test shall be kept.
11 )Control of Inspection. Measuring, and Test Equipment
a) Equipment used to demonstrate conformance shall be controlled, calibrated, and
maintained.
- identify measurements to be made
- identify affected instroments
- calibrate instruments (procedures, status indicators)
- periodically check calibration
- assess measurement validity if found out of calibration
- control environmental conditions in metrology lab
b) Measurement uncertainty and equipment capability shall be known.
c) Where test hardware or software is used, they shall be checked before use and rechecked
during use.

/-/
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ISO 9000 Conspectus (cont4)
~

19'i11 Hans-LOO\\·i~ Hau.-.c:11

12) Inspection and Test Status
a) Status of inspections and tests shall be maintained for items as they progress through
various processing steps.

b) Records shall show who released conforming product.
13)Control of Nonconforming Product
a) Nonconforming products shall be controlled to prevent inadvertent use or installation.
Documented procedures are required .
b) Review and disposition of nonconforming product shall be accomplished in a formal
manner.

14)Corrective and Preventive Action
a) Problem causes shall be identified.
b) Specific problems and their causes shall be corrected.
c) Procedures for preventative action be established and maintained.
d) Effectiveness of corrective and preventive actions shall be assessed.

/-/
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ISO 9000 Conspectus (cont 5)
C 19CJ7 Han.~Ludwii Hau.-.c-n

15) Handling, Storage, Pack.aging, Preservation and Delivery
a) Procedures for handling, storage, packaging, preservation and delivery shall be developed
and maintained.
b) Handling controls shall prevent damage and deterioration.
c) Secure storage shall be provided . Product in stock shall be checked for deterioration.
d) Packing, preservation, and marking processes shall be controlled.
e) Quality of the product after final inspection shall be maintained. This may include
delivery controls.
J6)Control of Quality Records (electronic records are acceptable)
a) Quality records shall be identified, collected. indexed, accessed filed, stored. maintained,
and dispositioned.
17) Internal Quality Audits
a) Audits shall be planned and performed. Documented procedures shall be established and
maintained .
b) Results of audits shall be communicated to management.
c) Any deficiencies found shall be corrected.

,_, '- ,_,
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ISO 9000 Conspectus (cont 6)
C 1997 Jlam-Lud\\>ig Hausen

18)Training
a) Training needs shall be identified and documented .
b) Training shall be provided .
c) Selected tasks may require qualified individuals.
d) Records of training shall be maintained.
19) Sen'icing

a) Servicing activities shall be performed to written procedures .
b) Servicing activities shall meet requirements.
20)Statistical Techniques
a) Statistical techniques shall be identified and documented.
b) Statistical techniques shall be used to verify acceptability of process capability and
product characteristics.

,_,
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Cause of Noncompliances

I

Lloyds Register published a survey a couple of year.; ago which concluded with 45 as being the major cause of
noncompliances.
A rough analysis of about 30 internal and external audits of the customer services component of a large UK
company gave the following breakdown of non-compliances or observations against clauses:

Clause JS09000
.16
.14

.05

.15
.11

.04
.09
.01
.18

.13
.03
.08

.20
.19

.02
.12

,_,
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Control of Quality Records
Corrective and Preventative Action
Document and Data Control
Handling. Storage , Packaging , Preservation and Delivery
Control of Inspection , Measuring and Test Equipment
Design Control
Process Control
Management Responsibility
Training
Control of Nonconforming Products
Contract Review
Product Identification and Traceability
Statistical Techniques
Servicing
Quality System
Inspection and Test Status
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An auditor will look for:
C 19'.n Han~Ladwii Hausen

• • Conformance to specifications
• • Fitness for purpose
An ISO auditor is "'looking for ev idence of compliance." It is assumed you are
following your process. unless the auditor finds otherwise.
( You are
assumed to be innocent. even if it feels otherwise ! )
They will ask things like:

• Do you have a quality policy?
• Can you paraphrase it for me?
• What do you do?
• How do you do it?
• How do you know its right?
• Do you always do it like that?
• What is the procedure in that case?
• Show me or make it otherwise evident!!!

,_, '-
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What an auditor looks for: Management Commitment
t: 1997 Hau-Lud"';: Hal.L~ n

• Evidence of Management Commitment
• A vision of the future
• Formation of problem-solving teams
• Dismantling of barriers between departments
• Perceptive listening to suggestions
• Prompt implementation of solutions
• Commitment of resources to quality improvement
• Back up "words" with action
• ISO 9001 Management Style
• A formal organization
• Provisions for planning
• Procedures for key activities
• Quality records
• System review and corrections

/./
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Principal Concepts of a Quality System
C 1997 Ham-Ludwia: HaUit:ll

We should seek to accomplish the following five objectives with regard to quality:
I) achieve, maintain, and continuously improve the quality of our products in relationship to
the requirements for quality
2) improve the quality our operations , so as to continually meet all our customer's and other
stakeholders' stated or implied needs:
3) provide confidence to internal management and other employees that the requirements for
quality are being fulfilled and maintained and that quality improvement takes place:
4) provide confidence to our customers and other stakeholders that the requirements for
quality are being, or will be, achieved in the delivered product:
5)

/./
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provide confidence tl1at quality system requirements are fulfilled.
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Chrysler, Ford, and GM have jointly released QS-9000
C 19'17Ku.l.Md..;JHa•-

Chrysler, Ford, and GM have jointly released a single supplier quality standard,
QUALITY SYSTEMS REQUIREMENTS

or

OS-9000.

Designed for production and service parts suppliers. It replaces
• Chrysler's SUPPLIER QUALITY ASSURANCE.
• Ford's Q!Ol , and
• GM'sTARGETS FOR EXCELLENCE/GENERAL QUALITY STANDARD.
The new manual is also being adopted by five truck OEM's:
Volvo , Navistar. Paccar, Mack, and Freightliner.

OS-9000 is divided into three sections:
• ISO-9000-based requirements;
• Sector-specific requirements; and
• Customer specific requirements.
For more info contact the Automotive Industry Action Group

/-/ I_
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Experience prcscnl<d at the 4121 Boston SPIN Mt~ .
l'. l?'n 1-lan..~Ludwir H:ui~n

John Sax (Director of Corporate Quality at Xylogics, a small company which makes network servers) .
He didn't )'J)C3k much about their JS09CXX) registration effort, bcc:i,usc lhcy were :lJn:idy rcgistc:rcd "'hen be i:ot there .
He did !t:IY that be w:as aoc. pleased with the way they Jid thio1s. and s&.ukd

'° look a t ~ ·

I . Xylogics revised almost the whole process, and set out to develop a concurrent engineering model
instead of the waterl'all model .
2. Xylogics developed guidelines for technical reviews , software testing, coding.
3 . Lots of internal training: process overview, how to hold a review , testing procedures .
4. Xylogics keeps metrics on schedule, bugs, customer incidents and analyze them to find problems.
John Sax explained: Although IS09000 is useful , it docs not demand that quality is built into products. One must
demand quality from the employees. and work with them to achieve it.

/-/ I_
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Software Engineering Institute Capability Maturity Model
~

1997 Han,-l.ud\\i• Halt.'W:n

Software Engineering Institute (SEI),
Carnegie Mellon University, USA (for US DoD)

November 1986 SEI with assistance of MITRE
began work on a method of assessing and improving
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PROCESSES
September J987 SEI released:
Process Maturity Framework and Maturity Framework
August I 991 SEI released:
Improved Capability Maturity Model for Software

I-I I_
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Structure

C 1997 ~lA(hii.is Hamca

Maturity Level

Implementation or
Institutionalisation
Activities

I-I I_

I-I

Questions

Key Indicator
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Software Engineering Institute Capability Maturity Mode!CMM

Levels
t:.: 1997 1-lam-Ludwis: Hall\Cn

Optimizing
5

Process change management

Technology innovauon
Defect prevention

Managed
4

Quality management

Process measurement and analysis

Peer reviews . Intergroup coordination
Software product engineering
lntegr.u.ed softw:irc management
Training program
Process definition, Process focus

Software configuration management
Software quality a.uurancc

Softw.uc subcontract management
Software project tr.u:lcing and oversight
Software project planning. Requirements management

11?
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Level 2: Repeatable: Goals
C 1997 Hans-Ludwi11: HauseD

Reguiremegts Management
Goal 1 System requirements allocated to software are controlled to establish a baseline for software engiaeering and
management use.
Goal 2 Software plans, products, and activities are kept consistent with the system requirements allocated to software.
Software Project Planning
Goal 1 Software estimates are documented for use in plaaning and tracking tbe software project.
Goal 2 Software project activities and commitments are planned and documented.

Goal 3 Affected groups and individuals agree to their commitments related to the software project.
Software Project Tracking and Oversight
Goal 1 Actual results and performances are tracked against the software plans.
Goal 2 Corrective actions are taken and managed to closure when actual results and performance deviate signiftcantly from
the software plans.
Goal 3 Changes to software commitments are agreed to by the affected groups and individuals.
Software Subcontract Management
Goal 1 The prime contractor selects qualified software subcontractors.
Goal 2 The prime contractor and the software subcontractor agree to their commitments to each other.
Goal 3 The prime contractor and the software subcontractor maintain ongoing communications.
Goal 4 The prime contractor tracks the software subcontractor's actual results and performance against its commitments.
Software Quality Assurance
Goal 1 Software quality assuranc,e activities are planned.
Goal 2 Adherence of software products and activities to tbe applicable standards, procedures, and requirements is verified
objectively.
Goal 3 Affected groups and individuals are iaformed or software qualityassarance activities and results.
Goal 4 Noncompliance issues that cannot be resolved within the software project are addft:SSed by senior management.
Software Configuration Manacement
Goal I Software configuration management activities are planned.
Goal 2 Selected software work products are identified, controlled, and available.
Goal 3 Changes to identified software work products are controlled.
I •G•oa-14_A_n_ec•ted-•g•ro-ups_a_n_d_in_d.ivid_._ua_1s_a_re_in_·_ro_rmed
_ _o_f_tb_e_s1a_t_as_•_n_d_co_n_1e_n_t_o_r_so_ftw_a_re_base
__lin_es_:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ a
1

Lcvcl3: Defincd: Goals
e 1~ Ha ~IJll'l...i• HA1a.~ c

Qrganiation Procm Focus
Goal I Software process developmeat and improvement activities are coordinated across the organization.
Goal 2 The strengths and weaknesses or the software processes used are identil-.ed relative to a process standard.
Goal 3 Organization-level process development and improvement activities are planned.

Organization Procca Definition
Goal 1 A standard software process for the organization is developed and maintained.
Goal 2 lnfonnation related to the use or the organization's standard software process by the software projects is collected,
reviewed, and made available.

Traininr Program
Goal I Trainiag activities are planned.
Goal 2 Trainiag for developiag the skills and knowledge needed to perform software management and technical roles is
provided.
Goal 3 Individuals ia the software engineering groap and software-related groaps receive the training necessary to
perform their roles.

Integrated Software Manaumcnt
Goal 1 The project's defined software process is a tailored version ot lbe organization's standard software process.
Goal 2 The project is planned and mauged according to the project's def"med software process.
Software Product Engineering
Goal I The software engineering tasks are defined, integrated, and coasistently performed to produce the software.
Goal 2 Software work products are kept consistent with each other.
Intergroup Coordination
Goal 1 The customer's requirements are agreed to by all affected groups.
Goal 2 The commitments between the engineering groups are agreed to by the affected groups.
Goal 3 The engineering groaps Identify, track, and resolve intergroap issues.
Peer Reviews
Goal 1 Peer review activities are planned.
Goal 2 Defects in the software work products are identified and removed.
/./ I_
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Lcvcl4: Managcd: Goals
() 1'H7 H.an.~Ludwi1 HallSCD

Quantitative Process Management
Goal I The quantitative process management activities are planned.
Goal 2 The process performance of the project's defined software process is controlled
quantitatively.
Goal 3 The process capability of the organization's standard software process is known in
quantitative terms.
Software Quality Management
Goal 1 The project's software quality management activities are planned.
Goal 2 Measurable goals for software product quality and their priorities are defined.
Goal 3 Actual progress toward achieving the quality goals for the software products is
quantified and managed.

/./ I_
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Level 5: Optimizing: Goals
a 1QCY7 H .-nc-.1.urlwi• H,uJXn

Defect Prevention
Goal 1 Defect prevention activities are planned.
Goal 2 Common caoses of defects are sought out and identified.
Goal 3 Common causes of defects are prioritized and systematically eliminated.
Technology Change Management
Goal 1 Incorporation of technology changes are planned.
Goal 2 New technologies are evaluated to determine their effect on quality and
productivity.
Goal 3 Appropriate new technologies are transferred into normal practice across the
organization.
Process Change Management
Goal 1 Continuous process improvement is planned.
Goal 2 Participation in the organization's software process improvement activities is
organization wide.
Goal 3 The organization's standard software process and the projects' defmed software
processes are improved continuously.

/-/ I_
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CMM Evaluation Scheme
n 1997 Han~ Lndwi

Select
Team

Hamm

Maturity
Questionnaire
Application
Site Visit

Analyse
Response

interviews
and

document reviews

Analyse
Visit Report
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Maturity Level Determination
$)

1997 Hu.,.Lud\Vif Hau.."4:n

BEGIN
Given 1987
Questionnaires or 101 (yes/no)

X= 1

Given 1991

Questionnaires or 100+ (yes/no/docs not apply/not applicable)

detennine % of YES responses
to
level (X+ 1) Questions
level (X+l) Key Questions

QUALIFIED
at
Level X+l
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Software Engineering Institute Capability Maturity Model CMM

Effort and Costs
0 1997 llans-l..uJwit Hausen
(a) timetable - bow long from your typical nlller poorly documented son ...,... process
(SEI Lc,·el I ,vilh some Lc"cl 2 rcawn:s) to a:rtification?

o typlcaUy 12 to 18 moaths (sometimes just under 9 monlhs, in one case it took nearly 3 year.<). In lhe 9 month
cx=unplc, the company was uDdcr some uricncy to become registered. lo the Jon,:cr casc, lhcrc wa., no urgency.
(b) timetable i.e. lntorim milestones (quality manual , initial o.sscssmcnt. CIC.) ?

Typic.tl scbcdulcs b:l"e major milestones at 3 moolh intervals:
o lnJtial asses:smmt to see where we 111T. + 3 monlhs
o Quality Manual and procedures:

+6month.,;

o Begin lntemal auditing:

+6 months

o Pre-rqlstratioa assessment

+ 9months

o Registration assessmra.t

+12 months

(c) effort i.e. Manpower ""luired durin(! thi.,; time'?
o This is entirely dependent upon the size oftbe company . the number of different activics perfonncd. and lhc
length or the project.

(Exa.mplc: a projoc1 lha1 took 12 months from the appro,·al or lhc plan to register a company or 600 people that
dcsiincd and manufactured computer bardn,.arc and produced computer sort,lr.)fC to lSO 9001. It took
a pproximately 15.000 pcnon hours to complete the task.)
result of evaluating a lot of different companies.
Note also that the results have normalized for both different languages (i.e . C
versus Cabal) and different problem domains (i.e . bus iness versus real-time) .

SF..l
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2
3
4
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Productivity

Cost

Cost

Development

------------9 .0+

-----------1.0

SLOC/Hour

$ Millions

$/SLOC

Time

3.0

3.0
5.0
8.0
12.0

$33M
$ISM
$7M
$3M
$1 M

$66
$30
$14
$6
$2

40Monlhs
32 Months
25 Months
19Months
16 Months

Quality
Dcl"oct-.JK..~LOC

1.0
0.3
0.1

-----------
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The SEI CMM role with repect to ISO 9001
C 1997 Hans-Ludwig H:1Uscn

SEI addresses the software process exclusively; ISO addresses the entire
business.
• ISO 9000 and the SEI Capability Maturity Model are complementary
for software.
·
• SEI plays an important role in an ISO 9001 process.
• ISO 9000 requires that the process be repeatable (SEI Level 2).
• ISO 9000-3/Tick.IT is about SEI Level 2.5.
• SEI goes way beyond ISO in the software arena (5 levels).
• ISO is "looking for objective evidence of compliance" of a quality
management process throughout the business.
• SEI is a great way to improve the software process.
• ISO addresses a number of things that SEI does not.
• Prediction : SEI & ISO will merge, but not for a while.

/./ I_
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CMM vs 1SO9001
SEI covers the vast majority of ISO issues for
software management
mostly level 2; some from levels 3 and 4.

~00
4)

ISO addresses a few additional Issues for the
software process
software malntMance,
delivery,
Installation, and

purchasing, purchased ao-e).

ISO provides a quality framework for other
departments,just as SEI does for software
management.
SEI works well for software, but does not
support
lnibal

I)

commwclallzatlon,

marketing,
cuatomw auppor1 & training,
hardware engln-1ng,
contnlct administration.
accounting, etc.

/. / I_
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The Trillium Model: Who and What
The Trillium Model describes a telecommunications

product development and support capability model
Trillium is used by Bell Canada to assess the product development
and
support capability of prospective and existing suppliers of
telecommunications or information technology-based products.
Trillium can also be used as a reference benchmark in an internal
capability improvement program.
Trillium is the result of a partnering project between Bell Canada,
Northern Telecom and Bell-Northern Research.
The Trillium model is Copyright (c) 1994 Bell Canada, with
perm1ss1on given to reproduce the document in whole or in part as
long as th Copyright notice appears or proper credit is given.
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The Trillium scale spans levels 1 through 5
1. Unstructured: The development process is adhoc. Projects frequently cannot
meet quality or schedule targets. Success, while possible, is based on individuals
rather than on organizational infrastructure. (Risk - High)

2. Repeatable and Project Oriented: Individual project success is achieved through
strong project management planning and control. with emphasis on requirements
management, estimation techniques, and configuration management_ (Risk Medium)
3. Defined and Process Oriented: Processes are defined and utilized at the
organizational level , although project customization is still permitted . Processes are
controlled and improved. ISO 9001 requirements such as training and internal
process auditing are incorporated. (Risk - Low)

4_ Managed and Integrated: Process instrumentation and analysis is used as a key
mechanism for process improvement- Process change management and defect
prevention programs are integrated into processes . CASE tools are integrated into
processes . (Risk - Lower)
5. Fully Integrated: Formal methodologies are extensively used . Organizational
repositories for development history and process are utilized and effective. (Risk Lowest)

/./
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Capability Areas
There are 8 Capability Areas within the Trillium model. Each Capability Area contains practices at multiple Trillium
levels. For example, Management spans levels 2 to 4 while Quality System spans levels 2 to 5 . The span of each Capability
Arca is shown in the following table.

I Contains practices

Trillium capability atCil

at level

I 3

Org:u,iz:ition31 Ptcass QualiW

Management

Quolity
System Development Practices

Development Environment
Customer Support

/-/
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I_J(_l_)(_J_)(_J___I

Human Resource Development and Management
Process

I 4

l_)(_l_)(_J_)(_J___I
I...J<_l...)(_1_)(_1_)(_1
l_)(_I_J(_l_)(_I___I
I_J(_I_J(_l_)(_l_)(_J
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Capability Profile and Level
Capability Profile
A profile of the Capability Areas is an important measure of a
software development organization since it illustrates the relative
areas of strength and weakness . The following figure shows a
sample profile. As can be seen in this profile, organizations
typicall y achieve some higher level practice without having
completed all the practices at the lower levels (e.g., DE, QS).
Capability Level
To achieve a Trillium level, an organization must satisfy a
minimum of 90% of the criteria in each of the 8 Capability Areas at
that level. Levels 3, 4 and 5 require the achievement of all lower
Trillium levels (i .e., levels cannot be skipped).

/·/ I_
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Example: Capability Area and Level
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QS

DP

DE

CS

Areas
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Relationship to other Standards I
The follo"''in~ (able providu a bigh k:vel indic.alioo of the alipmenl o( Trilliwn levels witb key induslry indicators and the ii:tandards
which ii encapsulates .

Key Industry LEVB. I

LEVal

LEVB.2

LEVa4

LEVas

lndicatou

········-----------------------------------······------------------·········----------·············.. ••·····•····
Procc)l:s

Ad-hoc

Project balled

Organization-wide

StanJard,

Kone

!Ema),

SEJ Level 3+.

SEJ Level 2+

ISO 9001.

Belken:

IEC 300c (•ystcm) ,

TR-NWT·

IEEE(b) ,

000179 (75%)

SEI Level 4+ .

SEJ Level 5

Bcllcorc
TR-l"WT-00179

Deployed

Ua."tructurcd

S~tematic

Improvement

(a)a . Stds. 730, 828, 830. 1016. 1028, JOSS .I. 1063 .
(h)h. Std . 1012.c . a., applicable 10 lbc bardware compoDCal of a system

/./ I_
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level 3 on the Trillium scale means

SE! Level 3,
ISO 9001 (and the associated ISO 9000-3 Guidelines for Software),
!EC 300 for system,

IEEE Standards 730,828,830, 1012, 1016, 1028, 1058.1, 1063,
Bellcore TR-NWT-000179 ,
the relevant parts of the Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award Criteria, and
additional Trillium practices not covered by these standards.

Meeting the requirements of a Trillium practice does not necessarily imply meeting all the requirements of
the corresponding referenced standards or documents.
Note: The IEEE Software Engineering Standards arc mostly oriented towards work products, e .g., software
design description, project management plan. For the purpose of Trillium, these are used as guidelines only.

/·/ I_
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THE

PROJECT

AN INITIATIVE OF
ISO/IEC JTC1/SC7/WG10

ISO

International Organization for Standards

IEC

International Electrotechnlcal Commission

JTCl

Joint Technical Committee 1
»

SC7

responsible for Information Technology

Software Engineering

WG 10 Working Group on Software Process Assessment
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SPICE Overview I
The SPICE Suite of documents provides a framework for the assessment of software processes. This
framework can be used by organizations involved in planning, managing, monitoring, controlling , and
improving the acquisition, supply, development, operation, evolution and support of software.
The SPICE Suite, now submitted to ISO/IEC JTC1/SC7 for ballotting as an International Standard,
provides a structured approach for the assessment of software processes for the following purposes:
by or on behalf of an organization to improve its own processes ;
by or on behalf of an organization to determine its capability for a particular (class of)
requirement;
by an acquirer to determine a supplier's capability for a particular (class of) requirement.

The framework for process assessment:
facilitates self-assessment;
takes account of the context of the process being assessed;
produces a process rating profile rather than a passl1ail result;
addresses the adequacy of practices relative to the process purpose;
is appropriate across all application domains and sizes of organization.
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PROCESS VIEWS

/./ I_
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CAPABILITY DETERMINATION I
Selection
Criteria

What the
evidence says

l/

What we
need...

Supplier
Proposal
What is
offered...

What the
risks are

!
How to control risk
I

/./ I_
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PROCESS IMPROVEMENTI
Where
we are

Where the
world is...

Norms for
Comparalson

Self
Assessment

Where we want to be

Business
Needs
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I

The SPICE suite has been designed to satisfy the needs of acquirers, suppliers
and assessors, and their individual requirements from within a single source.
The benefits arising from the use of this suite of documents include:
For acquirers:

an ability to determine the current and potential capability of a
supplier's software processes.

For suppliers:

an ability to determine the current and potential capability of their
own software processes;
an ability to define areas and priorities for software process
improvement;
a framework that defines a road map for software process
improvement.

For assessors: a framework that defines all aspects of conducting assessments.
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PROJECT DEUVFMBLES

Vocalluary

Part6

PartB

flcalon and tran,g
of -=ors

Gude for use In

detennnng supplier
processC..-V

Part 3

--~

Part5
Construdion, selection

and use of assessment
lnstn.menls and tools
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Part9

Part 1
Conc:eix• and JrtroclJc:tory Gulde

RIiiing Processes

new

-

Part 4

Gulde to conducting

Part2
Amodei !or

ocess.._ner,
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21

1.Part 1 is an entry point into this International Standard. It describes how the
parts of the suite fit together, and provides guidance for their selection and
use. It explains the requirements contained within the Standard and their
applicability to the conduct of an assessment, to the construction and
selection of supporting tools, and to the construction of extended processes.
Extended processes are processes which include base practices additional to
those defined in the part 2 of the Standard, or which are entirely new
processes, for example to meet industry specific requirements.
2.Part 2 of this International Standard defines, at a high level, the
fundamental activities that are essential to software engineering, structured
according to increasing levels of process capability. These baseline practices
may be extended, through the generation of application or sector specific
practice guides, to take account of specific industry, sector or other
requirements .

,_, '-
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Components of the SPICE Suite Part 3 & 4 & 5

I

3.Part 3 of this International Standard defines a framework for conducting an
assessment, and sets out the basis for rating, scoring and profiling process
capabilities.
4.Part 4 of this International Standard provides guidance on the conduct of
software process assessments. This guidance is generic enough to be
applicable across all organizations, and also for performing assessments
using a variety of different methods and techniques, and supported by a
range of tools.
5.Part 5 of this International Standard defines the framework elements
required to construct an instrument to assist an assessor in the performance
of an assessment. In addition, it provides guidance to acquirers or designers
on the selection and usability aspects of various types of assessment
instruments.

/./
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91

6.Part 6 of this International Standard describes the competence, education,
training and experience of assessors that are relevant to conducting process
assessments. It describes mechanisms that may be used to demonstrate
competence and to validate education, training and experience.
?.Part 7 of this International Standard describes how to define the inputs to
and use the results of an assessment for the purposes of process
improvement. The guide includes examples of the application of process
improvement in a variety of situations.
a.Part 8 of this International Standard describes how to define the inputs to
and use the results of an assessment for the purpose of process capability
determination. It addresses process capability determination in both
straightforward situations and in more complex situations involving
constructed or future capability. The guidance on conducting process
capability determination is applicable either for use within an organization
to determine its own capability, or by a acquirer to determine the capability
of a (potential) supplier.
9.Part 9 is a consolidated vocabulary of all terms specifically defined for the
purposes of this International Standard.

/./
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Relation to Standards

I

The SPICE suite is related in particular to the following components of the ISO 9000 series
• ISO 9001 - 1994, Model for Quality Assurance in Design, Development, Production, Installation
and Servicing;
• ISO 9000-3 - 1991 , Quality Management and Quality Assurance Standards - Part 3 : Guidelines
for the Application of ISO 9001 to the development, supply and maintenance of
software ;
• ISO 9004-4 - 1993, Quality management and quality system elements - Part 4: Guidelines for
quality improvement.
The SPICE suite, and particularly part 2, is strongly related to:
ISO DIS 12207-1 -1994, Software Life Cycle Process.
Where software-based tools are developed or used to support assessments their conformance to
the requirements of part 5 of the suite may be evaluated following the requirements of:
ISO DIS 12119-1995, Software products - evaluation and test.
Criteria for the development and/or acquisition of software-based tools are based
on the characteristics defined in :
ISO/I EC 9126-1991 , Software Quality Characteristics.
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Efficacy of Standards (N. Fenton, SMARTIE)

I

Prof. Norman Fenton, CSR London, speaking in Manchester UK, at the
1993 NCC Information Technology Conference presented a paper
entitled
"Are your software development standards effective?" and his
conclusions were
o Most current SE standards are not standards in the traditional
engineering sense
o Usefulness of standards has not been demonstrated
o Proper measurement based assessment of current standards is
generally difficult to impossible
o Some simple changes to standards writing can significantly
improve things
o SMARTIE case studies are revealing important quantitative
information but are not really assessing efficacy of standards

/-/ I_
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ISO 9000 Effort and Costs
C l WJ lhu-Ludwig Hau.-w:n

We're not yet looking to become 1SO9000
certified yet but I did some looking into it
recently and found these very rough
estimates:
o 0.5 personyear Senior Management time
o 0.5 personyear Internal Auditor's time.
o 2-3 personyears Engineering time.

/-/ I_
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Cost of Quality Systems
Q IW7 }b.u.~ l.odwir Hausen

Planned/Actual Expense reported on:
• Hardware Development Cost Projections (if applicable)
• Software Development Cost Projections
• Testing (Personnel and Facilities)
• Project Support (Administrative, Systems, CM, Data Mgmt)
• Data Development (Databases, Prototype Data Drivers, Test Data Sets)
• Documentation Preparation Costs
• Training (Course Material Preparation and Delivery)
• Support and Maintenance Costs (include Trouble Reports received)
• Schedule (Milestones in sequence, duration, and resources required)
• Travel (Number and duration of trips, numbers of people taking trips)
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ISO 9000 vs. CMM Effort and Costs
ti 1m 1-lans-Ludwii H:nacn
Although there ha,·c not been many published ISO c.~pcricnccs there arc a few SEJ (Sofo,-..uc Engineering Institute) Cap.lbility Maturity
examples that we can use. If we :issumc th:u an org-.wi1~on rcgi.ucrcd to ISQSK,01 ha.~ characl.cristics to an organi1.:ition al SEI Jc,·cl ~ with
approximately half of the SEJ level 3 key process .itclS under control , then we can do a rough comparison.

Bottom level I (very little or anything done):
l-4 years for len-1. 2 plus 2-J years for le-vel J
Total 4-7 years for lenl l

ISO 9001 is approximately hallway between level 2 and J
Mid-levd 1 (basic planning and re,iews done)
1-2 years ror level 2 plus W years for level 3
Total 3-S years for lewl 3
High-level I (pro«SS dlsdptln•, SQA done)
0.5-1.S years for lenl 2 plus l-3 years for lenl 3
Total l-4.S years ror lenl 3
High-level 2 (proeesses defined an, followed )
0.5-1 year

ror level 3

Total 0.S-1 year for level 3

If an organi~on docs not ha,·c an active and working prot"CM improvement progr.un in place. and there is a lack or tangible managcmmt
s upport for ~-uch a proir.im , then it may take 34 ycan: to .achieve SEl len.l 2.

People-power required?
ll is recommended th:11 an org.anization has a Software Englnffring Process Group staffed at 1-JCIJ of lhc engineers being served and each
engineer and managa- in.-cstlng about 2-3 houn pr:r weak in process improvemenL In 3ddilion, engineers and managers ~ould be
rccciYing appro:tinwcly 10 days of training per year to learn the new skills required to become ISO oompliant
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ISO 9000 for SMEs
C t 'NT H.am-l..udwi2 Ha11.-.cn

Time 0 .0 (years) Decision to Go!
Time 0.1 ISO Steering Committee appointed
Time 0.2 General Overview of!SO 9001 .2,3 concepts to everyone. This could be internal resources or an
outside consultant . (See ASQCs Quality Progress Magazine of November 1993. ISO 9000 Demystified,
for the level of training to be provided.)
Time 0.5 Publication of Level 2 Quality Manual (about 30 pages) to set the framework of all to come.
Procedure writing assignments to functional department groups. Training needed here: General
instruction on flowcharting and how to write a procedure to hourly and salaried folks .
Time 1.0 Start internal auditor training. Send ISO steering committee folks, first line supervisors, and
senior hourly workers to this training. Of course, I would recommend my book, ' Quality Audits for
Improved Performance .'
Time 1.6 Begin the small, process, audits.
Time 1.8 Begin the Iarger, systcm,audits.
Time 1.9 Conduct the mock audit (No earlier! This is supposed to give you a verification that all is well. It
should not be a gap analysis.)
T ime 2.0 (years) ISO Audit and Registration.

nae

Please be .i,•iscd tbal JSO 9001 ;i. onl)· n:qui~ cwo thinp: na trai•iag:
bailliq DCCds be idcotiraec1 (mast baff • prom:lutc for doiag dais) aad tbosc:
uainiog Dl:Cds be fulfilled . I find , bowcver. lhatthecarticrlhc line folb,botb i.ouctyaad salaiod , gelhricfed OIi die nc mcani11oflhc Slladard . Uu:
bcucr 1bin:5 will progress.
C,ll umbi.a Aw i t ~. 11 6N. Fiflh Snc:t. P¥.m. WA 9?.IOl· .5.51!. l."SA
~ J:'!1,'1- 1:?43, (U:S'"1.6'Jff1. iNUnd: 000444&4tL'>Qtmdniaib T1a
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ISO 9000 Certification Effect 1'ctworkSys1emsC«por..1iou
0 1997 Han.s-i.oo.•ig Hausen

We have been going through the registration effort for about a year with an ISO 9001 registration
assessment scheduled before the end 11193, Even though we are not yet registered, we have seen
improvements in product quality and cycle time reduction. For example, in the past 12 months
l\'C have seen:
> 35 % reduction in development cycle time
> production yield improved from 56% to 89% on one of our products
> stress test yield improved from 67% to 94% on the same product
> system test yield improved from 80% to 90% on another product
> Cable assembly yield improved from97% to 119.5%
> Option kits on-time delivery improved from 56% to 83%

While some of these improvements may not be "slwlning" they are an example of what we have
accomplished just by getting our prousses under control, documenting them, and consistently
following them. We haven't even begun to rigorously apply continuous improvement principles
yet!
Davicl S. Huylnk, Dndor, Quality Systems, Network Systans Corporadon, daYid.huyink@network.con.1
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Product Evaluation and Certification
The Evaluator's Guide
The Evaluation Module Guide
Topics:
- Influencing Factors
- Method Development
- Guidance for Software Evaluation
- lnfonnation Flow and Activities within an Evaluation
- Inteiface to Legal Steps in the Evaluation
- Evaluation Report Structure

I-I I_
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venllcauon + validation + measurement + assessment

assessment of software
Process or comparing the v:i.lues obuincd from lhc measurements with quality

requiremcnLS.

classified software
Software which is classified according to product. process .u,d suppoiti,·c information or other keys.

client
Person or institution (e.g. producer. distribu&or, buyer, or user) who ncgoti:ucs the c,·aluation.

evaluation module
Encapsul.Won of the definition of an evaluation (sub--) method applic.d on product or process inform.u.ion in order lO
measure software cbar.ictcrist.ics or subcharaacristics by applying metrics. checking pass-fail criteria, delivering
ev .al !Dtion report and cost report.

evaluation level
I . Grade which is defined by a set of evaluation lc:cb.niqucs to be applied and the lhrtsholds of qu.i.lity metrics being
obtained by those ccctu,iqucs.
2. Jdcntific:.it.ion or (subch:iractcristics illld) metrics and auachmcnt of metrics l.O subcharactc:ristics and definition of
acceptance criteria by sclect.ing r:lting levels for each metric and reference to (sub-) evaluation methcxl to be applied to
obtain a mcuic.

1-1 I_
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evaluation report
Final documc:nt of lhc software: evaluation. It is filled up through the whole evalllillion process and consists of four parts:
cv.lluation rcquircmcot, cvollu.:ation spccification.cvaluatioo pl:in and evaluation result.

evaluation item
Entity being eva!UO!cd.

identified software
Software which is identified by document identifier, tide. condition. and of date of :uri,·al as: well~ handling information.

measurement
Applicotia, of a mdric for product quality or process productivity.

process information
Entities obtained during the software process.

product information
Entities constituting a software product or one or more para of iL

software evaluation
Process which axnpriscs validation and verification, measurement and assessment of software.

supportive information
Entities wb.icb arc not evaluated but which .&re necessary for .111 evaluation.

/./ I_
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1S0/IEC 14598 Information Technology - Software product evaluation
C 199i' Hans-1.ud•·i; Hau.~D

1 General guide This document is a guide to the ISO/IEC lxxxx series of documents which deal with
software product quality. It can be used by purchasers , users, producers and independent professional
evaluators who wish to evaluate the quality of software products.
2 Manager's guide Planning for software measurement is applicable to all audiences. When evaluations
and evaluations arc to be done, planning is important. This part gives guidance on how to develop a plan
for software measurement and provides an example of a plan.
3 Developer's guide The Developer's guide is intended mainly for use during software development and
maintenance. It focuses on the use of those indicators that can predict end product quality by measuring
intermediate products developed during the life-cycle.
4 Buyer's guide The Buyer's guide focuses on the evaluation of comparable software products for
purchasers who need to select one for specific use. The buyer's guide introduces a method of applying
the set of quality characteristics defined by ISO/IEC 9126-1 .
5 Evaluator's guide The Evaluator's guide is intended for those who perform independent evaluation
professionally. Often they work for third party organisations. The Evaluator's guide describes a method
of applying the set of quality characteristics defined by ISO/IEC 9126-1. It also describes managerial and
contractual issues relating to third party evaluation .
6 Evaluation module guide This part provides guidance for developing. documenting and validating
evaluation modules . An evaluation module collects together quality characteristics, metrics and
assessment techniques.

/./
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Influencing Factors: Roles within an Evaluation and Certification
C I 9'.T7 Ham-Lud\\-ig Ha~n

-

d elines
flow of

contract
and

software

client of an evaluation and certification (each of them)
ev uauon

evaluation

conlrac:t

result

testing

seal
application

and
professional
institutions

laboratory
perform• c:,·aluation

*~

provKia rcoorn~ons

reporting on
seal misuse, etc.

/./ I_
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Evaluation Principles
() 1997 Hau.'"l..odwi s,: Hatucn

Repeatability: Repeated evaluation of the same
product to the same evaluation specification by
the same testing laboratory gives the same result.
Reproducibility: Repeated evaluation of the same
product to the same evaluation specification by
different testing laboratories gives the same result.

Impartiality: Evaluation is free from unfair bias
towards achieving any particular result.
Objectivity: The evaluation result is obtained with
the minimum of subjective judgement.

/. / I_
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Information needed for an Evaluation
C 1997 Hms-1..ud'Ai: Hamco

software quality info

,...

cbaractensucs
sul>-charactcristics

sub ...sub-ch.1ractcnSlJcs
metrics

so tware pr

,.c.

uc

1

o

rcqu11'CmcDts specificuion

system specification
programs

.

•

software evaluation info
o.c.

.

vcnrJCWon methods

validation techniques
measurement procedures
~ment methods

software process info

,...

management report
quality ass111211cc report

proJoctlile

evaluation= verification +validation+ measurement+ assessment

,_,
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Identification
and
Classification
of
Product
and
Process
Information

Evaluation
Requirements
i.e.
cb.lr.lCtcri.slics

ev:il uation levds
regulations
responsibilities
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0 19971-bm-Lud"i: Hau.,cn

Supportive
Information

Process
Infonnation

-- -- --...
pfflject li~

qu-'it)':WUl'MCle

eonlipra&ioa

i.e.
m,iu,mnenu 1pocilicat1011
,y11.cmapcciriation

.........

i.c

,._

.dditionalproduct.
infOl'INlli«I

Evaluation
Know-how
i.e.

techniques
and
modules

Documentation of Identification and Oassification

,_, '-
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Which Evaluation Level ?
EVALUATION LEVEL D
safety risks

DO

economic risks

small loss

application domain

small office automaton. cotcnainment, household

techniques

inspection of important features, some program mcuics

impact

EVALUATION LEVELC
safety risks

few people disabled

economic risks

compony afTCCltd by loss

applic;u.ion dotn.Un

fire alarm, processcoalrol,financia.l systems

techniques

inspection. black box testing. selected program and spccifiQUOn metrics

EVALUATION LEVEL B
safety risks

some people killed

economic risks

compuny endangered by loss

applic:ition domain

fire alarm , process control , financial ~)'Slc:ms

techniques

inspection, black box tcsling, glass box tcsling, program and specific.Ilion metrics

EVALUATION LEVEL A

/./ I_

/./

safety risks

many people killed

economic risks

company will not survive

application domain

air traffic sysiem.s, raih\-ay sysiems

techniques

inspection, blacl: box tcsling, glass box tcsling, vcrifiCllion, all type of metrics
SOFTWARE PROCESS ASSESSMENT AND PRODUCT EVALUATION

B1

Software Quality Evaluation Module encapsulates:
~

1917 Ham-Lud••ig fbuser:i

- the definition of one or more atomic
evaluation procedures applied on product or
process information in order to measure
software characteristics or subcharacteristics,
- the attachment of metrics and evaluation
levels to those characteristics,
- the assessment procedure to be applied at the
particular evaluation level,
- the format for reporting results and costs.

/-/
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Evaluation Module Interface: Structural Complexity
C 1997 Hans-udwi,: HauscD

I

CONSTRAINT applicable for: sequential procedl.1111 software
EVALUATION METHOD cyclomatic complexity on control flow

INPUT
product ttem:

level D
executable program

deli 1ition: V(G) = le - In + 2°(1p)

level C

level

B

level A

executable program executable program executable program

system specification system specification system specification
requirements spec.

requirements spec.

application spec.
process ttem:

not applicable

expected value :

<100

not applicable

not applicable

not applicable

<70foreach

<40foreach

10<x<20foreach

OUTPUT
result

pass/fail

passllail

passllail

pass/fail

report:

required

required

required

required

data to be collected :

le, In, Ip

le, In, Ip for each

le, In, Ip for each

le , In, Ip for each

COST INFO
tool cost:
personnel:
conduction:
total:

/./ I_
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Functionality

Cl 19'J7 H;aia.Lud"iS Uauscn

Functional Con-utn,.. Evaluation Module Functioa:il
correctness is t1n auributc of a software prodUd. that

establishes whether or not the bd\a,•iour of a soCt\\.ire
product rmtchcs the product's requirements specification .
The functional correctness evaluation module represent, a
set of methods for tA:Chnical product verification that
subsumc:5 the operational correctness evaluation module.
The functiona l corrcctncu C'1aluation module i.s included in

ccrtincation plans for sofiv.':ll"C products that requires a
rigourous assessment cffon. Fundamental sofi\\.tre.oOrientcd
Information is required for the technical functional

F11neliouli1y • Suitabilky rrom Specification., The: objective oldlia a,~uaaioa
modWc 11 10 provide aa MICUmenl ~ w e for Hl&abil11y ol the 1y,nan,
""°"I "'- ci-"'Y ~ ..._. th. a,mpany ha. C'fftif>Ol&ion.

c,·aluation. Anal~is .ind appltcation ,:uide-lincs adhere lO
strict sortwarc engineering principles, ilnd I.he assc.ssmcnt

F ~ i 1 y · S..bbility rrum SpiicilicaUons ( no l,X'IUficalion) 'The objoctivc o/
lhi.• cvaluatioa module i• IO prv'IKic ..1 :u,e,i•ncnt procoJY~ ro..-.uilahility
ol lhe •YJICffl. utin, !be ttquirancnu ,pocifica&ion . iii&cmc:wa d men.
quaiil)' lwldbcd;and prcx:c:. C Y ~.

and decision methods arc complex, but clc;u-and concise.
Resources and cost for the applicotion of the Function:il
oorrcctncss c,·aluation module c:in be cxtcnsh·c.

Funelioulil~ • SuiiabilKJ from Odi~c Sy.ran The ot,jectiv-c of tbll
n-al~tic. IDOdwci• topcovicku ~ t poa:d~fcw1ui1abilityofthc
l)'llea. Illini •pcc:irJC:111iona,incuric-A.,o/ men. procn1 cridcnoeand a
rv.nins')""l*:nl.

Fwic:licNJity - At:unq rrum SpccirK*lions The objc,ctiw: ol lhia CYaluatian

Operational Cornctoas Evalwitioa Modulo Operational
oom:c.1ncss is iUl auributc of a software produd lha1
establishes whether or not I.he behaviour o( a sof"twarc
product meets the documcnl<d dirccti\'c:s (users handbook)
or the product. The operational correctness c-,;.i.luation

module is included in ccrtific.:u.ion plans for softw31'c
produru I.hat require a minimum 3$CSSment effon.
Fundamcnt.al producc..oricntcd lnfomwion is required for
the end user. application-oriented functional evaluation .
Analysis and application guide-lines arc str.:Li.ghl forward.
and the asscssmcnl and decision methods arc dear and
ooncisc. Resources and cost for the application of the
operational corrCCU>eSS ev;duation nlodulc CU\ be lccpt at a

modul•.,IDP"O"Kicu -mc.111~.crorxcurx)' olthe1)-"lllffll .
Wlint llpOQfialtem. q\lality haadbooL: ud ptOCCM cvidna:..
~ i t y • Ac:nnq, from Odi~c SY*fll The objocii•c d lhi11

cnf~tion modwc is lo pr'O"idc aA u ~ t p,::w;dvre rw aic:cwxy ol the
i;y,k"ln, Mins nwiiaa a)'S&cnl, U5Cr~.-daim,aocl 1ys1ce1
CIPftnunicationa lc!lt ducumct1t.ltion.

Functionalily · ln&c,opcnbility from SpDcification~ The obju:ti\'• of thu
cvail•cion rnGWlc i• t o ~ u u1c.umul pu,coda~ for 1mnvp,:ro1bilil)ol lhc. 11ys1Cffi.VIN1111k lpOAfN:ations. qu.,lity h.lndbookloptional).nd
ptacflllC"tdalee.

Fu1tc~ity - ln&ct\'lpClability from Dt-Jiverablc S)'Slcm The objcc:1ivc of~
co-aluation n-Sulc i , I O ~ an _ _ , pocc:dun; for in ~lity
ulthc')'ll1.tm,11..,in,sp«ir ~ . ni.QIUus•y,tcmWu.n-1ni1n'-IW11

minimum.
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Usability
End-u.«Opnian fa'Rluaeion Module: Thi1enlualion moduleukalherocm ol
allboncp:.;1XN1G:lin:1Dbi:conlpciodbydleVl!Cnlci:ioaol1"11,~prochact. It
\nc:t k>c=ip(ure ucn' pcn:epi,ooa ol the ·quaaity' t.f the prod wet QI a IMIIObcr
o/ 3tlnbu1U ~ueh .U rdiabil11y, robultncu . docu.fflQlution.cn-or-Jwdi11,
clc. TlM:: a11ribu1et ,elo::lcd fot inclusion in tbc quatio,111airc 2R l!lolc mo.1
Jikcly111bi:o/importanc:c10~ci'df-thc-idlclrPCbucdptOducts. The
en.lua!Klnmodlde i1Jt-1irrwdtobc\aMIJinl.bc~1oldr.r,roducbwlwch~,-e:w1~11u11,UKrbuc,
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Evaluation Module Index <n>a&J Usability
() 19'17 H:aus-Lnd••ig llall$Cll

l !. . c r F ~ Spc,cific&lioc1 NWllyrii11 Thi,cv-.luaLionmowlcpn-nlC:a• mdl-'
for :a,isc»ina- lhc intcm:M c.oro.i,11:ncy .wid CDftlplctc:ne,IJ; of the f\n:Uon;i,1
111JCCirocati011ot produrtdc:Jmption!ot a tran~onn;ational conipw:t"1,..11em
(c.; .. typiQI MIS and iiJormaltOn nulMJUMnl •>,.la'ft•J. TIMI mdhod
invoh·e1 c:CJMtl'VCtiAf :i, 'riroun,u,'. objct1-orienk1d modd ol datffleld

functionali ty rrom1hcdocumcn1a1.ion. ni,rftOdcl i, builtmin1&bcno1>on,

of obJcrt cla.'lll llll\N;tun:, auributn. uc:r-openlluM, I'"' and po.t-a,nditiotu
t'lfl ,-.p:r.ition, and 1n~~ connecbOnll b('l..,,._n ubject-daueJ. The an:io!ylt.1
can uknti.fy nccdcd imptu-VnnenU in tlN: ~-nbUon. The 'riJOU10,11'

moJ,:I :&I.a pnw.dc1 !he ha.iii, for..ul»c:quentMad.· bo.'t lr-ains ollhc
•iit'A":lf C ~ .

t; ~bdiw F.val~tioo ~~ulc Thi~ cnlu.aliou module takes the romt of a dio.:l,,; .

li~i w heir ~ s i , : ~ ugt,il,t)" o( th,:: intafia.:c r°' a I } ~ ,nJ-u.cr
.ippl.cMion~ie. ThefoDa-ins- dimC*•'°"-• ol 'v,;;ibilittan:»scurd :
~ntk malch. ~
Iii)' IO diRO'Cft1 HQ CApcnal« IC''d s. comi11mey.
fomJkicl: LO 1,1,cn,. e.t.'IC of ~\·iplmn, Ql'Uf ha11Jli n1 , q~II)" ri diapi11y1.
apprupriatcnn11ol 1nkt'W:tion styles uad.
l:M:t'll ~1:lnwl Conriscncu The roncMncu ol the l.!Kr nlanU31 ia cooocmod ..-ith
qu.:iib0n.» wtudi.-iJI hrJpdtocidc ifchcrei1mou~b uJ~1o(ultil Ole
rurpo,e or the Joaament.lhlll 11,, on function,~~ :and railriaiona o( lbe

l ;"'1'i. ~'bnu:il Con•iatency Alla:ll!ICll •'hdhcr lhc ~ . m.-iu:il a>nbin.
oonllict1ni information ..-ilh rcspoc:l ¥J acvcnl c:atcl'O"c•. lo acklilK>ft. ,omc:
. ~ CXJ'll'iincrq-d•llc"U qucllliou an: induckd.

t.:Jd• Manwf • fao;:ubl:Me Codo: c-aleUCY A_,._ •1w:ther the bcha-.,iow of

_.._manu:i.l.

thtpn,tnm i•udacribcd i111b.:
Nlfcutapk.cu lhc
1!1ctullblc ~ be a.ocur.oJ v,iltl lhc haniwarc specified iu tbc: u.er'• manual
~ An: tht a...'tioaa ~
· IO pcrfonn inacall.xion and aun comic&ly
dcKribeJ in I.be u,er'1 niaoual? etc.
t __.. l\tanu-31 Sdf.()acriptiYmul A ~ lbe 1;elf.dc,;a,pDvenos o/ the u.1Ct
m1111ual whi<'h dellcribcs the use of lbe 1y111<:m.

Opcrabili1y-fa'aluation ~iod\llc Dea.cripbon Thi, C'Y.iiulion
module~ a •>"•l.:m 11cb.ir.lc&cri,tig \hat ~ o n
the •&en' dTon o/ opcnation control . It foc:11JCa on the
followi1:1r ~leri~c,,: 1n.ou!blion. oomniunicataon
andCOl!troiollbc:11111." t'l'du..;n .
0

U'lability-lln:knl.uKbhilit.)," frot11 l):lr\·cr:iblt Sptern Tht
ch~,-.: ol thi1 e•·at1,11.tioo mudult: ia IO prtwhk: :ui
l.'lllelillofnctlt pn,a::Jun: foe uoOet'ilU~l,t} ,,r the •)'llltm .
win" interV.c,ll,11 ol 1.bc- us.:ro. proceH t:\·idmi.:c(optioti.;i,I ).
uxr cl:iimr,(optiOCW). u,a manu:il1. bnx.humi ...d :11
runnin1•)'ldnn
U..ahility-1.camabilily from DcliYe::nbie Sy.tern lbe objcain
o/ this evahaation mudule is 10 provide :1111 :uxssmcnt
P"(lQJrJ11~ r«kamabli1y Uthe ,,-.1cm.UMat i•tcr,,,i_,.
of the - s.j'lfOCCNevidcncc.uuchiirt11. ~ manual,._
~ COftlenl maleri.al and a nmnias 1yakm.

IJNbility-OpenbilityK'onuobbility f,om Rulll'.Un1 Sys&cm
Tbcob.)OCliveol tbi1c-nlualfan module i. toP'O"ide;in
. - a t prvcredt.-c foroprnbility:c:ontrdllt-.il1ty ol the
ay11tem . 1Wn1.a rvnnin~-')-.«cm. p,oceu
~idc.nor,(Qfltioaal) Md usermar11..-alN,_optionaJ)
l.JAbiJity-Openbl~ft'llrmQlivmcu fl"Onl Rwmin,
S)'91Cffl Thl' objcdlovc ol du• ev.aluabm module i, lo
provide an a.Oelsment pro«dute rot opcrabili1,·:
c:ommuniativcncu of the )'.~sk.m. uin1 a rti.nnins:

,,-..cm.

/-/ I_
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Evaluation Module Index

,_I.) RtlLlbillty / Process Enlualion
C I9'J7 H:an.1-Lwh~•ig Hau.,cn

Reliability
Software rcliilbility modelling is concerned ;,i.,jth :ipplyini a set of ~stical
techniques which cnat>,c lhc x:tu:i.l reliability of soft'-''.ll'C to be a . ~ . bolh
quantitaU\'cly .ind objccti,·cl)·. from observing iLS fa.jlurcs as a time series. This
C\'aluation module depends upon the L-oncurrcnt WUlly~is of lhc data by nine
different software reliability models. The ro'Ults of c:ach arc comp;ircd by the
program for consistency. and lhe 'most lil.dy' selected. The selection is
achieved by using prcqucnti31 likelihood techniques, but is opaque lO the user.

Process Evaluation
CMM Process Asscs.o;mcnt This C\'aluacion module :Urns to introduce 3 mech.inism for integrating proccs.~
c,·idcncc inLo product certification. When a produc.1. SUlnds trial we c.innot .uford Lo disregard the
qu:llity rcconl of the organisation.• responsible for th.ll product. The Cop<lbility Maturity Model(CMM)
describes a five stage organisation maturity model which is decomposed into key process areas. The
key process areas indicate wbal an organisition should focus on IO impro,'c its sofL\\-atC process and
achiC\·e the ncxl level of maturily .

QMS Prooess Asscssmc:nt This enluation module rcconls the outcome of 3rd p;,ny software proccs.,
.LUCSSmCnt for those org:misations which have fitst sought c:crtificuion of their Quality Management
Sysr,,m (QMS) to EN 29001 . Subject to the assessment body being properly accredited and the
~mcnt ~ving tlkcn place within the prcc.cding 3 yc.i.rs, a judgcmcnl is ha.~ on ckx.,imentary
evidence such :tS the 3rd-party's As.oi;csgnent Report or :i Ccrtir,cue of Confonnity.

/-/ I_
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Selection of Software Quality Evaluation Module
C 1997 Ham-1..udwiJ HaUliCu

Evaluation Specification

Evaluation Items

indic:ilc5 a particular

~obwncd from

technique for

product ond process information
idcntilicalion and classification

\·crification.

validation

Testing Laboratory ' s
Environment
i.e.

experience
personnel
tools

i.e.
set of approved

evaluation

modules
independent of
panieular
software tools

Minimalisation of Evaluation Modules
i.e. reducing set or applicable modules by selecting
representatives of equivalence classes
w.r.t c::cst<ffcctivcncss

I-I I_

/-/

Optimized Set of
Evaluation Modules
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Conducting an Evaluation
t) t 997 Hans-LuJ"-ig Hau.~

esults form information identification and classification

Set
of

EVALUATION

E.,pericncc

i.e.
application of evaluation modules on the seleacd ev.ilualion items

Report

Evaluation

EVALUATION RESULTS

Modules

/-/

'- ,_,
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Structure of a Documentation of the Evaluation Process:

Evaluation Report Structure
® 19()4 Haos-Lud\vi1 Hausen

A. Preface
ldcntifi~tion or T esting Liboratory. Ev~u::nion Report. and Client and Produc.cr

B. Evaluation Requirements
Identi fication of lhc Product. Product Q\.·crvicw.Scopc of the Enlu.-ion, Rclc,·ant La\"'S,
St.lndards and Regulations , So[t\\..U-C Ch3r.leteristics and fa·alu:i.tioo Levels. A,·;tilablc

Product Information.

C. Evaluation Specification
Identification of Ev.ilualion Items, Cl.mificalion of fa·aluation It.ems . EvaJu.uor's Evaluation

Specification.

D. Evaluation Plan
Applif.."ablc EvaluaJ.i<.,n Modules. Oplimi1.cd Set of Evaluation Modules. E,·alu.ition Process
P1aning

E. Evaluation Results
Deviation.-. from fa:aluation Plan. Summary of Evaluation Module RcsulLs, Problems found
in the product.

F. Conclusions
Evaluatio n result, siimalurc, rcsponsibilitics, limilS of rcsulLs. distribution of rcpon

,_, '-

/-/
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Integration requires Common Metrics Format (CMF)

-$[~]?
Static - tool

c -1001

e

--=

Checklist Manager

On screen forms

Stats. Package

/./ I_

/./
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Measurement Experience Gained
l" 191n Ha~-1..udwig H:au.~n

Example:

maintainability

Terminology used: (just one example) Module: A Module is a

ProbJ.rm: Data to be roUltded

The da"1 to be collCC!Od :ire the foUo\\ing:

From the maintainability check-lists::
o MI • SYSTEM or SUB-SYSTEM Description
f'Jrt A · High-L.c1·el Spcciricalion Description.
P-.ut B - High-Level Design Dc:scripl,jon .P..u1 C Gcncr.ll Ocsaiption.

o M2-MODULE Description Port A - LowL.c,·d Specification Description.Port B - Low1..cvd Design Dcscriptioa. Port C - Low-Level
VWblc Description. Part D -1.ow-Lcvcl

Conirol Dcscription.P:utE-Gcocral Dcscriptioo.
o M3 • MODULE lmplemcn"1tion Multiplidty.
o M4 • COMPOUND MODULE Cohesiveness.
o M5 · DATABASE FILE Description
Frum Q-too1 the followin~ metrics are nccdcd:
l.cngtlt. B1igot f'rimc. Nesting. Produa VINAP

From L-tool lhc following metrics ore needed:
Statements. Langua.ic Lc,·cl, lnfonnation Cont.col.
Pcndini Nodes.

/./ I_

/./

single lo~caJ iicm which is used with other logical items to form a
software subs)-stan. The ddinition of a module is dependant on the
language. Herc arc some c:uunplcs of modules for different
taniu.agcs: FORTRAN ·function.subroutine, procedure and main
pro~r.un.~c.il

BASIC

-

runcuon, 1nain program and procedure ,

-subroutine.ind main program.C

-function.
d~
- procedure. fuDClion.<ORAl..66 - procedure ancJ main
pan of scimcnt. PROLOO - procedure. COBOL
- procedures.

pro,rams
The product lcvcl d.c:cision for determining the maintainability of the
whole produd. lS dependent on the number of source code modules
which pass lhc pa.u/fail aitcrii.l set out 3bovc. The recommended
product level assessment for maintainability arc:
Assessment Level
Required Pass Pcrccnt.1.gc

A

90%

B

70%

C
D

50%
40%
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Problem: Decision Guidelines
Calculate lhe Check-list score by di,.·iding the 'actual scorc1 by

Assessment Experience Gained
C 1997 Ham-1..udwir H;ittten

lhc 'maximum possible score' and round-up the answer to 2

decimal places. Aa.ual Score: ~1a.'\.imum Possible Score: 8
Check-list Score:

I( Q-tool

Ir only 0-lno) i-= ;ivµjJ;ib)c then the p.JSS!fail criteria arc:

PASS

PASS

If

Ir

I...E.'IGTH <= 60 .ind.

l.E.'IGTH <= ro .and.

NESTING<= 5 .and.

NESTING<= 5 .and.

BIGGEST PRIME<= 5 .u,d.

BIGGEST PRIME<= 5 .:ind.

MAINTAINABILITY CHECK-UST<= 40% .and.

MAit-IT AINABIUTY CHECK-UST<= 40%
If

STATEMENTS<= 46 .and.

JJ<.

LANGUAGE LEVE..<= 6 .and.

PVINAP <= 69 .and.
NESTING<= 5 .and.

INFORMATIONCONTENT<=83 .:uul.

BIGGEST PRIME>= 5 .and.

PENDING NODES<= 2

MAINTAINABILITY CHECK-UST <=40% .ind.
manual ins(XCUon or module source <..'Ode reveals a CASE

.or.

If

PVINAP <= 69 .and.
NESTING <= 5 .llld.

1)-pc consuuet.

If only lrtool ;~ a\·p.i)able then the pas.~fail crit.cria are:

BIGGEST PRIME>= 5 .and .
MAINTAINABILITY CHECK-UST<= 40% .and .

PASS
Ir MAINTAINABILITY CHECK-UST <=40% .and.
STATEMENTS<= 46 .and.

type construc:t . .and.

LANGUAGE LEVEL<= 6 .and.

INFORMATION CONTE.>IT <= 83 =d.

INFORMATION CONTEl'<i <= 83 .and .

PENDING t-:ODES <= 2

'- ,_,

manual inspection of module source code reveals a CASE
STATEMENTS<= 46 .and.

U.NGUAGE LEVEL<= 6 .and .

,_,

and L-a.ool arc a,·ailub-lc then the pass/fail criteria arc:

PENDING NODES<= 2
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Conduct of Work Requirements
~

t'Yn Hans-Lucttr,'ig Hausen

Working Procedures of Testing Laboratory
(see ISO Guide 25 a number for requirements for working procedures of testing
laboratories)

A . Quality System of the Testing Laboratory should include:
- General quality procedures
- Quality assurance procedures specific for each evaluation
- Feedback and corrective actions whenever evaluation discrepancies arc detected
- Procedures for dealing with complaints

B. Handling of Test Items must include rules for:
- Confidentiality and Security
- Subcontracting
- Legal Aspects of the Working Procedures

,_,

'- ,_,
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Evaluation Contract: A Model Contract
A. S~ificatloo of the Evaluation

I. Identification of the Parties
2. ldcntification of the Product
3. Purpose of the Agreement
4. ldcntification of Evaluation Procedure
B. Conduct oftbe Evaluation

1. The client's Obligations

Provisions rc~arding delivery of software and associated information
2. The ICSting laboraiory's Obligations
a. Duration of Evaluation

b. Qualifications of Evaluation StalT

.c. Conduct of the Evaluation
C. E,aJuatlon Rq,ort

I. Prcscnration of the Rcsults/Fonnat of the Evaluation Report
2. Dispute Resolution Procedures
3. Use IO Which the Report May be Put
4. Resubmitting of products/Testing of New Versions
D. General Legal Terms aad Conditions
I. Confidentiality
2. lnlA:llcctual Property Issues
3. E'<clusion/Lim.itat.ion Clauses
4. Choice of Law/Jurisdiction

/./

'-

/-/
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CONCLUSIONS:

«~ I9'T7 H.ms-Ludwig: Hau.<4Ca

The Evaluation Procedure is

o adaptable to circumstances of any testing laboratory
(available personnel, evaluation methods and tools),
o flexible to relevant standards of product type dependent
quality requirements and of software engineering processes,
and to legal or contract issues,
o adaptable to individual proceedings,
o supportable by an advisory system.

/./

'-
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A Ten-Step Model
~

Submitting lhc

Agreeing on lhc

software product
for certification•

evaluation

1cm

llarut-1 .uc1W1• lfau...cn

Agreeing

on the initial
estimate of oost •

Library

of
techniques

Estimating the
cvalu:llion cost•

a voluation

Experience

D:uabasc
recommmdatloas
• these actions .ire optional

/-/ I_
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Information Flow and Activities within an Evaluationcrnmu...,-J..ud..igHAu.sc•
to

prov 1

' a-p-pl-icall-.-on-.
standards
and
regulations

Stale

of
tho
alt

product

cv.lluation

and

techniques
know
how

process
information

specifying
the
evaluation

conducting
the
evaluation

designing
the

evaluation

.............
i,

·-

ual-.0.kwl,;

r~loilitio
wtloclt.ll'lip!.
Rk •·.-

CValU3.tion

specification

results

...

...
-.......
. ...

-i .e..

~ria.u

-IIKMioa

1Ubc:c>i1l-.l

,.....aakNl 1
c\'lllll&MI•

pcrfonncd by the lesting labora10ry
or to the certitic:uion body
or to both

I-I I_
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EVALUATION REPORT

I
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Interface to Legal Steps in the Evaluation
Ol'N.'~1"-

/./

'-

/. /
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Quality
Assessment
Characteristics
Metrics
C> 1997 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

"When you can measure what you are speaking about, and express it in numbers,
you know something about it;
but when you cannot measure it, and when you cannot express it in numbers , your
knowledge is of a meager and unsatisfactory kind;
it may be the beginning of knowledge , but you have scarcely in your thoughts
advanced to the stage of science."
William Tlwmson, Lord Kelvin, in: Popular lectures and Addresses, 1891 -1894
as listed in Barllett'.r Quo/ations / 980

/./

'-

/./
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Objectives => THE PQSA PARADIGM
General Mission w.r.l. Productivity and Quality and Service <l 1997 Hans-Ludwii Hausen

• f.roductivity of the Process
Delivered Feature Points per Staff Month

to be

increased by .ux % by 199.x

• Quality of the Process
Delivered Defects per Feature Point

to be decreased by yy % by 199.x

• £ervice of the Process
Response rime per Customer Inquiry

to be

decreased by :.: % by 199.x

• Attributes of the Product
control flow..... ... ........... to be
data flow

................ ..... to be

????????
????????

stare transition .... ,.. .... ., .......... to be
annolation .......................

10

text
.................. .., .. to be
correctness

be

????????

to be

performance ..................... .,to be

/-/

'-

/-/

????????

fogless

by zz % by /99x
by zz % by 199::c
by zz % by /99::c
to zz % by J99x

by :.: % by 199.x

proven/tested to
increased

by

rt% by 199::c
pp % by 199x
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Objectives of Information Security
C 1997 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

/-/

I_
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System Quality Characteristics (fW1Ctio""1YS. non-func1ioml)

--

C 1997 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

!Sl:f912« ..•

tiutM:ba~

'. ~

,_, '- ,_,

_.!;;,
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System Quality Characteristics (pnxluc1-n,,owcc.pmccu)
C 1997 H.uls-Ludwig Hausen

,_,

'- ,_,
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McCall's Quality Model
1:J t 9':17 H:1.n-.-Lud,11,i g Hausen

USE

FACTOR

CRITERIA

M

E
T
PRODUCT

<

PORTABILITY ~

TRANSISTION

/./

'-

REUSABIUTY _ _ __....,_

--

R
I
C

s
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ISO 9126 Quality Characteristics
C 19!77 Haus-1...udwii Hau.¢n

.r._ortability

A set of attributes that bear on the ability of software to be transferred from one environment to another

Subcharacteristics: adaptability, conformance, illstallability, replaceability = acir

E fficiency

A set of attributes that bear on the relationship between the level of performance of the software and the

amount of resources used

Subcharacteristics: resource behaviour, time behaviour= rt

R eliability A set of attributes that bear on the capability of software to maintain its level of performance under stated
conditions for a stated period of time

Subcharacteristics: fault tolerance, maturity, recoverability= fm

F unctionality A set of attributes that bear on the. e,istencc of a set of functions and their specified properties. The
functions arc those that satisfy stated or implied needs
Subcharactcristics: accurateness, compliance, interoperability, security, suitability= aciss

U sability

A set of attributes that bear on the effort needed for use and on the individual assessment of such use by a
stated or implied sci of users

Subcharacteristics: learubility, operability, undcrslandability = lou

M aintainability A set of attributes that bear on the effort needed to make specified modifications
Subcharacteristics: analyzability, changeability, stability, testability = acst

=> PERFUM-acirrtfmracisslouacst

/-/ I_

/./
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Quality Characteristics (as in 1so1 IEC 9126 vs rso 9241-11)
C)

1997 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

Q
reliability
maturity
(au.It IOkrancc:

ftCOverabilily

suitability

.............

adapability

interopaability

amlyzabilily

compliuc<

cban,ability

security

stability

iDStallability
confonnoacc
rtplaocability

1,c,,qaibility
'1-"Jatlrit.t.-

"-'")'fldur I

:; · 6qualitylllllibutca.21q1.ah1t~;~

¥nq.:;;,1iy.;-c:u~

I

qualityfa.:IIM'1
d<.

/-/

'- ,_,

0n-1Nkcot;c,cti•,jutirll'd.rcpca&11blccYallNllioawi&llowlqlllnUflQllioa?

I
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Quality Attributes - Factors - Metrics according IS09126
C)

1997 Hons-Ludwig Hausen

reliability 3
maturiey3

time bcbariolu .6

rault tokrance .4

rec:ovcrabili1y .3

,ulitability .2
ac:c.\r.lllcllas 3

c1w,,_.i,;1;1y .2.S

im<albbility 2

compliaacc .1

stability 2

conformance .3

securily .2

/·/

'- ,_,

aoalyzability.2.S

inlc!DpCrability .2

repbccability A
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ane,,·al111t1MW1..o.:luk,-odlleca 1 ~
f~e.:km.::a.wi,::1nnl:

B A

C

D

,M...,

.....

-

_,

.29

--/

Rating
in the
Evaluation

CYCI

r,;;;;;;;-;-,

r=-.1

r,:;:;;;;-; I

~

_,fl

--

....
-,_

foreacb metric

~

three thrcsbokb for
cacbkvd
and

,_

two e~rcmcs: Mu alll.l Mio

,we have
~mapping of
all metrics within an
cYaluation module

,_

-

Q 1997 Hans-Ludwi~ Hausen

....

.... ...

::.

.

...
...
..... -

ODlolbc 16

ranking categories

i,-

i:.-

/./ I_
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..l.!ia..
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Number of possible evaluations on a single Product (I)
C'IWI~...,_,

CHARACTERISTICS vs . EVALUATION LEVEL

•·•~..._lk, Akl o( anribules tNt
bcaronlhccxistcQcco(allC'lol'

r~am and lheir lf'C(':ific:J

E\'AWATIONLE\.'Fl.O
dc.ty Nb

I'll> 1mr-:1

J!ff'PUllu. Tbc rudou arc dlOIIC

C'ICXWIOfflicrillb

Mnalllacll

th.ti aati~f)' tcbbl or , m phcd needs

;r,ppliat1ondomai1t

l'fnallolJioeauac,ma1a11.c.ntcn.ainmc111. ho11••"C-bokl

RtU.t.Wly A.cto/2tvibu1aW11bcAt'
on lhc c:ipat,ility o/ IIClf'tw;lf\: to
n1:untain 11.'1 lcYd of pcrl'Ofm:al!C'C
under malod candillom for :a 111.alcd
pcl'ioc.lollimc

tochntqYl:il

in.pr,clltlfl of i1r1ponian1 f ~ .

IIOO'ftC

prosnom mcu.~

!:.VALUATION l.EVFl..C
pcoplcdiaabkd

INll'd)' risb

(,:w

econonuc ri,Jo

cump;in}' aifTectcd by km

aprliaitiotidomain

rireal:inn. proceia.conlrOl.lin.:w:::ilal ryskms

onlhcdTortDOCdcdforuwandon

tc:chniquc.

1nspoction, blxk bo~ tc«in:. 9Ciec.1cd ~ m 3nd ,pN.;tic;61illl'!

1he nMhiJu:&I aucumcnt o/ 1utch

mc,ric,

u.-wury
I™:

A ....:1 al attrihu&CJI

b)

:I

~

be.:ar

iCakldo,impltod IIClol

EV AUJ.,TION LEVFJ... B
-pmplckilkxl

E ffld,1.-.c7A11Ctola1tribuleltb;albc:.ar

,-.nlhc:rri~pbd.-~

~c1 or p m - o l ~
Kit•-...:. ,nd lhc MIOC,lnl ol
rnnuninvlCd

bc-:ir
on ~abilityo/sofr,.wclotoe
tr.11aJcnT.d (rom oa,c c.•vironmcnt

.,-,,.,.

rilib

OOffipllllf

codu~ b)• ic..

apPltcaliondomain

ril\lalann, pmoc8contral . Cin:anci:al•)""ilctl'U

ta:hnM(\'O

11s podion. blact,; bo.l. ec.i.ins. ~- ~ tntini. prosn,n anJ

spcar.ca,KJII ..ctrio;

Mal•Dlullaky A1e1olauribulolh3t
t-c.ll"onlhe:elJottr-"cdtorn;&l:.,:
1pmf'1cd modiricationa
PortaW&lty A Jet of attribulcl lhal

OCOIIOIIMC

EVAW,\TIOt,;LE\.'I:l..A
dc1y mu

nian)· pcup1c tilled
•ill

ac,t aun-ive

cconumic ri.b

a,,npan)

•ppl~on do!Mia

;air tr.tffic. 1711cms. ra1 .....,- 1)'Slcnd

w!uitquca

impoctioa . blad:. llo:J. &cstior. ,ius box ICStini:. verification. all

l)llCol'ffldria

If an eval uation level is selected for each characteristic:
6 * 4 i.e . 24 assessment statements might be produced
Is that reasonable ???
/./ /_

/./
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Number of possible evaluations on a single Product (II)
CIW7 t -Ladwl1~

SUB-CHARACTERISTICS vs . EVALUATION LEVEL
reliability

efficiency

maturity

undersumdability

A I BI CIO

Lime behaviour

lcamability
operability

suitability
analy,ability

accur.:ucncss

changeability

intcropcr.ibility

stability

compliance

tcstal,ility

security

If an evaluation level is selected for each sub-characteristic:
84 assessment statements might be produced

,., '- ,.,
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Measurment and Assessment <C l997Hans-Lud\\i gHouscn
One needs to distinguish:
a)

assessment of "goodness" of one measurement result

b)

assessment of "goodness" of aggregated measurement
ub

upper bound

a

1--> 100%
measurement result

lb

lower bound

µ := some-fct(software system attribute)

,_,

'-

/-/

0->0%
a := some-fct(ub,mr ,lb)
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Assessment Function C 1997 Hons-Lud wig Hausen

= fct(ub, mr, lb)

Assumption: ub, mr, lb EN
ulb s mr s lub then 1 else
if lib s mr s lub then 1-(cos(mr-llb,ulb-mr) I ((ulb-llb)) ))" else
if libs mrs Iub then 1-(sin(mr-lub,uub-mr) / ((uub-lub)) ))" else 0

a
a

= if

1.0 .........._.......................-.. - ....-..·..··-..---

i

0.75

l

-,.-;,------~-!""'.:'

l

i

i !

,

:

o.so------,.---+-------------------.,... cut

=0.5
in this
example

,_,

o.o +-----+-ll...b=___4_.,..lb--u-lb=-+--9--(lb+---iul-b-)/-2---il--lu..._b=-1-5--+ub--~u...u_b=___2_0_
=6.5
=12
=
=17.5
'- ,.,
JMo
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Mul tidimensi onal Assessment C 1997 Hans-Lud..i g Hausen

Q1 =

Q? ::

/-/ I_

/-/

r<

(

dislaocc .c

dimDCC .a

.. .. ,

Ji.st.aoce.x

pcrmitleJ
distance .a

permitted

pelmtted

pcnnitted

c.Jisbnee .b

disLance.c

di."laDCC.X

dcvi:r.tion .a

J cviatiou.b

dcviation.c

dcviatioo.x

•

distaacc.y
pcrmitwl
'

·

disw>cc.z

d i . ~.y

permitted
distauce .z.

dcviation.y

dcviation.z
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Example: Modularity
() 1997 luns-Lud\\ii Hausen

Modularity

ments
per
ap module

activiues
per
ap
module

,.__,_
_
g;)

-

_....,.._.,_
_,___

/./
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/./
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()19'J7Hans-Ludwi~Hauscn

(ADUP)
1. All-du-Paths
(AU)
2. All-Uses
3. All-p-Uses/Some-c-Uses (APU + C)
4. All-c-Uses/Some-p-Uses (ACU +P)
(ACU)
5. All-c-Uses
(AD)
6. All-Definitions
(APU)
7. All-p-Uses
(AB)
8. Branch coverage
9. Statement coverage
(AS)
??? REALLY ALWAYSD ALL ???
,_,

'-

/./
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Program versus Abstract Representation versus Measurement I
C> 1997 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

Program------~ Abstract Representation --Measurement

=

/./

'-

....

ffi
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Program versus Abstract Representation versus Measurement II
C 1997 Han.~-Lud"'ig H.iuscn

• A measurement of an Abstract Representations, e.g. v(g) as the
cyclomatic number of a control flow graph, imposes an equivalence class
on the set of Abstract Representations (for the given example: a set of
equaivalent control flow graphs).

• Each element of an equivalence class on the Abstract
Representation (in the example: each control flow graph in the set of
equaivalent control flows) imposes an equaivalence class on the set of
programs, i.e. it represents a set of otherwise different programs.
For the given example: A measurement result obtained on a control
flow graph represents a set of different control flows each of
which representing a set of different programs.
What are the impacts of that?

/./

'- ,.,
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a

b

r

SW-SYS 1

a
C

V

0

a

n
&

I
i

C

d
a

0

u

n
text e
cf complexity cfc1 =17 path/prg
di complexity dfc1 = 7 uses/definition
st complexity stc1 = 5 functions/!ransition
an complexity anc1 = 3 vocables/sentence
volume v3 = 7??
type 13 = C-Program
illty
13 = ???
quality q1 = 7??
cost Ct= 11(q1) = 87.654.321,50 OM

t
n
g

wcll-definechv.ithi es~d oc:\ ·,

~f~;$;~~~J~r.~,:

/./

0

n

type
t2= Assembler-Program
ility
12=?7?
quality q2 = ???
cost C2 = 12(q2) = 12.345.678 OM

te en
+
..
ct complexity dc3 = dc1 • dc2 ???

Each softwMe·inctric should be

/./ I_

text en
cf complexity dc2 =11 path/prg
df complexity dfc2 = 5 uses/definition
st complexity stc2 = 7 functionsllransition
an complexity anc2 = 5 vocables/sentence
YOfume v2 = ???

df complexity dfc3 = dfc1 •• dfc2 ???
st complexity stc3 = stc1 + stc2 77?
an complexity anc3 = anc1 + anc2 ???

YOIUmev3=???
type
13 = ??? = 11 "12
has no p,agmalic meaning
quality Q3=m= 0.4'q1 +0.6'q2 makasnose!IS6illgenttreal
cost C2 = 13(q3) =C1 + C2 = 99.999.999 DM
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Principles of Software Metrication II C 1997 Hans-Ludwig Hausen
Analytical Approach

I

Statistical Approach

SW-SYS 1

+abstraction

measurement

etc

oc

=17 path/prg
die = 7 uses/definition
st complexity
stc = 5 functions/transition
an complexity anc = 3 vocables/sentence
volume v = ???
type
I = C-Program
illity
i = ???
quality q = qfct(clc.dfc.stc.anc.t,... ) = ???
cost C = costfct(q) = 82.500.000,00 OM

SW-SYS1

aggregation
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Measure - Metric -

ScaleQ19'J7H>ns-LudwigHauscn

Let A a set of items with relations Ra.1, ... , Ra. and operations oa_1 , ••• , oa.t
defined for it, P(A) the set of all subsets of A, and let Z be the set of
numerical items, with relations ~.1, ... , Rz. and operations oz.I•· ··• Oz.t
defined for it.
is called an emperical relative,

A = (A, Ra.I• ... 'Ra.T' oa.l •···· Oa_t)
Z

= (Z, ~-l • •.• , Rz.r> 0
= (ffi, R1,

••• ,

2

is called a numerical relative

.1,···, Oz.1)

Rr, o 1, ..• , 0 1)

is called a rational relative

A mapping

m: P(A) -> Z

is a measure

A function

d: A x A -> Z

is a metric

A homomorphic mapping

s: A.

-> Z

is a scale

Handling of cost and benefit requires the mapping of A onto a rational relative.

/./ I_

I-I
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Measure Definitionc

1997H>ns-LudwigHauscn

Let ar EA, A a set, P(A) the powerset of A and ffi the set of real
numbers .

A mapping m: P(A) ->
1.

m(A)

2.

m(A)

exists for all
~

m

is a measure on P(A), if:

Ai CA, Ai E P(A)

0 for all Ai~ A, Ai E P(A) and Ai¢ EMPTYSEf

Ai is called a NullSet if m(Ai) = 0 and Ai

=0

¢

EMPTYSEf

if Ai = EMPTYSEf

3

m(A)

4.

m(A 1 U A 2 U ... U An U ... ) = m(A 1) + m(A 2) + .... + m(An) + ....
for the set of pairwise disjoint sets Ai, Ak

/-/ /_

/-/

~

A; Ai, Ak E P(A)
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I

Joe Measure DefinitiOilc1mH~s-Lud><igHa~<en
Let prg, EA, A a set of programs, P(A) the powerset of A (i.e. the set of all programs
to be constructable from one or more prg,) and ffi the set of real numbers.

A mapping loc: P(A)

-> ffl

exists for all

is a

measure on

P(A), if:

A; k A, A; E P(A)

1.

loc(A;)

2.

loc(A;) c!: 0 for all A; k A, A; E P(A) and A;

;,t

EMPTYSET

A; is called a NullPrg if loc(A;) = 0 and A;

;,t

EMPIYSET e.g.

A; contains only predicates and expression
3

loc(A;) = 0 if A; = EMPTYSET

4.

loc(A 1 U A2 U ... U A,, U ... ) = loc(A 1) + loc(A 2 ) + .... + loc(A 0 ) + ....

e.g. A; is the empty statement

for the set of pairwise disjoint programs A; , Ak k A; A; , Ak E P(A)
i.e. A; and Akhave different numbers of line of code

/./ I_

/·/
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Cl9'Y711ans-Ludw;,,~ ....

Let A be a set and ffi the set of real numbers.
A function

d: Ax A->m

is a metric if for all ai

;,!

ak

;I!

at; aj, ak, at EA

the following holds:
1. d(a. a-) = 0

"'

and

2. d(~,ak) = d(ak, a)
3. d(ai, ~) s d(ai,ak) + d(ak,at)
Synonyms: metric =distance function

,., '- ,.,

= distance index
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lac-distance Definition
loc-metric Definition

~ 1997Haas-Ludw;gHau,eu

Let P be a set of programms, each described by its number of
lines of code locx , and mthe set of real numbers.

A function

dloc: P x P -> m called toe-distance

is a metric
because for all loci .. lock .. loct; loci, lock,
loct E A
the following holds:
1. dloc(loci Joe) = 0 and dloc(loci, lock) > 0

for i .. k

2. dloc(lociJock) = dloc(lock, loc)
3. dloc(loci,loct) s dloc(loc)ock) + dloc(lockJoct)

/-/

'-
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~1997Hans-LoowigHauscn

Let A be a set,
with relations R 1,

••• ,

Rrand operations 0 1, .• , om defined for it

A together with its relations and operations is called an
empirical relative if it comprises emperical items for which the relations
observable and for which the operations 0i. are applicable;

~

are

numerical relative if it comprises numerical items (e.g. numbers, vectors, graphs ,
spaces) for which the relations R; and the operations ok are defined.

/./ I_
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Example of a Relative Definition

C J9'J7 Hans-Ludwig Hauscn

Let P be a set of programs,
with relations equal, less, more and operations sequencial coposition,
parallel composition, nested composition, defined for it

= (P; equal, less, more;

'.P

sequence, parallel, nest)
is a emperical relative for programs

Ci= (G; =, <, >;

0, 11, •) is a numerical relative

(e.g. for programs represented by a graph g E G)
R,

/-/

'-

=(91; =, <, >;

+, -, *, /, ** ) is a numerical relative
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Relative Homomorphism Definition
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Cl9'J7 Han., -Lud wig Hauscn

Let
Raj, Rb.i m-arry relations,

ob.I ,ob.I binary operators,

A.= (A, Ra.I• ... ' Ra.r• Oa.1,···, oa.J

a relative,

Z = (Z, ~. 1,

a relative

... ,

Rz.r, Oz_1, .. . , Oz.1)

A mapping m: A. -> Z
m( Raia 1 , .. • ,am) )
m( a oa.k b)

~

is a homomorphism if

Rzl m(a 1), ... ,m(am))
m(a) oz.k m(b)

for all i=l, ... ,r and k=l, ... ,t and a 1, ... ~,a, bEA

/-/

'-

/-/
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Example: Relative Homomorphism Definition

c ,m ttans-Lud"i'Ha=

Let a, b, gi E G = set of program graphs, m=cyclomatic number of a, b , gi
(i

= (G; =,<, >;

0, 11, •)

where

a relative

=,<, >

correspond to equal, less, more ;

0, 11 , •

correspond to sequence, parallel, nest

R = (ffi; =, <, >; *, +,+) a relative
A mapping m: G -> ffi is a homomorphism because
m( =(g1,··· ,gm)) ~
= ( m(g1), ... ,m(gm))
m( <(g1,···,gm)) ~
< ( m(g1), ...,m(gm))
m( >(g1,···,gm)) ~
> ( m(g1), ... ,m(gm))
m( a Ob)
=
m(a) * m(b)
m( a II b)
=
m(a) + m(b)
m( a• b)
=
m(a) + m(b)
/-/ I_

/./
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Example for Emperical and Numerical Relative
C I 997 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

Jt1,

:7tz E

l.

rt 1

Il={PROGRAMSorPROCESsES}

l

rtz

¢:>

µ(rt 1 )

;a:;

µ: I I - ffi

µ(rt 2 )

'

~µis a measure

' µ is a relative

µ(rel) + µ( rtz) ~

2.

homomorphism

in functional form:

µ(

0(re1, n2))

c?:

generalized:

µ( x(re1, rc 2)) c?: a(µ(rc 1),µ( rc2))
p ( µ( x(rc 1, re2)) , a(µ(rc 1),µ( rc2) )
what
what

/./ I_

/./

a, X, µ, n:

.10, ~, .::, +, p

are permitted
are reasonable?
1 : is more or equal O: composed from
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Discussion Emperical and Numerical Relative
C 1997 Hans-Ludwip Hausen

Il={PROGRAMSorPROCESSES}

1.

l

µ(rc1)

2.

~

µ: II -- m

µ(n:2)

µ( rc1) + µ( 1t2)

I

~ µ

is a measure

I
~

Assume l is a set relation saying pl has more x-ability than p2 and
0 ist defined as set operation on nl and n2

I-I I_

I-I
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C ! 997 Han.<-Uld"ig Houscn

Let A be a set,
with relations S 1,

••• ,

Sr and operations 0 1, •• , om defined for it,

and
let m be the set of real numbers,

with relations R 1,

••• ,

~and operations 0 1, •• , om defined for it_

R = (ffi; =, <, >; +,-,*,I,**)
A homomorphic mapping m: A -> R is a scale
A together with its relations and operations is called an empirical relative;

mtogether with its relations and operations is called a
/-/ I_

I-I

numerical relative.
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Scale Types

NOIRA Nominal - Ordinal - Interval - Rational -Absolute
C> 1997 Hans-Ludwii Hausen

Scales might be differentiated by the transformation permitted on them_
A transformation of a scale is a mapping of a scale into itself.
A nominal scale is a scale whose permitted transformations are only the one-to-one
transformations .
A scale whose permitted transformations are monotonic increasing is an ordinal scale.
A monotonic increasing transformation of a scale h is of the form h->f(h) , where f is a
strict monotonic increasing , real-valued function .
A scale whose permitted transformations are positive linear is an interval scales_
Positive linear transformations of a scale hare of the form h-> a · h + b, where a> 0
and
a,bE!R .
A scale whose permitted transformations are only the similarity transformations is
called a ratio scale. Thereby the similarity transformations of a scale h are of the form
h -> a · h , where a > 0 and a E !R.
Ordinal scales, interval scales, log-interval scales and ratio scales are also nominal
scales.

If ratio scales possess a natural unit in addition to the fixed zero point, they are
designated as absolute scales. (Herc, the only permitted transformations are the identity
transformations under which everything remains invariant. Examples arc absolute frequencies and
probabilities.)
/-/ I_
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Aggregation of Metrics I
C 1997 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

Let o1, .•. ,on be metrics of different attributes or characteristics of
items rciE II, ;e(rci,rck,rcr>rcs) and y: ffin - ffi

b(ni,nk) = y(b1(1ti,nk),. · · ,b/ni,nk))
is called an aggregated metric (aggregated distance index) if
y
is a metric
and
oa(rci,rck) s oa(rcr,rcs) for all
a EA(= set of attributes)
and
oa(ni,rtk) < oa(rcr,rcs) for at least one a EA(= set of attributes)
such that
o(rci,rck) < o(rcr>rcs)
In other words:

A pair (rcr,rcs) gets a greater distance index than the pair (rci,rck) if
there is at least one attribute a EA (set of attributes) for which
oa(rci,rck) < oa<rcr,rts)
/-/ /_

/-/
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Aggregation of Metrics II (examples)
C> 1997 Hans~Ludwi{! Hausen

Examples of an aggregated distance index:

where v 1, ••• ,v0 E 91+ (set of positive real numbers)
and
Lh=l...n vh = 1

/./

'- ,.,
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Example: Cyclomatic Number Metrication

v(G)

Cl 1997Hans-LudwigHauscn

#e - #n + 2*(#p)

where
v(G): denotes the complexity of a program ('cyclomatic number complexity') related

#e=
#n=
#p=

,_,

'-

,_,

to the control structure represented by a graph G
number of edges in the control graph
number of nodes in the control graph
number of connected components
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Example: Halsted Software Science Metrication c,..,,,..,,.'-"'w;,,.._=
E=V*D
V = ( tnor + tnod) * logi(ndor+ ndod) = Volume
D = ndor * tnod /2*ndod
= Density
E = ndor * tnod * ( tnor + tnod ) * logi(ndor + ndod ) / 2*ndod
E : programming effort
ndor : number of distinct operators appearing in a program
ndod : number of distinct operands appearing in a program
tnor : total number of occurences of the operators in a program
tnod : total number of occurences of the operands in a program
log2 natural logarithm
E can be represented by T after the conversion to time units:
T= EIS
T : programming time of a program in seconds
S : Stroud number, mean number of elementary mental
discriminations in the vocabulary,5 :s: S :s: 20 per second, usually S = 18

,_,

'-

/-/
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Example: Henry-Kafura Cohesion Metrication

C 1997H:ms-Ludwig Hauscn

INFOm= (fi * fo) 2

Information flow measure in a module m
Hybrid information measure in a module m

INFO-LOCm=LOCm

* (fi * fo) 2

where fi -fan-in,fo-fan-out of a module , LOCm- # lines-of-code of the module m.
Information flow measure for all modules in a call graph

INFO= Li=l-.n (fi(i)

* fo(i)) 2 •

where n is the number of modules
Hybrid information measure for all modules in a call graph

INFO-LOC = L i=l ...nLOCm * (fi(i)

* fo(i)) 2

where n is the number of modules in a call graph.

/·/ I_
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TheCOCOMO
C I 997 Han.,-Ludwig Hausen

software development effort planning model offers complexity levels that
developers can map their proposed developments to.

PM

a · ( KDSI )

~

where

PM

= programmer months effort

beta

= complexity coefficient
= complexity exponent

KDSI

= estimate of thousands of delivered lines of code

alpha

and
Complexity Level
Application
Utility
System

/-/ I_

/-/

a
2.4
3.0
3.6

f3
1.05
1.12
1.20
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Discussion of Effort Metrication
COCOMO vs FUNCTION POINTS
C> 1997 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

Effort= -r · ( a(µ 1(code), ~(specs), µireqs)));
where
-c, ; E ffi,
µl: CODE --ffi,

Effortsomc-company

=

~=

a: ffi x !R x ffi -- ffi
SPECS --rn, µ3: REQS --rn,

1.75 · ( #locode + #lospecs + #loreq)

Effo!\ooom 0 = Cl " (#Jines-Of-code)

2 31
-

Effort-f.stimatefuntion-points = y· (#function-points) E
where #function-points

= f(#loreq) = ~ · (#loreq) 1J

COCOMO METHOD
does not consider specs and regs.
FUNKTION POINTS METHOD does not consider specs and code
/./ I_
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Overall Process Metrics (general)
t:: 19'n H1u..-t-l nrlwiv H,mscn

r.o = <prsdt I nfr, prsqat / nfr, prcmdt / nfr, prspmt / nfr,
rsqat / nfr , rcmdt / nfr , rspmt / nfr >
prsdt = post-requirements-specification development time
prsqat = post-requirements-specificati9n quali!Y ass~rance time
.
prscmt = post-requ,rements-speqficaqon conµgurat1on manageplent time
prspmt = pos1-reqmremen~-spe91ficat1oi:i proJect managemem time
rsqat = reqmfements-specificat1~:m quality ass~rance time
.
rscmt = req~1rements-spe91fica~1on co¢Tgurat1on manag~ment time
rspmt = reqmrements-s~1ficat1on proJed management time
ntr = number of functional requirements in the requirements specification
t.o.d = rst / prsdt

=11_

t.o.cm = rst I prscmt =1/_

t.o.qa = rst / prqat
t.o.pm

=11_

= rst / prspmt =11_

l.o.d = time of development ratio
t.o.qa = time of quality assurance ratio
t.o.cm = time of configuration management ratio
t.o .pm = time of project management ratio
rst
= requirements specification time
Requlnd Baallne Rq,raentallon,:
Product : .................... .... ..... ... .......... ................ ..... .... .

Proccu:
Qu:.ility
Method

Tool :

/-/
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Types of Non-Functional Software Metrics
c, I 997 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

Gnpb-r..
THltnetricsfor

• c:oauol now p-apbs

- rmpam text

• dala flow gnpbs

- l{pcciracalioa text

- Jtale

• n:quiremcal't lc.Xt
- anoocation le"1
• Olbe.r natval lan,:uase WCllmCDlation le~

tr.msitioo diaparm

- mocJulc iotcrtOllDCCtion p.11plu
Cl,eck-U.U foe olllauliq

- alternative cvalutioo us•us
- multiple dlOice results
A text has to be mcasurul accord.ins lO the:
dclin.ition of tbe laniuage tbc 1e,n is Millen in
(i.e. a tcXI i.• muslU'CCJ according to tbc:: 1rammar.
lQ case of a pro:n,mmiag langua,c lbe

- opcratont
- opcraDl.15

- am1 their fx.qoeacy nu,111 be measured)
A anpb tw to be measured ac.conling to the
definition of the basic compaDCDts lbr: ppb is bt&ikl witll
(i.e. a crapb ii mca.'lurctl accordia1 IO lbc oJgcs, aodcs,
and lheir comp:,sitioo rules
in case of a dirc:ded v,aph lbt
- cJ~ll and DOdes ,
- palh.'l, cyclesand ncstiop ,
• and their frequcocy migbl be mwwul)

EXAMPLE: cyclomatic. number ,·(G}

led~ - IDOdcs + 2' lmdcpcndcnt parts

,umber o{ polhs

1

/./ I_
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/./

Control and Data Flow Structure of a
Program or Specification
Cl 1997 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

/-/ I_

-

~

def - ref n:latioo

__..

rcf - dcfrdatK>O
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Control Structures
(:) 1997 Hans-Ludwig Hau.~n

It; lte; caae;wl;rl ;II;

I-I !_

1-I
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Basic Data Flow Structures
C 1997 H:m.<-Lud1Vig Hausen

· '1111

/

+

-r/

,,

.r-

+,,r

6/
V o

0

,,,,

,,,,
,,,,,,,,

,;11''0

n,r1'!'.·······0·
I,,,,,,
.,,,
'

.tt~'""'''o

cl o..ci,,.,...,.,...r+i
........
,.,... ......-i:r-~

O
mmml(h•

/-/ I_
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0()0000

O

rd - 1d rdalioa

~

dcf - rd'rdalicm

__.,.

n,f -dcfnebtion
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Basic Calling Structures
C 1997 Hans-Lud,.ig Hausen
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Grammar-based Metrication

e JW'J Hans-Lud\liig Hau~n

program := statement
cfc program:= cfc

slaU:mcnl

statement := < S 1 <; or II> S2 <; or II>

<; or II> Sn>

cfc statement= f statement ( cfc s, , ... , cfcs. )
cfc assign := f assign ( cfC left hand side, cfc right hand side )
cfc assign := ( cfC left hand side + cfc right hand side )
cfc right hand side := case
arithmetic expression : cfC arithmetic-expression

boolean expression : cfC boolean-expression
cfc if-then-else :=f if-then-else ( cfc cond-part , cfc then-part , r .! .
~rt )
~
Example cfc if-then-else := cfc cond-part * ( cfc then-part
)

,_, '-
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00 Metrics ·-·I
•
•
•
•

Method Complexity
Instance Variables
Number of Methods
Method size in source
lines
• Method Size in byte
codes
• Class Heirarchy Depth

/-/

'-

/./

• Number of Direct
Subclasses
• Total Number of
Subclasses
· Method Access
Permissions
· Method Comments
· Class Comments
· Total Number of Key/
Support classes
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GQM Goal-Question-Measure/Metrics Paradigm (Basili/Rombach)
C)

1997 Hans-Ludwig Hausen

I . Establish the goals of the quality system!
What is the end goal and relation to the overall company business goals?
2. Establish questions?
What information do we need to know (what questions do we need to ask) to determine if we are meeting our
goals?
3 . For each question , what measure can we take to supply answers to the questions?

Q
questions lO de1crminc
whether we :ire meeting our
gaols

I-I I_

I-I
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INSTEAD OF A SUMMARY
Mandatory vs Recommended vs BestPractises
Divide each procedure in Quality Manual into m= sets of practises:
C 1997 lu»-Ludwii H2uscn

Mandatory - These practises are adequate to meet XYZ
certification requirements, and are meant to be assessed by
external auditors.
Recommended - This is the internal target which all
organization members are expected to meet. These will be
evaluated in the Internal Audit and an "Internal nonconformance "might be raised.
Best Practises - Employees who implement some of these best
practises will be rewarded for adhering to these best practises.
The Best Practises will gradually become recommended and recommended
practises will gradually become mandatory.

,_,
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A BRIEF MEDITATION ON THE ESSENTIAL NATURE OF SOFTWARE TESTING
Thus spake the master: "Any program, no matter how small, contains
bugs."
The novice did not believe the master's words. "What if the program
were so small that it performed a single function?" he asked.

"Such a program would have no meaning," said the master, "but if
such a one existed, the operating system would fail eventually,
producing a bug."
But the novice was not satisfied. "What if the operating system did not
fail?" he asked.

There is no operating system that does not fail," said the master, but if
such a one existed, the hardware would fail eventually, producing a
bug."
The novice still was not satisfied. "What if the hardware did not fail?"
he asked.

The master gave a great sigh. "There is no hardware that does not
fail," he said, but if such a one existed, the user would want the
program to do something different, and this too is a bug.
A program without bugs would be an absurdity, a nonesuch. If there
were a program without any bugs then the world would cease to
exist."

Geoffrey James, The Zen ofProgramming
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Modal Testing Strategies
Overview

Part 1:
•

Basic 00 Testing Approach

•

FREE State Model

•

Scope I: Implementation-based class test.

•

Scope II: Responsibility-based class/small cluster test.

Part 2:

97198

•

Scope III: Architecture-based large cluster/subsystem
.
.
integration.

•

Scope IV: Usage-based system test.

«:>
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Modal I 1

MODAL TESTING STRATEGIES: PART I

Basic Testing Strategy

Develop
Representation-based
and Heuristic Tests

Run Tests

Debug

NO

YES

NO

Promote IUT

Modal 1

2

<O
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The Free State Model.

FREE State Model
Choosing a test-effective sequence of messages is the basic problem of 00
testing.
We need a testable model of "behavior".
•

State is the result of method activation.

•

A single state may be computed by one or several methods.

•

Mealy-type model.

Events are either:
•

Method activation.

•

Interrupts that change the state of an instance variable (i.e.,
we' re testing an actor class.)

Actions are either:

97198

•

Message response (values returned to the client.)

•

Messages sent to servers or other interfaces.

'° 1994-1997 RBSC Corporation
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MODAL TESTING STRATEGIES: PART I

The Free State Model.

What Does "State" Mean?
•

State is often a shorthand for the "current values assigned to the
instance variables of a particular object."

•

This view is too granular for effective testing.

Account.last_date

r 102a22

i

i

I I

I I

Account.Id

Account.balance

Figure 2 Primitive View of State

Modal 1 4
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The Free State Model.
•

We're interested in states that determine behavior.

•

We need an unambiguous, testable definition of state.

•

State Invariant = unique postcondition + class invariant.

Account.last_date

I

f

Account.Id

Account.balance

Figure 3 Aggregate State Model

97198
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MODAL TESTING STRATEGIES: PART I

The Free State Model.

Initial and Final States
The FREE state model adds two states to an abstract model of the class
under test.
•

The alpha state, a, can be thought of as the object declaration:
the state of the object under test before it has been created
(constructed, instantiated).

•

The omega state, uJ, is the final state of the object under test.
The uJ state results after the OUT has been transformed so
that it is not usable (goes out of scope, is destructed,
deallocated, etc.)

The alpha and omega states are placeholders necessary for consistent graph
models.
•

The a state provides a way to easily model multiple
constructors, obviating the need to arbitrarily choose the
result of one as an initial state.

•

The a state allows modeling of constructors which produce
different initial states.

•

The uJ state provides a way to model a final state, obviating
the need to arbitrarily choose some active state as the final
state.

•

Object creation and destruction can be explicitly modeled and
tested.

Two other general states are defined: f), the set of all states reachable from
a and y, the set of illegal/undefined states.

Modal 1 6
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Scope I: Intra-Class Implementation Testing

Scope I: Implementation-based Test
•

How can we assess inter-method/intra-class coverage?

•

Class Flow Graph: supports intra-class, inter-method path
coverage.

•

Derived from method flow graphs and FREE state model.

•

Applicable to modal and non-modal classes.

Conventional white-box testing starts from paths in single-entry, singleexit code. However, a class typically contains many single-entry, singleexit (SESE) code segments:
•

In C + +, each member function is a SESE segment.

•

In Smalltalk, each method is a SESE segment.

•

In Eiffel, each routine is a SESE segment.

The methods in a class access the same instance variables and must
cooperate for correct execution under all possible activation sequences.
•
•

What is the control flow for the entire class?
What is the data flow for the entire class?

To answer these questions, we need:
•
•

A state model for the class under test.
Control flow graphs for each method.

With this, we can model control and data flow for the entire class.

97198
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MODAL TESTING STRATEGIES: PART I

The FREE Flow Graph
The FREE Flow graph is based on the following observation.
•

Methods compute state(s).

•

A single transition edge may be replaced by the flow graph of
the method which causes the transition.

Graph Construction
A FREE Flow graph is constructed in two steps.

Modal 1 8

•

Method graphs are substituted for transitions.

•

Edges are added to link the state exit/method entry and
method exit/state entry nodes.

() 1994-1997, RBSC Corporation
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Scope L· Intra-Class Implementation Testing

Class Flow Model
A FREE Flow graph is constructed in two steps.
•

Method graphs are substituted for transitions.

•

Edges are added to link the state exit/ method entry and
method exit/state entry nodes.

Method Graphs

Class State Model
Expanded State Model

+

X .a

Connect method/state entry/exit

FREE Flow Graph

97198
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MODAL TESTING STRATEGIES: PART I

The Dr Fizz Depository
We'll develop a FREE Flow graph for the Depository of the Dr. Fizz
vending machine.
The class Depository provides an application interface to device that
accepts coins and bills in a vending machine, per the following state
model.

Current State
Message/Event

coin_drop

Empty
Action

Next
State

d=O

Tfalse

Empty

d>O

Ttrue

Accum

Tfalse

Empty

paid_price d<p

Collecting

Accumulating

d >= p

Action

Next State Action

Next
State

Tfalse

Accum

Tfalse

Collect

Ttrue

Collect

Ttrue

Collect

! n,n,n,n

Empty

! return()
Ttrue

Empty

!accept()
Ttruel Tfalse

Collect

give change
return_deposit

Tfalse

Empty

! return()
Ttrue

accept_deposit

!
T

< function name >
< return value >

Empty

indicates an outbound message to a server of the CUT or function call.
indicates the response to message accepted by the CUT and returned to its
server.

The following function calls provide a low-level device interface.
// Depository Device AP!
II
//
void accept()
/*
//
void return()
/*
//
//
//
//
//
//

Modal 1 10

int deposit()
/*
void change(
/*
int n 5,
int n-,o,
int n-25,
int n=100)

Customer coins and bills released into secure money box
Release all coins and bills in counter to customer return
slot
Returns amount of all coins and bills held in counter
Dispenses change as indicated

c 1994-1997, RBSC Corporation
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Scope L· Intra-Class Implementation Testing

The Dr Fizz Depository
Depository::Depository()

0

{}

Boo1ean Depository: :coin_drop()
{

if

(deposit() != 0)
return true;
e1se
return fa1se;

Boo1ean Depository: :paid_price(int price)
{

(deposit() >= price)
return true;
e1se
return fa1se;

if

void Depository: :give_change(int price)
{

int change_due = price - deposit();
int n 100
change_due
int n 25
change_due
int n 10
change_due
int n 5

-

=
=
=

change_due
change_due
change_due
change_due
change_due
change_due
change_due

I 100;

-

n 100;

I 25;

0 G

- n - 25;
I 10;

-

n 10;

I 10 ;

change(n_5, n_l0, n_25, n_lO0);

Boo1ean Depository: : return_deposit()
{

return();
if deposit() ! = 0
return true;
e1se
return fa1se;

void Depository: :accept_deposit()
{

accept();
if deposit() ! = 0
return true;
else
return fa1se;

97198
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MODAL TESTING STRATEGIES: PART I

Depository Class State Model

-

Depository

I

a

i

-

-_I

I

-I

w

C

-

I
coin_drop: (d

=

oil

Empty
paid price: (d < p)

I

''

1 false

retum deooalt
I retumO; 1 fala•

1 false

coin drop: (d ;, 0)
1 true

paid_price: (d < p)
.

I

''

1 false

: Accumulating
return deposit
! return(); 1 true
paid price: (d :? p)
1 true

return deposit
I return(); 1 true

paid price: (d :? p)

r true

,,

't' ,,.

I

I
Igive

change

Collecting

accept deposit
accept{)

I

l change(n ,d,q,b)

Modal 1 12
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Scope L· Intra-Class Implementation Testing

Depository FREE Flow Graph

Depository

a

w
Empty

Ace um ulating

Collecting

G
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MODAL TESTING STRATEGIES: PART I

Test Case Derivation
We now have a graph model of the entire class.
•

We can identify all intra-class control paths.

•

We can identify all intra-class du paths for instance variables.

•

We can apply all the preceding test case techniques at the class
level.

The C + + language presents some complications for intra-class data flow
testing.

Modal 1 14

•

Aliasing.

•

Externally defined global variables.

'° 1994-1997, RBSC Corporation
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Scope II: Responsibility-based Class/Small Cluster Test
At Scope II, we uses OOA/D to design tests for classes and small clusters
using behavior models, state-space coverage, and interface dataflow
analysis.

97198

•

Based on Class Modality

•

Exercise all exported features.

•

Determine the Mode of the class/cluster under test.

•

Develop a mode-appropriate test model.

•

Identify message sequence which exercises sequential
constraints.

•

Tabulate events and actions along each path to form test cases.

•

Develop test data for the path by domain analysis on events
and actions.

"' 1994-1997 RBSC Corporation
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MODAL TESTING STRATEGIES: PART I

Class Modality
•

A non-modal class does not impose any constraints on the sequence
of messages accepted (e.g. DateTime).

•

A uni-modal class has constraints on the acceptable sequence of
messages, regardless of content.

•

A quasi-modal class does not impose sequential constraints on
message acceptance. Instead, domain (content) constraints
determine message acceptance (e.g. Stack).

•

A modal class has both message and domain constraints on the
acceptable sequence of messages (e.g. Account).

Different kinds of faults can occur in each modality.
•

For example, non-modal classes cannot have sequence faults since
all sequences are allowed.

•

Modality allows us to focus on most probable faults.
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Non-Modal: DateTime
DateTime encapsulates a representation of a single date and time and
provides operations on this representation.
•

There are no sequential constraints on operations and there are no
states which cause different behavior.

•

Any operation may follow any other (excluding
construction/destruction.)

DateTime {
SetSec ( Sec)
SetMin (Min)
SetHour (Hour)
SetZone (Zone)
SetDay (DayofMonth)
SetMonth (Month)
SetYear (Year)
GetSec
GetMin
GetHour
GetZone
GetDay
GetMonth
GetYear
Equal (ADate, ADate)
Subtract (ADate,Adate)
Add (ADate,ADate)

}
The domain boundaries its instance variables must be defined.
Second
Integer
0,59
Minute
Integer
0,59
Hour
Integer
0,23
Day
Integer
0,366
Year
Integer
1900,65363
Zone
Integer
1,24 (1 = GMT)
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MODAL TESTING STRATEGIES: PART I

Non-Modal: DateTime
Table 4 shows the generic test points produced by applying the vertex probe
strategy to class Account. This example uses domain-specific adjacency
descriptors (minimum, maximum, etc.) These descriptors are not appropriate for
all domains, so we define general descriptors for vertex adjacency values as
follows:
µ
x

M
€

The lower bound of a domain
Any non-adjacent, in-domain value.
The upper bound of a domain
The smallest difference defined for this domain

We will also want to select non-adjacent values (x) from a domain. There are
many formal and heuristic strategies for in-domain selection, including random
sampling. The vertex adjacency set V, has six members:
µ-€
µ

µ+€

M-€
M
M+E

Outside the lower bound
The lower bound
Adjacency to the lower bound
Adjacent to the upper bound
The upper bound
Outside the upper bound

The vertex probe test points are obtained by selecting V for each st.ate variable
(the focus vertex) and holding all other variables to one adjacency value. A
different constant adjacency value is used for each focus variable.
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Non-Modal: DateTime
Test
Points

Second

Minute

Hour

Day

Year

Zone

Type

1-7

V

µ-£

µ- E

µ- E

µ-£

µ-c

Off

8-14

µ

V

µ

µ

µ

µ

On/Off

15-21

µ +E

µ +c

V

µ+£

µ +E

µ +c

On/Off

22-28

M-E

M-c

M-E

V

M-E

M-c

On/Off

29-35

M

M

M

M

V

M

On/Off

36-42

M+E

M+E

M+E

M+c

M+E

V

Off

Test
Point

Second

Minute

Hour

Day

Year

Zone

Type

1

µ-E

µ-E

µ-E

µ-E

µ-c

µ-c

Off

2

µ

µ-E

µ- E

µ-c

µ-E

µ -£

Off

3

µ +E

µ-E

µ-E

µ-E

µ-c

µ-c

Off

4

X

µ-£

µ- E

µ-E

µ-c

µ-c

Off

5

M-E

µ-E

µ- E

µ-E

µ-c

µ-c

Off

6

M

µ-E

µ-E

µ-E

µ-E

µ-E

Off

7

M+E

µ-£

µ- E

µ-£

µ-£

µ-c

Off

Test Point

Second

Minute

Hour

Day

Year

Zone

Type

1

-1

-1

-1

-1

1899

0

Off

2

0

-1

-1

-1

1899

0

Off

3

1

-1

-1

-1

1899

0

Off

4

42

-1

-1

-1

1899

0

Off

5

58

-1

-1

-1

1899

0

Off

6

59

-1

-1

-1

1899

0

Off

7

60

-1

-1

-1

1899

0

Off
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Non-Modal: DateTime
A non-modal class does not require that any particular order be used to
send the messages which probe its vertices. However, we still need to
choose a sequence to send messages. There are several possible ways to
select sequences.

Heuristic.
If there are sequences which are suspect for any reason, use
them. For example, we may suspect that operations involving
a Leap year or February 29 may fail.

Define-Use.
A define-use sequence would consist of necessary set-methods
to set the vertex points, and then follow each set message with
messages to all get methods.

Random.
The sequence of get and set calls is assigned randomly.
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Non-modal Define-Use Model

X.a

.- --I

ctor 1, 2, ... n

I

dtor

Defined

Activation
Side Effect

getMethods
setMethods

setMethods
dtor

----------•
ctor/
exception

Used

Activation
Side Effect

getMethods
I

--------------------·
Exception

Garbage
Collection

I

I:
I

Any Message

Out of
Scope

,-

,

~----~

,-

1:

-

X.w

Any Message
Exception
:
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MODAL TESTING STRATEGIES: PART I

Quasi-Modal: Stack
A quasi-modal class does not have message-specific constraints on sequence
but does limit message acceptability according to content.
•

Container and collection classes are typically quasi-modal.

•

Stack is quasi-modal because the non-specific response of a Stack
object to any given message depends on the content of the Stack
object, not on the last message sent.

•

With quasi-modal classes, meta-parameters and meta-parameter
relationships determine behavior. Specific values are often irrelevant.

In Stack the parameters of interest are maximum size and the current
number of stack elements.
•

These parameters can typically be found by examining pre- and post
conditions and class invariants.

•

Tthe vertex probe strategy is used to select test points.
1.

Characterize the state by its constraint parameters (not by
content).

2.

Treat parameter as a state variable.

3.

Select values for each by applying the vertex probe pattern.

The following table shows the test points selected by applying the vertex
probe strategy to the defining parameters of stack: minimum number of
elements and maximum number of elements.
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Quasi-Modal: Stack
Test Point

Number of
elements

Maximum
Number of
Elements

Condition

Type

1

µ-E

rand(x)

Error

Off

2

µ

rand(x)

Empty

On

3

µ +E

rand(x)

Loaded

On

4

rand(x)

rand(x)

Loaded

On

5

M-E

rand(x)

Loaded

On

6

M

rand(x)

Full

On

7

M+E

rand(x)

Error

Off

8

rand(x)

µ-E

Error

Off

9

rand(x)

µ

Error

Off

10

rand(x)

µ +E

Loaded

On

11

rand(x)

rand(x)

Loaded

On

12

rand(x)

M-E

Loaded

On

13

rand(x)

M

Loaded

On

14

rand(x)

M+E

Error

Off
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Modal: Account
Suppose we wish to test class Account, The business requirements for
Account are as follows.
•

Support transactions to open, debit, credit, report balance,
freeze/ unfreeze, deactivate, settle, and close an account.

•

An open account accepts all transactions except settle.

•

When the balance is negative, the account is overdrawn.

•

An overdrawn account can accept balance inquiry, credits, fee
debits, but not customer debits. No other transactions are
accepted when an account is overdrawn.

•

When an account is frozen, it can only be unfrozen or report
its balance. No other type of transaction is allowed on a
frozen account.

•

If an account has not had any activity for five years, it
becomes inactive. Only an inactive account can accept a settle
transaction. The settle transaction zero-balances the account
and causes it to become closed.

•

Modal 1
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An account must be zero-balanced to be closed. Once an
account is closed, no other transactions are allowed.
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Modal: Account
The class interface specification for Account is as follows.
Name:

Account

Superclass:

Object

Operations:

balance

Report the account ' s current
balance .

credit

Add the credit amount to the
balance .

debit

Subtract the debit amount from
the balance.

open

Create an account.

freeze

Suspend customer transactions.

unfreeze

Allow customer transactions.

settle

Force zero balance.

close

Terminate all activity.

balance

Current balance.

number

Account number.

lastactivity

Date of last transaction.

Attributes:

97198
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MODAL TESTING STRATEGIES: PART I

Modal: Account
The state model for Account is ...

[ I customer] debit

OVER
DRAWN

balance

debit [b<O]

credit [b <! OJ

open

-

-

credit

balance

balance
freeze

OPEN

FROZEN

unfreeze
' '

J~

debit

[(currentYear - lastYear) > 5]

credit

INACTIVE

-

balance

[b=O] close

settle

,.

CLOSED
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The Transition Tree
The first step is to prepare the transition tree. 1

•

The initial state is the root node of the tree.

•

An edge is drawn for every transition out of the root state to
a node that represents the resultant state.

•

For each node just drawn, if the state it represents has already
been drawn or is a final state, the node is marked as terminal
(no more transitions are considered under this branch.)

•

This procedure is repeated until all nodes have been marked as
terminal.

Next, transition test sequences are transcribed from the tree. Each full and
partial branch in the tree (an event path) becomes a test case.

This procedure for transition test sequences is adapted from [Chow 78]. It requires that the state
specification for the system under test is: (1) complete (all states have events and actions), (2)
m~nim.il (no redundant or unnecessary states), (3) has an initial state, and (4) there are no
unreachable states.
97198
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MODAL TESTING STRATEGIES: PART I

The Transition Tree

balance

~

Open
credit

Open

-~

~,

debit

Open

I~

debit [b<O]

Overdrawn
open

Open

1/ "''

~'
K...1

freeze

Frozen

Overdrawn
[I custom er] debit

Overdrawn

,

~

;. ,

balance

~,
~,
~,

~ I

credit

Overdrawn
credit [b~ OJ

Open

balance

Frozen
unfreeze

Open

[(currentYear - lastYear) > 5]

\,

Inactive

k->-1
\

\

balance

Inactive
settle

Closed

[b=O] close

1
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Conditional Transition Tests
With conditional transitions, we need to be sure that all conditional
transition outcomes have been exercised.
•

During conformance testing, we want a conditional transition
to fire when we send a message which meets its condition.
But what happens when the condition is not true?

•

For each conditional transition, we need to develop a truth
table for the variables in the condition.

•

An additional test case is developed for each entry in the truth
table which is not exercised by the conformance tests.

•

This test is added to the transition tree.

Event Path Sensitization.

97198

•

Values (or states) necessary for conditional expression must be
determined by analysis.

•

We can use the same approach taken to identify path
conditions for source code.
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Conditional Transition Tests

balance

Open
· credit

,~

, debit [ b > 0

;~

Open

·,

!!
11

j:
new

·~

Open

:A

debit [ b < 0 ]

~I

Overdrawn

,

l(

_____
O~p_en_ _

:~

Overdrawn

I

I,

balance

/ ~I

K
·

Overdrawn

credit

b < O

Overdrawn

~

·- ~I

::

Overdrawn
[!customer] debit

1

debit [ b = 0 ]

,

1

j

Open

[customer] debit

credit( b > 0 ]

Open
credit [ b = 0 ]

~I
.,.

freeze

\\',. ,

Frozen

~ YI
~

~I

\i

balance

Frozen

unfreeze

Open

[(currentYear - lastYear) > 5]

Inactive

~

,...b_a_la_n_ce_ _ _ ___,

Inactive

::.11...I

•!

\, [b , OJ close I error

•

Open

Open

settle [b=O]

~

Closed

[b=O] close

,
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Account Test Cases
Test Run/Event Path
Level2

Run

Level 1

1

new

2

new

balance

Open

3

new

credit

Open

4

new

debit [b > OJ

Open

5

new

debit rb = Ol

Open

6

new

debit rb < Ol

Overdrawn

7

new

debit rb < Ol

[customer] debit

Overdrawn

8

new

debit rb < OJ

[!customer] debit

Overdrawn

9

new

debit [b < OJ

balance

Overdrawn

10

new

debit [b < OJ

credit [b < OJ

Overdrawn

11

new

debit rb < 01

credit rb > Ol

12

new

credit rb = Ol

13

new

debit rb < Ol
freeze

Open
Open

14

new

freeze

balance

15

new

freeze

unfreeze

16

new

[cY-lY > 5]

17

new

[cY - lY > 5]

balance

Inactive

18

new

[cY - lY > 5]

settle[ b = 0]

19

new

f b < > 0 l close

Closed
Open

20

new

r b = 0 l close

Closed

97198
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Terminal state
Open

Frozen
Frozen
Open
Inactive
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Account Test Cases

I

II
Test
Values

Test Data Item

I 2.1

a

State

a

I 2.2

I

Open

account Id

0000001

balance

0.01

last date

<today>

Message

balance

new

new

5000.00

0.01

Open

Open

Open

account Id

0000001

0000001

0000001

balance

5000.00

0.01

0.01

last date

<today>

<today>

<today>

amount
Expected
Result

I1

State

Returned Value
account Id
balance

0.01

last date
Outbound Messages
Exception

Maximize variabiliry: use different values in each test!
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Account Test Cases
Here is an example of path sensitization needed for test run 10.

I

I
Test
Values

Test Data Item

a

State

I

10.2

I 10.3

I

Open

Overdrawn

account Id

000001

000001

balance

999 999 999 .00

-0.02

last date

<today>

<today>

new

debit

credit

999 999 999.00

999 999 999 .02

0.01

Open

Overdrawn

Overdrawn

account Id

0000001

0000001

0000001

balance

999 999 999 .00

-0.02

-0.01

last date

<today>

<today>

<today>

Message
amount
Expected
Result

I 10.1

State

Returned Value
account Id
balance
last date
Outbound
Messages
Exception

Maximize variability: use diflerent values in each test!
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Conformance is not Enough
A state-based test suite developed by the foregoing approach will find all:
•

Incorrect or missing transitions.

•

Incorrect or missing actions.

•

Corrupt states.

If all conformance tests pass, we've shown that the class under test
conforms to the behavior model. But this is not a complete test.
•

A behavior model is interpreted to mean "don't do anything
other than what is explicitly represented."

•

We need tests that prove this assumption.

•

These are called sneak path tests.

We test for sneak paths by sending illegal messages.
•
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For each specified state, a sneak path is possible for each
message not accepted in that state.
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A BRIEF MEDITATION ON THE ESSENTIAL NATURE OF SOFTWARE TESTING
Thus spake the master: "Any program, no matter how small, contains
bugs."
The novice did not believe the master's words. "What if the program
were so small that it performed a single function?" he asked.

"Such a program would have no meaning," said the master, "but if
such a one existed, the operating system would fail eventually,
producing a bug."
But the novice was not satisfied. "What if the operating system did not
fail?" he asked.

There is no operating system that does not fail," said the master, but if
such a one existed, the hardware would fail eventually, producing a
bug."
The novice still was not satisfied. "What if the hardware did not fail?"
he asked.

The master gave a great sigh. "There is no hardware that does not
fail," he said, but if such a one existed, the user would want the
program to do something different, and this too is a bug.
A program without bugs would be an absurdity, a nonesuch. If there
were a program without any bugs then the world would cease to
exist."

Geoffrey James, The Zen ofProgramming
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Modal Testing Strategies: Part II
Overview
Part 1:

•

Basic 00 Testing Approach

•

FREE State Model

•

Scope I: Implementation-based class test.

•

Scope II: Responsibility-based class/ small cluster test.

Part 2:

97198

•

Scope III: Architecture-based large cluster/subsystem
.
.
mtegrat10n.

•

Scope IV: Usage-based system test.

~
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MODAL TESTING STRATEGIES: PART II

Basic Testing Strategy

Develop
Representation-based
and Heuristic Tests

Run Tests

Debug

NO

YES

NO

Promote IUT
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Scope III: Subsystem Integration Test

Scope III: Large Cluster /Subsystem Integration
OOA/D-based tests for large clusters and subsystems are developed using
thread analysis and hierarchic state models.
•

Coverage of end-to-end threads.

•

Threads derived synthesized mode machine.

•

Test suite produced by same technique used for modal
Class/Small Cluster.

•

Explicit mapping to use-cases.

We'll see how the mode machine can be synthesized by using the Dr Fizz
example.
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0~

I) r-

0~

t=izz

0

Gee Whiz, I Want a Fizz!

0

r_- _-_-_-_- _-_J

Ur r=izz

Classic

Deposit
75¢

D

r_-_-_- _- _-_-_J

uiet

l)r t=izz

Return

I

0
/

-------1
§
D

l

______

No Change, Use Exact Coins

_j

~ -

~

-
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Make a Selection

-- -- -- Out of Order

Empty, Try Another
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Scope III: Subsystem Integration Test

MESSAGE
DISPLAY

RETURN
BUTTON

DEPOSITORY

-

INTERLOCK
SENSOR

CHANGE
DISPENSER

EMPTY
INDICATOR

MICROCONTROLLER

SELECTOR
BUTTON 1

SELECTOR
BUTTON 2

-·

-

-

-

SELECTOR
BUTTON 3

ITEM RACK 1

ITEM RACK 2

ITEM RACK 3

-

-

EMPTY
INDICATOR

EMPTY
INDICATOR

EMPTY
INDICATOR

SELECTOR
BUTTON 4

ITEM RACK 4

-

EMPTY
INDICATOR

SELECTOR
BUTTON 5

ITEM RACK 5

-

EMPTY
INDICATOR

Block Diagram: Dr. Fizz Vending Machine
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clear
select
outOfOrder

~
giveChange

release Item
allEmpty
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open
false

n

'~

l'

LOCK
OPEN

-

class Lock
public:

true
,__

boolean
boolean

...

LOCK
CLOSED

{

closed{)
open()

} ;

-

OPEN

LI

true

closed

CLOSED

---

open

r

closed
false

L

£_Closed)

1

,_£Closed)

2

( Closed)

\

Open

~ Open )

3

}>( Open )

4

\Closed)

5

Class State Control Test Plan
TtstCau

:

TestEnnt

Test Input

I

Expected Response

closed 1

_I

true

cloud

2

open

-i

false !

cloud

3

LOCK OPEN

i

Open

I
I

closed 'I
LOCK OPEN

,5

LOCK OPEN !

I

I

LOCK CLOSED :

IC

false
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Expected State

1

Open
true

Open
Open

i

Open
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,, y
LOADED

LOW

l'

'

give Change

CHANGE
REGISTER

-

c1ass Changer {
pub1ic :
int
giveChange(chng_amt)
boo1ean fau1t ()

...

} ;

NOT LOW

-

give Change

EMPTY

L

/Loaded)

1

( L o a d e d ~ ~ . , ( Empty )

2

Empty

\Loaded)

3

Class State Control Test Plan
iTestCan

1
2

Tut Input

Tut Event

-I

LOW

I
i

NOTLOW
3

LOW
giveCbange
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CHANGE
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Expected State
Loaded

I

Empty

l

Loaded I
Empty
No Change

I

Empty !
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depAmt
0

'

class Depository {
public:
int depAmt()
II

"

II keep deposit

void accept ()
~

EMPTY

amount held

} ;

~

-

accept

' ' RETURN
PRESS

COIN DROP

DROP DEPOSIT

"
~

depAmt
dep

HOLDING

LJ

COIN DROP

[Empty)

L

1

iHolding)

2

( Empty } ~ ~ H o l d i n g )
Holding

3

\~Empty)

4

\Empty)

5

Depository State Control Test Plan
Test Case
1

J2

Ii

Test Event

II

depAmt :
COIN DROP

Test Input

Expected Response

-

0

DIME

-

-

depAmt

Holding

NICKLE

-

-

DROP CASH BOX

Empty

COIN DROP :

QUARTER

-

Holding

RETURN i

-

Release

Empty

COIN DROP •

QUARTER !

i

COIN DROP

I
COIN DROP I
accept I

NICKLE i

i

I

I
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II
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Empty
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I
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Expected State

!
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'--

w

reset

I ...

-

RESET

reset

'' BUTTON

whatltem

PRESS

w

whatltem = b reg

c1ass Se1ector
pub1i c:
voi d reset()
int whatltem ()
I / number of first debounced
keypress since reset

...

ENABLED

} ;

( Reset

I

) ~~

Reset )

1

Reset )

2

Class State Control Test Plan
Test Case
1

TestEmt

:

10

Eipected Response

!

E1pected State

whatltem

-

Enabled

BUTTON nI

I
-I

n

Reset

-

Enabled

I

I

rm(
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~"
t
STOCKED

empty
false

·1

class Item {
public:
boolean dropitem()
II Sends release signal
II Return false if can't drop
boolean empty()
II returns true if item empty

drop/fem

SIGNAL
.._ RELEASE

H

EMPTY

empty
true

-

.

...

NOT EMPTY

} ;

"

drop/fem

EMPTY

L

/stocked)

1

j__stockedj

2

(stocked)

~Empty)

3

~>(Empty)

4

\Stockedj

5

Item State Control Test Plan
!Test Cm
1

;2

i

Test Event

I

false

Stocked ·

RELEASE

Stocked :

'

EIIPTY !

I

e11pty

dropllm

I

Empty

true

I

-!

Empty

I

-

Empty

I

EIIPTY

<t>

-'

iI

NOT EIIPTY
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Elpected Stale

empty

EMPTY

5

Expected Response

droplttm

3
I

Tut Input
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al/Empty

nfalse

,.

• 'f
-

STOCK
AVAILABLE

has/tern
release Item

I item .empty
class Stock {
public :
boolean hasitem(select_num)
// returns true if item
available
void releaseitem(select_num)
boolean al1Empty ()
II returns true if all ite
empty

Ddropltem
,..._

"

all item.empty= true

any item .empty = false

w
al/Empty

...

,---

ALL EMPTY

ntrue

) ;

•

£...stock Available)

1

Stock Available}

2

I

I

( stock Available~

~

All Empty

}'>{

All Empty
All Empty

)
)

3
4

~Stock Available)

5

\Stock Availablej

6

Stock State Control Test Plan
Test Case

Testnput

Test Event

1

aDEmpty

I

2

reltaseltem

I

!

all=emply j

3

aDEmpty

i

I

all=emply

'

reluseltem

5

all=empty
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-I
I

lrut J
I

-1

!

any:1ot empty
6

S~ckAnilable

false

dropttem l

I

I

Expected State

E1p1cted Response

'
i
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S~ckAnilable
AIIEmpty
AIIEmply

AIIE111ply
AIIE111pty

-

S~ckAnllable j

Item.empty

StockAvailable I

AIIE111pty l
.

I
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Power On

p osition

=open

''

I

~

~

-

~

IDLE

,...._

dep

~

Position=
closed

n
I

-

ACCEPTING
COINS

SERVICING

LJ

H

OUT OF
ORDER

dep > O

deg_ < g_rice

' f

Ne wPosition=
op en

=O

deviceFault

n

"OutOfOrder"

-

dep

~

dep

price

=O

reset
clear

"Select"
whatltem

''

AWAITING
SELECTION

---

hasltem = false

_J

whatltem

I

hasltem = true
accept
release Item
giveChange
clear

State Model: Controller Class
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i

H
H

Out Of Order
Servicing

.~

f!

Servicing
Idle

H

Idle

)

1

)

2
Awaiting Selection

(

Idle

)

}._Awaiting Selection):-,{

Idle

\

Idle

Accepting Coins
Accepting Coins

\
\

Idle

Idle

)
)

3
4
5
6

)

)

7

Controller State Control Test Plan
I Test Can
I

2

a
I

1,

r..1en1t

i

dnlcelaul i
lock.0011 1
lock.cloud
1oct.opea I
lock.cloud
dnAmt> 0
deoAmt >= Prin i
:

11as11a:ra1s, I
deoAllt>O I
dtoAmt >= Pritt
I
basltem:tn1 I
i

'

:

;

s

'
i

7
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I
I

Ex .. cttd Resnonn
OutolOrdtr '
I
Clearl
Clear

I
I
I

i
I
I

i

d10A11t >ol
deoAmt >: Prlct l

dnAmt=O
deoAmt> 0
dtoAmt< orlct
dtpAmt: 0
dtoAmt >O
denA11t= O

~

I
·select" .
whllt1111
basl111 I
whtlt••

I
I

"Seiter
wball••
bastte11
reluutt,11
accut
ainChnae l
clear
"$tiler
wbatlt11
bask••
Clear
I
I

!
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ExD1Cltd Stat,
01to!Onltr
SIIYk:lna :

idll '
S11Yk:lna
Idle
AcctDlilla Coils
Awailina Seltctioo
Awalioa Stltctioo
Awalioa S1lectio1
Awaliaa Seltctioo
Acnotioa Coills I
Awaltlna Seltctlo1 I
Awalina S.ltction
Awaltltla Selectlo•
Awaltlna Selection
Awalina S1lectio1
Awaltltla Stleclio1
Idle
Acce•tio• Coils
Awallu s,1ec11o1
Awai11111Stllction
Awalilla Stltctioa
Idle
Acceoliaa Coins
Acctotina Coins
Idle
AcctPllna Coins
Idle
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Mode Machine Synthesis
The mode machine can be synthesized by the following procedure.

1.

Start with mode 0.

List all events accepted in mode 0

2.

•

Write thread expression for each event.

•

There is a new mode for each thread expression.

For each new mode:
•

List all events accepted in this mode.

•

Write a thread expression for each event.

If the resultant mode is already written, the thread is a
transition back to this mode.
Otherwise the resultant mode is a new mode.

3.

Step 2 continues recursively until no new modes are written.

resultant mode = unchanged states + changed states

97198
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Thread Expressions
A thread is a feasible path of uses from a receptor to an emitter(s). It is a
chain of transitions beginning with an external event and ending in a
response.

•

The thread expression and the transition operator are introduced to
represent threads. The transition operator
components of a Mealy-type transition.

< input action >

•

< current state > < output action >
< next state >

A thread expression contains at least one transition operator. When
two or more transition operators appear in an expression, the
output of transition n is the input of transition n + 1. A thread
expression is of the form:

Where sr ... sY

Modal 2
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S*, s' are current states, s" are resultant states.
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Mode Machine Synthesis
There are four mapping of interest between classes and the application
system:

(1) class states to system modes,

(2) class methods to system events,
(3) class uses to system responses,

(4) class transition functions to system transition functions.
These mapping can be obtained by synthesizing the mode machine from
the class state models. The synthesis uses iterative derivation of thread
expressions.

97198
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Mode Machine Synthesis

Class 1

Class 2

Class 3

r----------------------1,------------------,r-----------------------------------------~

I

ti
ti
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I
I

I
I
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!
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I
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Figure 13 Mode Machine Synthesis
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Mode Machine Test Cases
The mode machine can be used to derive integration test cases.

Each event/ response path is a thread.

97198

•

The mode model can be used to exercise all the global states of
the system.

•

Test cases are derived in by applying the transition tree
procedure to the mode machine.
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DR Fizz Mode Machine

MODE0

I

I

LOCK
Closed

CTL
Idle

OPEN/000

"

DEP
Empty

CNG
SEL STK
Loaded Reset Avl

DIS
Clear

I

Coin Drop/

I
I

Failure/000

i

, Return Button/
'Release Coins

Return Bu :ton/
Release Coins

Coin Drop/
' t

MODE 1
CTL
Ace

1

I

LOCK
Closed

DEP
CNG
SEL STK
Holding Loaded Reset Avl

Button(!ltem .Empty) /
dropltem ,
makeChange
Clear

CoinDrop (D ~ P) /
Make Selection
Button(ltem Empty) /

MODE 3
CTL
Sel

I
I

L

I

' t
/

;

DEP
CNG
SEL STK
*
Holding Loaded Enbld

LOCK
Closed

DIS
Cir

DIS
Sel

CLOSE/
Clear

MODE 2
._
CTL
Srv

LOCK
Open

DEP
Empty

"

CNG
SEL STK
Loaded Reset *

DIS
000

I
I

-

~

",

_,,-'
!

MODE4

I

I

OPEN/
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DR Fizz Mode Machine

Event Paths for DR Fizz Mode Machine

j_Mode o)
iMode 1)
(Mode O)

~
Mode 3

JModeo)
Mode 0
Mode 3
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Mode 4
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Scope IV: Usage-Based System Test
Produces OOA/D-based tests for application systems using
object-interaction diagrams and use-cases.
•

Level 1: Use-Case Compliance.

•

Level 2: Reliability Optimization.

•

Level 3: Integrity Verification.

Tests for an entire application system are developed from:

•

Extended use-cases.

•

Object-Interaction diagrams.

Level

0

Testing by poking
around

1

Use-case Compliance

Use Case
Coverage

Operational
Profile
Coverage

Thread
coverage

No

No

No

100%

No

No

100%

100%

No

Coverage
Required

Coverage
Required

100%

100%

100%

Coverage
Required

Coverage
Required

Coverage
Required

Coverage
Required

2

3

Reliability
Optimization
Integrity Verification
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Scope IV.· System Requirements Test

What's different about System Test for 00?
Does Implementation Matter?
•

In a word, NO.

•

System test may be conducted for 00 implementations the same
way it is conducted for conventional implementations.

BUT, a system test suite must be derived from a representation of capabilities
visible at the system boundary (i.e., the system requirements.)
•

Use-cases provide this information: "... the collection of use-cases is
the complete functionality of the system." Uacobson 92]

•

Object interaction diagrams can support system level coverage
analysis.

Implementation doesn't matter, but representation does.

97198

•

At the system level, FREE leverages (and thereby encourages)
investment in good Object-Oriented Analysis and Design
(OOA/D.)

•

With iterative development, it is crucial to minimize the "distance"
between representation and implementation.

•

Use-cases are an excellent source of system test cases.
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Use-case Primer

When a user uses the system, she or he will perform a
behaviorally related sequence of transactions in a dialogue with
the system. We call such a special sequence a use-case. Oacobson 9SaJ
'

A use-case is an abstraction of a sequence of external inputs to a system.
This sequence accomplishes a task which is important from a user's point
of view.
Use-cases were originated by Jacobson and have been adapted to many
OOA/D approaches including:

Modal 2 14

•

The Unified Modeling Language.

•

Wirfs-Brock's Responsibility-Driven Design.

•

Booch 00D.

•

Object Modeling Technique (OMT).

•

Bhur' s real-time method.

•

Demeter 000.

•

Object Behavior Analysis (as "scripts".)

•

Fusion.

<C>
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Use-case Primer

Use-Case Primer

A use-case model is developed during requirements analysis by
people who often have a lot of experience, either in designing
certain types of systems or in the business area being modeled.
These analysts do not necessarily know any particular
implementation technique more than superficially.
[Jacobson 95c]

Use-cases support development of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Functional requirements.
Classes (objects).
Allocation of functionality to classes (objects.)
Object interaction and object interfaces.
User interfaces.
User documentation.

Non-technical uses include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

97198

Determining development increments.
Establishing traceability.
Conceptualization and prototyping.
Determining system boundary.
Development resource and effort sizing.
Architectural partitioning.

qi
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The Use-Case Model
Jacobson's use-case model has several key elements.

Actor

Any person or system submitting or receiving information
from/to the system under test.

Block

An object, class, cluster, or subsystem participating in a
use-case.

Message

A interface between two blocks. This includes
object-to-object messages, interprocess communication
mechanisms, RPC, etc.

Operation

A specific sequence of messages that constitute all or part of a
use-case. An operation is atomic from an Actor's perspective.

Event

The sending of a message to a block.

System
Boundary

A subset of a use-case. Analogous to a conditional path in a
flow graph.

Course

The most common or typical course.

Alternative
Course

An optional, unusual, or fault-handling course.

Interaction
Diagram

A graph which shows the sequence of messages among blocks.

Scenario

A specific instance of a use-case. A use-case with specific
values specified for the use-case parameters and the state of the
SUT.

System
Boundary

An abstraction of the physical interface(s) for the SUT.
Includes sources producing messages accepted by blocks in the
SUT and sinks which accept messages generated by blocks in
the SUT.
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Use-case Primer

The Use-Case Model

The System Under Development

Use Case 1

Actor B
Use Case 2

Use Case 3
Actor A

Actor C

The Basic Use-Case Model

System
Boundary

Block 1

Block 2

Time

: Operation 1

L •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Block 3

•

: Operation 2

Interaction Diagram

97198
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Use-cases represent many views of a system.

A Use-case involves
one or many Actors

An Actor participates in one
or many Use-cases

A Use-case may
be a kind-of some
other Use-case

-~

"

I

,.,

"

I
I

"

~

--

-

"'

I,.

·;a.

'":"'-.I

I

I
I

"

I

"

r~

I
I

"''°' '"

--

--

I
r

I

--

I

I'--------'

--z

--

I
,i;;,

I'--------'

-

'-

I

--

i

I

--

--

./

-

--

I

--

0 )

~

A Use-case may
incorporate one or
more Use-cases

-

--

--

-

--

--

--

A Block supports one or many Use-cases
A Use-case is implemented by one or many Blocks
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Use-Case Testing

Use-cases: Test Ready or Not?
Jacobson suggests four general kinds tests be derived from use-cases:
•

Basic courses, or "the expected flow of events".

•

Odd courses, i.e., "all other flows of events".

•

Tests for any line-item requirements traceable to each use-case.

•

Tests for features described in user documentation traceable to each
use-case.

From a testing perspective, this is good as far as it goes. But some basic questions
are unanswered:

How do I choose test cases and specific test data values?

In what order should I apply my tests?

How do I know when I'm done?

97198
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Extended Use-cases
Use-cases, as defined in 00SE and other 00 methodologies, are necessary
but not sufficient for system test.

Extended Use-cases include:

•

A complete inventory of operational variables.

•

A complete specification of domain constraints for each
operational variable.

•

An operational relation for each use-case.

•

The relative frequency of each use-case.

•

Interaction diagrams annotated with selection, iteration, and
dynamic binding.

Extended use-cases may be prepared in conjunction with any 00A/D
technique which calls for use-cases.
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Use-Case Testing

Level 1: Use-case Compliance
Motivation
Use-cases represent "the complete functionality" of the system under test.
We need to be sure that:

•

No use-cases are omitted by the implementation.

•

Implemented use-cases produce correct results.

•

The use-case model is complete and consistent (this is not a
testing problem.)

This means we must validate and test all use-cases.

Strategy
The main steps in level 1 testing are:
1.

Amend the development process to produce a system
requirements model with extended use-cases.
Any 00 AID technique that calls for use-cases and
interaction diagrams will do as a basis.

2.

Develop a formal test plan for every extended use-case from
its operational relation.
When all such tests pass without failure, the system under test
has attained use-case compliance.

97198
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Cash Box ATM Example.
After considering scenarios for use of the CashBox A TM, we can see they
differ by the amount of the transaction, the state of the customer's
account, the state of card, the number of times a wrong PIN is entered, the
amount of cash in the ATM, the state of the A TM, etc.
These are operational variables.
Operational variables are part of use-cases.
Use-case

Actor

Scenario

ATM
Withdrawal

Bank Customer

(1) Wrong pin entered once,
requests $50.
(2) Pin entered ok, requests $100,
account closed.
(3) PIN entered ok, requests
$155.39, Account Okay, $150
dispensed.
(4) Stolen card inserted, valid PIN
entered.

ATM Cash
Replenishment

A TM Operator
with Armed Guard

(1) ATM opened, Cash dispenser is
empty, $15,000 is added.
(2) A TM opened, Cash dispenser is
full.
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A TM Operational Relation
When the operational variables are defined, we model logical relationships
among the operational variables and then select test cases based on these
relationships.
The operational variables are cast into an operational relation.
This is a decision table. When all the conditions in a row are true, the
corresponding action is to be produced.
•
Each row represents a mutually exclusive action.
•
Response is always the same (there are no hidden state variables.)
•
"Selection" of a row is not positional - ordering of the rows makes
no clifference.

I Oeerational Variables

II Exeected Result

I

Card PIN

Entered
PIN

Response from
Customer's
Bank

Customer
Account
Status

Message

Card
Action

Invalid

DC

DC

DC

Insert an
ATM Card

Eject

Valid

Matches
Card Pin

Bank
Acknowledges

Closed

Account
Closed

Eject

Open

Enter

Keep

Amount

Revoked

Over
Drawn

Account
NSF

Keep

Bank Does Not
Acknowledge

DC

Try Later

Eject

Doesn't
Match

DC

DC

ReEnterPIN

Keep

DC

Bank
Acknowledges

DC

Card Invalid

Retain

Bank Does Not
Acknowledge

DC

Card Invalid

Eject

DC~ Don't Care
97198
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The Operational Relation
The operational relation allows systematic selection of test cases.
•

At minimum, every row should made true once, false once.

•

H any operational variable specifies a range, tests that probe the
boundaries of the range should be added.

•

Beyond this, there are well-established algorithms for generating
tests from decision tables (Boolean formulas) [Beizer 90], [Weyuker
94].

How many tests should we select for each row?
•

We'll see how to establish an effort budget for each use-case.

•

The budget gives the number of test cases.

•

Test cases are developed for each use-case until the budget for that
use-case is exhausted.
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Use-Case Testing

Level 2: Reliability Optimization
Motivation

We need to decide what order to run our use-case based tests.

The operational profile provides an answer which also maximizes reliability
for a given testing budget.

•

The operational profile is a strategy for complex systems
which assumes bugs are randomly distributed.

•

Code which is used more often will therefore cause system
failures more often than infrequently used code.

•

If we allocate test effort in proportion to usage frequency,
field reliability is maximized.

The operational profile is well-suited to object-oriented systems.

97198

•

Object-oriented systems are typically composed of small
components and mosaic modularity.

•

Assuming that adequate testing has been done in scope I, II,
and III, bugs will tend to be evenly distributed over system
behaviors.

<e
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MODAL TESTING STRATEGIES: PART II

Level 2: Reliability Optimization
Strategy

Level 2 testing requires level 1 testing be conducted in accordance with the
operational profile.
•

Use-cases and operations are ranked according to relative
frequency.

•

Testing resources are allocated according to this profile.

This maximizes reliability for a given testing budget.

The main steps for level 2 testing include:

Modal 2
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3.

Prepare an operational profile for the SUT.

4.

Estimate your testing productivity.

5.

Establish your system testing effort budget.

c 1994-1997, RBSC Corporation
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Use-Case Testing

Software Reliability Engineering
The operational profile maximizes system reliability for a given testing
budget.

Testing driven by an operational profile is very efficient
because it identifies failures (and hence the faults causing
them) on average, in order of how often they occur.
This approach rapidly increases reliability - reduces failure
intensity - per unit of execution time because the failures that
occur most frequently are caused by the faulty operations
used most frequently.
Users will also detect failures in order of their frequency, if
they have not already been found in test.
[Musa 93J P 2s

To prepare an operational profile:
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•

Estimate relative frequency with which users (actors) perform each
use-case to be tested.

•

Break out use-cases where differences in operational variables lead to
significantly different usages.

IC>
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MODAL TESTING STRATEGIES: PART II

Level 2 Test Resource Plan for ATM

Assume our testing budget allows approximately 833 tests. Test effort is
allocated using the operational profile,

I Use Case

Modal 2

IProbability

I Number of tests

Cash Withdrawal

0.53

441

Checking Deposit

0.15

125

Savings Deposit

0.14

117

Funds Transfer

0.08

67

Balance Inquiry

0.06

50

Restock

0.02

17

Collect Deposits

0.02

16

1.00

833
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Use-Case Testing

Level 3: Integrity Verification
Motivation
During black-box unit testing, coverage tells us which statements (paths)
have and have not been exercised by a test suite.

•

If we've tested every facet of a specification and all reachable
code still has not been exercised, either we've found a
surprise, or our black-box tests are insufficient. ·

•

If the unexercised code is extraneous, it will probably lead to
failures.

•

If the unexercised code is non-extraneous and reachable, we
need to develop and run more tests.

Omissions

Faults

~
Specification
Implementation

Correct Code

Surprises

97198
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MODAL TESTING STRATEGIES: PART II

Level 3: Integrity Verification
Strategy

Level 3 testing requires demonstration that a Level 2 test suite provides
thread coverage.

•

Level 3 testing establishes an unambiguous measure of system
test completeness in the same way that code coverage
establishes completeness of unit tests.

•

We can find system surprises and untested threads by
checking the thread coverage of a level 2 test suite.

The main steps for level 3 testing include:

Modal 2
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6.

Identify all end-to-end activation threads. This may be done
with a mode machine or by identifying each possible event
trace in an activation diagram.

7.

Evaluate thread coverage of the level 2 test suite. Develop
additional tests to achieve complete thread coverage or decide
how to safely deal with extraneous code.

<D
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Use-Case Testing

Level 3: Thread Coverage
Level 3 requires that every trace is covered.

Object-Interaction Diagram: Cash Withdrawal Use Case

System
Boundary

"

97198
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TESTING SOFTWARE BASED SYSTEMS
PEOPLE, PROCESS AND TECHNOLOGY
***************************************************************************

nsoftware implementation is a cozy bonfire, warm, bright, a bustle of
comforting concrete activity. But beyond the flames is an immense zone of
darkness. Testing is the exploration of this darkness."
- as extracted from the 1992 Software Maintenance Technology Reference Guide

***************************************************************************

Where are We? Setting the Stage
The increasing cost and complexity of software development is leading software
organizations in the industry to search for new ways through process methodology
and tools for improving the quality of the software they deliver.
However, the overall process is only as strong as its weakest link. This critical link, I
would argue, is software quality engineering - an increasingly recognized discipline
within software engineering which encompasses both formal testing and software
quality assurance.
Software test and quality assurance (QA) have traditionally been viewed by many as a
necessary evil, dreaded by both software developers and management alike, and not as
an integrated and parallel activity staged across the entire software development
lifecyde. One thing is dear - by definition, QA is still considered by many as only a
negative step usually occurring at the end of the software development process.
The best that can happen under this perception is that no problems are detected in the
software and that none exist for detection after delivery. We know this is not the case in
the real word of application development. In reality, it is QA that finds problems which
trigger a feedback loop to development for resolution and retesting to make sure the fix
works and has not created other problems. All of this activity invariably happens
under extreme time constraints, and with management visibility. But it is the kind of
visibility that no one usually wants because everyone else up in the development food
chain could slip.

The Real World of Software Development-A Sobering Perspective
The following scenario is not untypical and represents a composite perspective gleaned
from this writer's 15 years of experience in the information technology industry.
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A software quality assurance specialist is assigned to work on a multimillion dollar
effort to develop a new system. The QA specialist knows that the completion date for
the program is unrealistic, given the scope and complexity of the development effort.
As a result of testing, the QA specialist knows that there are some real serious technical
difficulties affecting the software system's interface performance with a very large
relational database system, as well as numerous bugs in the query routines for the
graphical user interface.
After months of keeping growing concerns private, the QA specialist decides to share
these concerns with a fellow colleague. These concerns were not raised earlier because
attempts to do so by others with management had resulted in management telling
them not to rock the boat. They had learned that viewpoints perceived as negative
were unwelcome and not wanted. Fellow colleagues had stopped giving feedback to
management because they now felt their views would be ignored and were afraid that
the additional feedback of this type would affect their careers. So this QA specialist told
management what they thought they wanted to hear - there were some minor
problems with the software but nothing that could not be resolved in time by the
projected delivery date.
However, as the release date loomed ever closer, it was becoming obvious that the
software was overly complex, had a lot of functional problems, and most importantly,
would not operate as promised at the point of delivery. The QA specialist knew it
would be a disaster if the system were delivered as scheduled.
The system went through a development test and evaluation period which was
aborted, and the program was subsequently canceled by the acquisition organization
after multiple tens of millions of dollars had been spent on development. The QA
organization was later disbanded because it was perceived as part of the problem.
Quality assurance professionals who find themselves in similar circumstances are faced
with a difficult choice. What should this QA specialist have done?
The Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) code of ethics states the following:

"the honest computing professional will not make deliberately false or deceptive claims about a
system or system design, but will instead provide full disclosure of all pertinent system
limitations and problems."
And the biggest single obstacle is cultural. QA is not generally viewed in our software
development environments as where the real action is. The general perception is still
the following in many development organizations - testers are software developers who
could not make it and only real developers become programmers. Testers, in particular, are
often regarded as second class citizens and rewarded accordingly. This often leads to
high turnover, junior level experience, and no commitment to a comprehensive QA
program on the part of management.
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However, becoming a good QA engineer or tester requires a skill set at least as equally
complex as that of a good software developer. And the importance of QA is becoming
more and more relevant with the dependencies we place on software creating
"consequential damages" and legal quicksand when it does not work as advertised.
What does it take?

CREATING THE RIGHT ENVIRONMENT - THE PEOPLE SIDE OF THE
EQUATION
Senior managers within information technology must create an environment and foster
a professional climate in which their QA, test, and development engineers are
encouraged to recognize and respond positively within a software development effort
and where all project tasking is rigorously and regularly reviewed by QA. It is the job
of QA to "tell it like it is".

Overview - This paper examines software quality assurance and software testing from
a realistic, hands-on, practical approach rather than a theoretical one. There is much in
the practice of testing that works, much that does not work, and much that is inbetween. Much of this paper will focus on the actual "how-tos" of testing and quality
assurance. This paper will also address the large number of myths that have evolved
over time with respect to testing. We will discuss these myths and hopefully dispel
most of them.
We usually think of testing in software development as something we do when we run
out of time or after we have developed code. However, the fundamental approach as
presented by this paper focuses on testing as a fully integrated but independent activity
with development that has a lifecycle all its own and that the people, the process and
the appropriate automated technology are crucial for the successful delivery of the
software based system.
Planning, managing, executing, and documenting testing as a key process activity
during all stages of development is an incredibly difficult process. By definition, it has
to be comprehensive. We will also look at advanced second and third generation
Computer Assisted Software Testing (CASD tools which can significantly ease the
burden for the test or quality assurance specialist by automating those portions of the
development testing and quality process which lend themselves to automation and for
where it is appropriate to automate. And finally, who does the testing and the requisite
commitment to testing is perhaps as important as the actual testing itself.

SOFIWARE QUALI1Y ENGINEERING -As a Discipline and as a
Practice (Process and Product)
Software Quality Engineering is composed of two primary activities - process level
quality which is normally called quality assurance, and product oriented quality which is
normally ,~11~ testin0. Process level quality establishes the techniques, procedures,
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and tools which help promote, encourage, facilitate, and create a software development
environment in which efficient, optimized, acceptable, and as fault-free as possible
software code is produced. Product level quality focuses on ensuring that the software
delivered is as error-free as possible, functionally sound, and meets or exceeds the real
user's needs. Testing is normally done as a vehicle for finding errors in order to get rid
of them.
Characteristics of quality for software are normally defined as fitness for use or
suitability and maintainability. Suitability is an overall quality indicator made up of the
following functional characteristics - usability, accuracy, correctness, reliability,
Maintainability incorporates the characteristics of understandability, testability,
portability, reusability, and traceability, etc.

PROCESS level QA
Fundamentally, software quality assurance attempts to affect the bottomline - ensuring
that the final product has an acceptable quality.The problem is that different people
have different definitions and perceptions of just what software quality means.
Software quality assurance is primarily a management level activity responsible for
identifying quality issue_s and problems early in development. Actual cost and
schedule has always been an activity normally executed by management and usually
tracked from the earliest of stages in the software development effort but rarely does
management "track" quality. The problem is that quality problems which appear later
in development represent far higher levels of risk to management than if detected and
resolved much earlier on. The responsibility on the part of management to track quality
is just as important as tracking project costs and schedule.
Unfortunately, the traditional quality assurance orientation has tended to generally
focus on documenting what was done after the fact, instead of first determining what
will done and then doi:qg it. The main tools for quality assurance are part of the
development process involving reviews and audits, and testing and metrics collection.
This raises an important point - then just what is testing?
Common definitions for testing-The First Set of Testing Myths
"Testing is the process of demonstrating that defects are not present in the application that was
developed."
"Testing is the activity or process which shows or demonstrates that a program or system
performs all intended functions correctly."
"Testing is the activity of establishing the necessary "confidence" that a program or system does
what it is supposed to do, based on the set of requirements that the user has specified."

All of the above myths are very common and still prevalent definitions of testing.
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However, there is something fundamentally wrong with each of these myths. The
problem is this - each of these myths takes a positive approach towards testing. In other
words, each of these testing myths represents an activity which proves that something
works.
However, it is very easy to prove that something works but not so easy to prove that it
does not work! In fact, if one were to use formal logic, it is nearly impossible to prove
that defects are not present. Just because a particular test does not find a defect does
not prove that a defect is not present. What it does mean is that the test did not find it.
These myths are still entrenched in much of how we collectively view testing and this
mind-set sets us up for failure even before we start really testing!
So what is the real definition of testing? "Testing is the process of executing a program/
system with the intent of finding errors." The emphasis is on the deliberate intent of finding
errors. This is much different than simply proving that a program or system works.
This definition of testing comes from "The Art of Software Testing" by Glenford Myers. It
was his opinion that computer software is one of the most complex products to come
out of the human mind.
So why test in the first place? You know you can't find all of the bugs. You know you

can't prove the code is correct. And you know that you will not win any popularity
contests finding bugs in the first place. So why even bother testing when there are all
these constraints? The fundamental purpose of software testing is to find problems in
the software. Finding problems and having them fixed is the core of what a testing
engineer does. A tester should WANT to find as many problems as possible and the
more serious the problems the better. So it becomes critical that the testing process is
made as efficient and as cost-effective as possible in finding those software problems.
The primary axiom for the testing equation within software development is this:

"A test when executed that reveals a problem in the software is a success."
The purpose of finding problems is to get them fixed. The benefit is code that is more
reliable, more robust, more stable, and more closely matches what the real end-user
wanted or thought they asked for in the first place! A tester must take a destructive
attitude toward the code, knowing that this activity is, in the end, constructive. Testing
is a negative activity conducted with the purpose of creating a stronger software
product and is operatively focused on the "weak links" in the software.
Quality assurance is the activity which ensures that the process level mechanisms are
in place for quality code to be produced at all stages of software development. The
primary vehicle for this is testing.
Given the intricate complexities and dependencies associated with most of the software
code we develop, we have got to figure out a way of establishing test and quality
assurance proce55es which will allow us the ~eatest opportunity to find errors, defects,
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and problems during development because we know they are there. Testing involves
discovering these problems in the product while quality assurance seeks to prevent
them in the process.

So if a larger software quality engineering process is established to prevent and find
errors, we can then change our collective mind-set about how to ensure the quality of
the software developed.
The impact of allowing errors to escape to delivery is significant and represents the
greatest cost incurred by a software development effort. Hewlett Packard determined
in a study during the early 1990s, that a software defect created during unit-level
development and then delivered after the completion of software development cost
them an average of $10,000 a piece!
Therefore we also need to understand the impact of failures of all kinds on the software
we do develop. Ask yourself this question - when was the last time you implemented a
new system or a major upgrade to an existing system? How was the first day after
delivery? The second day after delivery? The first week after delivery? What about
those cases where data is corrupted or lost due to flawed software? This issue alone has
cost the industry untold multiple millions of dollars in revenue and downtime.
Spending money and investing in the quality assurance and testing process can save
huge amounts down the road and even prevent costly failures on software that was not
adequately tested or quality-checked. Identifying the impact of the delivery and
maintenance costs for your particular system is the first step in justifying the
establishment of a formal quality assurance and testing process.
Another major misconception about testing in general focuses on the way we think
about the typical software development lifecycle. Some would argue that the following
is THE misconception about testing. Testing falls out on a timeline and we think that
there is a particular time slice at the end of development allocated just for testing.
The following scenario illustrates this very well and is the typical perception still held
by software development organizations and information technology managers.
"We expect code to be done by the end of June, production delivery occurs at the end of August
so we will have the entire month of July to test the system.,,

There are two major problems with the assumptive perception that test is an activity
with a discreet slice of the larger software development effort. First, one is never going
to start testing when they think that testing will be based on the master schedule, and
you will never have enough time left to test, anyways!
Why? The typical schedule will establish start and end dates for the various activities
involved in software development. But this is a timeline orientation so if any activity
slips before testing, then by definition, testing will also slip. If you actually targeted 1
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July as the start date for testing, based on a software completion date of 30 June, you
might not actually start testing until 15 July or even later, assuming that the schedule
does not slip first. If the delivery date is cast in stone, which usually is the case until the
schedule really slips, then instead of 31 days to test you only have 15 days. So if you
think of testing as that defined point in time which will start sometime AFTER the code
is done, you have set up your development effort for failure.
The other problem is that you will really never have enough time to test, anyways. We
need to change our understanding and use the testing time we do not have time for
and apply it to the earlier phases of the software development lifecycle. You need to
think about testing the first day you think about the system. Rather then viewing
testing as something that takes place after development, focus instead on the testing of
everything as you go along to include the concept of operations, the requirements and
specifications, the design, the code, and of course, the tests!

UTEST FIRST, IHEN CODE!"
uIF IT HASN'T BEEN TESTED, IT DOESN'T WORK, YET!"
So what is the basic process involved with testing? Testing is not just a phase of the
software development lifecycle. Testing is fundamentally a part of ALL phases of the

software development lifecycle. We must stop thinking of testing as an activity that is
going to start sometime later during development. Testing starts from day one and
continues until the end of the program at the end of maintenance.
And it begins with the requirements phase. Once you understand the requirements,
you must ask yourself how you will test those requirements? When you develop the
software specifications against those requirements do you consider how those same
specifications will be tested? When code is written, do you think about how the code is
going to be tested? If you cannot think of a test then the code should not be written. By
thinking and doing testing during the entire software development lifecycle you can
make significant improvements in the quality of your testing and ultimately in the
quality of the product you deliver to the real end-user. This process practice will also
save you significant time and money.
The cost saved can be significant. Glenford Myers calls it the rule of 10 or the real cost
of fixing errors. According to Myers it costs, repeat costs, 10 times more to find and fix
a software problem in any phase of the software development lifecycle than the
preceding phase of the development lifecycle. This curve grows by a factor of 10. Let us
illustrate a typical scenario - you are in the final testing phase, conducting an
acceptance test on the final baseline of the code and you are finding a number of errors.
The schedule says you will deliver at the end of August and you have no time left to fix
them, so your system goes into operation with a built-in list of maintenance fixes.
Where is the time and money for that effort coming from?! You have already spent it!
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THE FURTHER ALONG YOU ARE IN THE SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT LIFECYCLE THE MORE IT COSTS TO TEST!
No wonder program managers have an aversion to traditional testing. It costs them a
lot of time, money, and resources, just when they need them the most.
Lesson learned - Just test early. Test early and often. Test the design of the system
before you build any pseudo-code. Test the specs before you actually code. Review the
code during coding before you test the code, and then finally execute actual test cases.
By doing the reviews and the code-level analyses during all phases of the development
life-cycle you will find many, if not most of the problems in the system before the
traditional testing period even begins. These activities alone will greatly improve the
quality of the delivered system.

Product level QA (PROCESS in Action)
As software complexity grows, program developers, quality assurance specialists,
testers, and managers have to increasingly control the critical development process and
make the necessary decisions to delivery and support a quality product for the end-user.
Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tool technology is considered by many
as one of the more important technologies for helping automate the manner and method
by which we build, test; deliver, and maintain software.
However, in spite of the increasing maturity of the tools and the perceived and actual
potential of CASE technology, many organizations which have purchased and used
CASE tools have not achieved the expected improvements in quality or productivity, the
twin challenges facing all software development organizations.
A significant part of the problem directly hinges on the widely differing practices used
by organizations when adopting CASE tools. It is the adoption practices and subsequent
use of the tools as a part of a larger development process which largely determine the
real success with CASE tools.
The technological "silver bullet'' theory does not line the clouds of CASE tool usage. It
requires answering the questions of why, when, and how to bring CASE technology into
a developmental organization, and a sensitivity to all the technical, organizational, managerial, and most importantly, the cultural issues involved.
Fundamentally, software engineering requires the ability to measure, and measurement
permits controlled man~gement of the development process and reduction of risk.

The Real Challenge
Many software development organizations are faced with the very real challenge of
developing, delivering, and maintaining highly complex and interdependent systems
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while at the same time improving cycle-time productivity and product quality. Organizations which can master the twin challenges of product release and quality will go a
long ways towards improving the stability, robustness, maintainability, and usability of
the delivered system.
Product quality is directly related to the strength of the software process. However, the
major obstacle is not the commitment to quality but in implementing quality via a welldefined, repeatable, and manageable process. This implementation also requires the use
of the right kinds of tools at the right time and at the right stage to help this process.

SOFTWARE/SYSTEMS CODE ANALYSIS & TESTING TECHNOLOGY
There are now quality assurance tools which can analyze source code and provide a set
of measurements and reports that can greatly assist in making these key decisions. Tools
now exist which can perform quantitative analysis and semantic and syntax analysis.
These tools can act as programmatic indicators which provide insight into the software's
development process.

Static Code Metrics
For quantitative analysis there are tools which can analyze a variety of programming
languages like C, C++, Ada, or FOR1RAN source code and calculate various measures.
These metrics can measure data complexity, measure logical relationships and interdependencies, source code size metrics, executable statements, and purity ratios plus many
others. Cyclomatic Complexity will determine the program's control-flow complexity
based on the decision-making or state predicates in the unit code under analysis. In
addition, user-defined thresholds can be set to establish code acceptance criteria standards, help identify more complex or more error-prone code, and therefore help to
schedule and control projects.
In software development it is crucial to identify overly complex modules at the functional level which need extra testing, rewriting, or reengineering in order to monitor,
determine, and allocate the number of hours and the scale of resources required to
develop that functionality or program. In essence, a code metric tool gives the engineer
the ability to get a handle on the problem of quantitatively characterizing the code via a
reports file, summary reports, and Kiviat diagrams for the purpose of providing qualitative feedback.

For programming languages like C, the code generated during the programming process
is often the source of obscure bugs because many compilers will pass bugs along as legal
statements. Semantic and syntax analysis tools are available to provide detailed syntax
and semantic error or ~consistency checks. In addition, these same tools provide the
capability to perform more detailed analysis than the compiler, itself, to include locating
non-portab1e conshuds. Thi~ kind of tool will also check out Y'1rii\Dl~ references and
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function-call parameters including the ability to analyze varying source files and check
to see if they match. For non-portable constructs a semantic/ syntax checker can identify
pointer mixing, and different sizes for short, int, and long, for example. This kind of tool
will also check to verify that the code is legal. For example, in C, this kind of tool will
check the use of bitwise operators such as & versus &&, empty for loops and never executed code.

Code Coverage
For code path test coverage there are also tools which can help. A code coverage tool
provides a measure of the structure of the code under analysis, both statically and
dynamically. The goal of a test coverage metrics is to ensure the completeness of testing
the code beyond just reference to functional specification alone and those tests chosen
based on application domain intuition.
·
There are tools which measure coverage of code at the logical branch level, measure for
coverage at the call-graph level, and metrics which collect the number of times each path
or path class in a module is actually exercised. By grouping paths into equivalence
classes based on the state or decision points in the code, the problem of path coverage
testing is made more manageable for testing.
Source code is not changed, and no programming steps have to be altered, and the actual
functionality of the code remains the same. The basic technique involves the segmented
instrumentation of the code and then generating a trace file for later analysis after the
path or paths have been stimulated via testing or debugging scenarios. Once the report
is generated, the software engineer can identify unexecuted paths, locate the critical
paths, identify redundant test cases, and determine the percentage of code that was
tested.
With respect to coverage, these tools permit the ability to measure the structural completeness of a test suite by reporting on the percentage of functions executed at the path
level. This represents a more automated method for identifying how much of the code
has actually been tested. Call graphs can also be generated to display the structure of the
code based on flows and trees. In addition, there is the ability to view the source code
from the call graph and even perform fairly sophisticated forward and reverse algorithm
data flow analysis.

Software Defect Metrics Tracking Technology
Managing the quality of computer software has become a real challenge. One of the key
CASE technologies which can measure the quality of a software product, and predict
when the product is ready to deliver, is a tool which tracks the bugs and defects of the
system throughout its life-cycle. Metrics such as defect arrival rates, bug counts by severity, defect resolution rates, bugs linked to code modules, phase containment effectiveness and related graphs and reports are mechanisms to control and manage the
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development process and greatly enhance the ability to test the system as it is built,
delivered, and maintained.
Bottom-line: These metric-based tools can greatly enhance and optimize the ability to
measure the basic and critical functions of the software during product life-cycle development.

Reviews
A formal review from a QA perspective is for the purpose of deciding whether or not
to proceed to the next phase in the project. A formal review should be held at every
major project level milestone and for the purpose of conducting causal analysis and
containing the defects uncovered for that phase before releasing to the next phase in
the development cycle.

Code/Requirement Walkthroughs and Inspections
This product level activity involves the review of requirements, software specifications,

program specifications and function, code, and test objectives.
Industry studies have indicated that up to 50% of the total number of software
development errors can be isolated and resolved on the basis of just a code-level
inspection, review or walk-through process. The process involves members of the
development team stepping through the code, asking question making comments,
determining if any errors have occurred, discussing possible violation of agreed upon
coding standards and practices and ensuring that the code is in conformance to the
requirement. The intention of a review is always the same - to find errors as early as
possible in the software development process in order to prevent their migration to the
next phase of the effort. A systematic approach is necessary for a a code inspection
even if the specific questions vary from inspection to inspection.
Management has a critical role to play even at this level. It is important that they show
the necessary level of commitment to the process and that they budget beforehand the
necessary time and money for performing reviews. There will always be errors to
detect, and there is a direct cost associated with allowing defects to propagate in the
project. Some facts are as follows:
During normal testing, i.e. traditional requirements based testing, only about 30% of
the faults will be detected on average. At best, with a formal, dedicated, and
comprehensive test plan perhaps 50%. That still leaves some 50% to 70% or more of the
requirements not tested. Hence the critical need to conduct unit-level walkthroughs
and inspections, before formal testing of the system takes place. This activity is part of a
major risk mitigation strategy for the project's software development lifecycle.
A defect introduced during the requirements specification will cost 100-1000 times
more to corred mthe testing phase than it would cost during the requirements
International Software Quality Week Europe 1997
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specification. And the number of faults introduced by software programmers can vary
by as much as factor of 10 when producing code.

Static Testing
Static testing is the process of reviewing and validating the software without actually
executing it as an associated compiled target binary. Since we have already determined
that cost of fixing errors increases rather dramatically the further along we are inside
the software development lifecycle, we should attempt to prevent the errors from
appearing in the next phase of development. This is called defensive quality assurance.
Static testing will facilitate the reduction in the overall cost of testing by surfacing the
problems before they even migrate to the executable code binary.
The static testing process starts very early with the initial and subsequent iteration of
requirement reviews as they are derived from the concept of operations. This review is
one of the most important steps a software development effort can perform. Why? By
focusing on the testability and validity of the requirements at this stage, we can
preclude many of the problems "discovered" during acceptance testing because of a
lifecyde level of misunderstanding with the original requirements. A very good
technique during requirements review is making the functional test parameters for the
requirement its own requirement.
A simple review of the base set of actual and derived requirements will help eliminate
many designed in errors which invariably are created in the absence of requirement
walkthroughs. The same goes for the detailed software specifications which are directly
dependent on a full and comprehensive understanding of the core requirements. These
reviews ensure that proper design is generated and that the associated software
processing for the defined end-to-end functional threads is viable.
Software can work according to specification and still be wrong. If the specification is
wrong, the software still has a problem, even if the software was successfully delivered
as an answer to the wrong question! In addition, the activity associated with reviewing
the "reqs and specs" allows the software test organization to plan for the actual tests
which must eventually be executed against the code that will eventually be
developed. This also avoids the major fallacy of testing the "as-built'' system instead
of the contracted or specification-based system.
Once code is under actual program level development, then a well-structured code
walkthrough and inspection process can occur as a designated process level activity.
Actual functional high-level test cases can be used to drive the code walkthrough. This
permits statically debugging both the code and the associated test case at the same
time, against the same set of "specs" and "reqs". This now permits the coders the
opportunity to tune their code and provides the testers the opportunity to fill out the
execution parameters for the program-level software test plan. At the end of this
process level activity, code errors or anomalies will be identified, additional test cases
identified, and course corrections can be made to prevent these errors from migrating
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to the next phase of development.

Dynamic Testing
This level of "integration" testing provides for the phased testing of the application as
whole, while finding problems with program communication, resource contention,
throughput, interface integrity, and functional problems NOT found at the unit level.
Integration testing tests the multiple components and programs, concurrently, based on
a "phased" approach. The goal of integration testing is to fundamentally identify any
problems which arise due to program interactions and communication throughout the
subsystem/ system. Integration testing should be based on "functional threads". Functional threads provide for the testing in a more systematic way based on how the system
is used operationally, and upon related requirements which are connected and related.
Integration should be done in phases. Test the smallest integrated portion of the subsystem and scale up from there. If a defect or problem is found, it will be much easier to
fix and resolve the problem, rather than waiting until the next level of integration.

Regression Testing
There is now available rather mature technology for performing system level or ''black
box" testing using regression techniques. Taking the use case scenarios as the input
criteria for generating the test cases, the "capture and playback" technology can archive
in "real-time" the event triggers necessary to execute the end-to-end critical functional
paths within the system for each delivery phase of the software project. Upon the
release of the next delivery phase, then the previous tests captured can be run against
the latest release to ensure that the previous functionality still performs as expected.
One can then create and capture the test cases for the "new'' functionality, and iterate
this over time for the entire development delivery lifecyde. Additionally, there is also
an indisputable record or "script" saved of "how" the system was tested.

Problem Reporting and Tracking Systems
* Find out the cause of this effect,
* Or rather say, the cause of this defect,
* For this effect defective comes by cause.
-Hamlet (with thanks to DeMarco)

,,.,MEASURING THE QUALITY OF YOUR SOFTWARE ENSURES THAT
HIGHER QUALITY ENDS UP IN YOUR SOFTWARE"
Managing the development of software development is a highly complex and
consuming task For program managers who must determine if and when a software
product is ready for release they must control the development of the software. But
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they cannot control what they are not measuring, except by traditional anecdotal
means. The ability to measure the quality of the software is crucially vital and
absolutely essential in knowing the state of the software in the system. In essence,
measuring the state condition of the software system during all phases of development
becomes one of the most important management level activities.
Titls, of course, begs the obvious question. How does one measure the quality of the
software product during development at a level which provides the manager the
necessary tracking information and means to make the innumerable midcourse
corrections necessary to keep the program on track and the risks at a minimum? How
do you predict when the software is ready to ship? How do go about deciding which
bugs will be fixed, which will be deferred, which will resolved? How do you get upper
management to agree with your decisions, and how should all this data be distributed
and disseminated? These are questions that have been asked for years in software
development.
The most comprehensive program level metric to provide this kind of information is a
defect or problem reporting tracking vehicle. The most objective way to measure the
quality of the software is to track the known defects in the software. By recording the
defects and problems which arise with the software during ALL phases of software
development, the ability to measure the quality of the software becomes a reality. There
are a number of advanced second generation and third generation tools which have
been developed specifically for quality assurance and development organizations to do
just that. A reporting system supported by program management encourages testers to
submit every defect and functional anomaly, and fundamentally improves the quality
and the functionality of the software because the software developers now receive the
crucial data they need.
When such a tracking system is tied to a configuration management control system
then one can even cross-reference the problem tracked to the code checked out and
under development. Access to the configuration management action tracking system
can be controlled and authorized through an automated process which allows
management to enforce a comprehensive software methodology without increasing the
workload for the software developers.

Test the requirements!
A significant reduction in software development costs can occur at requirements
review through a best current practices technique called use-case scenario testing. This
involves the "acting" out of user-based scenarios on the requirements in order to
eliminate errors at the requirement before design an coding even begin.
Background - We have to test because we make mistakes. There are costs associated
with the testing of the software based system. One is the cost of finding errors and the
second is the cost of fixing them. Given a choice it is far more important to reduce the
cost of fixing errors.
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Unfortunately, when ertors are found with traditional testing near or at the end of
software development it is often too late or very expensive to fix them, resulting in the
postponing of that functionality or waiting until the next phase or the next deliverable
version to fix it. The technique of use-case scenario testing can reduce the cost of fixing
errors by as much as five orders of magnitude.
Use-case scenario testing is performed during the traditional user requirements and
analysis phase of a project. Application domain experts are an integral of the review
team in making sure that the requirements definition is as complete and as accurate as
possible. These "experts" are in most cases, the actual users for which the software is
developed or a combination of users and acquisition personnel who understand the
end-user, and were even perhaps end-users themselves. Performing this requirement
testability analysis will help prevent potentially catastrophic errors from occurring later
in the project and builds a stable requirements foundation upon which the application
will be constructed.
A use-case scenario consists of an operational description of real-world situations that
the typical user of the anticipated system would face. Acting out these scenarios
permits the development team the opportunity to discover if they are missing or
misunderstanding the requirements in the first place. Use-case scenarios should
include operational scenarios for what the system should and should not be able to
handle. We need to perform use-case analysis because we need to actually define what
the system should and should not be functionally handling. By emphasizing the should
not, we provide the out-of-scope operational conditions at the requirement level which
assist in defining the real functional boundaries of the system. Use-case scenarios are
fundamentally a mechanism for capturing the behavior states of the system.
A cultural note is in order here - Many experienced software developers consider usecase analysis unnecessary and even threatening, because traditionally developers
typically perform system analysis by default, and not the real end-users. But the
reasoning is very simple - end-users are the domain experts. The people who actually
understand the application domain and operating environment should perform the
real analysis for the system that will be developed.
Experience has shown that leaving the system level analysis to developers is not a very
effective technique. The systems that are created, very often do not meet the needs of
the real users, and although developers are considered experts in the developmental
technology they are usually weak on understanding the application domain for which
the code is developed. ,
The simple test for the developer is this - can you do the job of the end-user as well as
they can? If the developer can't then the developer does not test the application domain.
In addition, we want to test the system during analysis while it is still very inexpensive
to fix errors. The snowball effect of finding and fixing errors downstream during
development rnak~ it imperative that we need to deal with the prevention and
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detection of errors far earlier and sooner in the development process. Bottomline -

"The quicker you find an error, the more time you will have to fix it!"
The positives for use-case analysis are numerous. The scenarios generated are a very
good foundation for creating the acceptance test plan for the system. It is simple and it
works, especially when mature end-users are involved. End-users are now direct
participants in creating the foundation for a stable development environment. It
provides program management and all concerned a detailed description of the
application logic of the system which will be developed. Most importantly, use-case
scenarios at the requirement level are an inexpensive way to find and fix analysis errors.
What are the negatives? It is considered a low-tech approach and has been dismissed
by management and developers as a waste of time. Management gets antsy because it
does not look like real work is being performed.

"An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure".
Analytic testing of the requirements at the requirements design definition level saves
time and money because this level of testing reduces the cost of fixing errors by several
orders of magnitude. H no errors or fewer errors are coded into the system in the first
place based on testable requirements then the savings are built-in.
Analysis errors are the most common and the most destructive types of mistakes that
can be made during the software development process and especially if they are
imbedded in the requirements, and/ or during the interpretation of the requirements.
Using use case based scenario testing during the requirements phase of the project is a
very simple and cheap technique for finding and fixing these analytic errors before
they end up in the system. It is NOT rocket science and pays potentially huge
dividends downstream, directly affecting the bottomline of profit or in realized savings.
The Bottomline -

Build in Your Testing!
Without integrating testing into the development process as a parallel but independent
activity, planning and test investment will not take place and testing will not be effective.
Specification or contract-based development and testing with a decided componentbased emphasis are increasingly the foundation for creating the distinct probability of
delivering a high quality software based system.

Seven Software Quality Management Principles for Achieving Success - The
Crucial Need for a People-Centric Focus
1) Focus on the Customer or end-user of the product. Be customer-centric!
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2) Build in quality during the early phases of software development. Do not rely on
inspection, testing, and correction of defects later or near the end of the project.
3) Reduce waste in people's times, and all activities during development which have no
measurable return. Focus on value added and on what actually works.
4) Proactively pursue a strategy of contihuous, on-going process improvement hy
always focusing on the existing tasks and associated activities. Every person in the
development effort needs to be looking for a better way to do his or her job, constantly.
5) Establish and promote flexible problem-solving methodologies and techniques which
can identify opportunities for improvement and apply them to EVERY development
activity input, output, and critical paths within the project. Measure these key turnover,
milestone, critical path points. Use brainstorming, experimentation, and cause and effect
analysis techniques to find real solutions. Implement corrective action.
6) Use metrics and statistical tools and techniques to measure forward progress or
regression.
Most importantly - recognize the critical importance of the people in the total process.
Improved quality and higher productivity can be achieved by tapping the inherent
strengths of the people within the project. Help enable the goal of doing the job right the
first time. Every project team member needs to feel they are contributing to a successful
development effort.
7)

A truly successful organization creates an environment that values every employee and
where management proactively empowers the entire team to a successful delivery.
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TUTORIAL OVERVIEW

* Background/Introduction: A Sobering Industry Perspective (30 minutes)
BREAK/Conversation: (10 minutes)

* People-level I: The Business Case: Software IS People! (20 minutes)

* Process-Level: An integrated test/quality assurance program (30 minutes)
BREAK/Conversation: (10 minutes)

* Technology-level: Automated Test/QA Tool Technology and Support (30 minutes)
BREAK/Conversation: (10 minutes)

* People-level II: The Critical Competitive Edge and the Key to the
Future (20 minutes)

~
~

L:.
N•W

~cilitated/Interactive Di:,cu~ion; So What Does It all Mean? (20 minu,~ e s ) .
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WHOAMI

and
WHY ARE YOU HERE?!!
How to listen!
From out of the box!

Default mode for us: autopilot and pattern recognition based on the past.
If the pattern is familiar, then a behavior that has been successful in the past is executed. Only when
feedback might suggest that things are not going as planned for us that we contemplate a behavior
with which we are not familiar and try it on.
Excellence in software design, development and delivery requires preparation, discipline and
practice in ways with which many are not familiar and have no real relationship to.
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Software development
is like
a box
of chocolates ...
You never quite know what
•
you are going
to get!!
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THESTATEOFTHEINDUSTRY
REALITY CHECK!

Software is now THE technology of the 1990s and for the
21st Century
Success or Failure Largely Dependent on Quality
Management

* The Marketplace and Business of Software
* Software Litigation/ Malpractice" (Liabilities)
11

,. Software Engineering and Softw_are Quality EngineerinITj.ffll!i?:k.·
have been recogruzed as a
~
-,, .....
"critical gap in our information technology industrial base" •
Pages
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SOFTWARE IS EVERYWHERE!

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement...
"software is a critical resource and a key contributor to economic prosperity and international competitiveness"
- Rapid advance of technology
- Lack of awareness on software's role

* Corporate leaders and senior managers tend to focus only on
their bottomline and NOT on software

* Can you say what the value-added bottomline IS
~

that software brings to your product line?
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C, * Corporate management usually cannot quantify the quality of the software associated with their products and the
impact on the market, whatever they are, because they are not
measuring them!

* Because of this, how you tell where you are going or the effect
on our business for tomorrow??

* We need to significantly challenge and change the status quo!
Executive client attitude - ''We don't have a software problem"

* Some talk about market share and "software content" but
nothing really tangible -- Need real measures from real data!

* If we don't really understand software productivity
~ factors then we won't know how to improve it
Int.ernational Software Quality Week Europe 1997
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CONCERNS

Fact: We continue to have major problems developing large
and complex systems
Impact: Major cost overruns, defective and/or low quality systems delivered, large maintenance burden, and the risk to
national and even international security
Fact: Software cost and value factors are not well understood,
and therefore generally not collected and applied to business
decisions - We do not have adequate software demographics
Impact: Cannot make sound and informed business ~
.'.-·-·
decisions about investments in our software capabiliti~
~
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WHAT IS SOFTWARE?

* Software is a critical national resource upon
which many nation's security, prosperity, and economic competitiveness increasingly rest

* Have to understand the productivity factors in
software development in order to improve the process of developing software as a fundamental
human enterprise
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MAJOR SOFTWARE ISSUES

* The need for common methods in determining the business
value of software

* The critical need to understand the business and social impact
posed by technology insertion involving software

* The need to generate and promote the human factors and
activity statistics necessary to support the ''business case" in
software development

,.

* The need to invest! Return on Investment - either in savings
or in profit)
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.C OST OF SOFTWARE!

* Average Project generates 7 to 8 lines of code per person per
day (designed, coded, integrated, tested, delivered)

* Loaded labor cost ofa software developer: $140,000 $200,000+ per year

* Average size project: 10 or so people = some $1,400,000 a year
* Translation: Over $70.00 per line of code
* 200,000 line of code labor effort > $14 million!
* DOES NOT COUNT HARDWARE, TRAINING, OR TOOLS
~
Pagell
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SOFTWARE'S IMPORTANCE

* Software has become THE most important technology
in the world today.

* Most software development is still driven by schedules,
shrinkwrapped marketing, and is feature-laden.

* Incredible dependencies with much larger impact
with "failures"
"The gap between the best software engineering practice
and the average practice is very wide - perhaps wider
than in any other engineering discipline. A tool that
disseminates good practice would be important."
- Fred Brooks
International Software Quality Week &rope 1997
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PEOPLE-LEVEL I:
The Critical Side of the Development Equation
THE CHANGING REALITY

* CUSTOMER PERSPECTIVE
- High Quality Products and Services
- Fitness for Use/Robust
- Predictable Releases and Upgrades
- Do NOT want mission critical/operational failure
- Less and less willing to accept shoddy software
~
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PEOPLE-LEVEL I: (cont'd)
* MANAGEMENT PERSPECTIVE
- Historically only track budget and schedule
- Want extremely short deadlines
- Want the latest and greatest (feature driven)
- Do NOT, have NOT, regarded quality as release criteria
- Want higher productivity but do not measure it
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Management Perspective (cont'd)

- Reluctant to invest in long-term software process or programming environments
- Do not really understand complexity of development
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CHARACTERISTICS OF A WORLD-CLASS SOFTWARE QUALITY MIND-SET
(Can you catch fish with both hands?!)

* Know this - Our environments are more complex, not less!
* New technology and development processes has put a real
premium on soft and hard skills

* Have a quality mind-set (measure, test, correct)
* Calculated Risk Taker (huge numbers of variables)
~DeaJing with the unknown in the face of constant c h a ~
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* Flexible Adaptive Ambiguity! - Seeing things from multiple
perspectives, positions, and synthesizing

* People skills vis-a-vis your team (know what your people are
good at in order to know when and what to hire)

* Responsibility - "The buck stops here"
Stop the blame game!

* Be like Daniel Boone - arrows will fly your way!

* Know your business · crucial to know where your business
and user are heading • must anticipate

,

~
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Why do Projects Fail?

* HUMAN ISSUES - Inability of Users to Agree on Business Objectives
- Inability of Users to Communicate Business Objectives
- Inability of Users to Understand Implications of Objectives
- Inability to Accommodate Change to Business Requirements
- Insufficient Technical Skills
- Failure to Manage One or More Development Phases
- Insufficient Testing
- Weak Implementation Strategy
- Insufficient Resources
- Inability to Deal with Contractors or Vendors
- Bad Planning ·
- Unrealistic Expectations
- Working with Poor Performers
- Not Understanding the Fundamentals of Software Development
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* TECHNOLOGICAL LIMITATIONS * POLITICAL ISSUES - Organizational Politics
- Team Politics
- Individual Politics
- Business versus IS Politics
*FUNDING
* METHODOLOGIES
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fl TEN WAYS TO SPOT A PROJECT

THAT WILL FAIL
1. Team only provides good news at status meetings
2. With the Due Date only a few weeks away, you have yet to see a real functional demonstration

3. Most memos complain about a lack of adequate skill sets

4. Team members protect themselves at every opportunity
5. Team members leaving on a regular basis

6. Team members frustrated or simply feel no pressure at all
7. Project has already missed several deadlines and is over budget
8. There have no detailed walkthroughs by independent reviewers

9. The project has no team concept (only separate individuals)

10. User community is absent or not fully engaged in the project
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THE PEOPLE SIDE
OF THE EQUATION - JUST GET IT!

Managing Software Development is Different!
Frequently Botched!
An adversarial relationship between software development and
management
Underestimating the users.
Software developers are professionals and must be recognized
as professionals!
--..
~
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Developers should be some of the happiest people on earth!
If they aren't, then perhaps it is the way in which they are
treated by management!
Software project managers must think of their team players as
aspiring artist's in engineer's clothing!
Wrong-headed solutions must be avoided at all costs, and especially when they come from management! The risks are simply
to great!
So ••••• NOT ROCKET SCIENCE, but the soft side
:~1;';~ftware development business is the most comp~L'

~
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HAVE TO STOP WINGING IT AND FLYING BY THE
PROVERBIAL SEAT OF OUR PANTS. IT DOES NOT
WORK ANYMORE!

THE RISKS AND THE COMPETITION ARE NOW TOO
GREAT!
MOST SOFTWARE QUALITY MANAGERS ARE NOT
ADEQUATELYTRAINED,PREPARED,QUALIFIED,OR
TRULY UNDERSTAND THE COMPLEXITIES OF
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT.
A COMBINATION OF PEOPLE SKILLS AND
TECHNOLOGY UNDERSTANDING. - - . -
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THE C01\1PLEX SKILLS OF SOFTWARE QUALITY
MANAGEMENT
DO YOU QUALIFY?

1) Leadership skills

to motivate, direct, and focus the quality team

2) Organizational skills to ensure delivery of project objectives, and the timely
reporting of progress
3) Selection of the right team with the right mix. Requires huge amounts of interpersonal skills, and the ability to act locally but perceive globally.
4) Need sufficient technical skills to understand when the team is off course and to
redirect.
5) The ability to appropriately delegate tasks that are assigned
6) Communication skills to include listening (not just directing)
~ 7)

Political skills (executive, interpersonal, interproject)

lnterna1ional Software Quality Week Europe 199'7
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C, *** MOST PEOPLE ARE LIMITED IN THEIR ABILITY
TO ACTIVELY AND PROACTIVELY LISTEN WITH
FOCUSED INTENT AND HEAR WHAT THEY HEAR,
WITHOUT FIRST FILTERING THE MESSAGE TO
SATISFY WHAT THEY WANTED TO HEAR IN THE
FIRST PLACE. WHEW!
What are we talking about?! COMMUNICATION!

*** Requires extensive training in interpersonal
communications
Estimates can be short by up to 1,000%
Guesswork is the norm (no one really knows)
~

Boundaries of the project kept shifting
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Who is in the project and what are the priorities

The problem of requirements creep and change
management
Users versus developers (a classic confrontation with test
and QA in the middle!)
Main role of users is to define the business requirements
to the developer, approve changes to scope of the project
and behave responsibly.
Main role of developer is to transform the requirements
gathered from the user into specifications that can
be easily understood and verified by the user
~
L::
~ Build the system to the u5e,:'~ requirements
•
International Software Quality Week Europe 1997
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Inform users of the impact resulting from end-user
for change
Was NOT clearly defined!!
The importance of the Indisputable Baseline and a CM
(both configuration management and change
management)process
Common framework - Without which there will be
continual friction

International Software Quality Week Europe 1997
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Software Quality Engineering

Increases software reliability and improves software quality.
The benefits of structured testing and quality assurance activities throughout the entire software life-cycle are often overlooked, but are a key part of a complete software engineering
process. Testing activities directly process improvement goals
by providing ~ey software metrics such as error rates and provide feedback mechanisms for defining and improving software
products. Process level activities include technical test management support and software quality assurance program implementation.

International Software qu~ty Weck fAlr~ 1997
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TEST PROCESS FRAMEWORK
The Benefits of an Integrated Test Program

* Reducing development risk by verifying products at each step
of the software development process

* Providing a mechanism by which the program can objectively
track progress

* Reducing bugs, development bias, and code ineffectiveness
early in development where it most cost effective (causal analysis)

International Software Quality Week Europe 1997
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* ffighlighting design/system/hardware/software problems
early, before they jeopardize project performance and schedule

* ffighlighting differences between developed system and user
expectations early in the development effort

* Providing a means for the customer/end-user to monitor
product delivery quality AND timeliness

* Testing through critical end-to-end functional path analysis
(based on requirements and operationally defined scenarios)

International Software Quality Week Europe 1997
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CANNOT CONTROL WHAT YOU ARE NOT
MEASURING!
with thanks to Tom Demarco
And if you are not measuring you are not managing quality!
Must track more than just budget and schedule! That is the easy part!
Latest Techniques Strengths - Establishes basic cost productivity based on activity efforts delivered.
TASKS - The actual work which makes up each staged milestone/delivery or deliverable.
Strengths - Assesses the rate for software product delivery.
QUALITY GATES -

International Software Quality Week Europe 1997
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PROJECT AUTOMATION

How would you answer the following questions?
How we can shorten our time to market?
How can we raise the quality of the software we deliver?
How can reduce costs, period?!
How can we mitigate risk and the risk of failure?
How we become more efficient?
What process should be followed to truly develop world-class
code?
Project Automation = Project Management + Automatic Tracking
~

* Makes tracking as easy as planning

International Software ~uality W~k Europe 1997
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The Real Need for an Executable Software Quality
Management Flight Plan!

*Weare flying blind most of the time
* Too much reliance on judgement calls and intuition and what I think works
* In the absence of available and valid data the need for overly simplistic,
optimistic statements carries the day
* A software project effort needs valid information in order to make the
numerous mid-course corrections overtime ...
* A project automation tool gives you the information you need to make
real, informed decisions
* The "cockpit" of quality project management
- Instruments which display all of the relevant conditions of the p r o j ~ . .

:;~~~:~::::i~:;':;::;:1

o';;,::'t'.:'." allocations, budgets, availability

, .

~
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KEY PROCESS-LEVEL DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES

** Process Process Process
** Software Quality Engineering (Testing/Quality Assurance)
- Got to Test Early and Often!
- Testing is a critical phase of software development
- Traditional testing occurred after the coding but did not
always get the attention or the resources it deserved.
- Cost to identify and fix later as opposed to early

,.

- Longer you wait the more expensive in dollars and time

~
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More and more leading edge companies start their testing
during the requirements phase (use-case scenario testing)

- Focus is in quality assurance

* Time to value - gap between when software is thought to be
ready to roll and when it is actually up and running
-- Another critical reason is liability protection
- high profile failures and software malpractice suits are a
growing reality
The Competition: World-class companies must demonstrate
that their software development organizations are
following current "best practices"

Int.ernational Software Quality Week Europe 1997
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Quality must come from the top and the bottom!
- The attitude of upper management is telling.

** Integrated software development environments
** Automated tools and technology

** Training

,

** Defect Tracking Systems
** Configuration Management/Version Control
** Project Management
**METRICS ·

~
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KEY DEVELOPMENT IMPLEMENTATION POINTS

* Concept of Operations
* Requirements Design and Analysis
- Use-Case Scenario Testing
* Entity Relationships
* Unit Level
* Integration
* System
~

* Delivery

International Software Quality Week Europe 1997
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TEST TECHNOLOGY
Automated Test Tool Technology and Support

Requirements: Requirements analysis and tracking/Use-Case
Scenario Testing
Design: Business Case Profiling Capture Technology/End-toEnd
Unit-Level: Static Metrics and Coverage Analysis
Integration: Coverage Analysis/Run-Time Detection
System: User-Based/Application/Regression Testing
(Capture and Playback/Softw~~)
International Software Quality Week Europe 1997
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KEYS TO DELIVERY OF mGH QUALITY SOFTWARE

* Test early and often - Parallel activity with coding
- "Testing is the process of executing a program/system with
the intent of finding e"ors."
- Develop test cases as carefully as you develop code
- Debug, Debug
- Regression testing

* Defensive programming * Write it right the first time!
.
"ti.cal t
tiall
·t /d
B
p~b~:en
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~
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THE PROBLEM OF SOFTWARE
ENTROPY
"When a program becomes too complex after only a few changes"

* A lot of time and effort in coding
* Software becomes the victim

* Need the ability to identify in a reliable, quantifiable way the
state of the code.

* Software metrics allows you to develop the necessary quality
assurance procedures for measuring the quality of the
code. BEFORE it is released, both internally and
,
~ externally!
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SOFTWARE METRICS
* Metrics provides static and dynamic code analysis

* Reports certain quantitative attributes of program source
code WITHOUT executing it

* Attributes include measures which indicate characteristics of
the code such as:
- Likelihood and frequency of error occurrence
- Program components which need rewriting
- Allocation of resources for program testing
- Difficulty of program maintenance
- Predictive performance indicators
- Optimization level of the code
International Software Quality Week Europe 1997
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;SOFTWARE QUALITY
Why Quality?

The crucial need for a defined process with automated technology where it lends itself to automation
**** The HOW and WHAT ****
METRICS* Improve software development productivity
* Predictability
* Maintainability
* Essential quality attributes
* Find the ''hot-spots"
* Identify overly complex modules which need
additional work
~
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,.COVERAGE-

* Inside the code analysis (decision-level)
* Unit-level/Integration

* Testability through executable path analysis
* Predictive performance analysis

REGRESSION •

* Automates the capture of actual test input conditions
* Captures events

* Facilitates the execution of functional based testing

which is requirements/specification driven
* Archives the results

International Software Quality Week Europe 1997
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*** GOT TO TEST THE SOFTWARE! ***

*******************************************************************************************

.(/Software implementation is a cozy bonfire, warm, bright, a bustle
of comforting concrete activity. But beyond the fiames is an
immense zone of darkness. Testing is the exploration of this
darkness."
-as extracted from the 1992 Software Maintenance Technology Reference Guide

*******************************************************************************************

#Testing is the process of executing a
program/system with the intent of finding errors."

International Software Q111lity Wttk Europe 11)1)7
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WHY DO PROJECTS SUCCEED?

* A clear mandate was articulated

* There were talented resources at all levels to include development, QA, test,
CM, systems engineering, management, and end-users

* Appropriate funding was provided
* Minimal politics existed
* Project plan was effective
* Project management was excellent
* Commitment from the development team

* Proactive commitment from senior management

* Quality was the go-no go gate!
International Software Quality Week Europe 1997
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* Talented project champion
* Effective understanding of business objectives
* Thorough testing (the everyday key!)
* Ability to react to unexpected problems

International Software Quality Week Europe 1997
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PEOPLE-LEVEL II:
QUESTIONS EVERY SOFTWARE QUALITY
SPECIALIST SHOULD ASK BUT ARE AFRAID TO
ANSWER!

LEADERSHIP

Is the vision, strategy and mission of the organization personally set by senior
management? What is world-class? (You can talk the talk, walk a walk, but
unless you are walking the talk, you are just so much hot air!)
Do managers take active steps to create a culture of software excellence within
the business?
More importantly, is progress towards software excellence regularly reviewed
by senior management?

•

Do all Il_lanagers show their commitment to software excellence by the,J,11$~;5._,.
and their expressed and supported values?
~
--·=·=·=<··=·

~
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POLICY

Does the business base its mission, values, vision, and strategy on software
excellence and truly recognizes the critical importance of software?
Is there a formal process by which the policy strategy for software is aligned
with the corporate or senior organizational goals?
PEOPLE MANAGEMENT

Does the business recognize and reward successful efforts towards software
excellence?
SOFTWARE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

,.

Is there a standard method for ensuring that emerging technologies and current
best practices are identified and used to better the competition?
- ~L:-·
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SOFTWARE PROCESS

Are processes identified which are critical to performance and productivity and
are there established indicators for these processes?
Are standards or requirements specified for all activities used to produce
software in place and continuously improved on?
Is operating and customer data analyzed and compared against benchmarks to
find the necessary opportunities for constant improvement?
Are improvements in software carried out throughout the implementation of
changed aimed at the real source of the problem rather than just a quick fix?
SOFTWARE PROCESS for DEVELOPMENT

Does a formal_process exist by which cust~mer requirements are con j ,.- .9
software requirements and a software design architecture?
~
~
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Does the process of detailing the software design exist and is it a normal,
routine part of the development process?

Is the process of coding and unit/integration/ system testing a formal structured
process governed by a set of standards?
Does the organization follow the process of software integration and testing in a
formal, but routine manner?
Is maintenance of all developed software and all the related internal and
external documentation a routine part of the developmental process?
SOFTWARE PROCESSES for PROJECT MANAGEMENT!

Does the business have a formal project management process with project plans,
estimates, schedules, and commitments?
Are project teams formally named with the necessary authority and ~
/ .· _.
responsibility and are they vested and supported by the right resourc~.
~-===t-i/:'
~
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l'1s there an established process by which project risks are evaluated and are
steps in place to manage these risks aggressively and continuously?
Is there a formal process by which the quality of the software is controlled and
managed?
Are software metrics defined and is all relevant date to the metrics continuously
collected and analyzed?
Is there an established process for the selection and planning of the most
appropriate type of software life cycle?
Is there a formal process by which re-usable components are identified at every
stage of the life cycle and reused where appropriate and necessary?
SOFTWARE PROCESS SUPPORT ACTIVmES

Are there standards for software development, distribution, and maintenance
which is comprehensive and sustainable?
,JJfflt:~:. .·

~
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l'1s there a formal process for change management by which configuration
items are identified and maintained?
Is there an established process by which quality reviews, audits and reports are
conducted and deviations are reported?
Are problems formally reported and tracked and are they prioritized, resolved,
and distributed to the end-user/ customer?
COMPETITIVE FACTORS (The Real Competitive Edge!)

Ability to develop software at competitive prices
Ability to introduce new types of applications rapidly
Ability to introduce leading edge technology (not just demo it!)
Ability to make rapid design changes

International Software Quality Week Europe 1997
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Ability to offer consistent quality with few defects
Ability to provide high-performance products
Ability to provide highly reliable products
DELIVERY

Ability to provide fast deliveries
Ability to decrease time to delivery
Ability to deliver on schedule (realistic schedules based on baseline)
Ability to delivery within budget
SERVICE

Ability to provide effective support and maintenance
~
Page53
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Ability to tailor software to match the requirements of individual customers

Ability to consistently exceed the customer's expectations
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Average defect rates at the end of unit testing!!
Average person-month cost or typical software development efforts
Development life cycle time (start to finish)
Productivity
Extent of reuse
Amount of rework
Percentage of total project effort devoted to testing
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DELIVERY QUALITY

Software quality as perceived by customers
Average defect rates in customer's hands
On-time delivery to customer
Delivery lead time (order to delivery) Software Pizza!
Overall maintenance cost
customer service cost
overall customer satisfaction
NEW SOF1WARE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Schedule overruns in new software development
~

Budget overruns in new software development
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IfExtent to which the new products meet customer needs
Projects which were successful
Number of projects cancelled

BUSINESS PERFORMANCE

ROI in improving software process
Overall profitability
Staff turnover/ retention
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LOOKING AT YOURSELF IN THE MIRROR
OR
HOW WELL DO YOU REALLY KNOW YOUR SOFTWARE
PROJECT?

I{

Answer the following questions!
1) Do you have a current budget and credible schedule?
- Is the schedule based on realistic, quantifiable, performance estimates?
- Is the schedule updated at all levels on Gantt, PERT, and Critical Path charts every twothree weeks?
- Does it allow for personnel education, sick time, vacations, holidays, and training?
- Does the schedule allow for all related interdependencies?
- Does the schedule include quality assurance activities?

~
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2) Do you have a WBS?

- Have you identified and know your critical path items? Do you know what a critical path
is?!
- Do you have a mechanism for organizing, defining, and graphically displaying the work
that actually needs to be accomplished?
- Does the top-level activity define the task from start to finish and does it include all of the
related dependencies?
- Is each work package under budget control and is it expressed in labor hours, dollars, or
something equivalent?
3) Do you actually know what software you are supposed to deliver?

- What is the delivery based on?
- Are user requirements agreed to by joint teams of developers, testers, and lLjijffl!A

~ - -. , .

~

- Are system operational requirewe11~ ~ific?
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Are system interfaces specified and prototyped?

- Are descriptions of the system environment and relationships for all functionality to the
architecture specified?
- Is there an SDS/SRS defined?
- Are system-level and subsystem requirements traceable through the software design and
the test design?
·
4) Can you list the top ten risks for your project and are you managing them?
5) What is the estimated size of your software deliverable and how was it determined?
- Were measurements from previous related application domain projects used as the basic
for software development size/resource estimating?
- What was used for the basis of estimating the size, resowce, time of the development
effort? SLOC, function points, etc.?
- Are estimares regularly updated to reflect actual software-level developmen~
A realities?
International Software Quality Week Europe 1997
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FT 6) Do you know what interfaces are not under the control of your project? Do you
A have an Interface Control Document?
- Has each interface been defined?
- Have the critical path dependencies been documented?
- Is each external interface ranked on the basis of risk to the project?
7) Are there agreements, MOUs, or MOAs in place with the external
projects?
8) Do you really know what the user expects, wants, and needs?
9) Do you have a software engineering model?
'

10) Do you have CM?
11) Do you have QA?
~

12) Do you have training?
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BEST CURRENT PRACTICES IN
SOFTWARE QUALITY

* Risk mitigation
* Productivity and Maturity centered on the people
* NASA's Software Engineering Lab (SEL) - Methods and tools which focus on human discipline
in software engineering have been very effective
FOR SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT ~

* Set up a formal risk management process
Page61
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l" * Agree on a functional baseline user interface with
the users early as possible

* Hold peer reviews, functional inspections during all
aspects of the project throughout software/system
development

* Establish metric performance measurements to track project
status

* Measurement on a Software Development Project
- A core management-level responsibility

International Software Quality Week Europe 1997
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Work flows and process measures (milestones/turnovers)
- Cost measures related to cost-per-unit for both labor and
capital
- Percent of projects which create actual business value
- Productivity measures such as how much input is needed
produce a certain amount of output (development effort)

* Track rework and testing efficiency - ''Phase Containment
Effectiveness" Why?
* The performance and process rich "hi-flyers" in software
development are getting richer and putting the "low flyers" out
of business!!

* Harvard University Study - Robert Kaplan

~
~oftware development managers need to focus on the •
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I[ performance "half-life'' of their project
- Report not only where a project is in relation to its goals
- Also report on the time projected to close 50% of the gap
between where the project currently is and the end goal

* Recognition :and rewards
- Not for firefighters! That is what firefighters are for!
- Recognize the activities which have kept you out of the fires!

* Project Management
- cost estimating
- automated resource/schedule management
- milestones (builds)

* Level of Effort/Risk/Productivity Factors
~ database

size
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performance
- programming experience
- schedule
- use of modern software engineering techniques
- language environment/platform

* Require CCBs (Configuration Control Boards, and regular
progress evaluation. Have turnover/acceptance criteria for each
phase BEFORE moving onto the next phase

* Create a formal program to track defects at each project
phase/milestone

* Iterative build, test, validate, build, test, validate

~ \rt:, .:

Amplement a configuration management process to iden-·
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tify,document, control, and approve changes made during
the
software lifecycle

* Have an independent testing/QA function, but working in
parallel with actual code design, development, integration, and
deployment

* Establish industry standard process activities, coding
practice, and software quality engineering discipline

* Ensure that management is accountable for providing
qualified personnel, training, and that they are fostering
a good working environment. Management must buy in
. a b USiness
.
deCISIOn.
.. '
~ --.,,,:t1~ti,,::.
'-. to quality. It IS
~
.
~
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Asset and Resource People (Use high-tech/high-touch)
* Continually improve. Do not stand still!
* Soft skills for software quality managers/specialists and system and development engineers are absolutely critical for
project success
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A SOFTWARE QUALITY MANAGEMENT PEOPLE
PROCESS

A definition of software development insanity ''Performing the same actions repeatedly while expecting different results"
* Must make the life-style change and generate the processes that key to development
success!
* Industry Results (COMPETITIVE EDGE!)

* Must avoid push...
* Measurement is a mechanism for communication and coordination. It does not replace management of the enterprise.
* Not overhead!
~
i,:>
~Collection should be largely transparent and
•
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unobstrusive

* Knowledge Management/Enterprise Engineering
- The building of systems based on the management of organizational know-how
* processes
* procedures
* patents
* reference works
* best current practices
* forecasts
* metrics
* legacy info
*formulas
* ISO 12207
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FUTURE OF SOFTWARE QUALITY
Into the Looking Glass!

* Moving away from large development programs
-Fixed set of ideas, very difficult to maintain or modify

* Virtual computing

* Component based development
* Contract-based/Specification-based outcomes

* Do not be transfixed by C++ or 00 (Java/Smalltalk)

International Software Quality Week Europe 1997
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r, * Real-time operations across a multi-distributed and
heterogeneous environments
- The Network is the program

* Key to Software Development innovation is business savvy,
smart developers, and high quality products which meet and
exceed customer expectations and still meet the bottomline!

* Managing in this environment requires a "paradigm shift"
- Simply interviewing and hiring people, and keeping track of
your bum rate, and attending a few meetings no longer 'cuts
the mustard"
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l'_ Soft skills are critical
* Must be a people person first!
* If not, will perform a disservice to your people and the company, and the client, with the client being the most important!

* Humility vs. arrogance (you really don't know better!)
* Ability to communicate and work with people
(Without these skills the project will fail)
- Must understand the technology

international SQftware Quality Week Europe 191)7
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rments
-Organizational
skills (how to juggle demands and requireat the same time)
- Time management (no longer in the weeds all the time, mental
shift to much bigger picture with a far higher set of variables)
- Must measure all critical software development activities
- Must be quality-centric
- Proactive
- Avoid the "mythical man-month"
- "Techno-trarislator''
- Dynamically flexible in a very often ambiguous and fastchanging environment
- Must absolutely understand the business rules
(both corporate and client)
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Must understand and apply best current management
· practice

* Not more reengineering, downsizing, but more attention to
the human side of the equation (must be concerned about your
people)
- Create meaningful goals based on the benchmarking of key
development processes and milestones
- Encourage your people to question the need for every meeting,
every form, every process (real empowerment)
- Get rid of all low priority and unnecessary work and outmoded or outdated procedures

•

- Do not overwork your people and do appreciate t h e ~L•

~
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Practice continuous process improvement

* small incremental and measurable changes overtime
- Cultural change - self-value and project morale

** Do you still want to be in software quality?!
** Do you still'want to become software quality?!
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THE BOTTOMLINE
7 Main Principles

Focus on the Customer or end-user of the product. Be customer-centric!
Build in quality during the early phases of software development.
Do not rely on inspection, testing, and correction of defects later or near
the end of the project.
Reduce waste in people's times, and all activities during development which have no measurable return. Focus on value added.
Proactively pursue a strategy of continuous, on-going process improvement by always
focusing on the existing tasks and associated activities. Every person in the development
effort needs to be looking for a better way to do his or her job, constantly.

International Software Qualit1 Week Eur~
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r, Establish and promote flexible problem-solving methodologies and techniques which
.fl can identify opportunities for improvement and apply them to EVERY development
activity input, output, and critical paths within the project. Measure these key turnover,
milestone,
critical path points. Use brainstorming, experimentation, and cause and effect analysis
techniques to find real solutions. Implement corrective action.
Use metrics and statistical tools and techniques to measure forward progress or regression.
Most importantly - recognize the critical importance of the people in the total process.
Improved quality and higher productivity can be achieved by tapping the inherent
strengths of the people within the project. Help enable the goal of doing the job right the
first time. Every project team member needs to feel they are contributing to a successful
development effort.
A truly successful organization creates an environment that values every employee and
where management proactively empowers the entire team to a successful delivery.
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SOURCES
by no means complete and US-Centric!

BOOK READING LIST:
• Software Process Design: Out of the Tar Pit. Jacqueline Holdsworth. 1994.
- A Discipline for Software Engineering. Watts Humphrey. 1995.
- Writing Solid Code. Steve Maguire. 1993.
- The MythicalMan-Month.1995 Anniversary Edition. Frederick Brooks, Jr.
- Debugging the Development Process·· Practical Strategies for Staying Focused, Hitting Ship Dates, and Building Solid Teams. Steve Maguire. 1994.
- A Discipline for Software Engineering. Watts Humphrey. 1995.
- Managing Software Maniacs. Finding, Managing, and Rewarding a Winning Development Team. Ken Whitaker. 1994.
- Introduction to Software Project Management & Quality Assurance. McGraw Hill.
1993.
- Programming as if People Mattered - Friendly Programs, Software Engineering, and Other Noble Delusions. Nathaniel Borenstein. 1991.
• Managing the Software Process. Watts Humphrey. 1989.
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r, - Code Complete. A Practical Handbook of Software Construction.
6 Steve McConnell. 1993.
-How to Manage a Successful Software Project. Purba, Sawh, and Shah.
Magazines/Periodicals:
- CrossTalk. The Journal, of Defense Software Engineering. Software Technology Support Center, US Air Force.
- Software Development.
- Software Magazine for Managers of Corporate Software.
- Beyond Computing - Integrating Business & Informati.on Technology.
- ASAP -- Forbes Supplement in the Informa,tion Age -> Business at Warp Speed
Harvard Business Review.
- US Department of Defense -- The Program Manager's Gwde to Software Acquisition
Best Practices.
- ComputerWorld.
- Application Development Trends.
- Infoworld.
- Infor:;:::_nweekfor Busines, and Technology Managers.
-..
~
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OTHER RESOURCES:
- US Department of Defense Software Acqwsition Best Practices Initiative.
- Software Technol~gy Support Center, Hill Air Force Base.
- Software Engi.neering Institute, Camegi.e-Mellon.
- The Project Management Institute, Upper Darby, PA.

INTERNET:
Search via Lyco, Yahoo, Opentext, Infoseek, or Altavista for "software
project management", "software quality", "testing", "software metrics", or
"knowledge management/engineeering".
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Tutorial F

Effective Implementation of ISO 9000
for Software
•.

Dr. Giora Ben-Yaacov
Cadence Design Systems

Giora Ben-Yaacov, Ph,D., directs the ISO 9000 program at Cadence Design Systems. Cadence, with more than 3500 employees, is the largest supplier of
software tools and professional services used to manage the design of semiconductors, computer systems, networking and telecommunication equipment, consumer electronics, and a variety of other electronic-based products. Prior to
this, he had over 25 years of industry experience in implementing and managing
software development and quality systems. He assisted many companies to
prepare and document their quality and operation processes for ISO 9000
certification. He also taught ISO 9000 short courses at UC Extension, and he
has been trained as a lead auditor to the ISO 9000 standards. Giora had been
recognized as. innovator and leader in advancing quality and state-of-the-art technology of software products for engineering applications. He is on the Editorial
Board of IEEE CAP journal. He authored and presented numerous technical
papers and made presentations at various conferences and industry meetings .

Software Research Institute

[QW97-7)

San Francisco, Cali_fornia
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Effective Implementation
of ISO 9000
for Software

Giora Ben-Yaacov
Cadence Design Systems, Inc.
Gav 1997
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The Instructor
Giora Ben-Yaacov, Ph.D.
California: (408)428-6894

giora@cadence.com

GIORA BEN-YAACOV directs the ISO 9000 program at Cadence Design
Systems. Cadence, with more than 3500 employees world-wide, is the largest
supplier of software tools and professional services used to manage the
design of semiconductors, computer systems, networking and
telecommunication equipment, consumer electronics, and a variety of other
electronic-based products. Prior to this, Giera had over 25 years of industry
experience in Implementing and managing software development and quality
systems. He assisted many companies to prepare and document their quality
and operation processes for ISO 9000 certification.

He also taught ISO 9000

short courses at UC Extension and at Industry conferences, and he has been
trained as a lead auditor to the ISO 9000 standards.

Giera is on the Editorial

Board of IEEE CAP journal. He authored and presented numerous technical

papers and made presentations at various conferences and industry meetings.

\*'adencej
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Outline
• Introduction to ISO 9001 and ISO 9000-3
• Tips on effective quality system implementation
• Case study - Cadence India Engineering Center
• Models for software quality assessment
( ISO 9000, SEI-CMM, SPICE, Motorola-QSR ... )

Gsv1••1
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What Quality Means
• Meeting customers requirements
• Delivery on schedule
• Cost within budget
• Aiming at zero defect
• Being responsive to changes
• Tackling the source of the problems
• Setting measurable goals

ISO DEFINITION OF QUALITY:

Quality = Customer Satisfaction
GBY1997
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WHAT IS ISO 9000
• ISO 9000 is a series of international standards and
guidelines that provide quality management requirements.
• ISO 9000 certification means that the company have been
examined and found to have an effective management
system, which is capable of providing customers with
products and services that are consistent and predictable..
• ISO 9000 is important for two reasons :
- First - the discipline imposed by the ISO 9000 standards can
enhance productivity, efficiency, and effectiveness of product
development and customer services.
- Second - more and more companies, both here at home and
internationally, are requiring their suppliers and business
partners to be ISO 9000 registered.
GBY1997
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ISO 9000 HISTORY
• A series of STANDARDS (9001, 9002, 9003) & GUIDELINES
(9000, 9004, 10000, ...... )
• Based on US defense standards and British standards
• Adopted as international standards in 1987
• Adopted by the European Community members (1992 ... )
• Adopted by various U.S .. industries and government
(1993 .... )
• Interest in the USA
- Growing rapidly since 1992
- Customers driven (Europe, Asia, USA, ...)
- Selected USA industries adopted ISO 9000
» Communication, Computers, Semiconductors, Automobiles •.
- US government agencies adopted ISO 9000
» Department of Defense (DOD), NASA, FDA (new GMP) ...
GBY 1997
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ISO 9000 SUPPORTS .....
Company or Group

AdFff··t

Processes; Management;
Communication ; Training; etc.

Internal & External
"Suppliers"

Business
Partners

-------------------t:@~-:°a!.· :a~-~-;! :n:-~c·t:! ".JI...
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ISO 9000 Certification means ..... IMPROVEMENTS
• Increase ability to deliver products ....
-

that customers want
in a predictable manner
at the expected quality
such that the results of the effort are repeatable, and
having fun doing it

• Increase management ability to ...
- focus resources on key business objectives
- have confidence in meeting commitments
- manage changes
- create a culture that promote communication, customer
satisfaction, and employee motivation

GBY 1997
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CADENCE COMMITMENT TO QUALITY
"We take customer satisfaction and quality
improvements seriously throughout the entire
Cadence organization. Achieving ISO 9000
certification lets our customers know that we are
committed to continuous improvement in the quality
of our products, services, and employee skills."
~'i S'/Sr~~
~

Y'

::.'"
<>

,.,.

i ISO 9000:.

Joe Costello
President and CEO

~

<.)·~ . . . . . . .

T'
____________

GBY1997 _ _ _ _ _
·_
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ISO 9000 IS ABOUT .....
IMPROVING THE BUSINESS

Quality Management System
(QMS)

-

Summary of ISO 9000 Requirements:
•
•
•
•
•

Committed and responsive management;
Competent and empowered people ;
Processes that are consistent, repeatable and measurable;
Documentation that is simple and consistent with process in use;
Culture that promotes customer satisfaction and continuous improvement.

GBY 1997
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BUSINESS OBJECTIVES ...

Quality Policy,
Mission,
Objectives ...

Business
Plan

1998

Business & Quality
Objectives
Quality
Management
Reviews
(ISO 9000

Metrics
(measure results)

GBY1997
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ISO 9000
QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
lnprt
artp.Jt

Measure

Performance
mprove
Processes

1) Say what you do ( develop and document your processes)
2) Do what you say you do ( implement your processes )
3) Manage what you do ( measure performances)
4) Continuously improve what you do ( corrective actions )
GBY1997
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IMPLEMENTING AND AUDITING
the Quality Management System

Business
&

Documented Processes
(QMS)

Implementation Steps
•
•

Define your business and quality objectives
Define/Modify processes to meet your business/quality objectives
Ensure that processes are deployed effectively throughout your group

Audit Steps
•
•
•

Process Documentation - Processes (QMS) J!! Business/Quality Objectives
Deployment - Deployment by all staff J!! Processes (QMS)
Effectiveness - Deployment J!! Business/Quality Objectives

SCOPE OF ISO 9000 STANDARDS
• ISO 9001
-

design/development
Production
Installation
Servicing

• ISO 9002
- Production
- Installation
- Servicing

• ISO 9003
- Final inspection and test
GBY1997
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THE 20 ELEMENTS OF ISO 9001
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9
4.10
4.11
4.12
4.13
4.14
4.15
4.16
4.17
4.18
4.19
4.20

Management Responsibility
Quality System
Contract Review
Design Control
Document and Data Control
Purchasing
Control of Customer Supplied Product
Product Identification and Traceability
Process Control
Inspection and Testing
Control of Inspection, Measuring and Test Equipment
Inspection and Test Status
Control of Nonconforming Product
Corrective and Preventive Action
Handling, Storage, Packaging, preservation and Delivery
Control of Quality Records
Internal Quality Audits
Training
Servicing
Statistical Techniques

GBY 1997

Framework for Quality SY.stem
4.1 Management respons1b1lity
4.2 Quality system
4.3 Internal quality system audits
4.4 Corrective action

ISO 9000-3
Guidelines for the
application of ISO 9001
to the development,
supply and
maintenance of
software

00

Life Cycle Activities
5.1 General
5.2 Contract review
5.3 Purchaser's requirements specification
5.4 Development planning
5.5 Quality planning
5.6 Design and implementation
5.7 Testing and validation
5.8 Acceptance
5.9 Replication, delivery and installation
5.10 Maintenance
Supporting Activities
6.1 Configuration management
6.2 Document control
6.3 Quality records
6.4 Measurement
6.5 Rules, practices and conventions
6.6 Tools and techniques
6.7 Purchasing
6.8 Included software product
6.9 Training

GBY1997
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Software Quality System - ISO 9000-3

FRAMEWORK FOR QUALITY
SYSTEM

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

GBY 1997

Management responsibility
Quality system
Internal quality system audits
Corrective action

------------------t:ffi~·:a~d~e~J!!.:.1(~t~1,..

Management Responsibility
(ISO 9001 Section 4.1, ISO 9000-3 Section 4.1)
• Define policy and objectives
• Assign responsibilities and resources
• Appoint ISO Management Representative
• Conduct Management Reviews
-

GBY1997

Effectiveness of the Quality Management System (QMS)
Metrics (process, product, business, customers .. )
Customer feedback (external & internal)
Status of audits, corrective/preventive actions, .. •..
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Quality Management System
(ISO 9001 Section 4.2, ISO 9000-3 Section 4.2)

- quality policies

Level 1QUALITY
POLICY MANUA

Level 2-

Level 3-

PROCEDURES

- How policies
are implemented

PROJECTS ANO QUALITY PLANS

- How projects
are planned

RECORDS & WORK PRODUCTS

GBY1997
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INTERNAL AUDITS
(ISO 9001 Section 4.17,
ISO 9000-3 Section 4.3)
• Internal audits are considered to be one of
the most effective ways to sustain
continuous quality improvements.
• Internal audits provide an opportunity to
discuss strengths and weaknesses, to submit
proposals for improving the system, or to
point out disadvantages and drawbacks.

GBY1997
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CORRECTIVE AND PREVENTIVE ACTION
(ISO 9001 Section 4.14, ISO 9000-3 Section 4.4)
- Continuous review and analysis of:
•
•
•
•
•

Systems & processes
Customer feedback
Employee input
Product nonconformities
Audit results

- Initiating corrective & preventive action
- Investigating the route cause of nonconformities
- Applying controls (escalation) to ensure that
corrective and preventive action is effective
- Implement and record results of corrective action

GBY1997
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ISO 9000 ... Continuos Quality Improvements

Management
- Management reviews (ISO 4.1)
Measure Performance
- Metrics (ISO 4.20)
- Internal audits (ISO 4.17)
Improve Processes
- Corrective and preventive action (ISO 4.14)

Gav1991
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Life-cycle Activities
(ISO 9000-3: Sections 5.1- 5.10)

00

5.1 General
5.2 Contract review
5.3 Purchaser's requirements specification
5.4 Development planning
5.5 Quality planning
5.6 Design and implementation
5.7 Testing and validation
5.8 Acceptance
5.9 Replication, delivery and installation
5.1 O Maintenance
GBY1997
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Design & Development
(ISO 9001 - Section 4.4)
4.4.1 GENERAL: Company shall maintain documented procedures to
control and verify design & development of the product.
4.4.2 PROJECT & Q UALITY PLANNING: prepare plans for each design

activity.
4.4.3 TECHNICAL INTERFACES: Interfaces between groups shall be
defined and documented.
4.4.4 Il"iPUT: Design input shall be identified and documented.
4.4.5 REVIEWS: Documented reviews of design & development results
shall be conducted.
4.4.6 DESIG:"i OUTPl:T: Shall be documented in tenns of requirements
that can be verified.
4.4.7 VERIFICATION: Shall be recorded to ensure that each stage
output meets its input requirements.
4.4.8 VALIDATION: Shall be documented to ensure that product
confonns to defined user needs and/or requirements.
4.4.9 CHANGE MANAGEMENT: Shall be identified documented and
approved before their realization.
GBY 1997
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Example: Software Development Life-Cycle

IPlanning

I

~

•Managcmm
•Technology leadership

•Release objectives
•ProjecVlcam foonaion
•Resource allocation
•Schedules

•Engineering
•PMP. Fspecs

•Product Engineering

I

Implement!

•Mmageme:rt
•Tecnology leadership
•Project n:views

~IValidation ~
1

•Management
•Technology leadership

•Project ~views

-chmge managemm
•Star.us n,porting
•Engineering
-Coding. unit testing
•Release to PV

•Change managcmtnl.

•Status n:porting
•Engineering:

1

Release

•Engineering
•PostMonem
•Prod Validation
•First article test
•Upd,lteKPNS
•Manufacturing

•FixPCRs
•Jncotparae Beta feedback

•Product V alidation
•PRS
-Code building
•Zero article test
•Rollout plan
•Prod Validation
-Co-oldinate with beta customers
•Flow Solution validation
-test generation & tests
•Flow and additional tests
•CM
•Product Eng
•Pn:paze KPNS (on-line)
-cM Plan, CM set up
•Finalize Seta agne:ments
•Release to Manufacturing
•Pro<:lua validation
•Set-up /VE training
•Prod. Englnoering
•Prod Validation Plan
•Tech Pub
-Co-ordinate with beta cll$1.omm
•Beta plan
•i'r<J>= documents
•Implement rollout per plan
•Tech pub
•Documettation Plan
•Usability & serv:icability lC$1$

•Supply 6.rst
a:rticle'orasedoo.
the Order from PV
-CW. the CD for
Manufacturing
onccPV

authorises release

•Education services

•Tnining Plan

•Release version to manufacturing
•Tech Pub
•Releue Doc to Mammcturing
•Educ:alion services
•Pn:paze training ltUlterillls

- - - - - - - - - - - - Hot-Fix S t r e a m - - - - - - - - - - - - •Engineering: fix and test
-cM: Maintain HIX fix stream and

•Engineering
• Allocate time/resources

Release to CDS122

GBY 1997 - - - - - - - - - - · NE
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5.1

GENERAL

• A software development project should be
organized according to a life-cycle model
• The supplier can select any life-cycle model
which is most suitable to its software
development process
• Quality related activities should be planned
and implemented with respect to the nature
of the life-cycle model used

rtadetf(e!
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5.2 Contract Review
(ISO 9001 Section 4.3)
• Contract reviews (customer-supplier) are to confirm
that:
- customer's expectations are adequately understood and
documented,
- all deliverables are clearly defined and approved, and
- process exists for resolving differences.

• The supplier review process determines that the
supplier has the capability and resources to meet
contractual requirements.
• Records of the reviews must be kept.
• All Changes to the contract and requirements must be
properly reviewed and approved by all parties.
GBY1997
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5.3 REQUIREMENTS SPECIFICATION
• Before work is started, the supplier should have
a complete set of functional requirements,
including, but not limited to, performance, safety,

reliability, security, and hardware/software
interfaces
• The requirements specification should be
developed in close cooperation with the customer
• The requirements specification should be kept
under Configuration Management and
Documentation Control

Page 14
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5.4 DEVELOPMENT PLANNING
• The Development Plan should define how the
project is to be managed, including:
-

Schedule of development, implementation and deliveries
Progress control
Organizational responsibilities and resources
Organizational and technical interfaces between groups

• The Development Plan should cover:
- Definition of the project, statement of objective, and links
to related products
- Organization of resources, including team structure,
responsibilities, subcontractors, and other resources
- Development phases
- Project schedule, including tasks to be performed,
resources for each task, time for each task, and
interrelationships between tasks
- Identification of related plans (quality plan, configuration
management plan, integration plan, test plan.... )
GBY1997
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5.5 QUALITY PLANNING
• A Quality Plan should be produced as part
of the development planning
- It is updated along with progress of development
- Items concerned with a phase should be defined before
start of that phase
- The quality plan should be formally reviewed and agreed
- The quality plan may be an independent plan or form part
of the development plan or another plan

GBY1997
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EXAMPLE: QUALITY PLAN
: Pbase

\ Proposed
: Reviewers

i T argct Metric for V & V
: activity

I

·

, PMP

Planned
Verification &
Validation (V&V)
activ ity
Review

:
: A .. B .. .C..

I Less than 5 major defects

lFspecs

Review

\ A .. B ... C .. 0 .

···········:·A:::.r:: oo:.
:c~~· ................. ·waii:'.ihioiish ·
j"nei~·-····

········Re'Ylew

:

! Leu than 5 major defects

·····1·1.et·itiwi:rm33or der~·: n/a

:·r;;.;;,;;onai ·-r~i.i,i;;,; ... .·~ .;;; .............. ·,· A·:. jf.'.'.
, Sysr.m Tert Plan

Review

' A ... B... C.... D

( Release

OMJ testing

IA... B ...C ..

Zoro defecis in OM! tes~

I

:....................................................... ·.................... ........................................... :
GBY 1997
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5.6 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
• Design
- Identify design considerations, including input and outeut
specifications, design rules, and internal interface definitions
- Design methodology should be systematic and appropriate
- Learn from your past mistakes
- The software product should be designed to facilitate test,
maintenance, and use

• Implementation
- Progranvning and coding rules , adequate comments, and
consistent naming conventions should be specified and
observed
- Appropriate implementation methods and tools should be used

• Reviews
- Reviews
are met,
correctly
- Records

GBY 1997

should be carried out to ensure that the requirements
and the design and implementation met hods are
carried out.
of the reviews should be maintained

---------------------t.!ITT~
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5.7 TESTING AND VALIDATION
• The test plan may be an independent document,
or as part of another document, or may be
composed of several documents
• Testing may be required at several levels from
unit tests to acceptance tests
• In some cases, validation, beta, and acceptance
testing may be the same activity
• Before offering the product for delivery, the
supplier should validate its operation as a
complete product, when possible under
conditions similar to the application environment
GBY 1997
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5.8 ACCEPTANCE
• When the validated product is ready for
delivery, the purchaser should judge whether
the product is acceptable:
- According to previously agreed criteria
- In the manner specified in the contract

• The method of handling problems found
during acceptance test must be:
- Agreed between the purchaser and the supplier
- Written down

GBY 1997
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5.9

REPLICATION, DELIVERY AND
INSTALLATION

• The rules and responsibilities of both the
supplier and purchaser for delivery and
installation should be clearly defined, taking
into account:
-

Scheduling
Access to the purchaser's site and facilities
Availability of skilled personnel
Validation requirements. These should have been defined in
the contract
- A formal procedure for the approval of each installation
should be defined

GBY 1997
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5.1 0 Maintenance
• Maintenance should be carried out to a plan
which has been agreed beforehand between the
purchaser and supplier. This plan should
include:
-

Scope of maintenance
Identification of initial status (baseline)
Support organization
Maintenance activities

• Maintenance activities can be classed as:
- Problem resolution
- Interface modifications
- Functional expansion/performance enhancements

• All changes to the software during Maintenance
(enhancements, bug fix, etc ... ) should be done
using the same procedures as were used during
development
GBY1997
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Software Quality System - ISO 9000-3

SUPPORTING ACTIVITIES
(NOT PHASE DEPENDENT)
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6
6.7
6.8
6.9
GBY1997

Configuration management
Document control
Quality records
Measurement
Rules, practices and conventions
Tools and techniques
Purchasing
Included software product
Training

--------------------(.@~(:a!.!_··4~:!ie.'.i!n~:(~tjl. .

6.1 CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT
• CM provides a mechanism for identifying,
controlling, and tracking the versions of each
software item. A CM system should:
- Uniquely identify each software item
- Identify all software items which go to make a build
-

Identify build status
Control simultaneous updating by more than one person
Coordinate updates to multiple products and locations
Identify and track all actions resulting from a change request

• CM planning should include
-

GBY1997

Organization and responsibilities
CM activities to be carried out
CM tools, techniques and methods to be used
The stage at which items should be brought under CM control

-------------------1.ITT~Ca:!!.··!!a~e.!!n~.c~eJj..
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6.2 DOCUMENT CONTROL

• The supplier should have a procedure to control
all documents that have an impact on quality.
The procedure should cover:
- Identification of documents to be covered by the procedure
- The approval and issuing of procedures
- Change procedures, including withdrawal and release

-------------------1.!@~a~d!.!e:!l;.!n[.:.c~•t:.ll...
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6.3 QUALITY RECORDS

• The supplier should have procedures to control
quality records:
-

Gav 1991

Identification
Collection
Indexing
Filing
Storage
Maintenance
Disposition

-------------------cITT~
·a!.!d~e~n~.c~e::ilj...
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6.3

QUALITY RECORDS ( CONT. )

• Quality records to be control:
- Management (contract reviews, purchaser-supplier meetings and
reviews, progress reviews ...)
- Technical (verification results and corrective actions, test results,
acceptance problems, product changes ... )
- Maintenance (maintenance activities, problem reports, requests
for assistance, corrective action priorities and results, statistical
data on fault occurrences, change records .....)
- Support (current document items, product quality data including
metric values and performance, subcontractor assessment,
training and personnel experience ........)
- Audit results including follow-up actions
- Quality records (product quality problems, quality system review
records .... )

GBY1997
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6.4 MEASUREMENT (METRICS)
0
•

Business

•

Product
Process

•

Customer

Why are Metrics Important?
• Focus Attention
-How much of our resources are being wasted?
-On what problems shall we spend resources?
• Quantify trade.offs
-Which course of action is the best?
-What will this decision cost us?
• Record Progress
-How well am I doing against historical and goals criteria?
-Highlight improvements
GBY 1997
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METRICS

Business Goals
&
Customer Satisfaction
metrics
Process & Product metrics
that contribute to
business goals & customer satisfaction

GBY1997
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6.5 RULES, PRACTICES AND CONVENTIONS

• The supplier should provide rules,

practices and conventions in order
to make the quality system
effective.
/

-

GBY1997
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6.6 TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES

• Tools and techniques are needed to
ensure that everyone does his job
in accordance with the Quality
Management System, and that the
QMS is effective
• The tools can be for management
as well as development activities
• The tools should be reviewed
periodically and updated if
necessary

&.

GBY1997
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6.7 PURCHASING
• Assessment of subcontractors
- Subcontractors must be selected on the basis of their ability to
meet subcontract requirements, including quality requirements
- Records of acceptable suppliers must be maintained
- The supplier must ensure that quality system controls are
effective

• Purchased products
- Purchased products and services must conform to specified
requirements
- Purchasing documents should clearly define the product or
services ordered.
- The purchasing documents should be reviewed and approved by
the supplier to ensure adequacy of the specifications before they
are sent to the customer

GBY 1997
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6.8 INCLUDED SOFTWARE PRODUCT

• The supplier may have to include in the
end-product software supplied by the
purchaser or by a third part
• The supplier should have procedures for
validation, storage, and maintenance of
this product
• If a purchaser-supplied product is found
to be unfit for use, this should be
recorded and reported to the purchaser
GBY1997
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6.9 TRAINING

ii

• A procedure is needed to identify and provide for
training needs of all people whose work affects
quality
• Records of training and experience should be
maintained
• People with specific tasks should be qualified by:
- Appropriate education
- Training
- Experience

• Training requirements should consider:
- Specific tools and techniques to be used
- computer resources
- skills and knowledge of the field which the software is to deal

GBY1997
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Key HR functions under ISO 9000 Requirements
ISO REQUIREMENTS: TO ENSURE THAT THE RIGHT SKILLED
PERSONAL AVAILABLE TO PERFORMED THE WORK
Hiring process: - to ensure that the right skilled personnel are hired within the
stipulated time
Training process: -to ensure that the Cadence employee are adequately trained in the
skills required to perform their jobs effectively
Appraisal process: - to ensure that Cadence employees are appraised of their
performance and provided feedbacks which help improve their performance.

In order to make sure that above functions are carried out the following support
functions are required :
- clearly define the roles and responsibilities of HR members
- to define HR vision and work towards achieving it
- to define the HR procedures, document and make it known to others
-to plan HR activities and to monitor the progress against the plan (target)
-to find out deficiencies in the HR practices and performance and take corrective
actions to remove the potential problems
-to set " service levels (metrics)" commensurate with Cadence goals and strive to
achieve them
GBY 1997
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ISO 9000 requirements can be
summarized as follow:
• Committed, focused and responsive management;
• Competent, empowered and knowledgeable people;
• Processes that are visible, traceable, consistent,
repeatable, measurable and documentable;
• Documentation that is appropriate, simple,
understandable and consistent with the process in use.

GBY 1997
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Engineers View of ISO 9000
• Team members are aware of their job
requirements, and have knowledge, skill,
experience, and training to meet those
responsibilities.
• Projects are planned correctly.
• Projects are executed according to plan.
• Changes to plans are reviewed and approved.
• Processes are reviewed for effectiveness and
continued relevance.

[faden<tl
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PROCESS IMPLEMENTATION
FOR ALL

PROJECT LIFE-CYCLE PHASES
Preparation

The author(s) understand the requirements in terms of
specifications, deliverable, estimates, etc., and prepare all
Information for template generation.

Project Documents
(templates)

The author(s) generate the project documents by completing
the appropriated template(s) (ie. PROJ_PLAN,
OESIGN_SPECS, TEST_PLAN ... )

Technical Review

The document is reviewed per the TECHNICAL REVIEW
PROCESS. The review feedback is analyzed and incorporated
in the document

Approval

Change Mgt.

Records

Gav1991

The document is approved by the appropriate approval authority
as mentioned In the respective template, per DOCUMENT
CONTROL PROCESS (approved versions # start at 1.0)
All changes to the approved documents are approved and
incorporated into the project documents per OOCUMENT CONTROL
PROCESS and as per the appropriated project templates
Each phase of the life cycle has different project documents
and records. All records are generated and maintained in the
project records (traceability)

---------------------cl(~,·i!:d!!.·~e.!:n~.~-e-~,1-
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ISO 9000 IMPLEMENTATION
ISO AUDIT

Jlanni~g
Process I document

.

Training

.
Implementation

.

.

Internal Audits

GBY 1997

What ISO 9000 Implementation Means:
We • • not changing the 17oup practices; we only documert • hi!tl level whd: the group
does.
Managemen: to sec Yisian ( Quality Policy) .,d to -,sa.re th• the s,-oup wor1es towards
achieving it
The 5"0Up mMagement defines the roles and responsibilities for establishing the p-oc:esses
sld procedl.ns for the woup work
To enswe that all staff • • ...,.. of QuaUty princip(es. aid of tt\9 group procedw-es
Managemerl: ensLWe thli these defined procedu-es are used in all the wortc done by the

g~
Managemart enslre that doa.snenls sld records .,. s;woduced as per the procec:1..-es
A system exists to presww the documltnts. distribl.te them as per Documert Control"
00

procadt.w'es for fl.tU""e rllfer.nce and for audits.
To follow a good purchase process to emu-• that good quality goods. services .-.
brought from reputed vondon..
To Rview / inspect the deliwrables in the woup (doc\.SNntS, p'-ns.. ) before use or delivery
to customers. To keep lhe records of such revi.ws.
To plan the ~ wori(. execute accordng to the plan. to review the progress of the work
against Che plan
To maintain the •CJJipment/tools/systems in working condtion. To use evalualecl , well
prown toots and mchocls in the work.
To conduet th• lnt•nal Audits to check Uw •ffKtiwness of i"1)19fflemng the procedu"•s.
and to remow the problems in ordltr to i ~ v e the Quality.
To llnlllyz• u,. probl9m5 seen ck.ring th• re\li-s I inspections I customer fNcl:>ack's, to do
root caase anatysis to P'•vait r1e....--,c• of such problems in f\.twe.
management to review the Qumity System, its effecti veness periodcalty. To keep r1eords c:Jf
these reYiews to demonstrate management actions to improve Quajity.
To set Metrics (or service leveis) and take actions a corrective aedons to ensure that
group I staff mNts I exceeds the lewts.

GBY 1997
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Implementation Strategy
• Senior Management commitment
- Senior management commitment
- communication of the commitment to the staff
- ISO implementation as part of every one's MBO

• Buy-in from all staff
- Involve them in the process definition and review
- Show them the benefits

• Process development
- Process development with inputs from all staff
- Effective review, approval, and document control system
- Accessibility to all staff (On-line/Web)

• Implementation
- Training
- Continuous improvement & effective change management
- Records

• Implementation Monitoring
- Management reviews
- Focal reviews

GBY1997
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EFFECTIVE ISO 9000 DOCUMENTATION
• The purpose of ISO 9000 is to improve the company processes, not
to create bureaucracy - every written document should make
business sense first and ISO sense second.
• ISO 9001 procedures should be short and effective
in a software organization is writing too much.)

(common error

• Limiting documentation to what is required by trained engineers to
do their job (often, in a form of a very short procedure, supported
by template and/or checklists.)

Doc. Details

+
GBY1997

Training

IS

+
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CADENCE INDIA ENGINEERING CENTER
"ENHANCING OUR COMPETITIVENESS "

ISO 9000 JOURNEY

Gav 1997
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FOR CADENCE INDIA - ISO 9000 IS ABOUT.....
IMPROVING OUR EFFICIENCY & EFFECTIVENESS
Our efforts were focused on advancing best practice
processes in:
• Cycle time
• Quality
• Communication
• Reviews
.. . .. and other critical areas

GBY1997
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CADENCE INDIA -- ISO 9000
IMPLEMENTATION

I

11so

START 6/951

AUDIT 7/961

+

Planning

...

)Iii

Process / document

.

Training

.
Implementation

.

.

Internal Audits

GBY1997
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PROCESS IMPROVEMENTS
CADENCE INDIA
Assessment scoring before and after ISO 9001 implementation
ASSESSMENT AREA

12/1994

4/1996

(scoring range 1 - 10)

(BEFORE ISO)

(AFTER ISO)

1. Approved documented process
2. Project planning and control
3. Phased development
4. Documented requirements
5. Configuration management
6. Security
7. System & acceptance testing
8. Software quality goals
9. QA as customer advocate
10. Software process improvement
11. Capability improvement
12. Software subcontractors

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
4.0
3.5
2.0
2.0
2.4
2.0
2.5

Averaae scorina

2.4

~

--

9.0

7.6
8.0
7.5
8.0
9.0

6.7
5.6
4.0
8.3
5.0

-

7.1

1996: Quality audit in India, Bev Crair & Dick Albright, 4117/1996

GBY 1!197 _1_994_
: ca_de_n_ce_R_e_po_rt_
, R_o_d_ne..
y_W_is_o_n_&_Li-nd_a_P_ro_wse_
, _121_1_6/_19_94_-t;f(~:'a!!.·a!!
· ·~e.!!ft~(~
·.e~-1,_.
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CADENCE IND/A ENGINEERING CENTER

RESULTS OF A SURVEY ON ISO 9000 BENEFITS
(December 1996)
• 15% improvement in meeting delivery commitments
All project now have project plans
Estimation skills are improving
Data driven decision making
Formal "change management" & project status reviews
» Corrective action when project slippage is over 20'!.

»
»
»
»

• 25% reduction in defects
» Consistent reviews are built into every project life-cycle
» Statistics: in average 5 • 8 PO's are discovered in reviews of every project

• 28% increase in satisfaction of internal customers (U.S. managers)
» Requirements and specifications are reviewed jointly

» Status reports are shared with cross functional groups
» Internal customer satisfaction surveys

• 26% increase in India employee satisfaction
»
»
»
»
GBY1997

Employee satisfaction surveys and other schemes
Training program to improve employee skills
Building an environment where people take pride in their accomplishments
All these activities help in our employee retention effort

--------------------t.:@~·.a~·a~.:~e:~;nt:!.(~t!:.JI...

CADENCE IND/A ENGINEERING CENTER

IMPROVING BUSINESS RESULTS VVITH ISO 9000

• Over 10% improvement in productivity
» Group of 150 people = freeing 15 people to new
projects

• Over 15% improvement in quality
» Meeting delivery commitments on schedule, with
committed functionality & performance, and with
less defects

• Over 20% improvement in satisfaction
» Internal customers & staff

GBY 1997
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CADENCE IND/A ENGINEERING CENTER

Paradigm Shift
- Significant improvement in efficiency & effectiveness
- Best practices selected
- Process ownership with Project Managers
- Data driven decision making
- Process improvement suggestions valued
- Continuous improvement via management reviews and audits

Technical processes by themselves are not
effective unless they are complimented by cultural
& leadership processes
GBY1997
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RESULTS ....

• India Engineering Center is a proof that
quality does indeed pay
• Business benefits
- Productivity, Quality, Satisfaction

• Cultural changes
- Communication, Effective leadership, Creative thinking, Pride

• ISO 9000 = a success for the
organization, for the employees, and for
the customers
Gav1,91
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Gav1991
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Quality System Assessment
+SEI CMM - Software Engineering Institute
Capability Maturity Model
+SPICE - Software Process Improvement and
Capability dEtermination (ISO 15504)
+QSR -

Motorola Quality System Review

+ISO 9000 - International Organization of.
Standards series of quality standards

GBY1997
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"Alphabet Soup"
i

n
111
1

.

Comparison

Depth o
applicaton

Breadth of a~plication
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A Brief Description of the SEI
CMM
+ Initially, to provide a method (assessment vehicle and model)
for US DoD to more effectively evaluate the abilities of their
software contractors to completely perform on software
engineering contracts
+ Now used by commercial companies
+ A guide for improving technical management processes and
software process maturity
+ Assessment method
- Process assessment (first party)
determine maturity
evaluate organizational effectiveness
- Capability evaluation (third party-government)
+ It is an opportunity for the software development community
to assess itself and recommend corrective action
GBY 1997

A Brief Description of the SEI CMM
Scoring Schema
Optimi,.ed (5)

Delined (3)

Initial(\)
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A Brief Description of the SEI CMM
Structure of Each Level

CD
Key
Process
Areas
Goals

Key
Practices

A Brief Description of the SEI CMM
Key Process Areas-Identified by Level
I
Optimizing (5)

Management

Organizational

Process Ola,ge

T.chnol0f11 Changa

Manage!Nnt

Managemant

Engineering

-

Technd0fl1 Ctwis,t

..

Managenw,t 0.fKt

Managed (4)
Defined (3)

Repeatable (2)

Proc:n:s1..nange
Oua,tativ• Process

Ou,tt-JgS:.."§nS

lntegrsted Softwa,.

Organization Process Focus

Managemant

Organization Process

Intergroup c:c.ordinatian

Definition

Rec:Jliraments ManageffW'lt

Training Pragam

Softwwa F>rq.ct P\aMing
Software ~~racking &
Softwara Subccntnct

ManaSolw•• Ola.lily Asu-ara
Softw•• Coni9'1'11tion

Initial (1)

Jvj Moe Pn:,c:9sses
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Softw1nOuality

--

Softwwa Product

Engineering
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A Brief Description of the SEI CMM
Profile of Key Practices at Each Level
The Number of Key Practices Within Each Common Featuro and Level
Key

Uvel.s

Repeatable (2)

--A,ps

Gools

Commitments

Abilities

Activities

Mea.sm-emert

Verification

20

9

25

62

6

19

Ddloed (3)

7

17

9

25

50

9

IS

ManacedC4J

2

6

3

8

12

2

6

OpUmtzloe (5)

3

9

7

13

26

3

7

Note: Effort required to move from one level to another is not linear

A Brief Description of the
Motorola Quality System Review
QSR
+The QSR is an assessment vehicle by which we
can ~valuat.e a Qu;dity System and where to
best mvest m quahty improvement programs.
+It is an opportunity for the software
development commµnity tp assess itself and
recommend corrective achoo.
+A review team uses the documented QSR
assessment criteria and procedures to
determine a level of maturity.
+The review team recognizes achievements,
points out opportun~t1es for impr:ovement, and
offers recommendations for contmuous
improvement.

GBY 1997
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Motorola QSR: 12 Questions
I. Is an approved documented process used to guide the development and maintenance of all software that impacts Total
Customer Satisfaction?
2. An softwuc project planning and conttol mechanisms in place and followed?
3. Is softwaJ< developed as part of a total system ~ • phased development approach, intermediate deliverables, and
review and approval based on entrance and exit criteria?
4. Is software developed in support of documented (formal, Mitten, approved, updated and available) reqwements, with
confamance to these reqwements verified?
5. Is software developed and maintained under documented plans for configuration management and change control,
indudi~ installab.oo and customer configuratioo?
6. Is software developed~ proper tools for security and information archiving, including disaster protection?
7. Does software undergo s~tem/accept,nce testing by individuals or organizations not directly involved in the design or
implementation of the product being tested? Does testing reOect customer usage?
8. An there established goals for software quality? Do the measurement s~tems provide tracking of progress towards
these goals as well as highlight quality issues from the customer perspective?
9. Does the quality assurance organization act as a customer advocate in software matters by assuring conformance to
customer requirements and specifications and proper execution of the approved development process?
10. ls there a mechanism used to ensure contimlous software development process improvement?
11 . Is there a capability improvement program in place for all software organizations, including deployment and
asses.mien! of ttaining'I
12. Is the process used by software subcontractas under control, and is conformance to requirements of subconttacted
software verified?

GBY 1997

A Brief Description of the Motorola OSR
Scoring Anatomy
Approach
Score for

Questioni-----t•~Cons;derationLOeployment

Question

~ R e sWts

Question

I

2

J

•

s

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Considerations

3

6

6

4

6

5

6

5

6

3

7

2
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A Brief Description of the Motorola OSR
Scoring Schema

I

-

Approach

Deployment

Results

No system

None

Ineffective

OOf•ITWlUS

Poor(O)

r,Neak{2J

---·-S

,·-··

System beginn ing

Fragmented

Spotty

System defined

Less fragmented

Inconsistent

W•

Fair(4)
~arginal{6)

Qualified{B)
loutstanding(1 OJ

....

·-·-$

ll'l)ll'lill-Ell\: S

~-~-·

'

Sound system

Somewhat consistent

Posi1ive results

Proven system

Pervasive

sustained results

Innovative system

Internal and external

wa1d-dass results

A Brief Description of ISO 9001

+ISO 9000 sets out how a company can establish an effective Quality
Management System (QMS) to meet their customers' needs
+The identification and formalization of processes that can affect quality
+The requirements are aimed primarily at achieving customer satisfaction by
preventing nonconformity at all stages from design through servicing.
+Assessment Method
-Internal Audit (first party)
-External/Accredited Audit (third party)
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ISO 900: Standards & Guidelines
o-::lL
•
·:
' Codol\.
.IRP\~.rc:h·,:t'SDoftwes,
jL
IL

Test

"Pack~"-.. . .oni'
~
Vi-=jv'"

1S09001

.

ISO 9002

ISO !I000-3

.

TocklT

•1so 9001 Quality System-Model for Quality Assurance in Design, Development, Production,
Installation and Servicing
•1so 9002 Quality System-Model for Quality Assurance in Production, Installatioo
•1so 9000-3 - Guidelines for the applicatioo of ISO 9001 to the development, supply and
maintenance of software

• Ticklt (./ )-An ISO 9001 certification scheme specific to the software development industry

ISO 9001: Scoring
+20 Elements
-Management responsibility

Quality sysum

Coruactnview

Design coruol

Oocume:rt. ztd data control
Cottrol of c:ustomer-supJiied product
Process corurol
Comol of inspection, measuring and test equipmert
Coruol of nooconfomring product
Handling. stcnge, packaging. pn,ervation and delivery
Internal quality audits
Semcing

Purchasu\l

Product id.ertificaion and traceability
Inspection and testing
Jnspection and test status
Correcti.w: and preventative actim
Cori:roi of quality records
Ttaining

Statistical Techniques

+Pass/Fail
-Major nonconformance - An absence or total breakdown of a the
quality system in addressing an one of the 20 elements of the standard
-Minor nonconformance - A single observed lapse in following one
item of a companies procedure
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Comparison of SEI-CMM, Motorola-QSR and ISO 9001
Category
Audlt1
Conct11111ctlon

Pr nentlon ofprobllffltl

SEI CMM '11.1

,
,
,
,

T,Wnlng

ProceH and l f•<~I• definition
Conti nuous Improvement

Spec lftc method,

Proc,11 databu1
Proc:HHI for dn1lopm1nt oflnt.mal tr..inlng
Organlutl oNII 1111aSUN1

T1cMology c ~ m1nag1m1nt

,
,
,
,
,

,

Contractl'lvlew
PYrchHln& other U,an lulH:ontr'Ktfll work

C~tom,r 1uppll1d pntduct
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General Observations
+Method
-ISO 9001 -

attributes, standard

-SEI CMM Vl.1 -practices / software engineering model, maturity model
-QSR -

questions, inferred maturity model

+Complexity and Size
-ISO 9001 -

relatively precise and defined (10 page standard, 20 elements)

-SEI CMM Vl.1 - inherently complex (450 page description, 18 key practices, 368 activities)
-QSR- medium complexity (20o+ page training manual, 12 questions, 59 considerations)
+Compliance/Approval
-ISO 9001 -

clear and formal (1st and 3rd party (accredited) audit)

-SEI CMM Vl.1 - consensus (1st and 3rd party (government, and SEI approved) assessment)
-QSR- consensus (1st party assessment, and 3rd party (Motorola))
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Giora Ben-Yaacov
Effective Implementation of /SO 9000 for Software

Continuous Process Improvement
It all fits together
ISO 9000 :
International
Standards Organization

Process Assessment
Focus: Capability &
Improvement

Focus: Capability &
Improvement

ISO 9000 & CDN ASSESSMENT

• CDN - Cadence assessment methodology - evaluate and
identify where to best invest in quality improvements
• ISO 9000 - implementation vehicle - maximize effort in
processes that affect quality

~
~ISO

CON
Assessment
GBY 1997

ISO 9001

Registration

ISO 9001

Surveillanc

9001

CON
Assessment

Assessment

--------------------ift,!(~a!·a!.,! __:e-~0~.-!'.;(_?!:ejj_
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Tutorial G, Part I & II

Requirements-Driven Test Management

Mr. Tom Gilb
Independent Consultant

Tom Gilb known worldwide as a lecturer and ·software technology author,
devoted 80 pages of the earliest book describing inspection, Software Metrics
(1976), to a description of software inspection methods. He has actively taught
and installed and followed up the method internationally since 1975. He has
consulted to key pioneers of Inspection at IBM development labs. He is the
author of Principles of Software Engineering Management, and Software Inspec-

tions.

Software Research Institute

[QW97-23)

San Francisco, California

Requirements Driven Test Management
•

Quality Week Europe, Brussels

•

Tutorial Wed . 5th Nov. 1997

•
http://www.stsc.hill.af.mil/SWTesting/gilb.html/
-

Tom Gilb,

stt Planguage/Result Driven Managcmtnt book
Manuscript at this site. and other thinzs, for more
detail.

Independent Consultant

Gilb@acm.org

Copyright Tom Gilb. Iver Holtersvei 2, N-1410 Kolbotn, Norway
Permission to copy, not for profit, when source and email quoted, is given.
Homepage: http://www.Result-Planning.com
Thursday, October 09, 1997

Copyright Gilb@acm.org

Areas of Requirements Interest
• Planning Tests
- Setting test objectives

• Planning a Test organisation
- Deciding how good a test organisation will be

• Testing To Requirements
- Interpreting System requirements
- Improving system requirements for test purposes

11,ursday, October 09, 1997

Copyright Gilb@acm .org

P ann1ng Tests
Setting test objectives
• There are many dimensions of how good a test
is
• Each of these dimensions is a "quality" of the
tests
• You need to decide how good you want to do
your tests
- Agree with all parties to these goals
- Design your tests to meet your goals

Thursday, October 09, I 997

Copyright Gilb@acm.org

3

Test dimensions
Test Process

Thursday, October 09, 1997

Quality of Test

Copyright Gilb@acm .org

2

Defining Test Goodness measures
• All dimensions of test goodness can be
specified numerically
• Use a" Scale" to define units of measure
• Use "Meter" to specify how you would test
how well you are doing
• Specify "benchmarks" (Past, Record)
• Decide how good you want to be using
"tar!!ets" (Must~ Plan~ Wish)
Thu~

y, October 09, 1997

Copyright Gilb@acm.org

5

Example
• Test Effectiveness:
• Scale: % of [desired defined category] of
faults which are identified by a defined test
process.
• Meter: compare results to downstream fault
discovery of defined category faults
• Past [Last project] 30% <- Guess
• Plan [Next Project] 60% <-Tom
Thursday, October 09, 1997

Copyright Gilb@acm .org

6

3

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

1st Area of application: Test Goodness Measures
Quality of a Test Process,
a brainstormed list by test tutorial participants 1996
Effectiveness (% of existing defects found)
Efficiency (bugs per work hour?)
Time to release to market
Reliability of product (meantime to fail for specified users)
Maintainability (mean time to fix a defect) of test script
automatic testability
Remaining defects afterwards for system lifetime
Simplicity of executing the tests by defined test people.
Accuracy of testing intended things
Portability of test materials to other environments, platforms

Thursday, October 09, 1997

Copyright Gilb@acm .org
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An example of definition:
Test Effectiveness Measures
> TEST-EFFECTIVENESS
•
•

•

>

>
•

>

"for a defined process"
GIST: what portion of defined defect types are we finding using
our test processes?
SCALE: % of [DEFINED DEFECTS] identified by DEFINED
TEST PROCESSES within DEFINED EFFORT using DEFINED
TOOLS
METER: <sampling oftest efforts by QA>
PAST [LOGICAL BUGS, BRANCH COVERAGE TESTING,
80% level effort, SRA Tools] 50% + or - 30%?? <-Tom Gilb wild
illustrative guess to provoke better information.
PLAN [ANY
FECT, {Inspection and Our Tests}, 1
work hour per 100 LO , NO SPECIAL TOOLS] 30% ?? <- swag
tg
DEFECTS:DEFINE : any difference from formal requirements.
DESIGN DEFECT: DEFINED : any difference from specified
design.

DESIGf

Thursday, October 09, 1997

Copyright Gilb@acm .org

8

4

Here are the
specification language
tools
in some more detail

Thursday, October 09, 1997

Copyright Gilb@acm.org
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Tagging
• Any "name" you want to use for referring to a
concept.
• Similar to programming names
• Hierarchical: Test.System.STOOi
• Can be used on any statement
- Effect:
• Scale: % of bugs identified
• P1997: Past [1997]
• Plan [1998] P1997 + 50%

• Allows "reuse" of defined concepts
Thursday, October 09, 1997

Copyright Gilb@acm .org
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5

Gist
• An informal summary of the main thrust of
the larger definition.
• Useful for getting groups to agree before
detailed definition
• Useful for summarizing the complex detailed
definition finally.
• Gist: Radically more effective testing than our
competitors.
Thursday. October 09, I 997

Copyright Gilb@acm.org
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Scale
• "Scale" is a parameter which defines the units of
.
measure we are using
• All other parameters are defined by the scale
- (Meter, Benchmarks, Targets)

• Sometimes a "set" of scales represent "complex"
concepts.
- You cannot express all ideas well on a single scale.

• Scales should be "look up" rather than "invent"
• "Scale: Minutes to make a test set change."
Thursday, October 09, I 997

Copyright Gilb@acm .org
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6

Meter
• "Meter" defines a process or test for
determining where we are on the Scale of
measure in practice. -----?------->
• There can be many Meters (also called Test)
- Meter (Unit Test] ...••• , [System test] ... spec ...
- Meter [Field Trails, in house] ....•. ,
- Meter [Field trials, Customer Sites] ..... .

• A 'Meter' specification implies real world
attributes such as time, money, people,
effectiveness
Thursday, October 09, 1997

Copyright Gilb@acm.org
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Benchmarks (past facts)
• "Benchmarks" are a set of concepts for
analyzing 'how things were', on a Scale
• They are: {Past, Record, Trend}
• Past is any past time point on the scale.
• Record is any exceptional past.
• Trend is an extrapolation of past into future

Thursday, October 09, 1997

Copyright Gilb@acm.org
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7

Bene ar s:
analytical descriptions

--

d

The function being
described

Thursday, October 09, 1997

Copyright Gilb@acm .org
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Targets (future goals)
• "Targets" are a set of future requirements
• These are "goals" at [defined) times, places
and conditions.
• They are: {Wish, Ideal, Must, Plan}
• Wish: is desire without commitment to achieve
• Ideal: is a dream level normally unattainable
• Must: is minimum survival level for system
• Plan: is success level, satisfaction, full payment
Thursday, October 09, 1997

Copyright Gilb@acm.org
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8

Target Leve s:
Requirements

-.
.

.

..

I

The/unction being
described

~
Thursday, October 09, 1997

Copyright~

Notes
• Any form of comment which does not actually
change the testable specification
• Source: a reference to a person or document
- Past 55°/o <- The Chairman's speech
- S23: Source: The Annual Report 1997

• Comments: any background notes:
- Plan [USA, Next Year "1998"] 59%
- N123: Note: this is a note line.
- C456: Comment: this is a comment line.
"f!tursday, October 09, 1997

Copyright Gilb@acm.org
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Definitions
• Any reusable defined terms.
• Any tagged unit is a defined term
- any requirement specification
- any single statement with a tagged identity

• Explicit parameter "Defined" may be used:
- CEO: Defined: Chief Executive Officer.
- Easy: Defined: A task level which any beginner can
_ learn and master within one hour under guidance.

• Defined Terms will use Capitals as a signal
Thursday, October 09, 1997

Copyright Gilb@acm .org
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Assumptions
• Assumptions are any condition for other
specifications (ex. A 'Plan' level) to be valid.
• Al: Assumption: the weather is suitable.
• Past [Suitable Weather] 55%.
• Plan (1999, If Suitable Weather OR Indoors]l.
• S22: State: Off.
• Stagel: Basis: Unit Tests AND QC Exited.
• (The above are 5 unrelated ex.amp/es)
Thursday, October 09, 1997

Copyright Gilb@acm.org
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[Qualifiers]
• Qualifiers are a condition for a statement being
valid, an assumption type.
• They are written in [square brackets]
• They can be used to make a specification
conditional upon the then-current "truth" of
any set of conditions.
• They can be used to "tailor" a generic Scale
definition. For example: /
~
- Scale:Time to do a [defined test] by [defined tester]
- Plan [System Test, Novice Tester] 6 hours
Thursday, October 09, 1997

21

Copyright Gilb@acm .org

Uncertainty Notation
• There is a wide variety of notation to express
uncertainty, risk of deviation, fuzzy thought
etc.
- [Qualifiers] can reduce uncertainty by limiting
the conditions for which a specification is valid

<
50% ±20%

- Past [USA] <50%>
- Past [USA]

fuzzy brackets>
Deviation

- Past [USA] 50% to 60% Range
- Past [USA] 50%? "Or??" Doubt
- Past [USA, IF Copyright Validl 50%
Thursday, October 09, I 997

Copyright Gilb@acm .org

Conditional
22
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Sources
• Sources of information or specification should
be given wherever possible, for each individual
statement.
- To allow quality control against the source
- To improve configuration management/change
control

• Format examples
- Past [1997] 50%

<- TR016, page 44.

- TR016: Source: Technical Report on Evolutionary
test methods, May 9th 1997, 600 pages.
Thursday, October 09, I 997

Copyright Gilb@acrn.org
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Authority
• Authority indicates the level of priority which a
specification has.
• A22: Authority: Customer Contract May 9 97.
• A23: Authority: Corporate Testing Policy.
• A24: Authority: Test Management Standards.

Thursday, October 09, I 997

Copyright Gilb@acm.org
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Costs
• "Costs" are the inputs to our test process or test organisation
which make it possible for us to exhibit the quality and
performance attributes we need to have.
- Costs are several in nature
- Costs can be specified like qualities (Scale etc.)
- They are:
• Money
• Qualified People
• Time
• Space
• Input quality levels (like database accuracy)

Thursday, October 09, I 997

Copyright Gilb@acm.org
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Costs

The function which
absorbs the costs to get
the
qualities

Thursday, October 09, I 997

Copyright Gilb@acm .org
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Cost Spec1 1cat1on
Examples
• Database Quality:

• Tester Capacity:
- Scale: Number of [Fully
Qualified OR defined
level capability] Tester
Hours

• Machine Hours:

• Test Budget:

- Scale: Number of Hours
available for testing per
month for a defined
[machine specification].

Thursday, October 09, I 997

- Scale: % of valid data
elements amongst
elements accessed by a
[defined set of tests].
- Scale: Test Engineering
Hours [for defined
components] and for
[defined test levels]

Copyright Gilb@acm .org
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Generic Constraints
• Generic "Constraints": are any specification
which "draws a line" between 'permitted'
and 'not'.
• Constraint types are:
- {Design, Quality, Cost, Legal, Preference}.
- All types of specification language explained
earlier can be used to articulate constraints.

• Examples:
- Design Constraint:
• C55: Constraint: All testing activity and information
must be secure as defined by customers directives.
Thursday, October 09, 1997

Copyright Gilb@acm.org
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Some generic Constraint
Concepts

<ct>::
an

}

t

Costa
Thursday, October 09, 1997

Copyright Gilb@acm.org
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Here are som.e m.ore
'test process'
quality/goodness
specifications
using this language.
Thursday, October 09, 1997

Copyright Gilb@acm.org
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PORTABILITY
• PORTABILITY:
• GIST: portability of all test scripts and tools to
defined customer environment <-Leon Osterweil's
idea Univ Amherst
• SCALE: hours per 100 test cases of conversion to
(defined platforms] using [defined methods or tools
and human efforts] using [defined human skill levels]
• METER: by selected samples of past and current
test porting efforts.
• PLAN [to UNIX, SRA Tools, NOVICE TRAINEE
CUSTOMER TESTERS] 2 hours "per 100 test cases
converted"
Thursday, October 09, I 997

Copyright Gilb@acm.org
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TEST SIMPLICITY
• TEST SIMPLICITY
• GIST : ease of testing
• SCALE: [defined work effort) by [defined staff levels) for
successfully carrying out [defined types of tests] within (defined
calender time constraints].
• METER [DURING DEVELOPMENT PROCESS] <our QA and
process staff would do one time surveys using sampling>
• METER [AT CUSTOMER SITE] <we will work out a data
collection scheme using survey questions and optional site visits>
• PLAN [WORKHOURS, NEW HIRES, EVOLUTIONARY
CYCLE TESTING FOR AVAILABILITY BY USING USER
PROFILES, WITHIN AN EVO CYCLE OF 24 HOURS "like
Microsoft"] 6 plus or minus 3 workhours<-SWAG Tom Gilb
Thursday, October 09, 1997

Copyright Gilb@acm .org
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2nd Area of Application: setting objectives for your
test organisation's continuous improvement
• Planning a Test organisation
Deciding how good a test organisation will be.
• Examples of organisational Qualities
- Productivity
- Effectiveness
-

Adaptability
Cost effectiveness (efficiency)
Predictability
Rework Level (Cost of Non-Conformance)

Thursday, October 09, I 997

Copyright Gilb@acm.org
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What is your"Rework cost"?
•
•
•
•

Probably 40 to 60% of development effort
What is your target for improvement?
This is one of your biggest opportunities!
Rework savings "are pure profit"

Thursday, October 09, 1997

Copyright Gilb@acm.org
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Software Process Improvement at
Raytheon
• Source: Raytheon Report 1995
- http://www.sei.cmu.edu/products/publications/95.rep
orts/95.tr.0l 7~html

• An excellent example of process improvement
driven by measurement of improvement
• Main Motor:
- "Document Inspection", Defect Detection

• Main Driver:
- "Defect Prevention Process" (DPP)
Thursday, October 09, 1997
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Cost of Quality over Time: Raytheon 95
The individual
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Rework Cost:
Making a plan
• Gist: reduce by-half wasted development effort due
to avoidable errors, if process improved.
• Scale: % of total test effort which is applied to
handling {identifying, correcting, re-testing,
reissuing} avoidable errors.
• Past [Our test process, 1997] 45%
• Plan [Us, 1998 end] 30%, [End 1999]20%, [End
2000] 10%, End 2001] 5%

•
Thursday, October 09, 1997

Copyright Gilb@acm .org
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Project Cost

Cost of Quality Cost of Performance
Cost of Conformance Cost of NDN-Conf
ormance
see next slide

Prevention Costs
Reviews, Inspections,
Testin 1st tim IV&V
(1st), Audits

Training, Methodologies, Policy & Procedures,
Planning, Quality Improvement Projects, Data
Gathering and Analysis, Fault Analysis, Root Cause
Anal sis
ali Re ortin .

19

Costs of Non-conformance
Items
• Re-reviews

• Updating Source Code

• Re-tests
• Fixing Defects (code,
documentation)
• Reworking any
document.
• Engineering Changes
• Lab Equipment
Costs of Retests

• Patches to Internal
Code
• Patches to Delivered
Code
• External Failures
• from Crosby's Model
according to
Raytheon95 Fig. 7

Raytheon 95 Software Productivity 2. 7X better
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Ac 1ev1ng ProJect Pre
Raytheon 95
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Examples of Process Improvements: Raytheon 95

I

Process Improvements Made
Erroneous interfaces during integration and test •

Increased the detail required for interface design during the
requirements analysis phase and preliminary design phase - Increased
thoroughness of inspections of interface specifications
-

Lack of regression test repeatability -

Automated testing - Standardized the tool set for automated testing Increased frequency of regression testing
Inconsistent inspection process Established control limits that are monitored by project teams - Trained project
teams in the use of statistical process control- Continually analyze the inspection
data for trends at the organisation level
Late requirements up-dates Improved the tool set for maintaining requirements traceability • Confirm the requirements
mapping at each process phase

Unplanned growth of functionality during Requirements Analysis
-

• Improved the monitoring of the evolving specifications against the <ustomer baseline . Continually
map the requirements to the fun<tional proposal baseline to identify <hanges in addition to the passive
monitoring of <ode growth - Improved requirements, design, <ost, and schedule tradeoffs to reduce
impacts

21

• Overall Product Quality
• The primary measure used to assess overall product quality
is the defect density in the final software products.
• We measure this factor in "number of software trouble reports
(STRs) per thousand lines of delivered source code
(STRs/KDSI)" on an individual project basis.
• The project defect densities are then combined to compute
the monthly weighted average (using the same approach as
the cost of quality described above) thus yielding a timevariant plot of our overall product quality measure.
• As shown in next slide, data collected over the period of the
initiative shows an improvement from an average of 17.2
STRs/KDSI to the current level of 4.0 STRs/KDSI.
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Return On Investment
• $7. 70 per $1 invested at Raytheon
• Sell your improvement program to top
management on this basis
• Set a concrete target for it
- PLAN [Our Division, 2 years hence] 8 to 1

Thursday, October 09, 1997
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3r Area o App 1cat1on:
Product requirements
• Testing To Product Requirements
• Interpreting Product requirements
• Improving Product requirements for
test purposes
Thursday, October 09, 1997

Copyright Gilb@acm .org
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Some a vice
about other peoples requirements
• Insist on a decent standard for requirements
specification ( see Planguage book for Rules)
• Insist on a formal inspection exit at a decent
levels of requirements (and design) quality
- example between 2.0 and 0.2 Major defects per page
maximum remaining (estimated based on found
defects in inspections and tests).

• Sample dubious incoming documentation
- validate Major defect level

Fau t Density versus C ec ing
Rate: Ra heon 95
Defects
Found/K~dsi 100 lo 250

DSI par "b11•

•

225

••

200

I

Too quick reviews and
inspections will not find the
defects early, thus creating lots
of work for testers later.
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Principles for Quality Quantification

0. THE PRINCIPLE OF 'BAD NUMBERS BEAT GOOD WORDS'

Poor quantification is more useful than none; at least it can be improved systematically.
1. THE PRINCIPLE OF 'QUALITY QUANTIFICATION'

All qualities can be expressed quantitatively, 'qualitative' does not mean unmeasurable.
2. THE PRINCIPLE OF 'MANY SPLENDORED THINGS'

Most quality ideas are usefully broken into several measures of goodness.
3. THE PRINCIPLE OF 'SCALAR DEFINITION'

A scale of measure is a powerful practical definition of a quality.
4. THE PRINCIPLE OF 'THREATS ARE MEASURABLE'

If lack of quality can destroy your project then you can measure it sometime;
the only discussion will be 'how early?'.

Thursday, October 09, I 997
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Principles for Quality Quantification
Part Two

tFrom RDM manus bv Gilb>

5. THE PRINCIPLE OF 'LIMITS TO DETAIL'
There is a practical limit to the number of facets of quality you can define and
control, which is far less than the number of facets that you can imagine
might be relevant.
6. THE PRINCIPLE OF 'METERS MATTER'
Practical measuring instruments improve the definition of 'scales of measure'.
7. THE PRINCIPLE OF 'HORSES FOR COURSES'
Different quality-scale 'meters' for different times and places will be necessary.
8. THE PRINCIPLE OF 'BENCHMARKS'
Past history and future trends help define words like "improve" and "reduce".
9. THE PRINCIPLE OF 'NUMERIC FUTURE'
Numeric future requirement levels complete the quality definition.
u,pyngn, uu"l!!i"cm.org

)U
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Summary
• Use a well structured defined requirements
language to plan your testing
• Use similar good requirements thinking to
plan your test organisation
• Insist that colleagues and customers use
similar good requirements practice before
handing specifications to you to work with
-Avoid garbage in, have entry and exit controls
- base controls on numeric Inspection defect levels
Thursday, October 09, 1997

Copyright Gilb@acm.org
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Tutorial H

Structured Testing According to TMap ·

Dr. Erik Van Veenendaal & Dr. Ingrid Ottenvanger
KEMA/Eindhoven University of Technology

Erik P.W.M. van Veenendaal CISA has been working in the IT-industry since
1987 carrying out assignments in the field of quality assurance, project control,
EDP-auditing and software testing. After having fulfilled a number of management positions at a leading Dutch IT quality consultancy company, he is
currently, as manager Research & Development at KEMA Nederland bv, responsible for and involved in a number of European projects within the area of
Software Product Quality. At the Eindhoven University of Technology, Faculty
Technology Management, he is involved in lecturing and carrying out research
on test management. He is a joint author of "Testing According to TMap".
Ingrid B. Ottenvanger works for IP/Informatica projectgroep, a Dutch company
which is leading in the field of software testing and quality assurance. IP/ is the
founding father of TMap (Test Management Approach). Ms Ottenvanger is
employed as a testmanager and as a TMap-consultant.

Software Research Institute

[QW97-10]

San Francisco, California

Tutorial Software Quality Week
5th of November 1997

Structured Testing
according to
TMap®
Erik van Veenendaal, KEMA, TU Eindhoven
(E.vanVeenendaal@kema.nl)
Ingrid Ottenvanger, IP/Software Control Testen
(0tten1N@IP-Groep.nl)

Structured testing
Agenda
• Introduction and context
• Interactive collection of testing pitfalls
• Structured testing according to TMap®
• Case study "Testing TV-Software"
• Discussion, feedback, back to the pitfalls

KEMA • IP/Software Control Testen

A

Testing?

No risk, no test

KEMA • IP/Software Control Testen

Sometimes things go wrong ..... .
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If builders built buildings the same way programmers wrote programs,
then the first woodpecker that came along would destroy civilisation.
KEMA - IP/Software Control Testen

Different views
• Execution phase - life-cycle phase(s) in which
software is executed with the intend of detecting defects

-+ Testware engineering - concurrent life-cycle
process of testware engineering, use and maintenance

• Evaluation - all life-cycle activities concerned with
checking software and software-related work products

KEMA - IP/Software Control Testen

Testing of IT products
• Application software

• Functionality

• Hardware, system software
• System management

• Usability

• Procedures & tools

• Reliability

• Documentation

• Efficiency

• Training & support

• Maintainability

• Implementation

• Portability

• Etc.

ISO 9126

A

KEMA - IP/Software Control Testen

Testing Definition

Testing

is a process of

planning

preparation
and measuring
that has the objective

(20%)
(40%)
(40%)

• to demonstrate the difference between the actual and
required status
KEMA • IP/Software Control Testen

A

Testing = Balancing

• Balancing
- risk, what if ?
-time, cost
- measures i.e. inspections, testing
-testing 20 -40% !

• 100% coverage NOT possible !

A
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Testing principles
• define the expected result/output
•don't test your own software
• test both invalid as invalid input/events
• avoid throw-away test cases
• plan testing effort for re-testing
• adapt the strategy based on results
(# defects found)

• early start has "cheap" defects
KEMA • IP/Software Control Testen
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Required: structure

What, when?

Life cycle

How?

Techniques

Where, etc.?

Infrastructure & tools

Who?

Organization

A
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SDLC & testing

~---------i acceptance
test

module/unit
test
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Life cycle concept
A

p
h
a
s
e
s

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

C

t
V

i
t
i
e
s

Purpose
Conditions
Staffing
Input
Process
Output
Techniques
lnfrastucture
Tools
Docuware

A
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TMap® testing life cycle

Preparation

IPlanning & Control
KEMA - IP/Software Control Testen

I

A

Master test plan

Master test plan

\____

I

Acceptance test plan

I

I

System test plan

I

I

Unit & integration test plan

I

L/

A
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Test activities
Intake testobject
Executing {re-)tests
Examining test results
C

Developing testing strategy
• Intake & study
• Risk-analysis
Estimating testing effort
Setting up organization
& management
Defining infrastructuur
Setting up test plan
Management & control
Risk reporting
KEMA • IP/Software Control Testen

--.....L..--~ Preserving testware
I P&C I

Evaluating process

TMap® life-cycle activities (short format)

A

Testing strategy
IAim:

To detect the most important defects
as soon as possible at the lowest price!

Dependencies:
• Risks (project & testing)
• Necessity
• Quality characteristics
• Available resources:
- People & expertise
- Infrastructure
- Techniques & tools
• Budget
• Time

I

. /~
/ - - " ? "/~ - -/

/

/

I II

/

/ /

1---'----'--'---+------'-..Y

/

A
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Steps to be taken
• Intake & study
- Identifying limitations, starting points & conditions
• Risk-analysis
- Identifying organizational risks (project & test)
- Determining importance of quality characteristics
- Determining importance of sub system
• Defining measures: test levels & techniques
• Planning
- Estimating testing effort
- Developing schedules
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R

Levels & techniques
Unit&
integration
component
description

Testbasis
Functionality
A
B

z

Interfaces
Archiving
Conversion
Maturity
Recoverability
Usability
Security
Time-behaviour

dft
dft
dft/pit
pit
dft
dft

+
+

System

Acceptance

functional
spec's

req.

ect
dft
ect
dft/pct
dft
dft

dft
eg
dft/pct
pct
dft
pct

+

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
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Estimating the test effort
• Inputs:
- Risk-analysis & testing strategy
- Statistics (e.g. % of ... )
- Trying out
• Outputs:
- Required testing effort
- Risks
• Tool/ technique:
-Test Point Analysis (TPA®)
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Test Point Analysis
direct
test points

indirect
test points

I
total#
test points
environmen tal
factor

p roductivity
factor

I
I

primary
test effort
planning &
factor

C ontrol

I

total
test effort

A
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Techniques

• Testing strategy
• Estimation (Test Point Analysis)
• Intake & inspection
• Test design & specification
• Usability techniques
• Analysis & reporting
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Dynamic and static testing
Dynamic
• Explicit
executing the software by means of
test cases
test design & specification techniques
• Implicit
building metrics during observation
e.g. time-behaviour and test coverage

Static
• Verification
checklists based on measures taken
using metrics models for code
e.g. maintainability
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Test specification techniques
Elementary comparison
Data flow
Process cycle
Syntactic user interface
Semantic user interface
Real-life
Error guessing
Random test
Idiot proofing
Fault seeding
Etc.
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11

Test case
Elementary test case
initial situation

changing process

expected results

A
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Elementary comparison
Purpose:

functional paths
detail condition/action coverage

Defect types: processing
data manipulation
calculations
Qualification: formal
on-line and batch
thorough
high effort
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Data flow
Purpose:

data flows (functionality)
relationships between functions

Defect types: data manipulation (calculations)
interfaces

Qualification: informal
on-line and batch

A
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Process cycle
Purpose:

relation computerized /
non-computerized functions

usability (task scenarios)
Defect types: inconsistencies with procedures
interfaces

Qualification: formal
on-line and batch
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1.-:i

Real life
Purpose:

"as if production"
time-behaviour, resource-behaviour

Defect types:

performance
load
memory

Qualification: . informal
on-line and batch

A
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Syntactic user interface
Purpose:

lay-out
input/output validation

Defect types: screen & report defects

Qualification:

KEMA - IP/Software Control Testen

informal
on-line
batch (output)

A

Semantic user interface
Purpose:

data relations
screen relations
screen/database relations

Defect types: relations
security

Qualification: formal
on-line

A
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Error guessing
Purpose:

random
structured guessing

Defect types: all kinds

Qualification: informal
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Usability techniques
• Static techniques
- Expert opinion
- Checklist evaluation
- User questionaires, interviews, e.g. SUMI

• Dynamic techniques
- Usability test
- Usability lab
- Process Cycle test

A
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Test infrastructure
• Testing environments
HARDWARE, software,
network, test data, procedures

• Test tools
planning and control
static analysis, coverage
test execution & judging

• Office facilities
offices
copy facilities
phone fax
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Test tools

• Testtools supply:
support, improvement and acceleration
• Testtools require:
a structured testing process

Automating chaos, "only" produces more chaos!

A
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Usage of test tools
Test management

• Estimating, planning, progress control

Management

• Defect repository
• Testware management

Verification

• Code analysis, debugging

Specification

• Input & load generation
• Creating (logical) test scripts
• Simulation, stubs & drivers

Execution

• Record & Playback

Judgement

• Comparators, queries, monitors
• Coverage analysis
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Organization
• Structure
- Functions & people
• Management
- Progress
- Budgets
- Testware
- Instructions
- Infrastructure
- Test quality
- Metrics
• Communication

A
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Required expertise

'•
•
•
•
•

Business
Systems
Infra & tools
Testing
Testmanagement

~~~i!l!M~i!!l!!-~-----!!l!!
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Test functions & tasks
Testing

Management

• Intake test basis
• Test specification
• Test execution

• Testware
• Defects
Methodical support

• Result analysis

• Testing strategy

Test management

• Training, coaching

• Techniques
• Management

Infra & tool support

- Planning

• Infrastructure

- Division of work

• Test databases

- Progress control
• Reporting

• Tools
Functional support

• System know-how

A
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Tester's profile
Knowlegde of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IT in general
Test approach & techniques
Test infrastructure & tools
Metrics & reporting
System development
Project organization
System management

Don't forget:
• Test attitude
• Social skills
KEMA • IP/Software Control Testen
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Tester's "suitcase"
#'~. . Packages
MAINFRAME

•

;;.Oq

r--~~

<:f_.;

M1llenniuQ,

0~

§'
.,_q
·:$>

Prototyping

'<-,,,q

Embedded SW

CLIENT/SERVER

Evolutionary Development
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Test plan
Test object
Test basis
Testing strategy
Estimated testing effort
Test infrastructure
Tools
Organization
Test management
•
•
•
•
•
•

test progress
defects
infrastructure, tools
docuware
testware
test object

Schedule
Resources
Reporting
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Benefits

Defect prevention
Early detection of important defects
Insight into risks, known errors
Regression testware
Structural test organization
Automated testing process
In-time-to-market
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Testing as a preventive medium
Master test planning leads to:
• Adequate (project) organization and project planning
• Timely installation of management tools (e.g. CM, CC, defect mgt., )
• Commitment to standards, milestones, deliveries and repair cycles
• Risk-analysis, testing strategy and timely estimation of test effort
• Efficient division of test effort and resource planning
• Timely insight in the required test infrastructure and tools
• Effective defect detection
• Etc.
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Practical testing
experiences at Philips

A
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TOPICS
The Project
Structured testing
Phasing
Organization
Techniques
Infrastructure

Results
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The project
• SW development Global TV Range
• Locations
- Eindhoven and Singapore
- Southampton (TXT) and Hamburg (CC)

• Project size : 9 man year (15 people)
- partly inexperienced in application domain
- new for the organisation

• Tight deadlines
• Quality system
- certified on ISO 9001
- CMM, almost level 2

A
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The ultimate goal ...
• Objectives
- on time!!
- "no" field defects !!

• Risks
- partly inexperienced staffing
- more than one location
- project size new to the organisation

-+ a thorough quality strategy needed
- inspections and structured testing
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Structured testing
What, when?
Who?
With what?
How?

PHASING of testing activities
ORGANIZATION
INFRASTRUCTURE & TOOLS
TECHNIQUES
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Phasing - Master Test Planning
• testing objectives
• determining the software quality
- functionality, time-behaviour and maintainability

• reporting regarding quality
• establishing re-usable testware

• determine testing (quality) strategy
• covering all testing types and inspections
• using the V-model

KEMA - IP/Software Control Testen
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Testing strategy
Objective:
the most feasible coverage on the right part
• C omplexity
•Re-use
• I nterfaces
•Size
• E xperience
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OurV-model
~-------,

walkthrough
/meeting

FRS

design
___.
inspections

system
test

design
inspections

integration
test

code
ins ections
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Different types of tests
White-box

Black-box

System test
Acceptance test
Component test

[ illustration ]

A
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Organization & Techniques
Techniques

Organization

How?
Who?
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Test co-ordination
Tasks
- procedures
- planning
- tracking
- training
- tools
- communication
- feed-back SPI
- evaluation
- defect tracking
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Testing in the project. ..
• Component testing
- problem : testing environment

- needed dummy components (time ! !)
- error guessing, coverage 75-J.
- who : Software Engineers

• Integration testing
-

preparation of test cases
focus : interfaces (funnction calls from UI)
Integration strategy used Ill
IT based on global design (data flow test)
who : Software Engineers
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Testing in the project ... 2
• System testing
-

preparation of test cases
focus: black-box (not always possible)
ST based on FRS (decision table technique) ++ ...
who: independent test engineers and sw engineers
reviews on test specs
as always: earlier start is better I

• Test execution
- two views I (customer and developer)
- thorough test cycle
• 9 versions
• 3 full test cycles per version
KEMA - IP/Software Control Testen
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Infrastructure

With what?
KEMA - IP/Software Control Testen
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Infrastructure
• Testing environments
hardware chassis,
software, network, procedures

• Test tools
problem management : Event Handler
configuration management : PVCS
test coverage tool : Pathfinder
static analyzer : QAC
,,
,:/."

• Office facilities
offices
copy facilities
phone, fax
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Results, benefits and costs
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Testing results
• structured process
- defect prevention , insight into quality (risks)

• code coverage 95% and higher !
• "only" 237 defects, 166 criticals and majors
• 1O "field" defects
Q

Testing effort: 20% of total project effort
- excluding planning & control
- preparation by means of inspections (5%)
- specification 8%, execution 12%

A
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Defect finding effectivity
800
700
600
500

I•# defects!

400
300
200
100
0
Inspection

Testing
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Field

Other benefits .....
External (market) view:
• a quality product delivered on time
• customer satisfaction !!!
Internal view:
• awareness (bottom up/ top-down)
• metrics, data
• re-usable testware
• knowledge on tools and techniques
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References
• Pol, Teunissen and Veenendaal (1995) "Testing according to

Tmap" (in Dutch), Tutein Nolthenius (NL), ISBN 90-72194-33-0
• Trienekens and Veenendaal (1997) "Software Quality from a
Business Perspective", Kluwer (NL), ISBN 90-267-2631-7
• Veenendaal and Pol (1997) "A Test Management approach for
Structured Testing", in: Achieving Software Product Quality,
Tutein Nolthenius (NL)
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Testing results
• structured process
- defect prevention, insight into quality (risks)

• code coverage 95% and higher!
• "only" 237 defects, 166 criticals and majors
• 10 "field" defects
<> Testing effort : 20% of total project effort
- excluding planning & control
- preparation by means of inspections (5%)
- specification 8%, execution 12%

A
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Defect finding effectivity
800
700
600
500

I•# defects I

400
300
200
100
0

Inspection

Testing
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Field
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Infrastru ctu re
• Testing environments
hardware chassis,
software, network, procedures

• Test tools
problem management : Event Handler
configuration management : PVCS
test coverage tool : Pathfinder
static analyzer : QAC
• Office facilities
offices
copy facilities
phone, fax
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Results, benefits and costs
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Testing in the project ... 2
• System testing
- preparation of test cases
-

focus : black-box (not always possible)
ST based on FRS (decision table technique) ++ ...
who : independent test engineers and sw engineers
reviews on test specs
as always: earlier start is better !

• Test execution
- two views! (customer and developer)
- thorough test cycle
• 9 versions
• 3 full test cycles per version
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Infrastru ctu re

Infrastru ctu re

With what?
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Test co-ordination
Tasks
- procedures
- planning
- tracking
- training
- tools
- communication
- feed-back SPI
- evaluation
- defect tracking

A
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Testing in the project. ..
• Component testing
- problem : testing environment
- needed dummy components (time!!)
- error guessing, coverage 75%
- who : Software Engineers

• Integration testing
-

preparation of test cases
focus : interfaces (funnction calls from UI)
Integration strategy used !!I
IT based on global design (data flow test)
who : Software Engineers
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Different types of tests
White-box

Black-box

System test
Acceptance test
Component test

[ illustration ]

A
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Organization & Techniques
Techniques

Organization

How?
Who?
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Testing strategy
Objective:
the most feasible coverage on the right part
• C omplexity
•Re-use
• I nterfaces
•Size
• E xperience

A
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OurV-model

.---~-----,

walkthrough
/meeting

FRS

design
__..
inspections

system
test
integration
test

design
inspections
code
ins ections ___..
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Structured testing
What, when?
Who?
With what?
How?

PHASING of testing activities
ORGANIZATION
INFRASTRUCTURE & TOOLS
TECHNIQUES
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Phasing - Master Test Planning
• testing objectives
• determining the software quality
- functionality, time-behaviour and maintainability

• reporting regarding quality
• establishing re-usable testware

• determine testing (quality) strategy
• covering all testing types and inspections
• using the V-model
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The project
• SW development Global TV Range
• Locations
- Eindhoven and Singapore
- Southampton (TXT) and Hamburg (CC)

• Project size : 9 man year

(15 people)

- partly inexperienced in application domain
- new for the organisation

• Tight deadlines
• Quality system
- certified on ISO 9001
- CMM, almost level 2

A
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The ultimate goal ...
• Objectives
- on time!!
- "no" field defects ! !

• Risks
- partly inexperienced staffing
- more than one location
- project size new to the organisation

-+ a thorough quality strategy needed
- inspections and structured testing
KEMA - IP/Software Control Testen
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Practical testing
experiences at Philips

A
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TOPICS
The Project
Structured testing
Phasing
Organization
Techniques
Infrastructure

Results
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Benefits

Defect prevention
Early detection of important defects
Insight into risks, known errors
Regression testware
Structural test organization
Automated testing process
In-time-to-market
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Testing as a preventive medium
Master test planning leads to:
• Adequate (project) organization and project planning
• Timely installation of management tools (e.g. CM, CC, defect mgt., )
• Commitment to standards, milestones, deliveries and repair cycles
• Risk-analysis, testing strategy and timely estimation of test effort
• Efficient division of test effort and resource planning
• Timely insight in the required test infrastructure and tools
• Effective defect detection
• Etc.
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Tester's "suitcase"

Prototyping

Embedded SW

CLIENT/SERVER

Evolutionary Development
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Test plan
Test object
Test basis
Testing strategy
Estimated testing effort
Test infrastructure
Tools
Organization
Test management
•
•
•
•
•
•

test progress
defects
infrastructure, tools
docuware
testware
test object

Schedule
Resources
Reporting
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Test functions & tasks
Testing

Management

• Intake test basis

• Testware

• Test specification

• Defects

• Test execution
• Result analysis

Methodical support

• Testing strategy
• Techniques

Test management

• Management

• Training, coaching
Infra & tool support

- Planning

• Infrastructure

- Division of work

• Test databases

- Progress control

• Tools

• Reporting

Functional support

• System know-how

A
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Tester's profile
Knowlegde of:
• IT in general
• Test approach & techniques
• Test infrastructure & tools
• Metrics & reporting
• System development
• Project organization
• System management
Don't forget:
• Test attitude
• Social skills
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Organization
• Structure
- Functions & people
• Management
- Progress
- Budgets
- Testware
- Instructions
- Infrastructure
- Test quality
- Metrics
• Communication

A
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Required expertise

;•
•
•
•
•

Business
Systems
Infra & tools
Testing
Testmanagement
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Test tools

• Test tools supply:
support, improvement and acceleration
• Test tools require:
a structured testing process

Automating chaos, "only" produces more chaos!

A
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Usage of test tools
Test management

• Estimating, planning, progress control

Management

• Defect repository
• Testware management

Verification

• Code analysis, debugging

Specification

• Input & load generation
• Creating (logical) test scripts
• Simulation, stubs & drivers

Execution

• Record & Playback

Judgement

• Comparators, queries, monitors
• Coverage analysis
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Usability techniques
• Static techniques
- Expert opinion
- Checklist evaluation
- User questionaires, interviews, e.g. SUMI

• Dynamic techniques
-Usability test
- Usability lab
- Process Cycle test

· KEMA - IP/Software Control Testen

Test infrastructure
• Testing environments
HARDWARE, software,
network, test data, procedures

• Test tools
planning and control
static analysis, coverage
test execution & judging

• Office facilities
offices
copy facilities
phone fax
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Semantic user interface
Purpose:

data relations
screen relations
screen/database relations

Defect types: relations
security

Qualification: formal
on-line

A
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Error guessing
Purpose:

random
structured guessing

Defect types: all kinds

Qualification: informal
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Real life
Purpose:

"as if production"
time-behaviour, resource-behaviour

Defect types:

performance
load
memory

Qualification:

informal
on-line and batch

A
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Syntactic user interface
Purpose:

lay-out
input/output validation

Defect types: screen & report defects

Qualification:

KEMA - IP/Software Control Testen

informal
on-line
batch (output)

A

Data flow
Purpose:

data flows (functionality)
relationships between functions

Defect types: data manipulation (calculations)
interfaces

Qualification: informal
on-line and batch

A
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Process cycle
Purpose:

relation computerized/
non-computerized functions
usability (task scenarios)

Defect types: inconsistencies with procedures
interfaces

Qualification: formal
on-line and batch
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Test case
Elementary test case
initial situation

changing process

expected results

A
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Elementary comparison
Purpose:

functional paths
detail condition/action coverage

Defect types: processing
data manipulation
calculations
Qualification: formal
on-line and batch
thorough
high effort
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Dynamic and static testing
Dynamic
• Explicit
executing the software by means of
test cases
test design & specification techniques
• Implicit
building metrics during observation
e.g. time-behaviour and test coverage

Static
• Verification
checklists based on measures taken
using metrics models for code
e.g. maintainability
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Test specification techniques
Elementary comparison
Data flow
Process cycle
Syntactic user interface
Semantic user interface
Real-life
Error guessing
Random test
Idiot proofing
Fault seeding
Etc.
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Test Point Analysis
direct
test points

indirect
test points

I
total#
test points
environmen tal
factor

productivity
factor

I

I

primary
test effort
planning &
factor

C ontrol

I

total
test effort

A
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Techniques

• Testing strategy
• Estimation (Test Point Analysis)
• Intake & inspection
• Test design & specification
• Usability techniques
• Analysis & reporting
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Levels & techniques
Unit&
integration
component
description

Testbasis

System

Acceptance

functional
spec's

req.

Functionality
A

B

z

Interfaces
Archiving
Conversion
Maturity
Recoverability
Usability
Security
Time-behaviour

dft
dft
dft/pit
pit
dft
dft

ect
dft
ect
dft/pct
dft
dft
+

+

+
+
+

+

dft
eg
dft/pct
pct
dft
pct
+
+
+
+
+
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Estimating the test effort
• Inputs:
- Risk-analysis & testing strategy
- Statistics (e.g.% of ... )
- Trying out
• Outputs:
- Required testing effort
- Risks
• Tool/ technique:
-Test Point Analysis (TPA®)
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Testing strategy
To detect the most important defects
as soon as possible at the lowest price!
Dependencies:
• Risks (project & testing)
• Necessity
• Quality characteristics
• Available resources:
- People & expertise
- Infrastructure
- Techniques & tools
• Budget
• Time

./
/

./
/

I II

I
/

/

/V

V
I/

1----'---'--'--+--...__---Y"
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Steps to be taken
• Intake & study
- Identifying limitations, starting points & conditions
• Risk-analysis
- Identifying organizational risks (project & test)
- Determining importance of quality characteristics
- Determining importance of sub system
• Defining measures: test levels & techniques
• Planning
- Estimating testing effort
- Developing schedules
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Master test plan

Master test plan

"---

I

Acceptance test plan

I

I

System test plan

I

Unit & integration test plan

I
I

L/

A
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Test activities
Intake testbasis
Setting up infrastructure

test scripts

Intake testobject
Executing (re-)tests
Examining test results

[ffi
Developing testing strategy ______,__ _____, Preserving testware
• Intake & study
Evaluating process
• Risk-analysis
Estimating testing effort
Setting up organization
& management
Defining infrastructuur
Setting up test plan
... ·- ..........•... ...•. •

Management & control
Risk reporting
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TMap® life-cycle activities (short format)

A

Life cycle concept

p
h
a
s
e
s

A

1. Purpose

C

2. Conditions
3. Staffing
4. Input

t
i
V

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

i
t
i
e
s

Process
Output
Techniques
lnfrastucture
Tools
Docuware

A
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TMap® testing life cycle

Preparation

IPlanning & Control

KEMA - IP/Software Control Testen

I

A

Required: structure

What, when?

Life cycle

How?

Techniques

Where, etc.?

Infrastructure & tools

Who?

Organization
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SDLC & testing

KEMA - IP/Software Control Testen
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Testing

= Balancing

• Balancing
- risk, what if ?
-time, cost
- measures i.e. inspections, testing
- testing 20 - 40% !

• 100°/c, coverage NOT possible !

A
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Testing principles
•
•
•
•
•
•

define the expected result/output
don' t test your own software
test both invalid as invalid input/events
avoid throw-away test cases
plan testing effort for re-testing
adapt the strategy based on results
(# defects found)

• early start has "cheap" defects
KEMA - IP/Software Control Testen
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Testing of IT products
• Application software

• Functionality

• Hardware, system software
• System management

• Usability

• Procedures & tools

• Reliability

• Documentation

• Efficiency

• Training & support

• Maintainability

• Implementation

• Portability

• Etc.

ISO 9126

A
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Testing Definition
Testing

is a process of

planning
preparation
and measuring

(20%)
(40%)
(40%)

~

.

.

·1~ ,annfmf&· t .
_. ~-_,..J::p .ilr9t"":_ .. ...

that has the objective
• to establish the characteristics of a software product
and
• to demonstrate the difference between the actual and
required status
KEMA - IP/Software Control Testen
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Sometimes things go wrong ..... .

·-' ·

2Mih--· '"1/l lf' ..............

-~--~.

If builders built buildings the same way programmers wrote programs,
then the first woodpecker that came along would destroy civilisation.

A
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Different views
• Execution phase - life-cycle phase(s) in which
software is executed with the intend of detecting defects

~

Testware engineering - concurrent life-cycle
process of testware engineering, use and maintenance

• Evaluation - all life-cycle activities concerned with
checking software and software-related work products

KEMA - IP/Software Control Testen
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Structured testing
Agenda
• Introduction and context
• Interactive collection of testing pitfalls
• Structured testing according to TMap®
• Case study "Testing TV-Software"
• Discussion, feedback, back to the pitfalls

KEMA - IP/Software Control Testen
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Testing?

No risk, no test

KEMA - IP/Software Control Testen
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A BRIEF MEDITATION ON THE ESSENTIAL NATURE OF SOFTWARE TESTING
Thus spake the master: "Any program, no matter how small, contains
bugs."
The novice did not believe the master's words. "What if the program
were so small that it performed a single function?" he asked.

"Such a program would have no meaning," said the master, "but if
such a one existed, the operating system would fail eventually,
producing a bug."
But the novice was not satisfied. "What if the operating system did not
fail?" he asked.

There is no operating system that does not fail," said the master, but if
such a one existed, the hardware would fail eventually, producing a
bug."
The novice still was not satisfied. "What if the hardware did not fail?"
he asked.

The master gave a great sigh. "There is no hardware that does not
fail, he said, but if such a one existed, the user would want the
program to do something different, and this too is a bug.
11

A program without bugs would be an absurdity, a nonesuch. If there
were a program without any bugs then the world would cease to
exist."

Geoffrey James, The Zen ofProgramming
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Test Automation for Object-Oriented Systems
Overview

We'll look at how to build test capabilities into your application systems.

96200

•

Assertions.

•

Test cases.

•

Stubs.

•

Drivers and the T estManager strategy.

•

COTS for objects.

•

Advanced Built-in test

c 1994-1997, RBSC Corporation
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Motivation
What benefits does test automation provide?

Ad hoc, manual testing is difficult and wasteful.

•

It may be hard to reproduce a problem to verify a fix.

•

The programming is repetitive, error-prone, and tedious.

•

Testing information is usually inconsistent. Data capture for
metrics and production of test reports is inconsistent, costly, and
slow.

•

Time is consumed on writing throw-away code that could be
used for more extensive testing.

•

Regression testing 1s a practical impossibility without test
automation.

•

Test automation typically provides cost pay-back after two or
three projects from increased productivity and the avoided costs
of buggy software.

•

Test automation means more consistent results over time.

•

Test automation reduces risk of depending on the "test genius."

00 Test Automation 2
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Assertions

Assertions
What is an assertion?

96200

•

An executable, inline Boolean expression.

•

Checks necessary conditions for correct execution.

•

Similar to type checking or built-in bounds-checking on array
references.

•

Specification-based assertions can dynamically check the
implementation for violation of specification assumptions.

•

When an assertions "fails", an error message is output or an
exception is raised.

•

Typically toggled on and off by compiler parameter.

<O
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Assertion

An effective assertion does n9t merely restate something
appearing in the program text; unlike the program, it
succinctly and unambiguously states an important property of
the program in a way that is understandable by anyone who
reads it.
[Rosenblum 95] 20

Assertions define expected results -- not invalid conditions.

if (ia -- 0) throw memExhaust;

//

Conditional
check for
exception

assert ( ia != 0 );

//

Same check
using an
assertion

00 Test Automation 4
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Assertions

Who uses Assertions?
Assertions may be used by the entire development team.

•

Analyst and designers can wnte them as part of the class
specifications.

•

Developers typically code assertions during class development.

•

Testers can use assertions to design tests.

Heavy use at Microsoft.

96200

•

Parameters passed into a function.

•

Assumptions asserted at top.

•

Post-conditions asserted at bottom.

•

Microsoft Foundation Class are shipped with user-toggled
asserts.

~
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Why use Assertions?

Get into the habit of writing preconditions and
postconditions in all of your code, if for no other reason than
that it makes your own life so much easier when debugging .
... they'-re a form of documentation that [you] can trust,
because the compiler guarantees they are up to date 'With the
code.
[Cox 92]p99

•

Writing assertions leads to correct software in the first place.
Assumptions are made explicit and executable.

•

Test cases can be derived from assertions, even when there is no
formal specification.

•

"Dumb" errors are caught early and automatically; testing
budget can be spent on more sophisticated testing.

•

Provides a built-in debugging tool that provides diagnostic
information. It is easier to find and fix faults.

•

Increases testability; reduces distance between fault and failure.
Internal states are more observable.

•

Facilitates maintenance since code is more self-documenting.

•

Can improve robustness by using exception handler.

•

Basis for Design by Contract approach [Meyer 92].

00 Test Automation 6
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Assertions

Uses of Assertions
Assertions may be used to check many things.

96200

•

Constraints among arguments.

•

Constraints on arguments and returned values.

•

Constraints on arguments and instance/class variables.

•

Constraints among instance/class variables.

•

Constraints on instance/ class variables and returned values.

•

Variables which must be same at entry and exit.

•

Bounds checking on arrays and other collections.

•

Range checking on scalar types.

•

Validation for membership in enumerated types or collections.

•

Pointers that must be non-null.

•

"This Should Never Happen" segment.

'° 1994- 1997, RBSC Corporacion
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Types of Assertions
Assertions were first investigated as means to prove the correctness of
programs.

There are several kinds.

•

Loop invariant/variant.

•

Pre-condition.

•

Post-condition.

•

State Invariant.

•

Class Invariant.

00 Test Automation 8
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Assertions

Loop Assertions

Loop lnYariant TRUE

Loop Control TRUE

>Loop
- -Invariant
- - -TRUE
--

Loop
Body

Loop Control FALSE

Loop Invariant TRUE

A Loop Invariant is:
•

A Boolean expression about the variables used in the loop
which must hold at entry and exit from a loop, no matter
how many times the loop iterates.

•

The loop invariant is determined by generalizing the
postcondition of the loop body and its initial conditions.

The Invariant must be true:

96200

•

After loop control initialization (before the first iteration),

•

After each subsequent iteration.

•

After the final iteration.

•

If no iteration is performed.

<t>

1994-1997, RBSC Corporation
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Loop Assertions
Loop Invariant

For example, suppose we have loop that finds the min and max values in
an array:
II np is number of elements in
II

X

min = X [O];
max = x [0];
for

(int I=O, I < np; I++} {
if (x [i] < min } min = x[i];
if (x [i] > max } max = x[i];

}

The loop invariant is
min <= max

The asserted loop is
min= x[O];
max = x [O];

assert (min<= max};
for
(int I=l, I< np; I++} {
if (x[i] <min} min= x[i];
if (x[i] >max} max= x[i];
assert (min<= max};
}

00 Test Automation
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Assertions

Loop Assertions
Loop Variant

The loop variant is a Boolean expression on variables increased or
decreased on every iteration.
•

It has a fixed upper or lower limit.

•

The loop will terminate at this limit.

For example, the min/ max loop variant is:
(np - I)

> 0

We could assert the loop variant as:
assert (min<= max);
for
(int I=O; I< np; I++) {
if (x[i] <min) min= x[i];
if (x[i] >max) max= x[i];

assert (min<= max);
assert ( (np - I) > 0 );

}

96200
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Pre- and Postconditions
Preconditions

These assertions express constraints on input message values and object
state which a method requires for correct execution.

•

Values (states) of message parameters at entry.

•

Properties that must hold when a method is activated.

•

Checks that the incoming message is acceptable given the
current state of the object.

Example:
The precondition for a floating point square root function
X

sqrt (x)

is:

>= 0.0

Preconditions for Account. Debit {amount, tx_code)

{{amount> 0.0) && {balance=> 0.0)
11

{amount> 0.0) && {balance< 0.0) &&
{ tx code -- fee debit))

00 Test Automation 12
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Pre- and Postconditions
Postconditions

These assertions define valid results of a method's execution.

•

Properties that must hold when a method completes;
evaluated just before returning a message.

•

Checks that values bound to the outgoing message are
acceptable given the current state of the object.

•

The method guarantees its postconditions, provided that it
has been called with satisfied preconditions.

Examples.

The postcondition for a floating point square root function

( abs(x -

(sqrt_x

*

sqrt_x))) < x

*

sqrt (x}

is:

10.0E-6

Postconditions for Account .Debit (amount, tx_code)

(balance== old(balance) - amount)
// old -- value at entry

96200
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Invariants
State Invariant

•

A Boolean expression that defines a state.

•

Easy to implement a Boolean get method for each valid state.

•

At least one is required for a class.

•

When a single state invariant suffices, it must be identical to
the class invariant.

•

One and only one state invariant holds at entry and exit.

•

May be false while an exception is in progress.

•

The set of state invariants need not be exhaustive - i.e., they
state is implied by the complement of the valid state space.

00 Test Automation 14
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Assertions

Invariants
State Invariant Example
class Account {
public:
bool StateisOpen() {
( (tx_yr - c_yr < 5) && (balance>= O));

}
bool StateisOverDrawn() {
( (tx_yr - c_yr < 5) && (balance< 0 ));

}
bool Stateisinactive() {
(tx_yr - c_yr >= 5);

}
bool StateisFrozen() {
( IsFrozen ) ;

}
bool StateisClosed() {
( IsClosed) && (balance= 0)

;

}
};

96200
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Invariants
Class Invariant

•

Specifies semantic properties of the entire class (but not to the
argument values.)

•

Must hold after instantiation, upon entry and at exit from
every method, and just prior to destruction.

•

Must hold for all methods, over all activation sequences, and
for any value of incoming arguments.

Class Invariant Example

class Account {
public:
bool AccountisValid() {
II Last tx date cannot be in the future

II
II Must be one of active, frozen, or closed.

II
(tx_date <= current_date)

(
&:&:

!IsActive
!IsActive
(
IsActive

(

(

&:&:

11

(

&:&:

11

&:&:

!IsFrozen
IsFrozen
!IsFrozen

&:&:
&:&:
&:&:

IsClosed)
!IsClosed)
!IsClosed)

) ;

}
};

00 Test Automation 16
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Using Assertions for Testing
What do assertion failures mean?
•

A precondition violation indicates a fault in the client. The
client did not observe the contract.

•

A postcondition violation is a fault in the server. The server
failed to deliver on its promises.

Testers can use assertions to identify domains, equivalence classes, and
boundary values.

96200

•

Preconditions define valid domains for arguments.

•

Values rejected by a precondition provide at least one
equivalence class for invalid data.

•

Boundary values can be taken directly from the precondition:
edge, on, and off.

•

The same comments apply to postconditions and output
boundary values.

•

After class testing, a class must be embedded in an application
system.

•

Invariants, pre- and postconditions aid testability by proving
built-in observability, especially as classes are integrated into
clusters.

<e
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Using Assertions for Testing

How are test cases prepared from assertions?

•

There should be at least one test case for each logical "or" in
each precondition.

•

The test suite (for the MUT) should violate each precondition
in the MUT at least once.

•

The test suite (for the MUT) should execute each
postcondition in the MUT at least once.

•

The class invariant should be "anded" with the MUT's preand postconditions.

Misuse of Inheritance often causes "domain shift". At each new level:

•

There may be new holes in the domain.

•

There may be new boundaries or intersections in the domain.

•

Assertions should specify and validate the shift. Design tests
to see if they do!

00 Test Automation 18
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Using Assertions for Testing

Here are some tips:

•

Assert your stubs!

•

When an assertion fails, try to determine the root cause of the
failure. Try backtracking from the immediate cause. There
may be other problems that contributed to the failure.

When should assertion monitoring be turned off?

•

A class cluster is typically released when it is believed to be
sufficiently reliable.
At this time, the assertions could be turned off.

•

96200

However, the newer clients of this library may be buggy, so it
can be useful to turn on assertion checking while integrating
the new clients.

cc 1994-1997, RBSC Corporation
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Implementation
Assertions are implemented by various kinds of Boolean expressions.
They are translated and executed in the same way as other statements.

They can be implemented in many ways.
•

In C+ + and Objective-C with the assert macro.

•

Eiffel provides the require (pre-condition), ensure (postcondition), and invariant constructs.

To ship or not, that is the question ...

•

Assertions can be deactivated by selective compilation before
the final application build is released.

•

If assertions are used to detect and handle exceptions, then
they are part of the application system.

•

Unless performance considerations dictate otherwise,
assertions should be shipped (this implies that an appropriate
assertion failure-handling mechanism is also shipped.)

00 Test Automation 20
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Assertions

The Eiffel Implementation
class STACK [T] export
nb_elements, empty,full,push,pop,top
feature
nb elements:
INTEGER;
empty:
Is stack empty?
Boolean;
full:
Boolean;
Is stack full?
push(x:T) is
-- Add x on top of stack
require
not full;
do
ensure
not empty;
top= x;
nb elements= old nb elements+ 1
end;
pop is
-- Remove top of stack
require
not empty;
do ...
ensure
not full;
nb elements= old nb elements - 1
end;
top is
-- Report top of stack
require
not empty;
do ...
end;
invariant
0 <= nb elements; nb elements<= max size;
empty= (nb_elements = 0)
end

96200
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C + + Implementation
C + + Assertions can be documented with comments.

II
II

Adapted from The Craft of Testing,
Brian Marick, 1995.

class Hash table

{
public:
Boolean insert{token &tok)
// Add an entry
//Preconditions---------------------------------// Assumed:
tok is not in the hash table
// Validated:
room for a new element
//
On failure:
//
return FALSE

II
//Postcondtions---------------------------------1.
tok is inserted in hash table
//
2.
insert returns TRUE
//
3.
get{tok) will return a copy of tok
//
4.
del{tok) will remove tok

1/

}

W'hat are some limitations of non-executable assertions?

00 Test Automation 22
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Assertions

C + + Implementation
C + + assertions are typically implemented with the assert () macro.

// Simple assertion, uses standard out
// part of a header file
#ifdef SELF TEST
#define assert(expression) if (!expression)
{ \
printf("Assertion failed: file%s, Line %d,
FILE ,
LINE 0:\

}
#else
#define assert()

// Assert is no-op otherwise .

// Simple assertion, uses MS/Windows dialog box
// part of a header file
#ifdef SELF TEST
#define assert(expression) if (!expression)
{ \
wsprintf{rgchAssertBuffer,
"Assertion failed:file%s, Line %d,
FILE ,
LINE_0:\
MessageBox(hwndApp,

rgchAssertBuffer,"FAILURE",MB_OK);\

}
#else
#define assert()

96200

// assert is no-op otherwise
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C + + Implementation
// part of a .CPP file
void myFunction( char *sz) {
assert (sz != NULL)

}

String::-String() {//Assertion checks class invariant
// in destructor
#ifdef SELF TEST
assert ( class_invariant)
cout << 11 -String() 11 << len << 11 11 << str << endl;
#endif
delete str;
}

00 Test Automation
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Limitations

... to express assertions of a general nature requires an
assertion language in which one can directly manipulate
sets, sequences, functions, relations, and first-order
predicates with quantifiers ("for all" and "there exists".)
[Meyer 88) p. 156

Assertions are not:
•

A panacea.

•

A replacement for requirements and specifications.

•

A replacement for test plans.

Assertions cannot express all valid post-conditions and they cannot always
discriminate between correct and incorrect values.
•

For example, a valid (but unassertable) post-condition for a
stack.pop is:
pop { push( x, olds)

•

96200

) = s

To provide complete checking, the postcondition would have
to duplicate the method's implementation.
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Limitations
Eiffel provides special assertion capabilities:
(the value of instance variable x at entry).

•

Old x

•

Nochange x

(In a post-condition, requires the value of
instance variable x must be the same as at entry).

C + +, Smalltalk, Objective-C, do not support for these constructs.

•

Cannot be inherited (except in Eiffel.)

•

Assertions can be wrong!

00 Test Automation 26
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Assertions
How should test cases be implemented?

Some key design decisions:
•

Are test cases hard-coded or objectified?

•

Will the application class support built-in-test?

I Aeelication Class

I
Driver

No Test
Cases

No Test
Cases

I

Built-in
Hard-coded
test cases

Built-in Test
cases are
Objects

Feasible

Feasible

Hard Coded
Test Cases

Feasible

NA

NA

Test Cases
are Objects

Feasible

NA

NA

Objectification is a good thing.

96200

•

Test cases can be inherited.

•

Test protocol can be standardized.

•

Test capabilities can be reused.

<I)
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Stub Design
A stub is:
•

A minimal implementation of a class method.

•

A placeholder for a uncompleted method.

•

An easy way trace activation or to simulate a response or
other input.

•

Stub names/interfaces are identical to actual object names.

Reusable stubs can reduce programming time. Stubs can be produced by
specializing. It is useful to have several basic stub patterns available.

•

In-line stub that can be accessed using copy, include, macro
expansion or similar source code grabber.

•

Minimal stub containing only an interface and return
statement.

•

Trace stub, containing an entry point, code to display the
stub's name, a timestamp, and the client's arguments.

•

Database stub, containing an entry point, database access logic,
common data structures, error and exception handling code.

•

GUI stub, displays a prompting widget, waits for an action,
and then responds to the client.

00 Test Automation 28
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Stubs

What Goes in a Stub?
There are many possible functions for stub methods [Page-Jones 88]:

96200

•

Return to client with no action.

•

Display a trace message.

•

Display a trace message and prompt for continue.

•

Return a constant value.

•

Simplified or reduced implementation.

•

Display a trace and return input parameters with no change.

•

Wait or loop for a specified period of time.

•

Simulate exceptions or abnormal conditions.
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Implementation

When stubs are necessary, don't waste time on throwaway code.

•

Try for a minimal implementation: every non-constructor
method is an executable stub.

•

Fill the stubbed method with its assertions.

•

Use masking stubs.
The stub conditionally passes the message it receives to the
actual implementation. Masking can be controlled by a
compile-time or global parameter.

Develop swap-able build libraries.

•

Control inclusion of stubs through build Qink) parameters.

•

Exception simulation stub library.

•

Client process stub library (Simulates client sending messages
to servers in a C/S architecture.)

•

Server stub library (Simulates server response to a client in a
C/S architecture.)
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Stubs

When to Stub?

Stubs are useful when:

•

You're developing a cluster of many new classes.

•

You need to control the response of a server object, but can't
easily do so.

•

There are cyclic references in the system under test.

Avoid Stubs
•

Most methods are just a few lines of code - the difference
between the stub and the method may be insignificant.

•

If the stub lies on several activation paths or will be
implemented with access to other private data, the stub can
create problems.

•

If class/cluster integration is done in "uses" order, few (if any)
stubs will be needed to simulate untested methods. (More
about this under integration test.)

96200
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Test Cases and Drivers

A driver is:
•

A class that activates an object under test.

•

Test cases may be hard-coded, entered, scripted, or generated.

We'll look at several design strategies for drivers.

•

Client/Server drivers.

•

Subclass drivers.

•

Mixin drivers.

•

The Test Manager strategy.

00 Test Automation
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Design Considerations for Test Drivers
The design of effective and reusable object test drivers is challenging. There are
several key considerations.

96200

•

Must the tested implementation be identical to the released
implementation?

•

How much code bloat is acceptable?

•

Are the risks of trap-doors for testing manageable and acceptable?

•

We need to set the state of the OUT, its inputs, and its
environment. How can we get sufficient control for test setup?

•

We need access to resultant state of the OUT, its outputs, and its
environment. How can we get sufficient access for test evaluation?

•

Do we want automatic test value generation?

•

Do we want automatic pass/fail evaluation?

•

How can we make tests easy to re-run and reuse?

•

How can we make superclass tests easy to run in a subclass?

•

What level of additional design, programming, and maintenance is
feasible?

ic
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Limits of Inheritance in Test Reuse
The scope of (re)testing under inheritance:
•

We need to retest local and inherited features of subclass.

•

We can, under some circumstances skip method-scope retesting of
inherited methods (e.g., base virtual functions in C + + ).

•

We need to test the interaction among all subclass features ~ocal
integration testing.) These tests can be generated by applying the
test strategy appropriate to the modality of the class under test.

Inheritance helps, but we still need to develop Super/Subclass integration tests.

1

2

3

~

4
Class A

le
5

6

I

7

Class B
8

9

10

____________

____

Class C

..._.

~

I

Overriding

~
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Types of Test Suites
•

Level-specific, method scope.

•

Level-specific, level scope

•

Flattened, method scope.

•

Flattened, level Scope.

Method scope -- limited use, since these may be incorporated in level-scope tests.
Level-scope -- Suite of method tests in sequence designed to reveal interaction
bugs.
Flattened - includes all inherited features.

Class

Ideal Test Suite
flattened, level scope)

Test Suite Obtained by
Inheriting Test Drivers

A

TS (A)

-

B

TS (A ' + B)

TS(A)

C

TS (A" + B' + C)

TS(A), TS(B)

96200

A'

- The feature set of superclass A visible one level down.

A"

- The feature set of superclass A visible two levels down.
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Client/Server Drivers
The object under test is the "server", the driver is the "client".
•

The driver sends messages to the object under test (OUT).

•

The driver sets message parameters according to the test plan.

•

Test cases are typically hard-coded.

The state of the OUT must be set for each test.
•

The driver may set the OUT state by message sequences.

•

A debug tool can be used to manually set state.

The driver/OUT interface can be implemented in several ways.
•

Define the object under test as an instance variable.

•

Send a message to the object under test.
void figureTest001() {
Figure testFig;
int shape;
char type;

testFig.new_line(S,1,5,4);
testFig.new_line(l,1,5,1);
testFig.new_line(l,1,5,4);
testFig.what_ami(&shape,&type);
if ( (shape == 3) && (type == 11 S 11 )
cout << "okay";
else
cout << "error";

)

}
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The TestManager Strategy

Client/Server Drivers

Part

Purchased

Custom

Made

Stock

Hierarchy of Classes Under Test

96200
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Client/Server Drivers

Parallel Test Driver Hierarchy

Test Driver Class

c:J

I

Inherits

Instance Variable
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Direct Access Drivers
Some programming languages support inter-class direct access.
•

Bypass normal scoping/visibility rules.

•

Class implementation is visible.

•

C + + friend class.

•

Ada 95 child unit.

•

ENVY Smalltalk Extensions.

Advantages
•

Access to all functions and data members: no obstacles to
setting and determining concrete state.

•

Consistent pattern for test drivers.

•

Makes inheritance of test cases possible.

Disadvantages

96200

•

Test driver is (more) highly coupled to implementation.

•

Test driver can easily induce side-effects which appear to be
application bugs.

~
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Direct Access Drivers

4Fr/end0f

4Friend0f

4Friend0f

4Frlend0f

4Friend0f

Direct AccessTest Driver Hierarchy
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Subclass Drivers
It is typically difficult to access the instance variables of the OUT under
the client/server driver arrangement.
A subclass driver may avoid encapsulation-based limitations.

,-------------

: Class Under :I
I
: Test
I

I

- IA
~

I

_..Is:

I

I

~c

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

·----r---,----- -----: CUT Driver

Object Under
Test
I

A

I

~B

I

~c

I

~

MyTestoriver

MAIN

IRunTests: ~

I
I
I
I

I
I

IR~nTests I
I
I
I
I

------------
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Subclass Drivers
Part

Purchased

Custom

Stock

lnline SubClass Drivers
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Subclass Drivers
Part

Made

Purchased

Custom

Parallel Subclass Drivers
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Mixin Drivers
A mixin class:
•

Provides features to other classes via multiple inheritance.

•

Subclasses of the mixin and some other class are instantiated.

The elements of mixin strategy are:
•

The mixin classes implement test protocol, test case objects,
and the test execution code.

•

The root mixin class defines an interface for test activation,
the ExecuteTest method.

•

The TestDriver classes join the CUT and the corresponding
mixin, providing direct access to all features in the CUT.

•

A TestDriver class is instantiated (by Main, e.g.), and is then
sent the ExecuteTest method.

Advantages
•

Same as direct access drivers.

•

CUT need not be altered with built-in test.

Disadvantages
•

Lots of test code, complex structure.

•

The shipped class is not tested.
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Mixin Test Driver Hierarchy

,,,,,... '
~,"-.;:, TestCase Mlxln

D

TestDrlver

TEST AUTOMATION

T estManager Strategy
The T estManager strategy:
•

Relies on systematic use of assertions in all application classes.

•

Provides a reusable, application-independent test harness.

•

Implements an "object-registry" pattern.

•

Provides a form of structured DFT (more later.)

•

Provides a standard test API for all classes.

It uses two main classes.

TestManager
•

Provides a single user interface for running tests.

•

Provides a single point of control for test activation on objects
in the system under test.

•

Provides global view of object activation.

BuiltlnTest

•

An abstract superclass for all application classes.

•

Defines driver, reporter, etc.

•

Application classes provide class-specific implementations.
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The TestManager Strategy

Class Hierarchy

Object

Class Pattern,
Structured DFT

t
IBuiltlnTest
iv_Check()
driver()
set()
reset()
state_ls()

I

"

I

AppClass1

IAppClassn

AppClass1 ()

AppClass2()

AppClassn()

-

-

-

foo()

fee()

fum()

bar()

bor()

bit()

•••

•••

•••

iv_Check()

iv_Check()

iv_Check()

driver()

driver()

driver()

set()

set()

set()

reset()

reset()

reset()

state_ls()

state_ls()

state_ls()

I
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IAppClass2

•••

I
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Responsibilities
TestManager
listActive

List all registered objects that haven't been killed.

listKilled

List all registered objects that have been killed.

listAll

List all registered objects.

register

Register an object creation (constructor
activated.) Assumes self or this sent by
registering object.

kill

Register an object deletion (destructor activated.)
Assumes self or this sent by registering object.

self Check

Send the iv_Check message to the designated
object.

test

Send the driver message to the designated
object.

BuiltlnTest
iv Check

A method that contains the class invariant
assert10n.

driver

A method that implements a fixed or variable test
suite.

set

Set the object to a predefined state.

reset

Set the object to an predefined initial state.

state Is

Report the current state of the object.
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Implementation

I

appTestManager

••

listActive()

app0bj1

listAII()

app0bj1 ()

~
~

kill()

-

~
~

~

selfCheck()

foo()

test()

bar()

...
-_.

-.....

-

~

•••
iv_Check()
driver()
set()

TestManager interfaces
with system under test
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•

app0bj2

listKilled ()

register()

appObjn

reset()
state_ls()
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Built-in Trace and Dump
It may be useful to add trace/ dump capabilities.
•

Interface is an abstract superclass, each class provides its own
implementation.

•

Trace is activated by selective compilation or global
parameter.

•

Useful for debugging, can generate output for automatic test
evaluation.

Here is a simple trace/dump pattern. Each trace may be independently
toggled.

•

Record all functions called.

•

Record all passed parameter values.

•

Generate a stack backtrack.

•

Record all data value changes (entry/exit).
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State Control
The TestManager strategy provides effective control and observation of
the CUT/OUT.

Set/reset
A set/ reset function puts an object into a predefined state.

•

Without set/reset, effective state-based testing is difficult.

•

A set/ reset method allows an object to be set to a predefined
internal state, regardless of its current state.

Several approaches are possible. The set/ reset method can:

96200

•

Offer a menu of states with non-controllable instance variable
values.

•

Offer a menu of states with controllable values.

•

Provide direct manipulation of instance variables.
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State Observability
Reporters

Reporter methods return the concrete (internal, private) state of an object.
•

Attempts to approximate BIT with application methods is a
partial solution at best.

•

If the CUT does not offer any functions, the reporter must
also provide abstract (external, public) state reporting.

•

A reporter must be trustworthy - we need to be sure its
reports are accurate.

•

Reporter code may be a good candidate to be proven correct
or verified with low-level debug probes.

Self-Test

•

Add a new member function to check the class invariant.

•

Write tests for faults that are unlikely to be observable.
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Access Control
Useful set/ reset and reporter functions necessarily violate encapsulation.
BIT services should not be used to accomplish application requirements.
A safety provision is advisable to prevent inadvertent or willful misuse of
BIT services.

Source code control uses compiler-directives to include or exclude BIT
features. Either a BIT or a non-BIT version of the SUT can be built.
•

•

This is problematic in that the tested implementation is not
necessarily the released implementation. There are many
horror stories about systems which inexplicably fail when an
apparently innocuous code segment is added or removed.
Source code control should be used with care.

Mode control provides a global parameter to toggle test mode and normal
mode.
•

In normal mode, BIT services are disabled. Any BIT
invocation is treated as a no-op or an exception.

•

In test mode, BIT services are enabled.

Password control requires a password of some kind to activate BIT
functions.

96200

•

The driver must supply a password value in a parameter
defined as part of the BIT interface.

•

A BIT request without the password would be treated as a noop or an exception.
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Off The Shelf Test Automation
Useful test automation is entirely different for:
•

An embedded vehicle control system written in C + + for onboard micro-processors communicating over a small LAN and
cross-compiled from a desktop workstation.

•

A multi-media decision support application written in
Smalltalk with daily changes to requirements.

•

A high volume transaction processing system written in C + +
with class wrappers for a relational DBMS running on
heterogeneous servers with many interfaces to legacy systems.

A test environment could be configured from commercial-off-the-shelf
(COTS) tools for each example. Each would be significantly different.

COTS considerations:
•

Cost spread for mainframe/Unix/PC is large.

•

PC: $1-3K, Unix 5-l0x, Mainframe 50-l00x.

•

Very little interoperability.

•

Costs typically recouped after 2-3 projects.

•

Don't try this without good CM.
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Off The Shelf Test Automation
Tool Slot

Example Tool

Lamruage

Supplier/Location

Test Process
Management

PureT estExpert

any

Pure Software. Sunnyvale, CA

QA Plan

any

Direct Technology. New York, NY

OOA/D
Test Case
Generation

T/Stp

any

Interactive Development Environments.
San Francisco, CA

TestMaster

any

T eradyne. Nashua, NH

Static
Analyzers

ObjectMetrics

Smalltalk

ObjectSpace, Inc. Dallas, TX

Discover

C++

Software Emancipation. Lexington, MA

Code-based
Test Case
Generation

QC/Sim

C++/Unix

Centerline Software. Cambridge, MA

00 Tool

C++

McCabe & Associates. Columbia, MD.

Test Drivers

Cantata

C++

Quality Checked Software. Beaverton, OR

OTF

Smalltalk

MCG Software. Wilsonville, OR

Sentinel

C++ Unix

AIB Software Corp. Herndon, VA

BoundChecker

C++/MSWin

Nu-Mega Technologies. Nashua, NH

STW/ Coverage

C++

Software Research, Inc. San Francisco,

PiSCES

C++

Reliable Software Technologies. Sterling,
VA

LDRA Toolset

C++

LDRA Technology. Jacksonville, Fl.

QA Partner

any

Segue Software, Inc. Newton, MA

WinRunner,
XRunner

any

Mercury Interactive. Sunnyvale, CA

Dynamic
Analyzers

Code
Coverage

GUI
Capture/
Playback

This is not a complete list, but includes the industry leaders in each category.
A detailed test tool list may be found at http:; ;www. st1abs. com/marick / root. htm.
96200
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Test Process Management

What:

Organizes testing activity and work products.
•

Document test plans and test cases.

•

Establish specification/test/implementation
traceability.

•

Collect and analyze process metrics.

•

May assist in selection of regression tests from a
collection of previously passed test suites.

Why:

Necessary to maintain control over a large number of test
cases.

When:

Throughout the development process.

Who:

The entire project team.

Caveat:

A rational software process needs to be established first.
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Specification-based Test Generation

What:

W'hy:

Specification-based test case generators.
•

Generate test cases from an OOA/D repository.

•

Each test case provides instance values for state and
message parameters for a class under test.

A generator can produce a large number of test cases at
machine speed.
•

This is very useful during iterative development.

•

Changes can invalidate test cases.

•

If changes are frequent, testing may be given short
shrift.

•

When:

May be used as soon as a class model is developed.

Who:

Developers, class and cluster testers, GUI testers.

Caveat:

Requires an "test-ready" OOA/D.
•

96200

When an entire test suite can be regenerated seconds
after a change is entered, this obstacle to testing in
iterative development is removed.

Test case generation does not obviate the need for
analytical and creative test case design!

<t>
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Static Analysis

W'hat:

Static analyzers parse source code to determine code
dependencies and identify certain kinds of programming
errors.

Why:

Subtle coding errors and fault-prone code can be found in a
few seconds instead of hours of review or test time.

W'hen:

As soon as code is written; anytime thereafter.

W'ho:

Developers.

Caveat:

A perfect score from static analyzer is usually a good thing,
but does not guarantee the absence of bugs.
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Off The-Shelf Tools
Code-based Test Generation

W'hat:

W'hy:

96200

Source code is parsed to produce tests, drivers, or stubs.
•

Identify insertion points for exception simulators.

•

Identify paths and path conditions; the path conditions
are presented as test cases.

Time saver, greater robustness.
•

Difficult to induce all possible exceptions; explicit
simulation allows systematic testing of exception
handling.

•

Extraction of path conditions is a time saver and is a
useful kind of reverse engineering for systems that have
no specification.

W'hen:

After an object passes responsibility tests.

W'ho:

Developer.

Caveat:

Code-based testing is appropriate for testing implementationspecific capabilities like exception processing
•
Verification and Validation -- NOT!

<t>
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Test Driver Generators

W'hat:

A test driver generator automatically produces test driver
messaging code and may generate some code to instantiate test
messages.

W'hy:

Manual production of test drivers is expensive!
•

It is not unusual for a test driver to have more than
twice as much code as the class under test.

W'hen:

As soon as a class is ready for use.

W'ho:

Developers.

Caveat:

There are limits on the kind and extent of testing that can be
generated.
•

Instantiation of complex objects typically requires hand
coding.

•

Available tools do not support necessary retesting of
inherited features.
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Dynamic Analyzers

W'hat:

Dynamic analyzers instrument code for certain kinds of
.
. .
runtime mon1tonng.
•

96200

The most frequent use of these tools is to identify
memory leaks in C + +.

Why:

Memory leaks are hard to identify by desk checking and may
not be revealed under specification-based testing.

W'hen:

As soon as a class is ready for use.

W'ho:

Developers.

Caveat:

Removing memory leaks is only the beginning of testing.
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Code Coverage
What:

A coverage tool inserts trace code at entry and exit of each
path segment. The traces are analyzed and a coverage report is
produced.

W'lry:

Coverage is a good approximation of test completeness.

When:

•

Developers typically overestimate coverage.

•

Coverage analysis of a black-box test suite is the only
way to find surprises (extraneous or dead code.)

After all responsibility tests pass, coverage should be used to
assess the test suite.

•

If some code is still untouched, then more black box
tests should be added.

Who:

Developer.

Caveat:

Attaining code coverage of any kind does not guarantee bugfree code.
•

It is usually impossible to get 100 percent code coverage
due to exceptions and inconsistent path conditions.

•

The meaning of code coverage with polymorphic
operations is a research topic.

•

There are no COTS tools that can measure coverage of
polymorphic bindings in any meaningful way.
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GUI Capture/Playback

W'hat:

Capture and playback a GUI session.

Why:

Without capture/playback, testing through a GUI is tedious,
error-prone, very time consuming, and non-repeatable for all
practical purposes.
•

As a script library grows, it provides a valuable
.
.
regression testmg asset.

W'hen:

After the GUI design has stabilized or when any internal
component associated with the GUI has been changed.

W'ho:

Developers, testers (without 00 programming skills), and
users.
•

Identify representative use cases and interaction
scenarios [Binder 96].

Caveat:

96200

GUI C/P testing does not obviate the need for test planning!
•

GUI test script "brittleness".

•

Limited access to non-GUI class, cluster, or subsystem.
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State Control
The TestManager strategy provides effective control and observation of
the CUT/OUT.

Set/reset
A set/reset function puts an object into a predefined state.

•

Without set/ reset, effective state-based testing is a practical
impossibility.

•

A set/ reset method allows an object to be set to a predefined
internal state, regardless of its current state.

Several approaches are possible. The set/ reset method can:

•

Offer a menu of states with non-controllable instance variable
values.

•

Offer a menu of states with controllable values.

•

Provide direct manipulation of instance variables.
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State Observability
Reporters
Reporter methods return the concrete (internal, private) state of an object.
•

Attempts to approximate BIT with application methods is a
partial solution at best.

•

If the CUT does not offer any functions, the reporter must
also provide abstract (external, public) state reporting.

•

A reporter must be trustworthy-- we need to be sure its
reports are accurate.

•

Reporter code may be a good candidate to be proven correct
or verified with low-level debug probes.

Self-Test

96200

•

Add a new member function to check the class' invariant.

•

Write tests for faults that are unlikely to be observable.
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Access Control
Useful set/reset and reporter functions necessarily violate encapsulation.
BIT services should not be used to accomplish application requirements.
A safety provision is advisable to prevent inadvertent or willful misuse of
BIT services.
Source code control uses compiler-directives to include or exclude BIT
features. Either a BIT or a non-BIT version of the SUT can be built.

•

This is problematic in that the tested implementation is not
necessarily the released implementation. There are many
horror stories about systems which inexplicably fail when an
apparently innocuous code segment is added or removed.

•

Source code control should be used with care.

Mode control provides a global parameter to toggle test mode and normal
mode.

•

In normal mode, BIT services are disabled. Any BIT
invocation is treated as a no-op or an exception.

•

In test mode, BIT services are enabled.

Password control requires a password of some kind to activate BIT
functions.

•

The driver must supply a password value in a parameter
defined as part of the BIT interface.

•

A BIT request without the password would be treated as a noop or an except1on.
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Advanced Built-in Test

Advanced Built-In Test
Testability can be greatly enhance by a systematic approach to class drivers
and BIT.

I Class test

I D FT aeeroach I VLSI

I

none

Manual probes on available
test pomts

Testing embedded class with
white/black box tests, use of
debugger and ad hoc trace.

Ad hoc

IC-specific test points

DriverI stub per class.

Structured

Addition of set/reset and
report circuits to provide
combinational test.

DriverI stub per class, test
interface provides set/reset
and report methods.

Standardized

Standard Test Access Port
and related functions across
all components (IEEE

Driver/class pair with
standard driver API
delivered with class library.

1149.1)

Self Test

96200

Built-in Self Test (BIST).
On-chip ability to generate
and execute tests using
standard BIT.

«:>

Generic driver, executable
specification packaged with
the implementation.
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lOX Testing: Autom_ating
Specification-Based Testing

Mr. Robert Poston
Aonix

Robert Poston is the Director of Software Testing Tools and Practices at Aonix,
Inc. He has over twenty years of experience managing and developing software
for communication, process control, simulation, radar, numerical control, business, and operating systems. He has degrees in electronics engineering, power
engineering, and computer science. A senior member of the IEEE, Mr. Poston
received IEEE awards in 1971, 1980, and 1988 for his contributions to .the
engineering profession. He served as quality and testing specialist on President
Reagan's 1984 People-to-People software engineering delegation to China. He
chaired the IEEE Software Engineering Standards Committee from 1978 to 1982
and founded the first conference on Software Standards (SESAW) in 1982. For
four years he developed, directed, and taught the IEEE Software Engineering
Standards Seminars. Poston is co-chairperson of the IEEE Computer Society's
Standard 1175 that defines interconnections among software tools .
Bob has written over 60 articles about software quality and testing; has served as
a charter member of the editorial board of IEEE Software, and has lectured and
taught in hundreds of professional forums. Today he is focused on automating
software development and testing. His most recent book titled Automa.ting
Specification-Based Software Testing is published by the IEEE/CS Press.

Software Research Institute

[QW97-38]

San Francisco, California

Aonix lOX Testing Program
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lOX Testing Program
• Purpose: to improve, from industry averages,
by a factor of 10 or more,
• software test productivity (by reducing schedules)
• software test quality (by increasing test coverage)

• Outline:
• Goals
• Plans
• The Critical Path
• Proposal
Page2
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Goals
• Short-term (three-month) Goals:
• 1. To define a tailorable, Level-5 software
testing process* that could be applied to any
project.
• 2. To apply the new process on a project.
-

Page 3

• A Level-5 process is a continuously improvable process.
• A Level-5 testing process is easier to achieve and much
less costly than the well-known Level-5 development
process.
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Goals (Cont.)
• Long-term Goal:
• To institutionalize the process so that it will
continuously improve
software testing
on many projects.
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Goals (Cont.)

•

To repeat past performance* on a
LARGE SCALE.
[POST87] R.M. Poston and M.W. Bruen, "Counting Down to Zero Software
Failures," IEEE Software, Volume 4, Number 5, 1987, pp. 54-61.
[USAR90] US Army, "Applying T to AFATDS A2A3 Documents" CECOM
Technical Report 4, DAAB07-87-C-B025, 1990.
[PATR91] D. Patrick, "Pieces of the Testing Tool Puzzle: The Automated Testing
Tool T," Proceedings ofEurometrics '91 , March 1991 , (available from author at
Sandia National Laboratories, 1515 Eubank Rd., SE, Albuquerque, NM 87123).

•

[POST94] R. M. Poston, "Automating Testing from Object Models,"
Communications of the ACM, Vol. 37, No . 9, September 1994, pp. 48-58.
[Hyde96] Larry Hyde, "Reengineering The Software Testing Process For !OX
Improvements," Proceedings of the IEEE Reengineering Forum, June 27, 1996.

10X Testing V2.0
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Goals (Cont.)
•

To repeat past performance .

•

Larry Hyde, SITA,

.@¥#•
-

• " ... before the 1OX Program, for gateway testing,
the SITA team required a month to create,
execute, and evaluate 100 test cases. Now, they
handle nearly 1,000 test cases in less than two
days."
-
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[ADHI96] Richard Adhikari, "Development Process is a MixedBag Effort," Client/Server Computing, February 1996, pp. 65-72.
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Plan: Assess Current Practices
•

Start with an assessment of the Client's
current practices.
• 1. Activities
• 2. Documents
• 3. Tools
• 4. Measurements
• 5. Training Courses

10X Testing V2.0
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Level I

Ad Hoc Level
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Plan: Define New Process (Cont.)
•

Reference the latest field-proven practices .
• 1. Activities . Specification-Based Testing: What is it? How can it be Automated?'',
Automating Specification-Based Software Testing, JEEE/CS Press 1996, pp. 9-21 .

• 2. Documents

IEEE Standard 829-1991 , "Standard for Software Test
Documentation." IEEE, Inc. New York, NY, 1991.

• 3. Measurements

Chapter 4, Test Evaluation, Automating Specification-Based

Software Testing. IEEE/CS Press 1996, pp. 131-196.

• 4. T 00 ls " Software Testing Tools: Using the Best of the New and the Old," Automating
Specification-Based Software Testing. IEEE/CS Press 1996, pp. 199-213.

• 5. Training Courses

Page B
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Plan: Define New Process
• Define new process using the best of
current practices and
latest practices.
1. Activities
2. Documents
3. Tools
4. Measurements
5 Training Courses

10X Testing V2.0
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Defined
Ad Hoc
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Plan: Technology Transfer
•

Plan just-in-time training program for new process.
• 1. Select project & staff
• 2. Conduct Requirements Training Course*
• 3. Model requirements
• 4. Evaluate requirements models
• 5. Conduct Testing Training Course*
• 6. Generate test cases
• 7. Evaluate test cases
* Managers must attend 1/2 day.
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Plan: Implement the New Process
• First project is a pilot project.
I

I

1

L3

I
I

Page 11

I

~2

Practiced
Defined

-

LI

I Ad Hoc
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Plan: Implement (Cont.)
• Second project is a measured project.

Page 12
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Measured
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Practiced
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Plan: Implement (Cont.)
• Third project is an improvement over
second project.
• Fourth project
is an improvement
over ...
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Measured
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Practiced
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Tools - The Critical Path
• Excluding details,
the new testing process and
the technology transfer process
are reasonably well-known.
• However, the tools are not well-known.
•

10% gains may be made with a new process.

• JOX gains require the use of tools.
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Tools - The Critical Path (Cont.)

•

Page 15

Testing in the development process

10X Testing V2.0
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Tools - The Critical Path (Cont.)
• Activities in the testing process

Run
Test Cases
and Scripts
on Software

Write or Draw
Specification
(Model)

Page 16
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Tools - The Critical Path (Cont.)
• Aonix tools aid every testing activity .
STW/SMARTS

Write or Draw
Specification

Run
Test Cases

T

Validator/---

STW/CapBak STW/Coverage

Validator/Req for system testing
Validator/OM for object testing
Validator/SE for process testing
STW = Software Test Works
Page 17
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Tools - The Critical Path (Cont.)
• For J0Ximprovements, testers must be trained to use
tools.

•

One tester doing the work of ten testers must know and
use automation.
STW/SMARTS
Manage Testing

Write or Draw
Specification

Val idator/Req

Page 18
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Proposal
•

Implement a 1OX Testing Program
• 1. Select Project & Staff
• 2. Perform Assessment
• 3. Define New Testing Process
•

Activities, documents, tools, measurements, training

• 4. Implement New Testing Process
•
•
•

Acquire and install tools
Train and mentor staff
Use process and tools on selected project

• 5. Measure Results
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lOX Proposals MUST Include
• Process Consulting
• Assessment
• A new Testing Process: Activities, Documents,
Measurements, Training Courses

• Tools (at least 5 licenses)
• Validator/Req
• STW/Regression, STW/Coverage

• Technology Transfer Consulting
• Plan, Implementation, Evaluation

Page 20
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lOX Program Deliverables
• Process Deliverables
• Assessment Report & New Testing Process

• Tools (at least 5 licenses)
• Validator/Req
• STW/Regression, STW/Coverage

• Technology Transfer Deliverables
• Plan, Course Deliveries, Evaluation Report
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lOX Programs Produce Results
•

Michael Yake, Westinghouse
• "... before using these tools ... our average tester produced
(generated, executed, and evaluated) an average of 58
test cases per month ... with the tools ... our testers
produced 770 test cases in less than 16 hours. That
amounts to 13 times more test cases in about one tenth
the time."
-
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[MOSE92] Vicky Mosely, "Evaluating Software Tools",
Proceedings of the 1992 International Automated Software
Test & Evaluation Conference, DPMA, 1992.
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Summary
• 1OX gains in testing are practical.

• 1OX gains require
• a standardized process
Activities, Documents, Tools,
Measurements, & Training Courses

• a systematic effort to get the process used.
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Aonix
lOX Testing Program
Modeling Tools
in the
1OX Testing Program

10X ModelingTools V1.0

P.:11sc I

7/3/97

lOX Testing Program

Page 2

•

Purpose: To describe modeling tools in lOX Testing

•

Outline:
• Modeling Tools in the Testing Process
• Test-Ready Models
• Test-Ready Extensions
• Model Repository and Translations
• Test-Ready Modeling Tools
• lOX Modeling Tools

10X ModelingTools V1 .0
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Modeling Tools in the Testing Process

Write or Draw
Specification

Modeling tool
Validator/Req for systems and system-level testing
Validator/OM for objects and object-level testing, or
Validator/SM for structures and unit-level testing.
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Test-Ready Models
•

To create comprehensive test cases, a tester or test
generator must know:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Page 4

Actions - What the software must do
Data - What software actions manipulate
Logic - What rules constrain actions
Events - What controls times of actions
States - What contexts allow actions

To be test-ready a specification or model must contain
the information a tester needs.
10X ModelingTools V 1.0
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To Make a Test-Ready Model - 1.
Create the model.
A functional requirement
as an English sentence

A functional requirement
as a Use Case

The Customer Service
System (CSS) shall
help a Sales Agent
calculate a price for
Caller requested
products.

'-----~

1

I Use Case I
·-----

r---1

requests data

S--r'-"'-'-=-'===;-~

1---

---- ~ provides data ~--

1

1_ ,-::en::::••::.:rs-=da=ta'-=::;--"'11
calculates price

,...____k_-____j _pres_•_•ts-pn-·ce_l_--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ 10X ModelngTools V1 .O
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To Make a Test-Ready Model - 2.
• Add test-ready extensions.

11-1'-----~ -----

1

r---1 ,cquests

Data Definitions

t---,,<...:::=-'==-~

Condition Definitions

data 1__ •

---- ~ provides data ~--

1

1 -1-===-==;-.....

L-- -~presentsprice 1-Page6
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Test-Ready Extensions
•

Test-Ready extensions are annotations that add
information to models.
• Actions - What the software must do
• Data - What software actions manipulate
• Logic - What rules constrain actions
• Events - What controls times of actions
• States - What contexts allow actions

•

The added information is different for each modeling
language (tool).

Page7
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Model Storage & Transformation
•

Models are stored in a repository and

•

Translated into the IEEE 1175's STL

•

For use by testing tools.

D

=>
Page8
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Test-Ready Modeling Tools
•

V alidator/Req for system testing
•
•
•

•

Validator/OM for object testing
•
•
•

•

00 model editors (UML, 0MT, or Booch)
00 test-ready extensions
00-to-lEEE 1175 Translator

Validator/SM for unit testing
•
•
•

Page 9

Use Case model editors
Use Case test-ready extensions
Use Case-to-IEEE 1175 Translator (also called extractor)

SM model editors
SM test-ready extensions
SM-to-IEEE 1175 Translator
10X ModeingTools V1 .0
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Test-Ready Modeling Tools

Write or Draw

Specification

Modeling tool

Page 10
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lOX Modeling Tools
• Modeling tools enable people to create
graphical specifications of a software
product quickly.
• Aonix tools translate test-ready models
into a formal language for use by test
generation tools.
• Aonix tools allow users to leverage the
work of modeling.
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Summary
• 1OX Testing begins with a test-ready
specification or
~model.
------~
Write or Draw
Specification

Page 12
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Aonix lOX Testing Program
Test Generation Tools
in the
lOX Testing Program

Page I

1 OX TG Tools V1 .0
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lOX Testing Program
• Purpose: To describe test generation tools
in lOX Testing

• Outline:
•

Test Generation in the Testing Process

•

Test Case Design
Sampling Actions, Data, Conditions, Events, and States

•

Page 2

•

Combining Samples to make test cases

•

Organizing test cases into test scripts

Test Case Documentation

10X TG Tools V1 .0
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Test Generation in the Testing Process
•
•

Test generation is the most important activity in testing!
Generate the "right" or high quality tests and
conformance to requirements will be demonstrated,
• defects will be discovered, and
• code will be covered.

Write or Draw

Specification

10X TG Tools V1.0
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T

•

T generates (designs and documents) the
• fewest test cases which will exercise
• every specified action for
• all Most Probable Errors

Write or Draw
Specification

Page4
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Test Case Design

c:==:)•

Test Design Step 1:
For each Requirement (Action)

• Sample Stimuli (Causes or Inputs)

•

Test Design Step 2:
Combine samples to produce test cases

•

Test Design Step 3:
•

Organize test cases into test scripts

10X TG Tools V1 .0
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Test Design Step 1: Stimulus Sampling
Select samples of stimuli that will find failures.
Information Source

Historically Frequent Defect

Specification

Most Probable Error
=:::;:=:==;::~Missing or Bad Action

Action===::=:;:~:::>.

===!=:;:===!::::=:=-Bad Boundary or Class
Logic ===::;:::;:::~=-Logic-Driven==~=;:::~ Missing or Bad Logic
Events

Event-Driven

Missing or Bad Event

States c::;:===~::::::=-State-Driven===*=:;.:::;=::::==- Incorrect Initialization

Pages
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Action-Driven Test Design
Functional Testing
Subdomains
Action
Information
Logic

Rule : Select valid and
invalid samples
for each stimuli
or input that is
used by an action.

Events

Reason: To find defects
of incorrect and
missing actions.

States

Reference or
Average
Value

10X TG Tools V1 .0
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Out-of-type or
Not-in-list
Value
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Data-Driven Test Design (1)
Boundary Value Analysis
Boundary

Values
Specification
Action
Information
Logic
Events

States

Page B

Rule: Select samples on
boundaries and just
below and just above
the boundaries
(first & last, fastest &
slowest, highest &
lowest).
Reason: To find defects
of boundary handling,
such as off-by-one errors.

10X TG Tools V1 .0
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Data-Driven Test Design (2)
Equivalent Class Analysis
Temperature
Specification
Action
Information
Logic

Rule: Select one member from
a class of values when all
members of the class receive
equivalent treatment by the
code.

Events

States

80
60

Nonn.
Temp.

40
20
0

Reason: To find defects
of incorrect class
handling.

10X TG Tools V1.0
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Hi
Temp.

100

Low
Temp.

~
~
~

7/3/97

Logic-Driven Test Design
Cause-Effect Graphing

Business Rule Testing

Logic
Events

Rule: Select data samples
that will cause each
logical expression to
be exercised with a
true and a false
evaluation.

States

Reason: To find defects
of incorrect logic
processing.

Page 10

10X TG Tools V1 .0
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Room_Temp

~ Hig\temp.

False
Watch
video.

True
Go swimming.
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Event-Driven Test Design
Performance Testing

Action

Rule: Sample each event as a
Boolean item to indicate
that the event has occurred
or has not occurred.

Logic

~

Events

States

Page 11

Reason: To find defects
of incorrect time
synchronization.

10X TG Tools V1 .0
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State-Driven Test Design
Initialization-Reinitialization Testing
Rule: Select input data samples
that will cause each state
transition to occur in every
state where the transition
should occur and in one
state where the transition
should not occur.
Reason: To find defects
of incorrect action
sequences.
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Test Case Design

Write

•

Test Design Step 1:
•
•

For each Requirement (Action)
Sample Stimuli (Causes or Inputs)

Test Design Step 2:
• Combine samples to produce test cases

•

Test Design Step 3:
•

Page 13

Organize test cases into test scripts

10X TG Tools V1 .0
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Test Design Step 2: Combine Samples
Construct the sample or testing space.
Start with a sample or number line.

I
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Test Design Step 2: Combine Samples
Construct the sample or testing space.
Start with a sample or number line.

Page 15
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Test Design Step 2: Combine Samples
Combine the number lines to form the sample or testing space.

,- ...
,_,..

I !!
'

i

,- ...

Valid Space
(All Stimuli
are Valid.)

i

!
!

r,

Invalid
Space
I
f-t-------, (One or
~ more
stimulus
is invalid.)

i

I Ii
I
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Test Design Step 2: Combine Samples

Specification Samples

Data

~
~

Logic

<>

Action

Events ~

States

Rule I - The Screening
Vector: Combine one
sample from each
stimulus so that all
stimuli are held at

3

I

I. Reference values
2. Low boundaries
3. High boundaries

Reason: To minimize
number oftest cases
and assure basic
operation.
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Test Design Step 2: Combine Samples

Specification Samples
Action

~

Data

~

Logic

<>

Rule 2 - The Debugging
Vector: Combine the
reference sample from
all stimuli except one,
and vary that one
through all of its sample
values.

Events~

States

Reason: To speed debugging
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Test Design Step 2: Combine Samples
Robustness Testing
Rule 3 - Combine the

Jew samples taken in all
Specification Samples
Action

~

Data

Ci,

Logic

<>

combinations.

Events~

Reason: To increase coverage
for special situations.
Note: Logic-, Event-, and State-Driven samples MAY add additional test cases.
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Test Design and Defect Groups
Software Defect Groups
Primary
Specification-Based
Test Design
Tee mgue

Missing

Wrong actions caused by

actions

incorrect processing of
data

logic

events

Extra
actions

states

Run specification-based test cases and measure code coverage. Any code not covered is extra.
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Test Case Design

•

Test Design Step 1:
• For each Requirement (Action)
• Sample Stimuli (Causes or Inputs)

•

Test Design Step 2:
• Combine samples to produce test cases

c:::::> •

Test Design Step 3:
• Organize test cases into test scripts

10X TG Tools V1 .0
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Organize Test Cases into Test Scripts
• A test case is a set of input values
mapped to a set of output values by an
action.
• A test script is a set of one or more test
cases organized into a sequence and
formatted for execution by a test
execution tool.
(Note: Different execution tools use different scripting languages.)
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Summary

Write

•

Test Design Step 1:
•
•

•

Test Design Step 2:
•

•

Combine samples to produce test cases

Test Design Step 3:
•

Page 23

For each Requirement (Action)
Sample Stimuli (Causes or Inputs)

Organize test cases into test scripts

10X TG Tools V1 .0
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INTRODUCTION

Testing is a key element in solving the "Year 2000 problem" - ensuring that
applications do not fail over the millennium change
This Tutorial shows with techniques and examples how to
•

Establish the test plans

•

Identify the data to be tested

•

Design the tests

•

Systematically create test data to drive tests

•

Predict correct results

•

Anticipate incorrect results

•

Fit testing into the Year 2000 project

With these techniques the Year 2000 testing group can
•

Test an application for Year 2000 compliance

•

Find potential failures

•

Indicate where corrective changes should be made

•

Test corrective changes that have been made

•

Certify that an application is correct

•

Acceptance test outsourcing service vendors

•

Assess external and package software

YEAR 2000 GOALS

YEAR 2000 GOALS

Summary
Definitions and discussions of the goal of Year 2000 correctness and the Year
2000 project
•

Year 2000 correctness

•

Year 2000 certification

•

The Year 2000 project

Year 2000 correctness
The application:
•

Can process time and date information

•

Unambiguously and

•

Correctly

•

For all time and date data that are within its required
operating conditions

•

While executing at all times and dates that are within its
required operating conditions.

Not:
•

"The application must use four-digit years."

•

"The application must correctly handle the dates
1998-12-31, 1999-09-09, 1999-12-31, 2000-01-01,
2000-02-28, 2000-02-29, 2000-03-01, 2000-12-31,
2001-01-01, ... "
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Year 2000 certification
Prove and demonstrate that the application is Year 2000 correct.
Namely, that the application:
•

Can process time and date information

•

Unambiguously and

•

Correctly

•

For all time and date data that are within its required
operating conditions

•

While executing at all times and dates that are within its
required operating conditions.

The Year 2000 project
The goal of the Year 2000 project is to establish Year 2000 certification of the
application.
Namely:
•

Prove and demonstrate that the application is Year 2000
correct.

•

Else
Find representations and functions that will fail.

In this case:
- Demonstrate the failures.
- Make the corrections.
- Demonstrate correctness.
•

Repeat:
Prove and demonstr~te thst the Rpplication is Year 2000
correct.

TIME AND DATE REPRESENTATIONS

TIME AND DATE REPRESENTATIONS
Summary

Discussion of alternative computer representations of times and dates, and
their advantages and pitfalls
•

Characteristics of time and date representations

•

Four uses of time within applications

•

Examples of time and date representations
- Simple linear representations
- Structured linear representations
- Relative or "windowing" representations
- Other representations
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Characteristics of time and date representations
There are an infinite number of ways to represent times and dates.
•

And an infinite number are perfectly adequate.

•

Therefore it is not true that changing to some particular
representation is "the" solution to Year 2000 errors.

•

Though using few and well-chosen representations aids
analysis, correction, and maintenance.

For each time and date representation, you must know:
•

Format:
Field size and usage

•

Unit:
How the field is interpreted in the real world

For each time and date occurrence, you must examine format and unit and
decide:
•

Is this representation unambiguous?

•

Is it correctly interpreted?

•

Is it correctly calculated with?

TIME AND DATE REPRESENTATIONS

Four uses of time within applications
Real time
•

Time according to the universe

System clock time ("wall time")
•

Time according to the computer platform's
hardware-software environment

As-of time
•

Time simulated or used as a parameter by the application
software

•

"Processing as of 2000 January 1..."

Data time
•

Any time element represented in data
- Absolute time, e.g., "1999 January 31"
- Span of time, e.g., "7 days"
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Examples of time and date representations

Example 1: Simple linear representations

Base time (fixed point) + increment (in some unit)
•

Has a lower limit (base time).

•

Has an upper limit (overflow).

Only representation in which TIME-1-TIME-2 = SPAN-OF-TIME can be
calculated with a single subtraction.

Simple linear representations of time and date
NAME

FORMAT

UNIT

COMMENTS

4-digit year

9999

Base= 1 B.C.
(there was no year
0)

Upper limit =

9999

Increment = 1 year
2-digit year, 20th
century only

99

Base

= 1900

Upper limit

= 1999

Increment = 1 year
Standard Unix clock

32-bit signed field

Base = 1970
January 1 at 00:00

Upper limit =
2038 January 19 at
03:14:08

Increment=
seconds
IBM mainframe
hardware date

52-bit unsigned field

Base = 1900
January 1 at 00:00
Increment=
microseconds

Etc....

Upper limit =
2042 September 17
at 23:53:47.37

TIME AND DATE REPRESENTATIONS

Hardware and operating systems supply a simple linear system clock.
•

Know the format and unit!
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Example 2: Structured linear representations

Based on base time and increment, but the increments represent clock and/or
calendar time divisions.
Subtraction or comparison of times and dates requires dealing with the
structure.

Structured linear representations of time and date
NAME

FORMAT

UNIT

COMMENTS

8-digit date,
ISO 8601

99999999

YYYYMMDD

Most significant to
least significant left
to right

8-digit date,
Europe

99999999

DDMMYYYY

8-digit date,
USA

99999999

MMDDYYYY

6-digit date,
USA

999999

MMDDYY

Etc....

TIME AND DATE REPRESENTATIONS
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Example 3: Relative or "windowing" representations

2-digit years are very common - whether on letters, checks, punched cards,
message formats, or databases.
They are unambiguous if they can be interpreted as "near" the current date.
•

Interpret them through a ''window" that brackets the
current date.

Fixed window year
•

Pick an "earliest year" in the past, say 19:XX, such that no
data is older than this date.

•

H YY less than XX then the date is 20YY else it is 19YY.

•

The window is 19:XX to 20:XX - 1.

<--------1------------->A

I

19XX

I

2000

I

20XX

YEAR 2000/qwe
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Example 4: Sliding window year

•

Pick a memory span of time, say NN years, such that no
data is older than to-day's year - NN.

•

Calculate the earliest year CCZZ

•

If YY less than ZZ then the date is (CC+ 1)YY else the
date is CCYY.

•

Called a "sliding window" because it provides a window of
100 years extending from NN years in the past to
100-NN-1 years in the future.

Past

= to-day's year - NN.

Now

Future

<-----~------>A<------~------>
1968

1998

Past

Now

2067

Future

<-----~------>A<------~------>
1976

2006

2075

The sliding window year never runs out.
The sliding window year is probably closest to what we "mean" by 2-digit
years.

TIME AND DATE REPRESENfATIONS
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The "classic" Year 2000 error arises from incorrectly interpreting a 2-digit
year - intending to interpret it as a sliding window, but programming it as
20th century only.
These errors escaped us because for many years the three representations
gave the same results.
Example 5: Interpretation of years in three representations and in two time
periods

TO-DAY'S YEAR-.

1998

2006

INTERPRETATION OF
2-DIGIT YEAR i
20th century only

Fixed window
Earliest year = 1950

Sliding window
Memory span = 30 years

97?

97?

00?

00?

75?

75?

97?

97?

00?

00?

75?

75?

97?

97?

00?

00?

75?

75?

YEAR 2000/qwe
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Example 6: Other representations

Many other representations can and will be encountered in real systems.
Various suggestions have been made for converting a MMDDYY date field
to another 6-byte field that represents the date with the century, or for
converting a YY year field to another 2-byte field that represents the year
with the century ("hashing").
•

By using packed or binary representations instead of
character representations.

•

Probably not a wise conversion, since it requires recoding
programs and converting data, but you may encounter
these representations.

Representations in which certain dates have a specialized meaning, e.g., "99"
means "never".
Representations that sort time backwards.
•

Example 7: "Nines complement" dating which subtracts
MMDDYY from 999999.

You must understand the format and unit of each occurrence, and decide its
adequacy and the correctness of its use.

j

AN EXAMPLE
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AN EXAMPLE
This chapter outlines an application to be used to illustrate the process
described in this tutorial.
The example is a reservations and bookings application.
•

It enables an organization to reserve and book travel
information, including flights and other travel details and
travel-related sales, for individuals, tour-groups, and
tour-group members.

Here is a skeleton diagram of its executable configuration:

Example 8:Reservations and bookings executable configuration
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The central server of the application is a transaction processing application,
in practice a CICS application running on an IBM mainframe.
•

The core of the application, represented in the diagram by
four linked processes, is in fact a set of many hundreds of
COBOL executables representing the different functions
of several kinds of transaction (find a tour, add a person,
modify a booking, add a service, and so on).

The transaction-processing core of the system is linked to:
•

Several databases representing the central memory of all
bookings.

•

A network of user workstations which are used by the
booking agents of the system. These workstations
themselves are client applications, having processing
power and memory, and some of them are driven not
directly by human agents but by other server applications.

•

Access to other applications, represented by "OTHER
FEEDS" and "OTHER OUTPUTS", for example, the
input of new tours and new travel opportunities from
travel providers, and the interface with financial
applications to record or recover payments and receipts.

The "CONTROe process and its screen represents functions relating to
monitoring and controlling the application.
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AN EXAMPLE

The following table summarizes salient attributes of the application under
the Year 2000 project.
•

These attributes will be further discussed as we use this
example.

EXAMPLE 9: YEAR 2000 CASE STUDY
RESERVATIONS AND BOOKINGS APPLICATION
FUNCTION

Reservations and bookings

HARDWARE/SOF1WARE
ENVIRONMENT

Mainframe hub, transaction processing, database
Networked workstations
C, COBOL, SOL, PowerBuilder

HOWBIG

800 executables
2 main databases
> 1,500 internal interfaces
About 150 distinct external interfaces (many instances, e.g., user stations)

HOWTESTING
ORGANIZED

Year 2000 team of 5 members
Includes 2 testers reporting to team project leader
Created and ran tests before and during analysis, and during and after
code and data modification

RESOURCES USED

6 calendar weeks for analysis and modification
60 person-days for testing

TEST GROUPS

Database tests: Examination of data, tests of update and access
Workstation tests: Unit tests of workstation function
Scenario tests: End-to-end tests of application uses
Partner tests: Tests of external inputs and outputs
Regression tests: System-wide tests

YEAR 2000/qwe
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TEST DRIVERS

Database tests: Transaction processing inboard capture-replay, with
customized transactions
Workstation tests: Workstation-based outboard test driver to capture and
simulate the front end and the communication with the transaction server
Scenario tests: Combination of transaction processing inboard
capture-replay and workstation-based outboard test driver
Partner tests: Input and output scripts through transaction processing
inboard capture-replay
Regression tests: Existing system tests via batch scripts and transaction
processing inboard capture-replay

HOW TEST CASES AND
PREDICTED TEST
RESULTS GENERATED

Database tests: Test cases created with data extracted from the production
databases, systematically extended
Workstation tests: Data captured from custom scenarios entered and
captured at test workstations, systematically extended
Scenario tests: Same cases as for workstation tests
Partner tests: Samples of external feeds captured in production,
systematically extended, and test samples supplied by maintenance groups
for external systems
Regression tests: Existing system test data

HOW MANY TEST CASES

About 50,000 database updates/retrievals
About 1,900 workstation cases
About 30 distinct simulated feeds, each including 3-10,000 cases
About 100,000 regression test cases in 50 scenarios

HOW MANY ERRORS

< 30 instances of wrong calculations on two-digit years, corrected by
expansion internal to program modules
< 5 miscellaneous time and date calculation errors
Expansion of some external interface data to conform to other compliance
projects
No data expansion in internal data files

PROBLEMS WITH TESTING

Could not test production databases with altered system clock time
System clock time tests made via analysis, time simulators, and on small
off-line databases

LEVEL OF CERTIFICATION

High level of certainty, based on analysis of data and code, plus testing
No production errors due to modified programs to date

YEAR 2000 PROJECT PROCESS OVERVIEW

YEAR 2000 PROJECT PROCESS OVERVIEW
The process for correcting an entire application and for certifying its
correctness with respect to Year 2000 time and date errors includes seven
actions.
They are:
•

Establish the target

•

Identify time and date uses

•

Test

•

Analyze for faults

•

Correct

•

Verify

•

Install

The following table describes these actions at two levels of detail.
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YEAR 2000 PROJECT PROCESS
ACTIONS

SUB-ACTIONS

1:

Define the project goal - know what "Year 2000 correct" means
for this application.

Establish the target
Establish what the project is
working toward and what the
project is working on

Establish a project control structure for the project - to
coordinate schedule and resources for the project, to coordinate
the analyses and changes made by the project itself, and to
coordinate the project with ongoing and future changes to the
application.
Identify the configuration of the target application - locate and
inventory all the elements of the application - platforms,
executables, execution coordinators, packages, data files, data
channels (both internal and external), source code, database and
network definitions, and build procedures.
Identify the functions of the target application - document the
broad functions or "business rules" of the application, and
correlate them with the code and data elements of the
application.

2:

Establish the function of times and dates in the application.

Identify time and date uses

Locate the external time and date data items in the application
- time and date data items in the input, output, or
communication of the application, time and date data items in
persistent storage, and accesses to a system clock time.

Discover how times and dates
are used and expressed in the
application
3:
Test
Create and exercise test
procedures and test data that
cover the future processing of
times and dates

Record the time and date use information systematically.
Plan the test projects to cover the future processing of times and
dates for the whole application, and to reveal faults in the
processing of times and dates.
Design the tests to reveal faults in the processing of times and
dates.
Create test data and predicted test results that systematically
exercise uses of time and date, including future data, execution in
future time, times and dates that represent sensitive, unusual, or
troublesome situations, and times and dates reported by the
correction team as faulty.
Run the Year 2000 tests during analysis and correction and after
correction, and re-run and update system regression tests.

YEAR 2000 PROJECT PROCESS OVERVIEW
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YEAR 2000 PROJECT PROCESS
ACTIONS

SUB-ACTIONS

4:

Start from the external time and date data items of the
application.

Analyze for faults
Analyze the application for
faults - times and dates that
are ambiguous, or incorrectly
interpreted, or incorrectly used

5:
Correct
Select corrective actions
throughout the application and
implement them with code
changes and/or data conversions

6:
Verify

Trace the time and date uses through the code, data files, and
data channels.
Identify faults in the time and date uses by patterns of error and
by diagnosing failures from testing.
Act on the faults - prepare to design corrections and report the
faults to testing.
Assess the pattern and distribution of faults throughout the
application.
Design the corrections, selecting correction methods that are
correct and simple.
Implement the corrections with code changes and/or data
conversions.
Enhance the test cases in the test sets to exercise the changed
code and/or data.
Check for the adequacy and completeness of the test sets must cover the application, uses of time and dates, present and
future data executing in present and future time, and corrected
faults.

Show that all the faults have
been found, that the faults that
were found were corrected, that
no new faults were introduced,
and that the application is
operational

Run the Year 2000 tests, and check that previous failures have
been corrected, existing correct cases are still correct, new
failures have not been introduced, and system response has not
been degraded.

7:

Briefing, acceptance test, and installation planning, with users /
customers, operations group, support group.

Install

Turn over application.

Bring the corrected application
into use with minimal
disruption, and provide for
maintenance of its Year 2000
correctness through further
changes

Install, convert files, initiate.

Run system and regression tests, re-using regression tests as after
any modification, extending regression tests to include year 2000
cases, and saving the year 2000 tests to check future changes.

Observe and support.
Provide for continuing correctness.
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The actions of this process are carried out roughly in the above order, but
they are not strictly steps or phases, since some are carried out in parallel.
In particular, the IBST action is carried out throughout the process,
supporting the identification of time and date uses, the detection, analysis,
and correction of faults, the verification of corrections, and the support of a
new installed version.
Also, the ANALYZE FOR FAULTS action supports identification,
correction, and verification.

YEAR 2000 PROJECT PROCESS
PHASING OF ACTIONS

IBST

ESTABLISH THE TARGET

(Create test procedures)
IDENTIFY TIME AND
DATE USES

ANALYZE FOR FAULTS
(Perform impact analysis of
time and date uses)

(Use testing to identify
time and date uses)
(Create test data to
concentrate on time and
date uses)

CORRECT

(Continue analysis as
changes are made during
correction)

(Extend test cases to cover
corrections)

VERIFY

(Confirm the analysis)

(Re-run the Year 2000 tests
after the changes)
(Confirm the corrections)
(Regression tests to guard
against introducing new
errors)

INSTALL

(Observe and support the
corrected version)

PLAN THE TEST PROJECTS

PLAN THE TEST PROJECTS
Outline
Plan the test projects to cover the future processing of times and dates for the
whole application, and to reveal faults in the processing of times and dates
Since times and dates are pervasive, expect to run tests covering all functions
of the application, though narrowing them to concentrate on the processing
of times and dates
Cover the application through test groups, and create test procedures
(including test environments and test drivers) to exercise the test groups
•

Choose test groups

•

Create test environments

•

Test drivers
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Choose test groups
A test group is a division of the application into smaller units that can usefully
be tested separately
Test groups are similar to test levels used in testing new development
But since the entire application already exists, these test groups are arbitrary,
relating to what can feasibly and usefully be tested together:
•

A test group around a database that is the destination or
source of many processes

•

A test group around a workstation tier, or around the
processing tier of a client-server architecture

•

A test group along a flow of data through processes

•

Or adjust test groups to correspond to implementation
groups picked by the Year 2000 project

•

Or pick test groups to concentrate on places where the
Year 2000 project changes data representations

•

Or re-use test groups from tests of previous changes to
this application

Together the test groups must cover the application

PLAN THE TEST PROJECTS

Example 10: Test groups
This section gives five examples of test groups as applied to the Reservations
and Bookings Application example
•

See the Figure on the next page

A: Database tests
•

Tests of the main databases of the application

•

Examination of data
Explore data to confirm formats and units

•

Tests of update and access
Enter data into the database
Ensure that the data can be accessed (e.g., not
mis-indexed or mis-sorted)

B: Workstation tests
•

Unit tests of workstation function
Ensure that the user workstations function correctly
Test the interaction between the user front end and the
transaction layer

C: Scenario tests
•

End-to-end tests of application uses
Test transactions from the user through the system back to
the user, or to an output interface

D: Partner tests
•

Tests of external inputs and outputs
Test transactions originating from external feeds and/or
feeding to external systems

E: Regression tests
•

System-wide tests
Re-use existing system tests and test data
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Example 11: Test groups in reservations and bookings

PLAN THE TEST PROJECTS

Create test procedures
Establish test environments and test drivers to exercise the test groups
The test environment is hardware, communications, software, databases,
procedures, and personnel used for carrying out tests on the test group
The test driver is the software ( or procedures) that execute the test
Simulating future time in the test environment

An important test condition is to process time and date information correctly
while executing in future time
•

Will the application process correctly when the system
clock time shows the year 2000?

Changes of system clock time are not feasible on operational systems
•

System clock time is used by the system for many purposes
Resource accounting
Time-outs
License management

1/0 management
Network management and coordination
Archiving and back-up
Etc...
•

Too many unknowns

•

Probably disallowed by the systems group

A "time machine" is an isolated test environment that modifies system clock
time
•

May be used for checking isolated test groups ( e.g.,
behavior of workstations)

•

Needed to check Year 2000 viability of hardware and
systems and communications software
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For applications, use as-of time
•

System clock time simulated or faked out for the
application

Identify system clock time accesses in the application
•

Replace with an explicit collar

•

Or use time simulator software

Time simulator software selectively simulates and/or monitors system clock
time for an application
•

Should select by job, submitter, job class, task, and/or
processing region

•

Should cooperate with language, database, and transaction
environments

•

Selected modules receive a designated fictitious time and
date (which advances in parallel with real time); all other
jobs receive the system clock time and date

•

System software, 1/0 timestamps, and log records invoked
from the designated jobs receive the system clock time
and date

•

Should cooperate with vendor software invoked from the
selected target software to avoid license conflicts due to
the fictitious date

Use time simulators conservatively
•

Initially to monitor system date and time accesses

•

Do not invoke time simulators with changed time until
analysis has been initiated
- What is the role of system clock time?
- Is there really a use of system clock
as-of time or data time?

tin1~ ns or,posed to

PLAN THE TEST PROJECTS

Test drivers for Year 2000 projects
Year 2000 tests are well suited to test automation, e.g., via
capture-replay-compare-scripting test drivers
•

You are testing an existing system

•

You may start with a nucleus of production data

•

You systematically modify the test data to reflect time and
date test conditions

•

You are testing in volume

Capture-replay-compare-scripting test drivers

Capture
•

The test analyst executes the system under test

•

The test driver captures the behavior, both inputs and
outputs

•

The captured sequence of inputs and outputs is the
"reference" or "baseline" behavior of the system

Replay
•

The test driver executes the system under test, using the
captured inputs and replaying-recapturing the outputs

Compare
•

The test analyst and/or the test driver compares the the
replay execution with the reference behavior

Scripting
•

A scripting language is an executable language that can
express and execute a test scenario

•

Captured behavior is a linear sequence of actions, inputs,
and outputs

•

The scripting language enables this linear sequence to be
modified and re-used to model enhanced, repetitive, or
complex behavior
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Example 12: Test environments
This section extends the five examples of test groups given above to illustrate
the test environments
A: Database tests
•

Use transaction processing inboard capture-replay to
examine database data and to test update and access

•

Use customized transactions

B: Workstation tests
•

Test the workstation function with a workstation-based
outboard test driver

•

Capture and simulate the front end of the work-station

•

Capture and simulate the communication with the
transaction server

C: Scenario tests
•

End-to-end tests of application uses

•

Use a combination of transaction processing inboard
capture-replay and workstation-based outboard test driver

D: Partner tests
•

Test external inputs and outputs

•

Drive input and output scripts through transaction
processing inboard capture-replay

E: Regression tests
•

System-wide tests re-using existing system tests

•

use batch scripts and transaction processing inboard
capture-replay

IDENTIFY TIME AND DATE USES

IDENTIFY TIME AND DATE USES

Outline
To build tests it is necessary to identify the external time and date uses of the
application.
The purpose of this action is
•

To discover how times and dates are used in the functions
or "business rules" of the application

•

To discover where those times and dates are expressed in
the code and data of the application

•

To record that information systematically

It is the adequacy and correctness of these time and date uses that the Year
2000 project must ensure.
This action is the basis for analysis, correction, and testing.
The sub-actions of this are:
•

Establish the function of times and dates in the application

•

Locate the external time and date data items in the
application
Time and date data items in the input, output, or
communication of the application, time and date data
items in persistent storage, and accesses to a system clock
time

•

Record the time and date use information systematically
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Locate the external time and date data items in the application
Identify, locate, and record the actual data items that represent times and
dates
The most important are time and date data items external to the application:
•

In interfaces to the application via
- Input
- Output
- Communication
Where the functions of the application are visible and
accessible
Where test data can be created, test results can be
observed, and tests can be driven for functional tests of
the applications

•

In databases or persistent storage within the application
Where many functions of the application feed into or
originate from
Where tests of partial functions may be driven from
No need to locate temporary variables or buffers

•

In accesses to a system clock time
Where the application accesses "now", "real" time

Example 13: Locations of external time and date data items

IDENTIFY TIME AND DATE USES

Systematically record the following information about time and date data
items:
•

NAME

Data item name
•

LOCATION

Data item location
- A line of code inside a program
- A position in a screen or report
- A position on a message format
- A field in a file
•

FORMAT

Field size and usage
- X(20) = 20 alphanumeric characters
- 9(6) = 6 decimal digits
- etc.
•

UNIT

How the data item is interpreted in the real world
•

%CRT

Degree of certainty of identification
Since the identification of these time and date data items
is iterative and incremental (and not always immediate)
•

USAGE

Classic cross-reference information
R:Read
W: Written
C: Calculated on
I: Indexed on
•

LTP

Is this a live test point?
A time and date field, or a field which impacts a time and
date element

If so, it will need to be included in test data
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Example 14: Systematic record of data items in a buffer

The following data items represent the information to reserve a ticket in the
reservations and bookings application

DATA ITEMS IN THE BUFFER RESERVE-TICKET-INPUT
NAME

WCATION

FORMAT

UNIT

CRT

USAGE
R/W/C/1

%

...

LTP

TRANSACTION
-TIME

110

9(10)

Time
YYMMDDHHMN

100

R I

y

...

LAST-NAME

120

X(20)

Text

100

R I

N

...

(Other fields identifying the customer)
FLIGHT

310

XX9999

Airline
code, Flight
number

100

R I

N

...

DEPART-TIME

320

9(10)

Time
YYMMDDHHMN

100

R

y

...

ARRIVAL-TIME

330

9(10)

Time
YYMMDDHHMN

100

R

y

...

ROUND-TRIP
-FLAG

410

X

Y: Yes
N: No

50

R

?

...

COST

510

9999.99

U.S. Dollars

100

R

N

...

(Other fields)

The data element ROUND-TRIP-FLAG is a Yes/No flag
•

Not in itself a time and date element

•

But does it impact time and date elements?

•

Certainty CRT

= 50% until you can resolve this

DESIGN THE TESTS

DESIGN THE TESTS
Concentrate the tests to reveal faults in the processing of times and dates
To design revealing tests:
•

Know the business rules of the application
How times and dates are used
How inputs and outputs are related

•

Identify live test points and cover their values

•

Predict the correct results

•

Anticipate the errors

The test designs provide the strategy for creating the test data and predicting
the test results

Know the business rules of the application
Use the function or business rules of the application to create meaningful test
cases with predictable results
Knowledge of the business rules enables you to learn:
•

How times and dates are used (this is what you are testing)

•

How inputs and outputs are related (this enables you to
predict correct behavior and detect incorrect behavior)

Use knowledge of:
•

The functions of the target application (acquired in Action
1, Establish the target)

•

The functions of times and dates in the application
(acquired in Action 2, Identify time and date uses)
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Example 15:
Functions of the central databases of the reservations and bookings application

•

Provides for recording:
- Customers
- Bookings
- Tickets
- Itineraries
- Changes
- etc.

•

Provides for retrieval by:
- Time of booking
- Time of travel
- Order of itinerary
- ( and many other methods)

•

This knowledge enables you to create tests of update and
access for the Database test group (A)

Example 16:
Function of times and dates in the ticket booking transaction

•

The ticket booking transaction involves:
- Accept desired dates provided by the customer.
- Check prices and availability for desired dates.
- Bookfinal dates.
- Set delivery schedule.
- Set payment schedule.
- Log transaction.

•

This knowledge enables you to create tests of the ticket
booking transactions for both the Workstation tests (B)
and the Scenario tMtS (C)

DESIGN THE TESTS

Identify live test points and cover their values
Use the time and date uses found in Action 2, Identify time and date uses, to
concentrate the test cases on times and dates, and cover their values
Test points are elements on the test interfaces that will be used as test inputs
to set up tests and/or as test results to check the correctness of tests
The test points in Year 2000 testing are the live time and date elements:
•

System clock time

•

Time and date representations (e.g., "1999-12-31")

•

Other time-related elements (e.g., spans of time such as "7
days")

•

Elements that impact a time and date element

Create tests by permuting test data to cover important values of the live test
points
•

Other elements on the test interface are fillers and do not
need systematic permutation

Identify live test points as in Action 2, Identify time and date uses:
•

By business rules

•

Byformat

•

By direct examination of code or data definitions

•

Byimpact
- Necessary for fields which are not time-related but which
impact time-related elements
- Flags, money, ...
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Example 14 (continued): Record of data items in a buffer

The following data items represent the information to reserve a ticket in the
reservations and bookings application

DATA ITEMS IN THE BUFFER RESERVE-TICKET-INPUT
NAME

LOCATION

FORMAT

UNIT

CRT

USAGE
R/W/C/1

%

...

LTP

TRANSACTION
-TIME

llO

9(10)

Time
YYMMDDHHMN

100

R I

y

...

LAST-NAME

120

X(20)

Text

100

R I

N

...

(Other fields identifying the customer)
FLIGHT

310

XX9999

Airline
code, Flight
number

100

R I

N

...

DEPART-TIME

320

9(10)

Time
YYMMDDHHMN

100

R

y

...

ARRIVAL-TIME

330

9(10)

Time
YYMMDDHHMN

100

R

y

...

ROUND-TRIP
-FLAG

410

X

Y: Yes
N: No

100

R

y

...

COST

510

9999.99

U.S. Dollars

100

R

N

.. .

(Other fields)

The data element ROUND -TR IP - FLAG is a live test point because if the
ticket is round trip there will be RETURN-DEPART-TIME and
RETURN-ARRIVAL-TIME

DESIGN THE TESTS

Predict the correct results
In order to create meaningful tests, you must be able to predict the correct
results for created test data
Know the business rules
•

Establish the function of times and dates in the application

Capture correct results
•

Trace the input/output relations

Aging of test data and of predicted test results
•

The simplest case is if you can modify the test data and the
predicted test results by changing the dates by the same
amount

Example 17: Drive the database tests of the reservations and bookings
application by
•

Generating a set of tickets with the buffer
RESERVE-TICKET-INPUT from example 14:
TRANSACTION-TIME
LAST-NAME
FLIGHT
DEPART-TIME
ARRIVAL-TIME
ROUND-TRIP-FLAG
COST

•

Storing them

•

Retrieving them

•

Testing for field-to-field identity
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The times and dates in the ouput may not be identical to the times and dates
in the input
•

Find out what the relationship is

•

Especially if it is not an identity

•

The relationship is a business rule

Example 18: Time relationships in test input and output
•

Output is input + 5 business days

•

Or output is input + 28 days

•

Or output is input

•

Or ...

+ 30 days

In some cases you must hand-craft the expected test results

DESIGN THE TESTS
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Anticipate the errors
In creating tests, you predict correct results, but you anticipate incorrect
results
Choose test data to trigger anticipated errors

ANTICIPATED ERROR
IN THE APPLICATION
Cannot accept future data

DATA TO REVEAL THE ERROR

Generate input test data with future dates
Anticipate misinterpretation

Cannot process future data

Generate input test data with future dates
Anticipate miscalculation

Cannot retrieve future data

Generate input test data with future dates
Anticipate data lost or overwritten

Cannot sort future data

Generate input test data with future dates
Anticipate misordered data

Cannot roll over certain
date transitions

Generate input test data that triggers a span of time
beyond key start-dates
For example, 1998 December 31, 1999 December 31, 2000
January 1, 2000 January 2, 2000 January 3, 2000 January 4
(first work-day), 2000 February 28, 2000 February 29, 2000
December 31, etc.
Anticipate corrupted data

Cannot detect the span of
time across certain date
transitions

Generate input test data that spans certain transitions
For example, DEPART - TIME is 23:301999 December 31,
ARRIVAL-TIME is 05:00 2000 January 1
Anticipate miscalculated time periods
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ANTICIPATED ERROR
IN fflE APPLICATION
Wrong leap year
calculations

YEAR 2000/qwe

DATA TO REVEAL fflE ERROR

Generate input test data for 28 February, 29 February, and
1 March in 1900 (N), 1996 (Y), 1999 (N), 2000 (Y), 2100
(N), etc.
Anticipate non-existent dates, extra dates, long and short
years

Uses date field values as
flags

Generate input test data that uses dangerous values
For example, 99-99-99, 99-09-09, 99-12-31, 00-00-00, etc.
Anticipate application freezes and other erratic behavior

Misinterprets future
calendars

Generate input test data that designates the weeks,
months, and quarters of the years 2000, 2001, etc.
Anticipate misused start-dates

CREATE TEST DATA AND PREDICTED TEST RESULTS
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CREATE TEST DATA AND PREDICTED TEST RESULTS
Create test data that systematically exercise uses of time and date, including:
•

Future data

•

Execution in future time

•

Special cases:
Times and dates that represent sensitive, unusual, or
troublesome situations

•

Faults:
Times and dates reported by the correction team as faulty
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The Year 2000 test matrix
The table on the opposite page shows eight Year 2000 test options by varying
three binary choices
As-of time
•

Now: Use the current system clock time

•

Future: Set the as-of time ahead
- Usually beyond 2000 January 1

Data time
•

Now: Use current data

•

Future: Use future data
- Usually near, at, or beyond 2000 January 1

Version
•

Old: Current version of the software and/or data files

•

New: Converted version of the software and/or data files

This matrix provides a systematic checklist of options in creating test data and
test results
The following pages describe the generation of test data and test results for
each option

CREATE TEST DATA AND PREDICTED TEST RESULTS
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THE YEAR 2000 TEST MATRIX
DATA
TIME

VERSION TEST DATA

TEST
PROCEDURE

TEST RESULTS

TIME
Now

Now

Old

Production data

Capture

Compare

Enhance or filter data
to emphasize time and
date

Replay

Test for clock
dependency at replay
time

Captured data

Replay

Compare f

Possibly with
exnanded fields

Simulate as-of "now''
time

Adapt for expanded
fields

Captured data

Capture

Copy and modify data
to include future time
data

Replay

Predict test results by
modifying and aging
captured results

Captured data

Replay

Compare f

Possibly with
expanded fields

Simulate as-of "now''
time

Adapt for expanded
fields and corrected
errors

Captured data from
NOW-NOW test

Replay

Predict test results by
modifying and aging
captured results

AS-OF

"Now''

Now

"Now''

Future

"Now''

Future

Future

Now

New

Old

New

Old

Compare

Simulate as-of future
time

Compare
Future

Future

Now

Future

New

Old

Captured data

Replay

Compare f

With or without
expanded fields

Simulate as-of future
time

Adapt for corrected

Captured data from
NOW-FUTURE test

Capture
Replay

Delete data that is
now in the past

Future

Future

New

Simulate as-of future
time

Captured data

Replay

Possibly with
expanded fields

Simulate as-of future
time

errors

Can converted
programs read
unexnanded data?
Use predicted test
results from
NOW-FUTURE test
Delete test results
that are now in the
past
Compare
Compare f
Adapt for expanded
fields and corrected
errors
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Strategy for creating test data and predicted test results
Establish baseline tests
•

Re-use existing tests

•

Capture production processing

•

Generate from production databases

•

Write driver scripts

Analyze for input-output relationships and business rules
Enhance or filter as necessary to emphasize time and date testing
•

Cover live time and date elements as test points

•

Use other elements only as necessary to complete test
inputs

Run the test procedures in current system clock time with current data
•

Capture and compare test results

Enhance the test procedures, test data, and test results by:
•

Systematically varying as-of time and data time
- See the Year 2000 test matrix (above)

•

Adding special cases:
- Times and dates that represent sensitive, unusual, or
troublesome situations
- Anticipated errors

•

Creating test cases that represent faults:
- Times and dates reported by the correction team as faulty

Run the test procedures with the enhanced test data and with the old and the
corrected program and data (if appropriate)
•

Capture and compare test results

•

Examine for failures and £or corrections

CREATE TEST DATA AND PREDICTED TEST RESULTS
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The NOW-NOW-OLD test
Test current data in current time
•

The 19.XX test with 19:XX test data

This is the current baseline case
•

As-of time= NOW

•

Data time = NOW

•

Version = OLD

Use current or production data
Enhance or filter to emphasize time and date, add special cases, or
demonstrate faults
Capture, replay, and compare
Establish replay environment
•

Re-run with UNconverted programs to test for inability to
replay tests

•

If so, solve with as-of "now"
time

DAT - - - -· - - -----------

_(~~~L ____________ _____ __.----

ID DAT

Can rerun?
Should be no change

The NOW-NOW-OLD test
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The NOW-NOW-NEW test
Test for no unwanted changes after conversion
This is the same baseline case, re-run with

= NEW

•

Version

•

Re-run with converted programs and data

Compare against captured data
•

Possibly adapting for expanded fields

Should be no change

If the Year 2000 project expands fields in the test interface, the testers must
•

Convert test data

•

Adapt the test compare program to allow for converted
test data

convert?

convert?

Errors?
Should be no change

The NOW-NOW-NEW test
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The NOW-FUTURE-OLD test
Test future data in current time
•

The 19.XX test with 20XX test data

This is the first case with extra future data
•

As-of time = NOW

•

Data time = FUTURE

•

Version= OLD

Use captured data, copy and modify
•

Create data further in the future

•

Predict test results by modifying and aging captured results

Usually where the first problems begin to show up
Select future test data
•

Some dates between now and 1999 December 31

•

Some dates beyond 1999
December 31

•

Special cases

•

Leap year cases

•

Dates used as flags

•

Dates in cycles

•

Other sensitive, unusual,
and troublesome data

•

Anticipated errors

•

Reported faults

DAT

________genera~~-- ________________ ....... ---- --create

Errors from new data?

The NOW-FUTURE-OLD test
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The NOW-FUTURE-NEW test
Test future data in current time on corrected programs and data
This is the current test data enhanced for the future, re-run with
•

Version

= NEW

Re-run with converted programs and data
Compare against predicted test results
•

Adapting for expanded fields and corrected errors ..

Test that the converted system corrects errors

If the Year 2000 project expands fields in the test interface, the testers must
•

Convert test data

•

Adapt the test compare program to allow for converted
test data

convert?
--------------------------·-------------- -- -- --- ---

convert?

Errors corrected on new data?
Original data no change?

The NOW-FUTURE-NEW test

CREATE TEST DATA AND PREDICTED TEST RESULTS

The FUTURE-NOW-OLD test

Test current data in future time
•

The 20:XX test with 19:XX test data

This test tests "historical" data
•

As-of time

= FUTIJRE (e.g., 2001)

•

Data time

= NOW (e.g., 1997)

•

Version

= OLD

May or may not be meaningful

This test completes the set

Reminds testers of backward compatibility

The FUTURE-NOW-NEW test

Test current data in future time on corrected programs and data

This is the current data in future time, re-run with
•

Version

= NEW

Can the new programs use the old data?
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The FUTURE-FUTURE-OLD test
Test future data in future time
•

The 20:XX test with 20:XX test data

The test that looks at future data in the future
•

As-of time

= FUTIJRE

•

Data time

= FUTIJRE

•

Version

= OLD

Usually where the second set of problems shows up
•

Problems with system clock time on the platform

•

Problems with interpreting dates in data
- For example, incorrectly interpreted windows

Generate future test data and predicted test results
•

Similar to generating data for NOW-FUTIJRE tests

May be able to re-use NOW-FUTURE test data
•

Possibly deleting dates that will be in the past

•

Possibly aging them

The FUTURE-FUTURE-NEW test
Test future data in future time on corrected programs and data
This is the future test data enhanced for the future, re-run with
•

Version = NEW

Re-run with converted programs and data
Compare against predicted test results
•

Adapting for expanded fields and corrected errors

Test that the converted system corrects errors

RUN THE YEAR 2000 TESTS

RUN THE YEAR 2000 TESTS
To show that all the faults have been found, that the faults that were found
were corrected, that no new faults were introduced, and that the application
is operational
Run the Year 2000 tests during analysis and correction
•

Report the failures to the correction team
As a basis for diagnosing the faults responsible for the

failures
As a basis for designing corrections

Adapt the tests to changes made by the correction team
•

For each correction, create tests that show the failures
corrected

Run the Year 2000 tests after correction
•

To confirm corrections

•

To guard against introducing new errors

Re-run system regression tests
•

Extend regression tests to include Year 2000 cases
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Verify
Check for the adequacy and completeness of the test sets:
•

Must cover the application

•

Must cover uses of time and dates

•

Must cover present and future data executing in present
and future time

•

Must cover corrected faults

Run the Year 2000 tests, and check that:
•

Previous failures have been corrected

•

Existing correct cases are still correct

•

New failures have not been introduced

•

System response has not been degraded

Run system and regression tests

•
•

Extend regression tests to include Year 2000 cases

•

Save the Year 2000 tests to check future changes

Re-use regression tests as after any modification

RUN THE YEAR 2000 TESTS

"Dual-pass validation"
Dual-pass validation is the proposal to test changed software in two stages:
•

Test for continuing functioning on present data
(NOW-NOW-NEW)

•

Put into production

•

Test "later" for future data executing in future time

When?!
A dangerous proposal
•

Especially when urged by a service provider!
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Example 19: Test case generation and number of test cases
This section extends the five examples of test groups given above to illustrate
how test cases and predicted test results were generated, and how many test
cases were used
A: Database tests
•

Test cases created with data extracted from the production
databases, systematically extended

•

About 50,000 cases

B: Workstation tests

•

Data captured from custom scenarios entered and
captured at test workstations, systematically extended

•

About 1,900 cases

C: Scenario tests
•

Same cases as for workstation tests

•

About 1,900 cases

D: Partner tests

•
•

Samples of external feeds captured in production,
systematically extended, and test samples supplied by
maintenance groups for external systems
About 30 distinct simulated feeds, each including 3-10,000
cases

E: Regression tests
•

Existing system test data

•

About 100,000 cases in 50 scenarios

ACCEPTANCE OF OUTSOURCED RENOVATIONS AND PACKAGES
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ACCEPTANCE OF OUTSOURCED RENOVATIONS AND
PACKAGES
Techniques for the acceptance of Year 2000 corrections performed by others:
•

Acceptance testing of outsourced renovations

•

Assessing the Year 2000 correctness of packages

If you do not have access to the detailed Year 2000 analysis, you must rely on:
•

Assessment of the adequacy of the correction method

•

Black box testing
- The tester knows only the test data and test results
- Not calculations, intermediate results, coverage, etc.

Checklist for the adequacy of Year 2000 black box testing
•

Identified the application's executable configuration
(executables, databases, linkages)?

•

Identified the application's operating conditions
(especially the application's time horizon)?

•

Identified the application's operating environment
(inputs, outputs, feeds, etc.)?

•

Covered the application with test groups?

•

Test environments available for the test groups?

•

Identified external time and date uses and uses of system
clock time?

•

Created test data and predicted test results that
systematically exercise uses of time and date (including
future data, execution in future time, times and dates that
represent sensitive, unusual, or troublesome situations,
and times and dates reported as faulty)?

•

Executed tests with the pre-change and post-change
application (if appropriate), and observed that all cases
are correct and that the application is operational?

YEAR 2000/qwe
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Checklist for acceptance testing of outsourced renovations
This list includes all the requirements for Year 2000 testingplus additional

requirements for using the outsourced service provider
•

Identified the application's executable configuration
(executables, databases, linkages)?

•

Identified the application's operating conditions
( especially the application's time horizon)?

•

Identified the application's operating environment
(inputs, outputs, feeds, etc.)?

•

Identified the source elements from which the application is
constructed and how they are combined and linked?

•

Passed to the service provider a complete inventory of the
executable configuration and the source elements?

•

Received from the service provider changed source elements
and data conversion routines sufficient to rebuild the
executable configuration?

•

Received from the service provider documentation on
changes, expansions, and conversions, including analysis of
faults and exposures corrected?

•

Covered the application with test groups?

•

Test environments available for the test groups?

•

Identified external time and date uses and uses of system
clock time?

•

Created test data and predicted test results that
systematically exercise uses of time and date (including
future data, execution in future time, times and dates that
represent sensitive, unusual, or troublesome situations,
and times and dates reported by internal groups or by the
service provider as faulty)?

•

Executed tests with the pre-change and post-change
application, and observed that all cases are correct and the
application is operational?

ACCEPTANCE OF OUTSOURCED RENOVATIONS AND PACKAGES

Assessing the Year 2000 correctness of package software
Vendor statements of Year 2000 correctness

Vendors are delivering boilerplate statements of Year 2000 correctness
Example 20: Vendor Year 2000 correctness boilerplate
•

"No value for current date will cause application errors
through January 1, 2000, and into the next century

•

All [COMPANY] products will be enabled to allow you to
correctly handle date manipulations including:
Calculations (periods between dates)
Branching (using date comparisons)
Format (conversions between date representations)
Storage (sorting, searching, storing, retrieving)

•

Inputted dates, without explicit century identification, can
be logically handled

•

Four-digit years can be stored and used in interfaces to
avoid ambiguity

•

Leap years will be handled correctly"

Assessing the vendor's correction process

Assess whether the vendor systematically identified the time and date uses in
the package and covered them for present and future use
Use the vendor's questionnaire responses, if available
•

How does the vendor define Year 2000 correctness?

•

Is the package now Year 2000 correct? If not, in which
release? Does correctness depend on the operating
system release?

•

Does the package depend on other third party software?
Is this software Year 2000 correct?

•

Are times and dates used in external interface and/or
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accessed from system clock? Specify where/ how.
•

Are 4-digit years used in interfaces and/or system clock?
Specify where / how.

•

If 2-digit years are used, how are they interpreted?

•

Are times and dates in interfaces used in indexing or
sorting? If so are they correct?

•

Do any of the package's functions depend on times and
dates? Are they correct?

•

Does the package use times for time-stamping? Are they
correct?

•

Are all the package's calculations on times and dates
correct?

Building Year 2000 tests for a package

Use the same Year 2000 testing methodology as with in-house applications
Use the vendor's response to the questionnaire to update your understanding
of interfaces, use of system clock, use of time and date information, internal
calculations
Use the specifications, functional descriptions, documentation, etc. of the
package to update your understanding
Re-use test plans and test procedures for acceptance testing of new releases
of the package
Use the vendor's test cases if available
Other expedients

Contingency plan
Software escrow
Legal warranty, liability, recovery

(Y2K\Y2BQWE, September 11, 1997)
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Agenda
• Introduction
• Business orientation & quality concepts
• A method for quality specification
• Case "PACS"

• Evaluating Usability & Maintainability

KEMA~
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Our background ....
User-oriented so'ftware evaluation
in a certification context
• Different kinds of software
- packages, embedded software, safety-critical

• Based on international (ISO-) standards
• International orientation
- SPACE-UFO, MUL TISPACE, ESSJ-SCOPE, EPIC

• Third party evaluation, consultancy and training

KEMA~
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SPACE
(Software Product Advanced Certification and Evaluation)

• Previous European R&D projects as a basis

• User/customer orientation in specification,
evaluation and testing (UFO)
• Linked with software process improvement
- CMM KPA Requirements management

• Towards certification based on ISO 9126
• Partners; a.o. KEMA, TUE, Philips, Schlumberger
• ESSI-SCOPE as dissemination project

KEMA~
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ESSI - SCOPE
Objective : to raise awareness on quality issues
in software products
•Website

* *** *
*
*
*
*

***

- www.cse.dcu.ie/essiscope

• Newsletter
- five issues

• Regional workshops
• Conference
- Dublin 15/16 September

KEMA=k_

User / Customer
orientation
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Kwaliteit: What's in a name
Garvin's Quality definitions:
•
•
•
•
•

product based
user based
manufacturing based
value based
transcendent based
KEMA='<
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Quality depends on use
Space

"

shuttle or
airplane

_.,

Satellite~

~~:::,a
Management
system
Test bench
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• Developers and testers
- restricted overview of quality characteristics
- unclear relations between quality characteristics
- which quality characteristics have to be build in
and have to be tested?

• Users/customers
- how to determine quality characteristics?
- how to specify wishes and expectations?
- how to translate wishes and expectations into
quality characteristics?
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Dealing with product quality
specification and realisation
user/customer ...• - - - - - - - - - - • ~ developer

quality
needs

•

specification
•

realisation
quality
characteristics

..

•

product
attributes

KEMA~
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Realising software product quality
?

quality
characteristics

dete

• quality characteristics
(examples)

testing

software
attributes

·nation
measures/design
actions

-

usability
maintainability
portability
time behaviour
etc.

• measures/design actions
(examples)
-

implementing help messages
modular design
parameterization of programmes
deconcentration subsystems
etc.
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Problems with software product quality realisation
\~eliability

\ interoperability

KEMA='(
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Specifying software product quality

-+ Needed:
clear terminology
practical concepts
applicable methods and tools

KEMA5<
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What is software product quality?
ISO 9126
IT - Software product evaluation quality characteristics and guidelines for their use

• Software quality: the totality of characteristics
of an entity that bear on its ability to satisfy
stated and implied needs [1508402)
-+Needed:

practical overview (quality model)
priority setting (quality profile)

KEMA:!(
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functionality

ISO 9126:

accuracy
suitability
interoperabili
compliance
security
maturity

reliability

usability
quality in use
efficiency
resource utilisation

maintainability

anal sability
changeability
stability
testability

portability

adaptability
installabili
co-existence
conformance
replaceability
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But what about specification
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Quality profile
• Selection of relevant quality characteristics
• Assignment of "levels of evaluation"
- importance rating
- thoroughness of the evaluation

KEMA::f(
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Assignment of levels of evaluation

KEMA5(
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A double loop for the specification and
realisation of quality characteristics

quality
characteristics

quality needs

business system
characteristics

software
attributes

measures/
design actions

user/customer is central

developer is central

KEMA:1{
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An approach for specifying
software product quality
quality
characteristics
business
process
user
customer

~ translation

process

~

quality
profile

software
product

KEMA5<
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Deriving a quality profile:
"from business process to quality priorities"

Example:
• continuous critical management decisions
• strong dependency of the organisation
from software products
Q

leads to high requirements for reliability
- in particular maturity

KEMA~
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Reliability ( 1)
the capability of the software to maintain
the level of performance of the system
when used under specified conditions
• maturity:
The capability of the software to avoid failure as a result of faults in
the software
ex: Mean Time Between Failures =
Operation time divided by number of failures

KEMA~
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Reliability (2)
• fault tolerance:
The capability of the software to maintain a specified level of
performance in cases of software faults or of infingement of its specified
interface

ex. Input Error Detection Ratio =
Number of detected input errors versus total number of inputs

• recoverability:
the capability of the software to re-establish its level of performance and
recover the data directly affected in the case of a failure

ex: Mean Down Time =
The total down time of a system divided by the number of observed
breakdowns

KEMA5<
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Deriving a quality profile
"from user characteristics to quality priorities"

1. • many inexperienced users
• relatively low educational background
Q

leads to high requirements for learnability

2. many MMl-oriented users
• relatively high experience
Q

leads to high requirements for time
behaviour

KEMA5<
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Usability ( 1)
the capability of the software to be
understood, learned, used and liked by the
user, when used under specified conditions
• understandability:
the capability of the software product to enable the user to
understand whether the software is suitable, and how it can be
used for particular tasks and conditions of use
ex: Understandable Input and Output Data Items Ratio =
Number of Functions for which an average new user
understands input/output data items related to total amount of
functions

KEMA~
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Usability (2)
• learnability:
the capability of the software product to enable the user to
learn its application
ex: Average Learning Time=
The average time necessary for a set of inexperienced
users to achieve a specific level of competence with the
system

• operability:
The capability of the software product to enable the user to
operate and control it
ex: Human E"or Free Time =
Total operation time by a group of inexperienced usres
divided by the number of human errors

KEMA~
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Deriving a quality profile
"from software product characteristics to
quality characteristics"

• many batch-jobs
• transaction processing system
o leads to high requirements for recoverability
• standard software package
o leads to requirements for portability

KEMA~
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Quality profile
Evaluation level
ISO 9126 characteristics

-

D

C

B

A

FUNCTIONALITY
RELIABILITY
USA BILITY
EFFICIENCY
MAINTAINABILITY
PORTABI LITY

•
•
•
•

Selection of subcharacteristics
Importance (evaluation level)
Context.description (business situation)
Selection of testing methods, techniques and metrics

KEMA~
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Finally
• problem area: "quality" gap between
developers/testers and users
• directions for solving the problem
- translating user and business needs into
design and test specification
- making quality characteristics explicit
-from "intuitive" examples towards a structured
approach for software quality determination

KEMA:I(
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The SPACE-UFO method

User needs

Quality profile

Evaluation

KEMA:I(

•

main
objective
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•
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Business analysis
•

~

•

looking for directions
objectives
(productivity, improved information, communication ..)

~

•

analysing and describing
business process
(importance, risks, complexity .. )

•

user I customers
(type, number, experience .. )

~

•

combining and checking
software product
(type, functions, use, infrastructure .. )

KEMA=/(
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Orientation on Objectives
• innovation

suitability, maintainability

• efficiency
• communication

operability, time-behaviour

• process control
• output quality

suitability, accurary

• continuance

maintainability, portability

• reduced costs

resource-utilisation,
maitainability

interoperability, security

interoperability, accuracy

KEMA~
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Orientation on Business process
• importance

emphasis on objectives

•
•
•
•
•

security, reliability

risks
complexity
dynamics
stability
uniqueness

usability, maintainability
suitability, understandability
maintainability, portability
suitability, maintainability,
portability

KEMA~
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Orientation on User
• type
• knowledge
• number

operability, time-behaviour

• age
• experience
-process
- sw products

learnability

learnability, understandability
reliability, usability

understandability
learnability, operability

KEMA5<
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Orientation on Software product
• Importance
- coverage
- alternatives
- maintanance

suitability, reliability
reliability
maintainability

• Classification
-

type product, i.e. tp-system
functionalities, i.e. db-mgt
package
language

efficiency, reliability
security, resource-utilisation
interoperability, portability
usability

KEMA5<
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Software product (2)
• Usage
- on-line / batch
- intensity
- timing constraints

recoverability
reliability, operability, time-beh.
reliability, time-behaviour

• IT infrastructure
- resources
- types hardware

resource-utilisation

- network
- stability

security ,time-beh.,conformance

portability
maintainability, portability

KEMA:!(
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Approach (1)
1

Orientation on system to be evaluated
- documentation, prototype, running version
- identify different user-groups
- "feeling" about quality characteristics

2

Performing Business analysis
- usage of structured questionaire
- interviewing different user-groups and parties
involved
examples : end-user, management, accountant,
sponsor, ...

KEMA5(
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Approach (2)
3

Establish quality profile
- initially done by "test manager''
- discussion meeting to achieve consensus
- topic : business context not primarely on quality
characteristics !
- involve user, developer I supplier

4

Determine evaluation techniques
- a set of evaluation techniques per characteristics
is needed linked to a specific evaluation level

KEMA5<
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Quality profile
Evaluation level
ISO 9126 characteristics

-

D

C

B

A

FUNCTIONALITY
RELIABILITY
USABILITY
EFFICIENCY
MAINTAINABILITY
PORTABILITY

•
•
•
•

Selection of subcharacteristics
Importance (evaluation level)
Context description (business situation)
Selection of evaluation methods, techniques and
acceptance criteria

KEMA5'
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CASE "PACS"
• Objectives
• Assignment
• Approach
• Introduction PACS

KEMA:f(
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Objectives
• more thorough understanding of software
product quality concepts
• practical experiences on
- determining quality needs and quality
requirements
- developing a quality profile
• discussions on user orientation

KEMA:f(
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Assignment
-+ establish a quality profile for the evaluation I
acceptance test of the software package Project
Adminstration & Control System (PACS)
7

your company is considering buying it !

7

your role : test manager

'

'

,

KEMA5<
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The organisation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Large governmental organisation (2000 employees)
R&D as their main activity (primary process)
LARGE projects
Decentralised
Highly educated users
Used to IT (windows etc.)
Management information important
Financial package from a related supplier

KEMA~
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CASE steps .....
• investigation on documentation
• interviewing end-user, manager
-

use (part of) questionaire (handout)

• development of a quality profile by means of
dicussions within the group
• presentations, incl. the reasons why (context)
• feedback session, summary

KEMA~
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Introduction PACS
Software package
Project Administration
and Control System

Supplier - Herkemij & Partners
KEMAs<
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Most important features
• Can be customised for a specific environment
• Support the current practices for project
management
• Users only get the functionalities that are relevant
for their tasks
• Supports resource management and financial
management
• Both top-down and bottom-up planning of
resources is possible

KEMA:I(
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Most important features - 2
• Supports change management throughout the
projects' life cycle
• Provides information for tracking and overview
(realised I budget, effort, costing)
• Reporting of hours and costs can be done both
centralised as decentralised
-+ A flexible multi-project planning and project
management system

KEMA:I(
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ILLUSTRATION !!

Usability evaluation

KEMA~
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Usability - definition
A set of attributes that bear on the effort needed
for use on the individual assessment of such
use by a stated or implied set of users
- Understandability
- Learnability
- Operability
- Attractiveness (likability)

KEMA~
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What can be measured ?
• The problem : subjective !
• Quality in use versus Quality characteristics
• Why usability? Goal !
• Effective and efficient to use
- input versus output
- number of operations performed / effort needed
- time requ ired for learning
(understandability, learnability and operability}

• Satifying to use
- subjective, questionaire methods, involve users
(attractiveness}

KEMA 5(
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Static techniques
• Expert opinion
• Evaluation based on checklist
• User interface
- help, menu's, standards, ...
- colours, function keys, language,....

• User documentation
• Training, tutorial

• User questionaires, interviews
eSUMI

KEMA~
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SUMI
(Software Usability Measurement Inventory)

• Focus : user satisfaction !
• 50 item questionaire plus ....
• Subjective opinion --> objective metric
• Intended for use by users
- with little or no experience of computers
- doing representative tasks
- minimum sample of 10

• Software should be a working version
- prototype, test release, operational version

KEMA~
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SUMI - subscales
• Affect - user's feeling about interacting with the
products
• Efficiency- user's perception of efficiency of task
performance
• Helpfulness - view of how communicative the
product is (eg help, error messages, warnings)
• Control - user's feeling about how the product
responds in a 'normal' and 'consistent' manner
• Learnability - how quickly does the user become
familiar with the product and the quality of the
documentation

KEMA~
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SUMI - output
70

60
50

40

'.

30

20

Global Efficiency Affect Helpfulnes Control Leamability
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Dynamic techniques
• Usability test
• Describe context of use in detail

•
•
•
•

Users, task, environment (Music)
Identify critical usability components
Specify measurements & prepare test cases!
Perform usability test accordingly

• Usability lab
• more formal, advanced, tools (video)

• Process cycle test (TMap)

KEMA~
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Process cycle test
• objective : test the fit between the
organisation and the information system
• defects like :
- inconsistency between the information system
and procedures and forms
- missing or incomplete functionality
- security (user profiles)

• a technique that derives test cases from
"existing" organisational procedures
• useful for testing software packages

KEMA5<,
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Conclusions usability
• start with Usability objective (commitment}
• a number of "easy-to-use" techniques
• technique depends on :
- objective
- importance
- constraints

KEMA5<.
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Maintainability

KEMA~
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Maintainability - definition
A set of attributes that bear on the effort needed
to make specified modifications

-

Analysability
Changeability
Stability
Testability

KEMA~
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Maintainability - metrics
• Effort/time
- mean failure analysis time
- correction effort per defect
- test effort per unit

• Ratio of "new" defects
• Software Metrics (indirect/ internal)
- Lines of code per module
- comment frequency
- McCabe complexity

KEMA:k.
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Maintainability - techniques
• Data gathering on effort and defects
• Evaluation based on checklists
• Measures
- 4 GL development environment
- use of standards, ...

• Documentation
- consistency, modularity, completeness
- traceability, accessibility, actuality

• Evaluation of software code
- metrics, with supporting TOOLS !

KEMA:k.
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Maintainability quality model
• relevant metrics:
• #LOC
• # function calls
• McCabe
•#levels
• Comment freq.

1
0
1
0
0,1

50
08
10
05
0,8

(STUN)
(STSUB)
(STCYC)
(STMIF)
(STCDN)

• rating
•
•
•
•

Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor

all satisfied
3 outs

2 outs
less than 2

KEMAS<
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Practical experiences
• Procedure
- during code inspections!

- problem reports
- "Poor" is not acceptable

• Supporting tools
• Results:
Excellent
92%
Good
05%
Average
02%
Poor
01%

...

• Next step : feedback to objectives and optimize....

KEMAS<
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Conclusions "maintainability"
• Metrics and techniques available
• Different per organisation
• Don't be too ambitious, "realistic"
• On the level of quality characteristic
• Use tools
• Should be based on business objectives!

KEMA~
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Get involved ! !
• Experimentation in SPACE-UFO
• Dissemination through ESSI-SCOPE / EPIC
• Literature
Software Quality from a business perspective
Kluwer, The Netherlands - ISBN 90-267-26317

KEMA~

Guideline CASE PACS, establishing a Quality Profile from the user point of view

Step 1: Investigate the documentation of the software package (i.e. the Fact Sheet)
la. Read carefully the Fact Sheet of PACS (see Hand-out). Look for statements
regarding the quality characteristics of the software package (note that this fact sheet
has been produced by the software supplier). Make use of the list ofIS09126 quality
characteristics list (and their definitions) in the Hand-out.
lb. Discuss in a group the main (quality) needs of the potential users of PACS, both
the end-users, the project managers and the operators.
Detennine an initial (intuitive) opinion of the quality needs of users regarding
the usage of PACS .

Step 2: Identify the relevant quality (sub)characteristics
Identify the relevant quality ( sub )characteristics by discussing the importance of each
of the quality characteristics for the software package. Discuss Functionality on the
sub-level, i.e . the five sub-characteristics, the other five quality characteristics on the
main level. Make use of the Questionnaire in the Hand-out (both the questionnaire
structure and the question list).
Suggestions:
2a. Discuss the primary objectives of the software package for the business system
(e.g. improving efficiency, or effectiveness, or communication etc.) that it has to
support.
Detennine pointers to relevant quality ( sub )characteristics
2b. Discuss the way the software package supports business processes. E .g. how
important is the software for the continuity of the business processes, i.e. what are the
' real' the business needs? What are the consequences of failure? What are the
characteristics of the business processes that are supported by the software, e.g.
regarding complexity, dynamics, etc?
Detennine pointers to relevant quality ( sub)characteristics
2c. Discuss the characteristics of the users, the operators, the project management (and
their needs) who are going to be supported by the software package. E .g. what is their
experience with this type of software support? What is their education level? What is
the number of users? etc.
Determine pointers to relevant quality ( sub )characteristics

2d. Discuss the characteristics of this type of software packages. E.g. what is the
frequency and the intensity of use? What are the constraints of the IT infrastructure?
etc.
Determine pointers to relevant quality (sub)characteristics
2e. Summarise the discussion on the quality characteristics, summarise the key-issues
regarding the quality of the software package.

Step 3: Determine the priorities (A, B, C, D) or the importance levels of the selected
quality attributes
Discuss the relative importance of the discussed quality characteristics. Make use of
the evaluation scale in the Quality Profile table in the hand-out (see also the
explanation of the evaluation levels).
Suggestion:
Determine ' clear' differences in evaluation levels.
Give a brief motivation for selecting an evaluation level.

Step 4: Fill in the Quality Profile table
Establish the Quality Profile. Fill in the table in the Hand-out and discuss the final
overall picture. Discuss also whether it reflects your initial opinion regarding the
quality (needs) of this type of software?

Hakrmij .t:. Partnm

PACS Project Administration and Control System®
FACT SHEET

Product
PACS Project Administration and Control System®, was developed by Herkemij & Partners and is an integral
part of the Renaissance C/S Financial Applications. On-line integration with General Ledger allows project cost
and revenues to be automatically accumulated, providing a single source of data entry. PACS captures data in
the format your organization needs with a flexible project number of up to 40 characters and 10 elements.
Multiple levels of work breakdown structures and organization breakdown structures are captured within the
project number, enabling a comprehensive project setup.

Development tool
GEMBASE is one of the most sophisticated client/server development tools in the software industry
(Technology Audit by the Butler Group, Nov. 1994). It provides fall support for sophisticated client/server
architectures, but it also facilitates maximum flexibility of the Financial and Project Management applications.
Its architecture promotes portability, connectivity and platform/database support, while scalability for building
enterprise client/server solutions is a very strong feature of GEMBASE.

Range of applications
PACS is developed for organizations that are or will be applying a systematic approach to the integrated,
concurrent design, development or construction of products and services, including their related processes
such as manufacture, delivery or support. PACS will allow consideration from the outset of all elements of the
product life cycle from conception through disposal, including quality, cost, schedule, and user requirements.
By means of parameters and user defined reference data PACS can be tuned to the culture and the specific
project requirements of the organization in question. The flexibility of the design of PACS is such that it also
supports the Capability Maturity Model, so organizations can migrate over time from the initial stage to the
optimizing stage of process maturity.
PACS can be applied in a wide range of enterprises/institutes, such as Research & Development Organizations,
Aircraft & Airospace Companies, Marketing Institutes, Contracters and Builders, Federal, State and Local
Governments, Management, Law and Accounting Firms, Universities etc.

Decision Support Tool
Within PACS a variety of standard reports and inquiries are available. Extensive selection capabilities on all
reports allow different users te review personally the selected infonnation. Standard reports are provided for the
financial manager, the resource manager, the project leader and the individual project members. Standard
reports include project status, project overrun, backlog reporting, Gantt Charts, earned value etc. The above
mentioned stakeholders will have the necessary infonnation to resolve any project issue.

PACS supports the Project Maugement Cycle
PLANNING

SCHEDULING

ADMINISTRATION/RECORDING

CONTROL

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

project setup
mile stone calendar
budgeting
top down budgeting
(needed resources in
units end money)
. bottom up budgeting
(needed resources in
units and money)
. personnel and materiel
resources
. multi project planning

project schedule
critical path schedule
resource constrained
unlimited resources

. resource allocation
based on availability
. priority based plaming

centralized data collection
decentralized data collect ion
remaining duratior;' % complete
project related cost
(travel. lodging etc.J

project control
progress monitoring
eamed value analysis
analysis & evaluation

. hammoclcs

. cost control

. resource usage (multi project!

. resource control

. ass igning priorities

. re-allocation of
resources

Market position
PACS and the Renaissance C/S Financial applications are suited to both enterprise-wide and departmental
client/server applications. PACS is well suited for small and large-scale business-critical projects that must
compete for the same limited personnel and material resource in a multi-project environment.
As yet many organizations have only started to adopt a more sophisticated project management tool at the
departmental level. The market opportunity for enterprise client/server applications such as PACS and
Renaissance C/S is virtually untapped, because most enterprises are only now beginning to appreciate the
possibilities of enhanced cost and revenue accounting, progress monitoring and control (Technology Audit by the
Butler Group, Nov. 1994). Not only is the confidence in deploying large-scale business-critical applications
growing, but for most contractors and subcontractors of small and large (most of the time fL-xed price) projects an
integrated project environment is the only way to survive the competition in the long run. Therefore, PACS,
combined with the Renaissance C/S Financial applications, will become increasingly attractive to these
organizations and will provide them with a competitive advantage.

Platforms
User Interfaces
. Windows 3.x
. Character based

Operating Systems
. Windows
. Windows NT - planned

Connectivity
. DECnet
. IPX (Novell)
. TCP/IP

. Motif, X-Windows

Operating Systems (Servers)
. Open VMS
. HP-MPE/iX
. HP-UX
. Windows NT - planned
. OSF/1
. SINEX- planned
. AIX (IBM)

Databases
. ORACLE
.SYBASE
. INGRES
. RdB
. RMS relations access
. Flat files

Main features of PACS

0 PACS is fully integrated in the Renaissance C/S Financial applications. The on-line integration with General
Ledger allows project cost and revenues to be automatically accumulated, so commit, pre-commit, recorded
and non-allocated budget data is available. Data recorded in PACS can be retrieved in Renaissance C/S and in
2
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PACS and vice versa.
D Due to its division and other parameters, PACS can be modified and tuned to the requirements of the

organization in question. Organizations that have little or no experience with project planning and control
may choose to start with as few restrictions as they wish and progress over time to a more structured and
controlled way of carrying out projects.
D The maximum of project levels can be determined by the user. The labels of these project, subprojects,

phases, activities, tasks etc. may be determined by the user. The same applies to the labels of the organizational levels.
D PACS is a true multi-project management tool, which provides a view over the multiple projects that are

executed at any time.
D In PACS two stages in planning are distinguished:

1.

2.

In the first stage the project setup or definition is made, resource estimates are made (top down or
bottom up) and budgets (in time/units and money) are made. These setups and budgets have a temporary
status and can be easily modified (supports the iterative estimation and budgeting process at the
beginning of each project). At this stage anything may be modified freely.
In the second stage the setup/projectdefinition and/or the budgets are frozen. From now on any
modification will enter the change control process, so every change will be recorded in a project history,
including date of change, the reason for the change, and the person that authorized the change (Change
Management).

D The authorization of the different PACS-functions is not only based on the general access to the system, but

is also based on the role within a particular project (different types of authorization per project). A project
member may obtain an extra authority if he/she is the project leader.
D In PACS a great variety of project templates can be made (including precedence relations etc.). The individual

project leaders can copy these templates and modify them according to the requirements of a particular
project. The availablity of templates or standard plans not only saves a lot of time, but it also supports the
quality assurance drive of most organizations.
D PACS has a very flexible rate structure (cost, cost plus, burden calculation, external rates, etc.). For every

level within a function category (e.g. jr. consultant, consultant, sr. consultant etc.) or material resource type a
specific rate may be used. These rate structures can be easily maintained and provide a lot of flexibility for
the organization.
D Data entry is very straight forward and user friendly. For the majority of the input fields a "list of values" is
available.
D Like all the other applications of Ross Sytems, PACS also possesses an extensive help facility (per menu

option and per input field). An extensive set of user documentation is also available to help the user.
D PACS gives instantaneous insight into the project status at any given moment through a variety of standard

reports, e.g. the resource usage per department/project/project part/per period, progress reports (Gannt
Charts, graphical representation) and earned value reports.
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Future extensions

In the near future the following modules/subsystems will be added to PACS, e.g. :
- bidtracking & order system;
practice management system additions (invoicing, integration with P/O, FA, AR, AP);
qualitative and quantitative risk analysis;
multi-project scheduling (different scenario's), i.e.:
shortest duration;
lowest cost;
minimal resource usage;
combination of the three above.
software estimation tool (based on Function Point Analysis, with a distribution of hours over the project,
phases, activities etc.);
extended change management module.
These extensions will be developed as soon as there are clients who are willing to invest for these extensions. All
the research in the above mentioned fields is done, so only a production version of each module/subsystem has to
be developed.

Suitability of PACS
With a number of parameters PACS can be modified to a large variety of projects and project organizations with
different degrees of control.
PACS can be applied for the following type of projects and/or project organizations:
- research & development (any research institute can use PACS for their projects, project names and other
labels);
marketing organizations (each marketing effort can be viewed as a project, e.g. has a start and finish date and
PACS can be adapted with the labels that are in use);
builders (short term and long term projects);
federal, state and local government;
Universities;
industry (Unilever, Shell etc.);
practice management system for Consultancy & Accountancy firms ;

PACS Project Administration and Control Systeme is a registered trademark of

I

HERKEMIJ
& PARTNERS
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ISO 9126 Quality (sub)characteristics
Functionality
• suitability
• accuracy
• interoperability
• security

Reliability
• maturity
• fault-tolerance
• recoverability

A set of attributes that bear on the existense of a set of functions and their
specified properties. The functions are those that satisfy stated or implied needs.
Attributes of software that bears on the presence and appropriateness of a set of
functions for specified tasks
Attributes of software that bear on the provision of right or agreed results or
effects
Attributes of software that bear on its ability to interact with specified systems
Attributes of software that bear on its ability to prevent unauthorized access,
whether accidental or deliberate, to programs and data
A set of attributes that bear on the capability of software to maintain its level of
performance under stated conditions for a stated periode of time
Attributes of software that bear on the frequency of failure in the software
Attributes of software that bear on its ability to maintain a specified level of
performance in cases of software faults or infringement of its specified interface
Attributes of software that bear on the capability to re-establish its level of
perfomance and revover the data directly affected in case of a failure on the time
and effort needed for it

Usability

A set of attributes that bear on the effort needed for use, and on the individual
assessment of such use, by a stated or implied set of users
• understandability Attributes of software that bear on the users' effort for recognizing the logical
concept and its applicability
Attributes of software that bear on the users' effort for learning its application
• leamability
Attributes of software that bear on the users' effort for operations and opertion
• operability
control
The capability of the software product to be liked by the user
• attractiveness

Efficiency

A set of attributes that bear on the relationship between the level of performance
of the software and the amount of resources used, under stated conditions
• time-behaviour
Attributes of software that bear on response and processing times and on
throughput rates in performing its function
• resource utilisation Attributes of software that bear on the amount of resources used and the
duration of such use in performing its function

Maintainability
• analysability
• changeability
• stability
• testability

Portability
• adaptability
• installability
• co-existence
• replaceability

A set of attributes that bear on the effort needed to make specified modifications
Attributes of software that bear on the effort needed for diagnoses of deficiencies
or causes of failures, or for identification of parts to be modified
Attributes of software that bear on the effort needed for modification, fault removal
or for environmental change
Attributes of software that bear on the risk of unexpected effect of modifications
Attributes of software that bear on the effort needed for validating the modified
software
A set of attributes that bear on the ability of software to be transfered from one
environment to another
Attributes of software that bear on the opportunity for its adaptation to different
specified environments without applying other actions or means than those
provided for this purpose for the software considered
Attributes of software that bear on the effort needed to install the software in a
specified environment
The capability of the software to co-exist with other independent software in a
common environment sharing common resources
Attributes of software that bear on the opportunity and effort of using it in the
place of specified other software in the environment of that software
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BUSINESS CHARACTERISTICS
OBJECTIVES
Examples: efficiency (productivity)
effectivity (more and better information)
BUSINESS PROCESS
importance for the organisation
(primary process or supporting process)

risks to the environment
control (difficulty / uncertainty)
complexity
size
number VO relationships
dynamics (behaviour)
needed flexibility
number of small changes (within the process)
stability
structural (big) changes
uniqueness (re-use, uniformity)

USERS
user characteristics
type
knowledge
number
age
experience
regarding the business process
regarding the use of software products

SOFfWARE PRODUCT
importance
coverage
alternatives
maintenance contract
classification
type of software product
mostiinportantfunctionalities
package / custom made
language
usage
on-line / batch
intensity
timing constraints
IT infrastructure
resources available
different types of hardware
number oflocations
network environment
stability infrastructure
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QUALITY PROFILE

QUALITY PROFILE
PACS
Functionality
- Suitability
- Accuracy
- Interoperability
- Compliance
- Security

Reliability

Usability

Efficiency

Maintainability

Portability
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.

PACS

EVALUATION LEVEL
0
C
B

A

Explanation of evaluation levels:
The formal ISO standards do not yet give any definitions of the various evaluation levels. Therefore,
the explanation given below should be viewed as a pragmatic interpretation of the distinctive
evaluation levels.
the (sub)characteristic in the present situation is irrelevant; no specific characteristics have been
identified in the business process, in the users' profile or in the software product, which can be
related to the (sub)characteristic in question
D
the (sub)characteristic is relevant; specific characteristics have been identified in the business
process, in the users' profile or in the software product, which can be related to the
(sub)characteristic in question
C
the (sub}characteristic is relevant and a large number of specific characterictics have been
identified in the business process, in the users' profile or in the software product, which can be
related to the (sub)characteristic in question
B
compliance with the quality requirements related to the (sub)characteristic is critical and entails
an increased risk regarding safety (injuries to people}, the environment (reparable damage) or
economic aspects Oeopardizing the continuity of the organization)
A
compliance with the quality requirements related to the (sub)characteristic is extremely critical·
and entails an extremely high risk regarding safety (endangering peoples lives), the
environment (irreparable damage) or economic aspects {bankruptcy of the organization)
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